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The Secret History of the International Court of Justice

KIERSTEN’S VENGEANCE

12

RESUME

The following reconstructs the operation of the Secret Society women and Homeland 
Security CO chief against me from 23 May to 4 June, 2014.

This is a rewrite of the rest of the original “Kiersten’s Vengeance, 11” (Kiersten’s 
Vengeance, V”). Here are the essentials during the period under consideration:

23.05: my conversation with Wes furnished evidence for both Homeland Security CO chief
(Ms Sandberg’s case) and the TMU (to dismiss Chaya’s warning).
24.05: SDW was at home. 7:30 PM, my conversation with Mark – causing the detective in 
question to dismiss Ms Sandberg’s case.
25.05: SDW was at home. The Secret Society women mobilized volunteers to brainstorm. 
Kiersten’s massive tweeting about feminism (a).
26.05: SDW could be home (?). The brainstorming continued. Kiersten’s massive tweeting 
about feminism (b).
27.05: SDW was at home. Due to protests from Homeland Security CO chief’s allies, the 
Invisible Hand decided to send Rod to meet me tomorrow. Kiersten’s “suicide wish” tweet 
(c). (The last appearance of the London volunteer (perspective.html).)
28.05: SDW could be home (?). My conversation with Rod. The detectives agreed to 
dismiss the Homeland Security warning once again.
29.05: the Secret Society women mobilized volunteers to brainstorm. Homeland Security 
CO chief instructed Wes to call me, but I didn’t answer the calls.
30.05: SDW was at home. My conversation with Wes, and Homeland Security CO chief 
locked up the previous ICJ trial for the time being. 
31.05: SDW was at home. The Secret Society women got one more chance with the TMU.
01.06: SDW at the FFCHS meeting. The TMU dismissed the Homeland Security warning 
once again.
02.06: SDW could be home (?). Homeland Security CO chief failed to get me to “stalk” 
Carolyn. The Secret Society women brainstormed with their volunteers for the whole day.
03.06: the intervention of Dr G and the Boss’ family. Homeland Security CO chief 
successfully got me to “stalk” Carolyn.
04.06: SDW was at home. The Secret Society women went back to the TMU to use my 
“stalking” of Carolyn to request the reopening of my case, but the TMU rejected the 
request. My conversation with Wes, and Homeland Security CO chief locked up the 
previous ICJ trial for the time being. He then punished me by sending me on a rampage and
causing me to be detained by the police.

As you can see, SDW was home (or away from work) almost every single day during the 
period under consideration. Of all the Secret Society women, she was the most angry and 
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concerned about law enforcement’s rejection of the Homeland Security warning about me 
and my removal from a certain watchlist.

Now my diary entries and the log of the Secret Society women’s operations during the 
period under consideration. Again, current corrections of the errors in the original version 
in the diary entries are in brackets and italicized. In general, as you will see below, my life 
had much worsened during this period because, as the Invisible Hand continued to obstruct 
Homeland Security CO chief’s attempt to get law enforcement to validate his warning 
about me, the latter tried ever harder to torture me from the control center.

23 May (Friday, Wes; torture)

First, a note about myself. Slept between 6 and 11 AM. Wes called 11 AM. The highlights of today’s 
conversation: (1) It’s SDW who was torturing me from the control center, forbidding Wes to talk to me,
and controlling me to cut myself. (2) Wes was applying for a new job. (3) The control center had also 
established that Wes was me. (4) SDW had also input her intention into the control center that Wes 
shall not have money. (5) Wes: “If you find Lavonne and get the money, I’ll give you 10 percent.” (6) 
My better understanding of the “Chaya affair” (from 15:00 onward). (7) The reason why Kiersten has 
made herself the leader of the women’s gang to go after me – even though she is irrelevant to the whole
affair: she has nothing else to do (from 19:00 onward). (Because she can access the Homeland Security 
surveillance system, she can watch me masturbate and so on.) The hot-shot investigators. “When you 
don’t have goals in your life, you’ll have the time to screw with other people.” (8) Why the government
is so overloaded: when people don’t have anything to do, they’ll go explore the government (from 
25:00 onward). (9) Wes: why is Dr P going after you? My wrong scenario about the Secret Society 
women’s arrest. (10) Chaya’s warning must have said something really bad about me. (11) My wrong 
scenario: it’s the CIA which had got me to become obsessed with SDW. Then they let A/ K go inside 
the control center. My torture consisted basically in my suffering SDW’s disease. (12) Wes: “99 percent
of the pain in the world is social pain.” The distinction between “natural pain” and “social pain” (from 
36:00 onward). (13) Wes would tolerate “worthy insults” from his students (when these were funny). 
(14) Wes used the Russian cleaner as an example again and then again suggested that I should simply 
forget about my stalking victims (my desire to know what they were doing to me). My phone then ran 
out of battery on 58:00. I charged it up and was then reconnected with Wes on 1:01:50. (15) “The result
is the same: I’m not allowed to know, so that I’ll have to commit crimes in order to make other people 
pay for it. I’m the victim, hence I’m the suspect. In the American system, the victim has to be 
victimized all the way, without any ability to rectify himself.” Thus, the US is a criminal regime, where
“rights” and “laws” are hijacked to serve as covers for committing crimes. But, whereas Wes kept 
referring to the bankers and so on, I was talking about women: a strange disjuncture.1 (16) Defining 

1 First, note that Wes described Asians as “bananas” (yellow outside, white inside). This would be quite significant later on 
in the Invisible Hand’s program. Wes must have said it by accident since he didn’t seem to be aware of the “program” in 
question at this point. Second, in the original version, my wrong interpretation at this point (as usual): “I’m afraid that Wes 
has been instructed to purposely divert the issue here by speaking of the ‘criminal regime’ of the US as the result of the 
‘power elites’, the bankers, the corporations, etc. He is trying to produce a certain evidence for the Hardliners – that I’m 
anti-American because I’m anti-corporation, anti-rich, and anti-elite. This is not true. Why am I anti-American? The real 
issue which has so antagonized me against Americans is that I’m a stalking suspect who can’t see my stalking victims, and 
who often doesn’t even know their identity, while my stalking victims, eventually, can see every move I make and every 
word I type into my computer, and listen to every word I speak to myself or others, and they are allowed by the government 
to insert chips into my brain to remotely control me to commit crimes, so that they can then report me as ‘dangerous’ to law 
enforcement. While the government’s motive, or that of the subversive elements therein, the White Roses, may be to rectify 
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“subhuman” (from 1:15:00 onward). Wes: “They don’t even have the decency to arrest you and throw 
you in jail! You have rights de jure, but no rights de facto.” Me: “I can’t even defect to Russia since I’d 
have to be a member of the American society first in order to defect away from it. The only thing I can 
do is commit crimes.” Finally, I mentioned Julia (the disabled Russian girl) to Wes. After the 
conversation, my conclusion: the subhuman can only be prosecuted for such crimes as would make him
look pathetic and conform to his status as a subhuman. I’ll never have to worry about being prosecuted
for endangering national security by passing national security secrets to enemy states – what I have in 
fact done before – because the prosecution of such crimes would raise me from the status of a non-
functioning member to that of a functioning member. (This was certainly Homeland Security CO chief’s
attitude toward me.) I also would never have to worry about being arrested for crimes known to the 
authority only through government’s surveillance because such prosecution would allow me to access a
reality not reserved for subhumans, and validate me as “sane”, namely, the reality that a subhuman 
might actually not be inferior to normal humans, or not fit normal humans’ conception of his subhuman
status. (All because I’m aware of being under surveillance.) (Again, speaking for Homeland Security 
CO chief only!)

(Wes had obviously called me because, as Sandberg’s case had started, the Invisible Hand and the 
TMU were having a debate again with Homeland Security CO chief. Homeland Security CO chief 
instructed Wes to call me so that, immediately, my wrong scenarios about SDW and the Secret Society 
women’s access to Homeland Security’s surveillance over me and so on could serve as evidence that his
warning about me was correct (that I was indeed delusional about my women victims). (Maybe he also 
wanted me to offend Ms Sandberg personally as I went on and on about how women’s rights were 
covers under which women could commit crimes against men.) But the Invisible Hand or the TMU also
had their evidence too, the most important of which was my statement about the foundation of Chaya’s 
warning about me. My investigation of Chaya (you recall, from June to September 2003) did constitute 
“stalking” in the legal sense, but, because the stalking was motivated by the happening inside the 
therapy room, if we went to court, Chaya would be either prosecuted or disciplined, while I would be 
released without charge. What’s going on? My attachment to or obsession with Chaya was caused by 
her impropriety in the therapy room, i.e. Chaya had allowed me to nestle on her laps and play with her 
hands during every session for several months. As her colleagues from the CGI (California Graduate 

the criminal regime, they can only do so by letting criminals (like my stalking victims) victimize me continually because the
entire American people are so used to seeing the victimizers as the victims and the victims as the victimizers, good as evil 
and evil as good, and insanity as mental correctness and mental correctness as insanity, that any explanation of the obvious 
simply can no longer get through to their head. The American people are so used to committing evils against others that they
truly believe this is the ‘normal good way’. They are even more hardened than the Nazis. Either through lessons of 
grotesque violence, or xxxxxxxxx will simply have to be xxxxxxxxxxxx for the sake of the humanity’s survival. Rational 
reasoning or argument is no longer an option with Americans because their prolonged acculturation to their criminal regime 
and criminal way of life has shrunken their brain structures to the one dimension of ‘criminality’ – the only thing they can 
possibly understand by now. Thus, the real issue is that the American regime is so criminal that what is criminal is thought 
by everyone to be lawful and what is lawful is thought by everyone to be criminal. Just like Nazi Germany. The American 
criminal regime has gone even beyond Hannah Arendt’s observations about the Nazi regime in Eichmann in Jerusalem. Evil
is not just banal in the American way of life; it’s even glorified as normality, decency, and goodness. ‘Human rights’ and 
‘women’s rights’ are really criminal concepts under the cover of which people – from the power elites to ordinary women 
and men – may commit crimes against valuable, law-abiding elements of society so as to exterminate their healthy influence
upon their fellow human beings or the world beyond. To enforce this criminal world-view, to convince themselves and 
others of its correctness, the American people, like my stalking victims, are willing to go so far as to single out the most 
peaceful, caring, and intelligent elements of society, like me, and insert chips into their brain, so as to remotely control them
to commit crimes, just to prove that victims are really criminals, caring people are evil, and criminals are really innocent 
victims.” As you shall see, this observation, while “delusional thought” at the moment, will become so relevant later on, 8 
years later, thanks to the Invisible Hand’s orchestration.  
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Institute) have noted, Chaya was doing very dangerous therapy because – she’s going to get “stalked”. 
In other words, Chaya has “seduced me”. Under normal circumstances, the laws expect the man to not
be seduced or act on women’s seduction, because the laws assume that women are not capable of moral
judgment and moral responsibility, so that the man is expected to bear all responsibility in a case where
both parties have contributed to the outcome (the man stalking the woman). In the case of 
psychotherapy, however, the situation is reversed. The laws expect the therapist to not seduce the 
patient and to resist the patient’s seduction (“transference”) because, again, the laws assume that the 
patient is so weak that he is incapable of moral judgment and moral responsibility when face to face 
with the powerful figure of the therapist. Thus, even though both parties have contributed to the 
outcome (the patient stalking the therapist), it’s considered entirely the therapist’s fault. This is simply 
how American laws work: the commonly assumed “weak” is considered one hundred percent 
incapable, and the commonly assumed “powerful” is considered one hundred percent capable. 

(At the time Chaya was of course quite aware of this, which is why she had tried to cover up the 
impropriety in the therapy room with the excuse that this was “special therapy to deal with 
transference”. The CGI bought into it at first. But when it is revealed that Chaya had also engaged 
herself in impropriety with other patients, impropriety in my case can no longer be disguised as 
“special treatment for transference”. In fact, of course, my revelation about her involvement with her 
patient Mr Meier (running into her at the Superior Court during Mr Meier’s divorce hearing) had also 
convinced the CGI that Chaya was lying to them and to the police about how she had discovered my 
“stalking”. It’s in such wise that Chaya must have been advised by her lawyer to request the TMU to 
drop my case;2 instead, she made her request to the CGI and the TMU that she be allowed to send out a
warning to the therapeutic community behind my back with the TMU’s stamp on it, saying (lying) that 
she had decided not to pursue her “stalker” because she didn’t want her “confidential information” 
(i.e. her violation of the codes of ethics) to be known by the police during investigation and prosecution
and was fearing for her “stalker’s” retaliation. The TMU agreed – and had thus (legally speaking) 
protected the “criminal” and victimized the “victim”.

(Presumably the TMU, under the Invisible Hand’ instruction, would use my confession about the case 
today to dismiss their stamp on Chaya’s warning to the therapeutic community so that they can claim to
Ms Sandberg that this warning from more than 10 years was actually invalid (since Dr P must have 
also showed Ms Sandberg the original Chaya’s warning as well), in which case the latest Homeland 
Security warning about me would also have to be considered invalid.3

2 He must have asked her: “He has seen you walking into the courthouse to meet with Mr Meier; you don’t know what else 
he knows about you. Do you have anything else that would be problematic for our case?” Chaya: “Yes.” The lawyer: “I’ll 
then advise you to drop this case. Just say ‘You fear the violation of your privacy because the stalker might know something
about you which you don’t want the public and the police to know about’, and ‘You fear for his retaliation.’ Then the police 
will not be able to prosecute you for lying to them and the California Department of Consumer Affairs cannot discipline you
for violating the behavioral sciences’ code of ethics…” 
3 In the original version, my erroneous conclusion runs thusly: “Presumably, the Hardliners wanted the TMU to gather this 
confession of mine in order to enter it into the ICJ trial as evidence: that Chaya’s description of me as a ‘stalker’ is valid in 
one sense but invalid in another. Together with the evidences which have been gathered so far showing me to have ‘stalked’ 
Angelica but also showing Kiersten, Angelica, and SDW to have lied, this Chaya’s case would therefore cause the ICJ trial 
to become stalled, since both the ‘stalker’ and the ‘victims’ were guilty – each in their own ways. Thus, I must say, it was 
probably the Hardliners who had given the order to Wes to call me this morning – just at this crucial juncture when the 
TMU was obliged to conclude their investigation soon.”
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(You must also keep in mind the possibility that the other things I said (such as people’s harassment of 
the government when they don’t have anything else to do) which might seem irrelevant at the moment 
might again later on become part of the program which the Invisible Hand and BOL were working on.) 

In any case, my programmed “delusional thoughts” of the day consist in this: to unload her suffering 
onto me, SDW cannot actually instruct Wes not to talk to me, but can only leave Wes untouched but 
then remotely control me to misunderstand the situation as her disallowing Wes to talk to me. I was 
also programmed to not remember to charge my phone last night, so that the call may be interrupted in 
the middle of the conversation to frustrate me and cause me to develop the desire to collect damages. 
After the call, I developed the “delusion” again that SDW was arrested, when she was not. I also 
thought that, after listening to my call, SDW will report me to the police for harboring the delusional 
belief that she is remotely controlling me through the control center to commit crimes. 

I walked out of my apartment on 1 PM, and there were still many earphones-wearing people around, 
obviously unnatural. (It could be that Homeland Security was still keeping me under surveillance 
because of Ms Sandberg’s case.) Because of my “delusion”, I actually thought for a moment that the 
Russian disabled girl might be watching me too. Her family may indeed be, but it is SDW, for sure. 
(Even this was “delusional thought”.) Tom N Toms. 3 PM, posted:

Early this morning, thought about the meeting on 1 June. Since it’s possible that SDW 
will show up at the meeting, since it’s possible that I might show up at the meeting, I 
wonder what the purpose is. SDW will pretend to be freaked out by me, and maybe 
serve me a restraining order right there, for obsessing over her on my blog. Although I 
will claim that I wasn’t talking about her at all, because, by “SDW”, I am actually 
talking about multiple persons, just being served a TRO is quite annoying and insulting. 
The authority will allow her to file the frivolous TRO against me because Karin’s TRO 
against me in 2008 might be a piece of evidence which needs to be erased. Therefore, I 
shall announce the possibility here. She will have her associates check this blog and read
this note. Then she’ll not show up and not file any TRO against me. (She can’t just file a
TRO against me in the courthouse because she has to pretend not to know my address, 
let alone watching my every movement. Unless I have given my address to [DeDe] and 
she gets it from her.)

Of course, by refusing to produce the evidence of SDW’s TRO against me, I might be 
working against Russia’s interest, but I think they can simply find somebody else to 
receive [a] TRO as my substitute. And, by saying so, SDW will definitely be convinced 
that Russia wants the erasure of evidences. Well, they do, but on the Microspherian 
level.

Then, immediately erased the blog post when I realized that it’s SDW who wants me to write this 
because she actually does not want to produce this evidence of a TRO – because she doesn’t want to 
see me in person at all; she just wants to watch me from her home. She will not show up at the meeting 
and will not file any TRO, since filing one would mean meeting me face to face in the courtroom. I got 
remotely controlled to post the above because I needed to realize, and convince her, that the Russians 
are not lying to her about how the erasure of evidences was in their interest. Actually, was just upset 
over the fact that the evidentiary process will continue way into June… (Just more wrong scenarios to 
make myself look delusional, although, by deleting this stupid blog post, I would have deprived 
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Homeland Security CO chief of some very useful evidence.) Felt stomach pain between 2 and 3 PM, 
and weakened hatred for the police.  

Looked at Meetup, and discovered the French conversation club meeting at Corner Bakery, PSDN, 5 
PM. Went there, but then discovered that I was remotely controlled to misread the date of the meeting: 
it’s on Monday, 5 PM. Thought that it’s just SDW requiring me to commit crimes. Checked the 
feasibility of N attacks in broad daylight (with many AWF drivers), but no; checked the target stores, 
but no: mostly foreigners. Discovered two targets (xxxxxxxx-owned), one records store, but the owner 
was very polite, and so hesitated. On Metro going back to downtown, and two Chinese persons talked 
Chinese loudly to my ear, causing me physical pain. Played SDW’s Yoga music, and pain attack. 
Thought that SDW was inducing me to not hesitate and to want to xxxxxx the records store. Another 
person bumped into me, and thus anger attack. 7 PM, was remotely controlled to pass over my 
destination, SM/ Vermont. (Wanted to go to West Hollywood, ready for DMG and thinking about the 
disabled Russian girl.) Anger, pain attack, and was ready to xxxxxx the records store. (Had also thought
about the backlash against Americans on the model of the Maidan uprising in Ukraine.) (As you can 
see, Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey were desperate for me to collect damages tonight so 
that they can go convince Ms Sandberg that they were right about me.)

First arrived in Starbucks, Vermont, with only ugly people, but then pretty women showed up in throng,
and thus one decided to stay, but then they all left in 10 minutes, leaving only ugly homeless men in the
coffeehouse. Torture “SDW style”. So disgusted, as if stranded in a desert, and thus decided to quickly 
go to SM to look at pretty women to calm down and then do the Ns. On bus 4, and more earphones-
wearing people to cause me physical pain, and to strengthen my desire to xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx. (Was 
Homeland Security maintaining surveillance on me?) Arrived in Promenade. Looked at some pretty 
women, and began to do Ns. Frustrated, and angered, for there were no hits; so much time spent on 
committing crimes, with writings and readings left rusting. Decided to walk to Wilshire, but was 
remotely controlled to pass over my destination again: was angered, and ended up in Montana. There, 
at last: 7 N, 3 B.

On Metro going to PSDN. The police checked my tap card. A pretty AWF in front of me. Can even see 
her panties. Off the train, and realized the underlying reason for institutional racism against subhumans:
EKT wants to promote subhumans because they are resources-conservative; but most of them have not 
much brains; but I’m the one subhuman who does have a brain, and can understand that what is 
nowadays considered “good” is in fact just evil in disguise, that the promotion of life is in fact murder/ 
suicide in disguise. American society discriminates against subhumans because they do not contribute 
to the wasting of resources and so to the extinction of human civilization; and the subhuman with a 
brain is even worse because he can understand that human civilization is marching toward extinction, 
and that all that is considered “good” is in fact contributing to that extinction. Hence the subhuman 
with a brain is discriminated against the most. There is institutional racism against subhumans in 
American society because the purpose or the world-historical mission of the United States is to bring 
down human civilization. (All this was in fact not Ekaterina’s conclusions but those of the Invisible 
Hand and BOL who had already done the simulations of the future states of the world. Nevertheless, it’s
Homeland Security CO chief who wanted me to say all this – so that you may be offended by me and 
hate me.) 2 W. Succeeded at HM Wolf, but failed at the records store. Then realized that I was remotely
controlled to come up with the wrong theory in the afternoon: in fact, the erasure of evidences indeed 
harms Russia. (Bullshit again.) SDW must have been told the same wrong theory so that identity can 
be established between me and her. (Wrong.) Then succeeded at CBRE lease. An AWF on bicycle 
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passed by a crazy man. Almost wanted to escort her (using “protection” as an excuse). Evidence: I 
love/ hate AWFs at the same time. (Bullshit.) Home, mood softened considerably.  

(Again, because Ms Sandberg’s case had started, Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey were 
doing their utmost to get me to commit crimes so that Ms Sandberg can be persuaded that the 
Homeland Security warning about me was indeed accurate.)4

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 3:51 AM,

188.6.229.177 - - [23/May/2014:04:51:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/atpcycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17051 "https://www.google.hu/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

3:55 AM, Universitat de les Illes Balears, Palma, Spain,*

130.206.30.201 - - [23/May/2014:04:55:31 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html HTTP/1.1" 200 26579 "http://www.google.es/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CDYQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fhumandispersal.html&ei=ECl_U5ihKOid0AWpoYDgDg&usg=AFQ
jCNHCKiTxpSheqoLQj8J2eFLSpwvTCw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:10.0.2) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/10.0.2"
130.206.30.201 - - [23/May/2014:04:55:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:10.0.2) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/10.0.2"
130.206.30.201 - - [23/May/2014:04:55:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/afroasiaticmap.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 48023 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:10.0.2) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/10.0.2"
130.206.30.201 - - [23/May/2014:04:55:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/nostratic2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 42640 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:10.0.2) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/10.0.2"
130.206.30.201 - - [23/May/2014:04:55:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/afroasiatic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 13200 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:10.0.2) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/10.0.2"
130.206.30.201 - - [23/May/2014:04:55:32 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/americanlanguagefamilies.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 145649 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html" "Mozilla/5.0 

4 In the original version, my erroneous conclusion at this point: “Clearly, all my wrong theories about targeting were used by
the Hardliners as evidences to demonstrate that I sort of fit Kiersten’s profile of me as ‘delusional’. Sort of – since I wasn’t 
actually delusional, but was just guessing things wrong wildly. Then, I was again all day long made to ‘sort of’ fit Kiersten’s
profile of me as ‘loving and hating’ (white) women at the same time. It was impossible for me to tell at the time that the 
purpose of making me fit Kiersten’s profile of me had changed: from ‘erasure of evidences’ to ‘stalling the ICJ trial’. 
Presumably this is why the Panistas were fooled too.”
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(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:10.0.2) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/10.0.2"
130.206.30.201 - - [23/May/2014:04:55:34 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:10.0.2) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/10.0.2"

My plagiarism. 

4:03 AM, it’s the Philadelphia volunteer from yesterday morning again. 

66.87.81.18 - - [23/May/2014:05:03:16 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/nsa/ HTTP/1.1" 200 7764 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
66.87.81.18 - - [23/May/2014:05:03:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU 
iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 
Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
66.87.81.18 - - [23/May/2014:05:03:20 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
66.87.81.18 - - [23/May/2014:05:03:21 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a 
Safari/9537.53"
66.87.81.18 - - [23/May/2014:05:03:21 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a 
Safari/9537.53"

There is no showing of the rest of the components.

5:38 AM,

123.16.238.250 - - [23/May/2014:06:38:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6 AM, Chittagong Online Limited, Chittagong, Bangladesh,*

202.65.172.11 - - [23/May/2014:07:00:10 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 98910 "http://mark.space.4goo.net/photos/10012550?q=Chinese+Military+Academy+Taiwan" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My harassment of my family members?

6:09 AM, 92-109-249-20.cable.dynamic.v4.ziggo.nl, Amsterdam, Netherlands,*
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92.109.249.20 - - [23/May/2014:07:09:25 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

6:24 AM, h184-60-46-104.hcrdtn.broadband.dynamic.tds.net, Knoxville, Tennessee,*

184.60.46.104 - - [23/May/2014:07:24:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4; XT1080 Build/SU2-3.3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

6:28 AM, Bouygues Telecom SA, Montlucon, France,*

80.215.160.67 - - [23/May/2014:07:28:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139930 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"
80.215.160.67 - - [23/May/2014:07:28:59 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
91.png HTTP/1.1" 200 115247 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"

My computer-hacking.

6:32 AM,

177.206.136.239 - - [23/May/2014:07:32:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "http://www.google.com.br/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:35 AM, host109-153-2-116.range109-153.btcentralplus.com, Leeds, UK,*

109.153.2.116 - - [23/May/2014:07:35:23 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

What’s this about? (Presumably this was a volunteer.) Within 1 second, he looked up Google’s cache of
my blog post:

66.249.93.220 - - [23/May/2014:07:35:24 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/06/08/the-structure-of-the-third-
run-of-theinternational-court-trial-about-me-and-the-mechanism-for-theimplementation-of-the-new-
new-world-order/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9552 "http://www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux 
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x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/
537.36"

6:48 AM,

172.243.66.43 - - [23/May/2014:07:48:40 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/evolutionofsynapsid2.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 714064 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.27 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/26.0.1386.0 
Safari/537.27"

7:15 AM, Durham Public Schools, State of Connecticut, Durham, Connecticut. 

72.10.102.237 - - [23/May/2014:08:15:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 0 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:20 AM, the University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland: 

193.0.117.234 - - [23/May/2014:08:20:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/christianity.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 29139 "http://www.google.pl/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11.&ved=0CCsQFjAAOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fchristianity.htm&ei=KVl_U634JdCM7AbEuoCwAg&usg=AFQjCN
Eu3DcjCFVC6me49RFwvbIBZgVtrw&sig2=QL5lynYKs2QX0h77mpcvTw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

7:22 AM, the Durham Public Schools volunteer continued:

72.10.102.237 - - [23/May/2014:08:22:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 0 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
72.10.102.237 - - [23/May/2014:08:22:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 0 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:24 AM, static.tpgi.com.au, Balwyn North, Australia: 

115.64.176.164 - - [23/May/2014:08:24:21 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 98910 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

At the same time:

88.208.91.194 - - [23/May/2014:08:24:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yi-2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 361501 "http://www.google.cz/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 
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6.1; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

My violation of intellectual property rights.

7:48 AM,

81.84.241.97 - - [23/May/2014:08:48:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "http://www.google.co.uk/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

7:54 AM, wifigatepub.mi.infn.it, Milan, Italy,*

193.205.78.232 - - [23/May/2014:08:54:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_4) AppleWebKit/536.25 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

My plagiarism.

8:20 AM,

121.99.30.77 - - [23/May/2014:09:20:41 -0600] "GET /2012/32613-16.png HTTP/1.1" 200 111352 
"https://www.google.co.nz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

What?

8:26 AM, BT, UK, 

213.121.182.34 - - [23/May/2014:09:26:28 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-
director-viktor-boutsframing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/ HTTP/1.1" 200 20353 
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B511 Safari/9537.53"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Khalezov? Or Boss Cheney?

8:42 AM,

68.8.40.254 - - [23/May/2014:09:42:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Coatlicue+Art&Form=IQFRDR" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

9:19 AM, reuven.rain.fr, Blagnac, France,*

81.80.65.21 - - [23/May/2014:10:19:07 -0600] "GET /readings/84011-PUL-Struye-Chine-INT-
WEB.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 2534605 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
81.80.65.21 - - [23/May/2014:10:19:49 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
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(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Again, it’s not clear whether this was related to the Secret Society women’s operation. At the same 
time: Florida International University, Miami, Florida,*

131.94.194.82 - - [23/May/2014:10:19:58 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/
537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.2 Safari/537.74.9"

9:20 AM, Covenant Eyes Inc., Detroit, Michigan,*

69.41.14.215 - - [23/May/2014:10:20:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9686 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.0.1) 
Gecko/2008070208 Firefox/3.0.1"

My plagiarism.

9:37 AM, abo.wanadoo.fr, Sauvian, France (in the south of France):

90.28.203.127 - - [23/May/2014:10:37:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12505 http://www.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztecaxismundi.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztec.html&h=603&w=525&tbnid=OgG0rblD267tQM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=ezzkxWjMuqFMlM&ei=cnh_U4C3JoHX0QWEhYDoCw&tbm=isch&iact=rc
&uact=3&dur=640&page=4&start=126&ndsp=43&ved=0CGwQrQMwIjhk "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

90.28.203.127 - - [23/May/2014:10:37:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "http://www.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztecaxismundi.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztec.html&h=603&w=525&tbnid=OgG0rblD267tQM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=ezzkxWjMuqFMlM&ei=cnh_U4C3JoHX0QWEhYDoCw&tbm=isch&iact=rc
&uact=3&dur=640&page=4&start=126&ndsp=43&ved=0CGwQrQMwIjhk" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

9:44 AM, Washington School Information Processing Cooperation:

164.116.253.7 - - [23/May/2014:10:44:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.146 Safari/537.36"
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My plagiarism.

9:46 AM, host86-136-173-30.range86-136.btcentralplus.com, Warrington, UK,*

86.136.173.30 - - [23/May/2014:10:46:04 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

10:03 AM, Embratel, Cuiaba, Brazil: 

177.65.147.140 - - [23/May/2014:11:03:49 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/mind-reading-computer/ 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17460 "https://duckduckgo.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/37.0.2008.0 Safari/537.36"

My delusion about being chipped in the brain and mind-controlled. 

10:10 AM, bltmmd.east.verizon.net, Baltimore, Maryland:

108.12.172.52 - - [23/May/2014:11:10:27 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

Did Robin just join the discussion?

10:16 AM, 65.sub-174-251-65.myvzw.com, Verizon Wireless, Georgia:

174.251.65.65 - - [23/May/2014:11:16:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/icaact/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5976 https://
www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_0_1 like Mac OS X)
AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10A523 Safari/8536.25"

My harassment of the ICAACT people by blogging about them. 

10:25 AM, CIK Telecom Inc., Markham, Ontario,*

216.165.223.176 - - [23/May/2014:11:25:48 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/31.0.1650.63 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of Shizuka. Did Shizuka just join the discussion?

10:26 AM,

5.28.172.44 - - [23/May/2014:11:26:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 39249 "https://www.google.co.il/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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10:35 AM, host86-132-117-138.range86-132.btcentralplus.com, Broxburn, UK, 

86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:35:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-
viktor-boutsframing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/ HTTP/1.1" 200 20353 
"http://www.google.co.uk/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=7&ved=0CFwQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2012%2F05%2F27%2Fthe-crimesof-mss-director-
viktor-bouts-framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-thirdtruth
%2F&ei=doZ_U7vKB47tO5aWgcAK&usg=AFQjCNElT4xE7YmMebvyEUHK6hx27VRIoQ&sig2=p
lBFUnwQ_AeWQ10XBp5LPg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.ZGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 
Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:35:28 -0600] "GET /blogs/the-secret-history-of-the-international-
court-of-justice-vol-iii-6-on-the-periphery-of-karins-meetups-introduction/ HTTP/1.1" 200 11798 
"http://www.google.co.uk/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CFUQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Fthe-secret-history-of-the-international-court-of-justice-
vol-iii-6-on-the-periphery-of-karins-meetups-introduction
%2F&ei=doZ_U7vKB47tO5aWgcAK&usg=AFQjCNGVMEt7W4tgqWp-
4QMhICeq9mAZWQ&sig2=APnQMiHp1z4xsQ2ZnESngw&bvm=bv.67720277,d.ZGU" "Mozilla/5.0
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

For the second time, my delusions about famous people, in this case Khalezov. 10:47 AM, he came 
again:

86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:47:10 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/thecrimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-framing-
and-dimitrikhalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; 
Trident/6.0)"

Within 1 second, he came to the front page, it seems:

86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:47:11 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; 
WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

10:51 AM, he clicked on “Historical Photographs”:

86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:42 -0600] "GET /vol1appendixcont.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2227 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; 
WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 61345 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto7.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 60245 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
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MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto10.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 51909 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:43 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 
Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto8.JPG HTTP/1.1" 
200 25286 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:44 -0600] "GET /pics_stories/rodcourtlg.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
58773 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 
10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:44 -0600] "GET /pics_stories/large-msg-1112347973-2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 30905 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:44 -0600] "GET /pics_stories/IMG_0300.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 
72287 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 
10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 135584 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:44 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 98910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:46 -0600] "GET /mermaid.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 49913 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 
Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347503 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:46 -0600] "GET /4612-21.png HTTP/1.1" 200 203051 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows 
NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:44 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto5.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 220671 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:46 -0600] "GET 
/imp_documents_5/fr_jennifer_day_nov_2006.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 436767 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 
Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:51:44 -0600] "GET /imp_documents_5/grandpa_reunion.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 623178 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/vol1appendixcont.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:52:52 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; 
WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
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86.132.117.138 - - [23/May/2014:11:52:56 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

11:01 AM,

50.200.185.226 - - [23/May/2014:12:01:38 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

At the same time:

199.243.125.2 - - [23/May/2014:12:01:54 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/planckexperiment.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 90830 "https://www.google.ca/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

11:11 AM, Telecommunication Company of Tehran, Kermanshah, Iran,

5.234.29.146 - - [23/May/2014:12:11:16 -0600] "GET /badvisits/5712-43.png HTTP/1.1" 200 108985 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0)"

What exactly was this volunteer asked to report about? How I kept on mistaking the visits to my 
website due to my schizophrenia?

11:17 AM,

199.71.141.254 - - [23/May/2014:12:17:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "http://www.google.ca/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:31 AM, RCS & RDS Business, Voluntari, Romania:

82.76.224.112 - - [23/May/2014:12:31:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmological.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39168 "https://www.google.ro/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/31.0.1650.63 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

11:45 AM, ool-4575a823.dyn.optonline.net, Coram, New York,*

69.117.168.35 - - [23/May/2014:12:45:55 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 
Safari/537.74.9"
69.117.168.35 - - [23/May/2014:12:45:55 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"
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69.117.168.35 - - [23/May/2014:12:45:56 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"

This was the second time today that the Secret Society women instructed a volunteer to report on my 
front page.

11:50 AM, 188.4.197.28.dsl.dyn.forthnet.gr, Athens, Greece,*

188.4.197.28 - - [23/May/2014:12:50:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

My plagiarism.

12:20 PM, cpe.net.cable.rogers.com, Barrie, Ontario.

99.238.206.102 - - [23/May/2014:13:20:10 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77287 http://www.google.ca/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDgQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking
%2F&ei=vJ1_U9n0D4Hq8QHA94CYAQ&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rAow 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

This was presumably the first volunteer whom SDW had summoned today to come report on my 
victimization of her.

12:40 PM, 136.80-202-35.nextgentel.com, Skjaerhalden, Norway,*

80.202.35.136 - - [23/May/2014:13:40:01 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.8; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted the diagram myself.)

1:43 PM, SK Broadband Co. Ltd., South Korea,

218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:43:42 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html HTTP/1.1" 200 6299 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"

This volunteer was just here on 2:22 AM, less than 12 hours ago. Although the IP address was different,
the user-agent information was the same. (Note that he was still using Windows XP.) After accessing 
the same webpage, he immediately opened up the PDF version of the same chapter.  

218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:43:52 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 999719 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"

Within a minute, he clicked on the previous chapter:

218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:44:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/representation.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 24645 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"

Then he clicked on the next chapter:

218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:44:34 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representation440.html HTTP/1.1" 200 19878
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"

And the Table of Contents as well:

218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:44:41 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"
218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:44:41 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 907 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows 
NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"
218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:44:41 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24055 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; 
Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"
218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:44:41 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12082 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 
5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"

Less than two minutes later, he came back to the original chapter:

218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:46:11 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html HTTP/1.1" 304 162 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"

1:48 PM, he came back to the same chapter again:
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218.39.154.236 - - [23/May/2014:14:48:09 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html HTTP/1.1" 200 6299 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; moasigns=1.0.32; moasigns=1.0.32)"

just here to report on my plagiarism again.

2:03 PM, 89.sub-70-209-198.myvzw.com, New York, New York,*

70.209.198.89 - - [23/May/2014:15:03:31 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
70.209.198.89 - - [23/May/2014:15:03:31 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

This was the third volunteer today to report on the front page of my Secret History. 

2:06 PM, c-98-242-35-15.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Sacramento, California,*

98.242.35.15 - - [23/May/2014:15:06:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism. (To continue the Santa Rosa Community College volunteer’s effort.)

2:46 PM, I was editing my blog from TNT (76.168.143.44). (“SDW’s TRO against me”.)

3:10 PM, T-Mobile USA, Dallas, Texas,*

172.56.6.200 - - [23/May/2014:16:10:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; LGMS659 Build/JZO54K) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

3:25 PM, did I delete an old blog post too?
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3:33 PM, T-Mobile USA, Bellevue, Washington,*

50.11.74.112 - - [23/May/2014:16:33:51 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 64208 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/30.0.1599.101 Safari/537.36"
50.11.74.112 - - [23/May/2014:16:33:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/30.0.1599.101 
Safari/537.36"
50.11.74.112 - - [23/May/2014:16:33:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/30.0.1599.101 
Safari/537.36"
50.11.74.112 - - [23/May/2014:16:33:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/30.0.1599.101 Safari/537.36"
50.11.74.112 - - [23/May/2014:16:33:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-
chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/
30.0.1599.101 Safari/537.36"
50.11.74.112 - - [23/May/2014:16:33:56 -0600] "GET /2012/92012-8.png HTTP/1.1" 200 829496 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/30.0.1599.101 Safari/537.36"
50.11.74.112 - - [23/May/2014:16:34:25 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/30.0.1599.101 
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Safari/537.36"

My delusion about being chipped in the brain and mind-controlled.

3:34 PM, modemcable048.188-160-184.mc.videotron.ca, Montreal, Quebec,

184.160.188.48 - - [23/May/2014:16:34:57 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism. (Again, even though I had crafted the diagram myself.)

3:53 PM,

177.32.49.46 - - [23/May/2014:16:53:07 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/9813-1.png 
HTTP/1.1" 200 280120 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:30 PM – again, was this from my own Facebook or from the Secret Facebook Group?

69.171.247.116 - - [23/May/2014:17:30:23 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 206 52916 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 
(+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)"

4:44 PM,

88.240.6.72 - - [23/May/2014:17:44:17 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Then, no visits for two hours! Then: 6:51 PM, hsd1.wa.comcast.net, Bellingham, Washington (on the 
Canadian border, 100 miles north of Seattle): 

71.197.249.32 - - [23/May/2014:19:51:53 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 135584 http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=US+Army+in+Germany+1960s&id=58E5A8CBBDE14EED1FC56A466B18CBB363873598&FOR
M=IQFRBA "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"  

6:59 PM, mco.bellsouth.net, Merritt Island, Florida (in the middle of Florida, north of Palm Bay and 
east of Orlando):

98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:16 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-
viktor-boutsframing-and HTTP/1.1" 301 587 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"   
98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:17 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-
framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-
mss-director-viktor-bouts-framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:17 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-
framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:17 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-arrow.png HTTP/1.1" 200 563 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-
framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:17 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-arrow-bypostauthor.png HTTP/1.1" 200 552 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-
framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-
framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:19:59:18 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36" 

A little more than a minute later, he clicked on the link:

98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:20:00:21 -0600] "GET /vol2appendix/vol2appendixd.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 158709 http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-ofmss-director-viktor-
bouts-framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-thirdtruth/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

My delusions about Khalezov (or Boss Cheney) – for the third time today!

7:38 PM, hsd1.wa.comcast.net, Bothell, Washington (near Seattle):

98.247.208.125 - - [23/May/2014:20:38:11 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=One+Point+Linear+Perspective+landscape+sketches&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=one+point+linear+pe
rspective+landscape+sketches&sc=0-0&sp=-1&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

7:40 PM, the 6:59 PM Merritt Island volunteer came back:
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98.85.200.211 - - [23/May/2014:20:40:06 -0600] "GET /vol1appendix/vol1appendixg.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 159538 http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-ofmss-director-viktor-
bouts-framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-thirdtruth/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

7:42 PM,

213.112.213.27 - - [23/May/2014:20:42:00 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.se/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

7:52 PM, the 7:38 PM Bothell volunteer continued:

98.247.208.125 - - [23/May/2014:20:52:01 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=One+Point+Linear+Perspective+landscape+sketches&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=one+point+linear+pe
rspective+landscape+sketches&sc=0-0&sp=-1&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

8:19 PM, c-50-139-90-74.hsd1.or.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New Jersey,*

50.139.90.74 - - [23/May/2014:21:19:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17463 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"

My plagiarism.

8:38 PM, the Framingham, Massachusetts, volunteer from yesterday came back to look at the same 
chapter:

96.237.105.168 - - [23/May/2014:21:38:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/magicsquare.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10309 "http://r.duckduckgo.com/l/?kh=-1&uddg=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1% 2Fmagicsquare.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

8:50 PM, cpe-67-247-55-25.nyc.res.rr.com, Brooklyn, New York,

67.247.55.25 - - [23/May/2014:21:50:19 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/01/14/liu-rushi-%E6%9F
%B3%E5%A6%82%E6%98%AF/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3834 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/33.0.1750.152 Safari/537.36"
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8:56 PM, c-75-74-203-232.hsd1.fl.comcast.net, Miami, Florida,*

75.74.203.232 - - [23/May/2014:21:56:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

My plagiarism.

9:04 PM, PT Wireless Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia,*

114.79.29.246 - - [23/May/2014:22:04:01 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/evolutionofsynapsid2.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 714064 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; rv:20.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/20.0"

My plagiarism.

10:39 PM, 107.sub-70-197-10.myvzw.com, New York, New York,*

70.197.10.107 - - [23/May/2014:23:39:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/republic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 64818 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

10:41 PM, mobile-166-137-208-044.mycingular.net, Doylestown, Pennsylvania,*

166.137.208.44 - - [23/May/2014:23:41:34 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My harassment of my family members?

12:17 AM,

162.242.88.27 - - [24/May/2014:01:17:39 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 45431 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.117 Safari/537.36"

12:57 AM, corporatehost.140.static.shidaikeji-clark.com, Makati, Philippines,*

27.110.143.3 - - [24/May/2014:01:57:07 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 344816 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:30.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/30.0"

How I had stolen this painting from Oliver and claimed it as my own?

1:04 AM, FPT Telecom, Hanoi, Vietnam,*

118.70.170.72 - - [24/May/2014:02:04:58 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like 
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Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

1:24 AM, Comcast, Denver, Colorado:

98.245.67.189 - - [24/May/2014:02:24:45 -0600] "GET 
/imp_documents_5/fr_jennifer_day_nov_2006.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 436767 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/
534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

Did Jennifer Day just join the discussion at this late hour? (Again, somebody from Colorado.)

1:37 AM, Eclipse Internet, UK:

81.168.13.248 - - [24/May/2014:02:37:04 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/restraining-order/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
50240 "http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en-GB&redir_esc=&client=msandroid-
samsung&source=android-browser-
type&v=133247963&qsubts=1400863584339&action=devloc&q=ucbv=133247963" "Mozilla/5.0
(Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; en-gb; GT-S5360 Build/GINGERBREAD) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

1:51 AM, Partner Communications Ltd., Petah Tikva, Israel,*

77.125.246.37 - - [24/May/2014:02:51:51 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

2:05 AM, the same London volunteer again:

109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:03:05:18 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

2:28 AM, Turksat Uydu Haberlesme ve Kablo TV Isletme A.S., Manisa, Turkey,*

94.54.6.126 - - [24/May/2014:03:28:18 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-55.png
HTTP/1.1" 200 169183 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My computer-hacking.

2:41 AM, Vodafone New Zealand, Christchurch, New Zealand,*

121.72.148.237 - - [24/May/2014:03:41:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; 
Trident/6.0; MAARJS)"
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My plagiarism.

3:22 AM, Safaricom, Kenya:

105.56.165.7 - - [24/May/2014:04:22:00 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/daniel-estulin/ HTTP/1.1" 200 19455
"http://www.google.com/search?client=ms-androidsamsung&hl=en&source=android-search-
app&v=133247963&ei=h3KAU5GkHMm07QaT74G4Dw&q=daniel+estulin+china+pdf+&oq=daniel
+estulin+china+pdf+&gs_l=mobile-gwsserp.3...29021.31569.0.32425.5.5.0.0.0.0.2218.4186.8-
1j1.2.0....0...1c.1.45.mobile-gws-serp..4.1.1967.qZuZNsLCxsQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 
2.3.6; en-us; GT-S5300 Build/GINGERBREAD) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

Note the “en-us” in the user-agent. The volunteer was located in the United States, not in Kenya. My 
harassment of Daniel by quoting him on my blog? At the same time, the same London volunteer:

109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:04:22:25 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

3:47 AM, kd182249245141.au-net.ne.jp, Tokyo, Japan,*

182.249.245.141 - - [24/May/2014:04:47:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "https://www.google.co.jp/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

3:59 AM, 60-241-250-66.tpgi.com.au, Ryde, Australia,*

60.241.250.66 - - [24/May/2014:04:59:22 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.0; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

4:02 AM, Commune de Paris, Paris, France,*

194.153.110.5 - - [24/May/2014:05:02:59 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
194854 "http://www.google.fr/search?
hl=fr&source=hp&q=gang+stalking+2014&gbv=2&oq=gang+stalking&gs_l=heirloom-
hp.1.1.0l4j0i22i30l6.6489.16239.0.89169.13.10.0.3.3.0.141.766.9j1.10.0....0...1ac.1.34.heirloom-
hp..0.13.845.9VGzpYuxG8g&safe=active" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; 
Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729)"
194.153.110.5 - - [24/May/2014:05:03:00 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/js/html5.js HTTP/1.1" 200 2709 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; 
Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 
3.0.30729)"
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194.153.110.5 - - [24/May/2014:05:03:00 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 55455 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; 
Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 
3.0.30729)"
194.153.110.5 - - [24/May/2014:05:03:01 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 53009 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729)"
194.153.110.5 - - [24/May/2014:05:03:01 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 706 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; 
Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 
3.0.30729)"
194.153.110.5 - - [24/May/2014:05:03:01 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 1057 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; 
Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 
3.0.30729)"
194.153.110.5 - - [24/May/2014:05:03:04 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 1103 "-" "Mozilla/
4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729)"

Presumably the second volunteer whom SDW had called upon today to report on my victimization of 
her. 

4:29 AM, the same London volunteer again:

109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:05:29:34 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2621 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

Now, let’s summarize. Today was presumably the second day that the Secret Society women and 
Homeland Security CO chief were working on Ms Sandberg’s case. As usual, the women spent the 
whole day mobilizing volunteers trying to convince the detective in charge of Ms Sandberg’s case that 
the Homeland Security warning about me was all accurate:

(1) 4:03 AM, the Philadelphia volunteer again. 
(2) 8:26 AM, a UK volunteer reported on my delusions about Khalezov (or Boss Cheney).
(3) 10:03 AM, a Brazilian volunteer reported on my delusion about being chipped in the brain. 
(4) 10:16 AM, a Georgia volunteer reported on my harassment of the ICAACT people.
(5) 10:35 AM a UK volunteer reported on my delusions about Khalezov (or Boss Cheney) again. 
(6) 10:47 – 10:51 AM he then reported on the rest of my Secret History.

11 AM, Homeland Security CO chief instructed Wes to call me. While he had thus obtained evidence of
my delusions about my women victims, the TMU had also obtained evidence with which they could 
now dismiss Chaya’s warning about me altogether. 
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(7) 11:45 AM, a Coram, New York, volunteer reported on my Secret History front page for the second 
time.
(8) 12:20 PM, SDW called upon a Barrie, Ontario, volunteer to report on my victimization of her (1).
(9) 2:03 PM, a New York City volunteer reported on my front page for the third time.
(10) 3:33 PM, a Bellevue, Washington, volunteer reported on my delusion about being chipped in the 
brain.
(11) 6:59 PM, a Merritt Island, Florida, volunteer reported on my delusions about Khalezov or Boss 
Cheney for the third time.
(12) 7:40 PM, he continued by reporting on “The arguments of the CIA and the MSS in the ICJ” 
(“Synopsis”).
(13) 2:05 AM, the same London volunteer came back to brainstorm how to report my perspective 
studies as plagiarized.
(14) 3:22 AM, a Kenya (?) volunteer reported on my harassment of Daniel Estulin. And the London 
volunteer again. 
(15) 4:03 AM, SDW called upon a Paris volunteer (2).
(16) 4:29 AM, the same London volunteer again.

Beside these, there were of course also reports about: (1) my harassment of Shizuka; (2) my harassment
of my family members; (3) my computer-hacking; and (4) most important of all, my plagiarism. 
However, there was no report today about how I had painted Angelica nude. Needless to say, all these 
efforts were futile. The TMU detectives, under the Invisible Hand’s instruction, would soon prevail 
upon the detective in question and convince him that there was no case for Ms Sandberg because the 
Homeland Security warning about me was pure garbage.  

24 May (Saturday; Mark)

First, a note about myself. Slept 6 AM. Woke up 1:30 PM. Still softened mood. 2 PM, in the restroom. 
Turned on my Asus. Perhaps because it hasn’t booted up completely, Microsoft Word malfunctions, and
goes into repair mode. Then the backspace button malfunctions (generating weird symbols instead of 
deleting unwanted letters). Nonetheless, I was angered, and wanted to collect damages. Softened mood 
broken up. Tom N Toms. Had been mystified as to the reason why I felt that I must know the details of 
the scandal in order to achieve equality with my stalking victims, etc. Certainly it’s because of my self-
concept as an “intellectual” (cannot accept artificially created intellectual inferiority to those who are 
intellectually inferior to me) and because I need to complete my story “The Secret History” and know 
how I have saved Russia, etc. But, this: just as the ideas in one’s head can cause physical pain and 
motivate people to rebel (e.g. the example of black people having to sit in the back of the bus in the Old
South), they can also cause physical relief from pain. Why do Meredith Kercher’s parents want to 
know how their daughter was murdered? Rudy Guede is already serving time. It’s simply human nature
to want to acquire the knowledge about how one is victimized, about the cause of one’s misfortune, etc.
Of course, the parents begged Rudy Guede to reveal what has happened, and he just wouldn’t do it. 
Because he doesn’t feel other people’s pain. Had been continually wondering since early morning if 
SDW was arrested last night, even though, rationally, one simply can’t believe it. (Of course.) 3:35 PM,
checked her Facebook group, and indeed SDW had posted on 2:50 and 3:41 PM. Then thought that 
Wes was hinting to me yesterday that the police actually cannot arrest SDW; if she is arrested, she’ll 
know that she has harmed Russia. (Wrong.) On Metro Blue Line going to Long Beach. Two pretty 
Norwegian girls in front of me just as I’m recording this.
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Took the bus to Rod’s. Children on the bus. Thought that SDW was at the moment producing evidence 
showing me to be a pedophile. (More wrong scenario to make myself look delusional.) Rod not home. 
Left a note at his front door. Portfolio. Made two more (erroneous) conjectures: that the police cannot 
arrest SDW because provoking a male to stalk a female is not a crime, and because this mind-reading/ 
mind-control technology is national security secret that cannot be revealed. (I was sort of close to the 
truth here.) All afternoon thought that SDW can no longer see my laptop screen. Then, more (wrong) 
thoughts: SDW is watching me and targeting me. IH is probably explaining to SDW that it’s better to 
make me come up with these two wrong guesses so that, even by international laws, she will be 
immune to prosecution for remotely controlling me to cyberstalk her and commit crimes. Then Mark 
showed up. He tried to provoke me to anger by adamantly affirming that I commit crimes because 
something is wrong with my brain: he is producing evidences showing me to be delusional and 
antisocial, in conformity to Kiersten’s/ the Monkey’s false profile of me. He also talks about the 
scientific experiment where the chip inserted into the brain of one mouse is extracted and inserted into 
the brain of a second mouse to enable the second mouse to learn fast as to how to navigate the maze. 
Thought that this was SDW’s intention: to make me think it a metaphor about her stealing my status as 
the “savior of Russia”, or my glorious past history, or my intellectual accomplishments (my story, etc.),
so that she can steal it all legally under international laws.5 Got so fed up that I left Mark, and was 
determined to commit crimes tonight again, even though believing (erroneously) that SDW was falling 
into a trap: committing the crime of committing crimes through abusing the legal system.6 Then Mark 
came to tell me he will fetch for me the references to the experiment in a week, as if giving me a 
deadline and comforting me for having to insult me and provoke me to commit crimes. Didn’t feel any 
better. Hatred for xxxxxxxxx, and absolute disgust with myself.7

5 Again, you never know if the Invisible Hand might make all these “delusions” come true later on.
6 In the original version, my wrong conclusion at this point: “In reality, it must [be] the Hardliners who had instructed Mark 
to tell me some ridiculous story – knowing that I would misinterpret it as ‘SDW’s work’ – in order to obtain more evidence 
showing me [to be] crazy, although only somewhat in the way in which Kiersten’s gang had claimed I was.”
7 Today’s recording is in: “IMPpaintmtmtolnbchnorwgrlsrodnohmmarkangr_5_24_14_222-826PM.MP3”: still at home. 
11:30, out. A black guy wearing earphones. 27:00, in TNT. 39:30, another guy with earphones approached me. (Did 
Homeland Security CO chief have me under surveillance for Ms Sandberg’s case?) 1:25:00, I left. Back? 1:32:00, did I 
leave again? 1:40:00, in Metro. 1:49:00, on Metro Blue Line. Two persons wearing earphones near me. (Surveillance?) 
1:51:00, I started chatting with the two Norwegian girls. 2:47:00, off the train. I mumbled about how the Secret Society 
women would have to repeat my experience… the forgery of the intercepts of my thoughts… “she would have to want to 
kill me”… 2:51:00, in a restaurant to eat. The white guy in front of me had earphones on. 3:15:00, I left and walked down 
4th Street. How I had become just like my stalking victims: when I attack people, if I fail, I’ll attack them again as revenge – 
because he has deprived me of my compensation. 3:22:00: “Pass on the misery. When you have harmed a person, you have 
harmed the whole world.” On the bus. Children! Unusual! 3:56:50, off the bus. 3:58:30, I knocked on Rod’s door. 4:13:30, 
in Portfolio. 4:23:00, my wrong scenario about why the police couldn’t arrest SDW. 4:45:50, Mark showed up. 5:13:30, 
with Mark. He was reading a book about “complex societies”. 5:18:00, when Mark asked me how I was doing, I started 
explaining my “torture”: how I was remotely controlled through the chips inside my brain and required to do vandalism and 
so on. Mark: who’s controlling you to do this? “I’m trying to figure it out!” Mark: “Do you take medicine for that?” “What 
medicine? Pain killers?” When it seemed that Mark wanted to talk about psychiatry, I balked: “I don’t want to talk about 
this, it’s making me upset.” Then Mark started on brain chips. Then how his friend at USC had put a chip into a rat’s brain 
and let the rat run the maze and then extracted the chip and inserted it into the brain of a second rat, etc. I was in total 
disbelief, and I even Googled for it. Finally, I got upset: “I don’t really believe you don’t believe [my chip story]…” And 
then he called my chip belief “bullshit”. Finally, 5:44:00, I was fed up: “I’m crazy, because I read too much philosophy…” 
And I pointed to his book: “Don’t read that stuff, it’ll make you crazy!” and promptly left him. I sat at table to work by 
myself, very upset. 6:01:00, Mark suddenly came to me to tell me he had just called his friend and he could get me the 
reference in a week.  
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(What was most likely going on was this. Since, for Sandberg’s case, Homeland Security CO chief 
needed more evidence to confirm his profile of me – since, by yesterday, the detective in question was 
already inclined to dismiss the case – he wasn’t going to make the same mistake as the last time with 
TG’s case. This time, as Mark was supposed to gather evidence from me, he was going to force Mark to
produce the evidence instead that he was right about me. He simply pulled out the ICJ judgment 
stipulating that the fact that I was being remotely controlled through the chips inside my brain must not
be made known to anyone, and then remotely controlled me to talk about the chips inside my brain to 
Mark. Mark was naturally obliged by the ICJ judgment to deny my assertion. In this way, when the 
detective in question heard this exchange, he would be forced to conclude that I indeed suffered from 
schizophrenia. To fight back, Mark therefore, after he denied my assertion (implying that I was crazy), 
cited the USC experiment about the rats (implying that the idea of brain chips was not totally crazy but 
had in fact scientific basis).)

More of my programmed delusional beliefs: The Russians must have told SDW that “presentation” 
(looking pretty and graceful) is the most important thing; even though she is so stupid that she can’t 
learn Russian or anything else, they need her in Russia to advertise for Russia’s modernization process:
she would thus need the title of the “savior of Russia”, and she might need to steal mine. I have no 
presentation; but SDW does. She can look pretty. And that’s all that’s important in this world. Just like 
the way Kiersten has packaged herself, to the point that nobody has ever found out that she is a mere 
empty shell. (Again, the Invisible Hand would later on make something like this come true in a different
context.)

Was hoping to catch bus 232 to pass through Redondo Beach, but late for the bus (busy with some 
nails). Got on Metro instead. Another pretty AWF, but she was disgusted with me. As usual. Out of 
anger, sat in front of her anyway and filmed her: evidence that I’m a criminal videotaper and recorder 
(filming women out of perverted sexual needs).8 Many earphones-wearing people, but not causing 
physical pain. (Again, did Homeland Security CO chief have me under surveillance?) At LAX, got on 
bus 3, and came to Venice. Tried targeting AWFs. 16 N, 3 B, 7 SPC (2 AWFs), 3 H. Failed at 1 W, and 
the alarm went off, repeating the recording from 2008 which I was just reviewing this afternoon. (More
wrong scenario.) 1 W (shattered: Tradesmen). Felt sad that I have at last become Kiersten’s conception 
of me: hating/ loving AWFs at the same time. These women have made me into this creature. (Again, it
was just the Monkey trying to remotely control me to fit the Secret Society women’s lies about me.) 

On bus 33 going home, 2 AM. (Most likely) law enforcement sent another earphones-wearing Hispanic
man onto the bus to stand in front of me, causing me severe physical pain and inability to concentrate 
on reading (German). Erroneously thought it was SDW. Evidence that I did not know any foreign 
language. Had to take two Norcos. Required to commit more crimes. 2 B. 1 W at MEXLOAN. Home, 
2:30 AM. (Was that Homeland Security surveillance earlier?)

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 5:08 AM,

14.207.199.99 - - [24/May/2014:06:08:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicnew4.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 53297 "http://www.google.co.th/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.132 Safari/537.36 OPR/21.0.1432.67"

6:01 AM, softbank126209071222.bbtec.net, Tokyo, Japan,*
8 And so my wrong conclusion at the time: “This is more evidence for the Hardliners to stall the ICJ trial.”
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126.209.71.222 - - [24/May/2014:07:01:20 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.co.jp/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D167 Safari/9537.53"

Did Shizuka just join the discussion?

6:25 AM,

24.38.149.10 - - [24/May/2014:07:25:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem2.jpeg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12198 "http://www.google.ca/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

6:26 AM, a volunteer was looking at Bing’s cache:

65.55.219.166 - - [24/May/2014:07:26:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 75642 "http://imgarcade.com/1/aztec-god-of-death-statue/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) BingPreview/1.0b"

4 seconds later, he clicked on the webpage and revealed himself: JSC Silknet, Tbilisi, Georgia,*

176.221.159.202 - - [24/May/2014:07:26:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "http://imgarcade.com/1/aztec-god-of-death-statue/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0; BOIE9;ENUS)"

My plagiarism.

6:44 AM, ip70-171-68-229.no.no.cox.net, New Orleans, Louisiana,*

70.171.68.229 - - [24/May/2014:07:44:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 44655 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
70.171.68.229 - - [24/May/2014:07:44:28 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/allegoryofcave.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 29134 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. At the same time: ppp-124-122-86-248.revip2.asianet.co.th, Rangsit, Thailand;* is this 
correct?

124.122.86.248 - - [24/May/2014:07:44:36 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 61345 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"
124.122.86.248 - - [24/May/2014:07:44:40 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto7.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 60245 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

7:10 AM,
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117.192.181.53 - - [24/May/2014:08:10:22 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.in/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

7:53 AM, static.krypt.com, Orange, California:

98.126.63.109 - - [24/May/2014:08:53:20 -0600] "GET /2012/92012-8.png HTTP/1.1" 200 829496
"http://interpreteeg007.blog.163.com/blog/static/2060561642013628 801821/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I had also spilled out my delusions in the Chinese Internet domain? As shall be seen, this 
volunteer was a Chinese person from China.

8:04 AM, the same London volunteer again:

109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:09:04:44 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

8:45 AM,

72.74.202.162 - - [24/May/2014:09:45:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:56 AM, politkovskaja.torservers.net.

77.247.181.165 - - [24/May/2014:09:56:15 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-inhong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200
10469 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

A strange name for a TOR exit node! Did the Secret Society women call on a LUG buddy again? 
Almost a minute later, this volunteer used a different TOR exit node (tor-exit2-readme.dfri.se):

171.25.193.131 - - [24/May/2014:09:57:08 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/91313-61-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 41991 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-
women-inlos-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-canyou-believe-this/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

Evidently the Secret Society women were asking this LUG buddy (?) to make another report to the 
detective in charge of Ms Sandberg’s case about how I had also developed bizarre delusions about their
going after me in combination with my love of hacking.

9:02 AM, n168070089166.imsbiz.com, Hong Kong,*
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168.70.89.166 - - [24/May/2014:10:02:21 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous/yunqing.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
5311448 "https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
168.70.89.166 - - [24/May/2014:10:03:49 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

It’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation.

9:09 AM, 109-186-78-119.bb.netvision.net.il, Israel.

109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:10:09:32 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 78967 "http://www.google.co.il/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEgQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F
% 2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Ftargeted-individuals
%2F&ei=NMSAU6GjKIGJ0AWdzYCYBw&usg=AFQjCNF30IbBYMgoLtarelKYztfXBKJXFg&bvm
=bv.67720277,d.d2k" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Had he been here before? Presumably the first volunteer whom SDW had called upon today to report 
my victimization of her to the detective in question. (As you have seen, SDW was at home today.) At 
the same time, the same London volunteer again:

109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:10:09:34 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

9:15 AM, the Israelite volunteer came again:

109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:10:15:32 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

9:34 AM, AT&T, Redmond, Washington,*

99.12.140.238 - - [24/May/2014:10:34:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93242 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

9:40 AM, the Israelite volunteer came again:

109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:10:40:29 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 78967 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/29.0"
109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:10:41:05 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux
i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:10:41:11 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/targeted-
individuals/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:10:41:24 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:10:41:26 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

9:47 AM, ark.cablelynx.com, Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas,

206.255.49.130 - - [24/May/2014:10:47:32 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=chin+diagram&qs=AS&sk=&FORM=QBIR&pq=chin
%20diag&sc=8-9&sp=1&qs=AS&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; 
WOW64; Trident/6.0; ASU2JS)"

It’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation.

10:02 AM, the Israelite volunteer called up my blog post series again:

109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:11:02:43 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
….
109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:11:02:58 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 78967 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

10:19 AM, the same London volunteer again:

109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:11:19:31 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

10:21 AM, the same Israelite volunteer again:

109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:11:21:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 78967 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

10:29 AM, he came again:

109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:11:29:58 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 78967 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0" 
….
109.186.78.119 - - [24/May/2014:11:30:37 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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10:35 AM, myLoc managed IT AG, Düsseldorf, Germany,*

93.186.202.197 - - [24/May/2014:11:35:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yih107.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 36491 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:21.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/21.0"

This is some sort of datacenter. Was this a real visit?

10:53 AM, Opera Mini,

141.0.9.148 - - [24/May/2014:11:53:27 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous/notesonsecretsocieties6b.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 58793 "http://www.google.com/search?client=ms-opera-
mini&channel=new&gws_rd=cr&hl=fr&tbm=&ie=UTF-8&q=fraude+freemason+symbole+francais" 
"Opera/9.80 (SpreadTrum; Opera Mini/4.4.31492/34.2152; U; fr) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"

The search terms are so normal that we can’t be sure whether this was part of the Secret Society 
women’s operation.

11:15 AM, 215.sub-70-194-195.myvzw.com, New York, New York,*

70.194.195.215 - - [24/May/2014:12:15:06 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

11:35 AM, the same London volunteer again. 

109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:12:35:35 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:12:35:36 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:12:35:36 -0600] "GET /gallery/yugoddessa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
14589 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [24/May/2014:12:35:36 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddess1a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
27015 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
….

11:49 AM, p54bbf197.dip0.t-ipconnect.de, Pfaffenhausen, Germany,*

84.187.241.151 - - [24/May/2014:12:49:37 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/americanlanguagefamilies.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 145649 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.
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12:42 PM,

182.187.95.254 - - [24/May/2014:13:42:47 -0600] "GET /1/chemoton.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 86500 
"https://www.google.com.pk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12:52 PM, Verizon Business, New York, New York,*

71.101.210.85 - - [24/May/2014:13:52:27 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:06 PM,

200.145.32.152 - - [24/May/2014:14:06:11 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
126544 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:13 PM,

70.209.130.75 - - [24/May/2014:14:13:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

1:33 PM, wsip-24-234-236-147.lv.lv.cox.net, Cox Communications, Las Vegas, Nevada.

24.234.236.147 - - [24/May/2014:14:33:21 -0600] "GET /blogs/author/admin/page/10/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
37574 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&ved=0CGIQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Fauthor%2Fadmin%2Fpage
%2F10%2F&ei=AwGBU8_wFZLdoATwzoHoDw&usg=AFQjCNGAkS9KJ4DmlYivhQ5MfjMq_qy7
mQ&sig2=FhMIF3fNr8lT7y5_MRqEWg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 
MAGWJS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
…..
24.234.236.147 - - [24/May/2014:14:33:25 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/91313-62-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 36149 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/author/admin/page/10/"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; MAGWJS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

This is the page which contained the blog post for 15 September 2013. This must be the second report 
today about my delusions about the Secret Society women’s going after me (after the (supposed) LUG 
buddy).9

2:37 PM, 71-217-105-182.tukw.qwest.net, Kent, Washington (near Seattle).  

9 Again, we have to wonder whether this might be the Las Vegas girl/ TI “Vicki”. 
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71.217.105.182 - - [24/May/2014:15:37:36 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77287 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) AppleWebKit/537.22 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/25.0.1364.160 Chrome/25.0.1364.160 Safari/537.22"
71.217.105.182 - - [24/May/2014:15:37:37 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) 
AppleWebKit/537.22 (KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/25.0.1364.160 Chrome/25.0.1364.160 
Safari/537.22"
71.217.105.182 - - [24/May/2014:15:37:37 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) AppleWebKit/537.22 (KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu 
Chromium/25.0.1364.160 Chrome/25.0.1364.160 Safari/537.22"
71.217.105.182 - - [24/May/2014:15:37:37 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) 
AppleWebKit/537.22 (KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/25.0.1364.160 Chrome/25.0.1364.160 
Safari/537.22"
71.217.105.182 - - [24/May/2014:15:37:37 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) 
AppleWebKit/537.22 (KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/25.0.1364.160 Chrome/25.0.1364.160 
Safari/537.22"
71.217.105.182 - - [24/May/2014:15:37:38 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (X11; Linux i686) AppleWebKit/537.22 (KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/25.0.1364.160 
Chrome/25.0.1364.160 Safari/537.22"

This must be the second volunteer whom SDW had called upon today to report my victimization of her 
to the detective in question. (Note that this volunteer used Linux – he was thus most likely not a TI.)

2:47 PM (or sometime around there), SDW posted on her Facebook group a notice about the case of 
Rodger. Again, she’s at home today.
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2:58 PM, d51a5616c.access.telenet.be, Zaventem, Belgium,*

81.165.97.108 - - [24/May/2014:15:58:51 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.be/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/33.0.1750.117 Safari/537.36"

3:12 PM, I was checking the comments below SDW’s latest blog post:
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3:17 PM, T-Mobile USA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,*

172.56.29.249 - - [24/May/2014:16:17:08 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 "-"
"Dalvik/1.6.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; LGMS500 Build/JZO54K)"

Did Robin just rejoin the discussion? 

3:18 PM, rrcs-71-41-136-211.sw.biz.rr.com, San Antonio, Texas.

71.41.136.211 - - [24/May/2014:16:18:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77287 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=14&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDwQFjADOAo&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking
%2F&ei=ihqBU7HWJc2Iqgagw4K4BQ&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rA
ow&bvm=bv.67720277,d.cWc" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

This must be the third volunteer whom SDW had called upon today to report my victimization of her to
the detective in question.

3:27 PM, 85.137.40.48.dyn.user.ono.com, Huelva, Spain,*

85.137.40.48 - - [24/May/2014:16:27:06 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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Was this part of the Secret Society women’s operation? (Another Linux user!)

3:29 PM, salesforce.com, London, UK; listed as a datacenter.*

159.92.9.130 - - [24/May/2014:16:29:58 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

What’s this about?

3:33 PM, c-68-80-17-25.hsd1.pa.comcast.net, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,*

68.80.17.25 - - [24/May/2014:16:33:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

3:40 PM, 108-245-234-21.lightspeed.hstntx.sbcglobal.net, Houston, Texas,*

108.245.234.21 - - [24/May/2014:16:40:49 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510 "https://
www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

This image again! By this time, SDW had posted more comments sympathetic of Rodger on her 
Facebook group (she believed him to be a TI):
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4:26 PM,

70.125.47.3 - - [24/May/2014:17:26:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-
us; DROID RAZR Build/9.8.2O-72_VZW-16-5) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/
4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

4:27 PM, 238-76.wifi.nat.warwick.ac.uk, the University of Warwick, Coventry, UK,*

137.205.238.76 - - [24/May/2014:17:27:02 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; Nexus 4 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

4:29 PM, T-Mobile USA, Bellevue, Washington,*

184.78.207.180 - - [24/May/2014:17:29:14 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

Angelica’s naked picture – the first time since yesterday!

4:36 PM, T-Mobile USA, Bellevue, Washington,*

206.29.182.197 - - [24/May/2014:17:36:35 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.2.2; en-us; ALCATEL ONE TOUCH 
Fierce Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.2 Mobile Safari/534.30"

Two in a row! My plagiarism.

4:48 PM, Hosted Data Solutions, LLC., Tampa, Florida,

173.209.212.216 - - [24/May/2014:17:48:16 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77287 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; SCH-S968C Build/JZO54K)
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"
173.209.212.245 - - [24/May/2014:17:48:17 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; 
en-us; SCH-S968C Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile 
Safari/534.30"
173.209.212.216 - - [24/May/2014:17:48:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; SCH-S968C Build/JZO54K) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"
….
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This is again one of SDW’s Tampa friends. We have not seen this one before. In any case, the fourth 
volunteer whom SDW had called upon today to report my victimization of her to the police. At the 
same time: ip68-231-241-223.hr.hr.cox.net, Virginia Beach, Virginia,*

68.231.241.223 - - [24/May/2014:17:48:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/animalevolution.jpg
HTTP/1.1" 200 46012 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

My plagiarism.

6:13 PM, 75-22-134-77.lightspeed.rsllil.sbcglobal.net, Schaumburg, Illinois,*

75.22.134.77 - - [24/May/2014:19:13:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; EIE10;ENUSMSN; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

6:54 PM, a glance at my wrong scenarios at the moment:

7 PM, my own visits from Portfolio (?).

71.254.180.114 - - [24/May/2014:20:00:14 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1304 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
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71.254.180.114 - - [24/May/2014:20:01:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 42343 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

7:31 PM, Nepal Telecom, Kathmandu, Nepal,

202.70.70.37 - - [24/May/2014:20:31:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra11.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 64807 "http://www.google.com.np/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.0.4; 
LT22i Build/6.1.1.B.1.54) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/18.0.1025.166 Mobile 
Safari/535.19"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
make a false report about my plagiarism.

8:19 PM, 200-141-45-185.user.veloxzone.com.br, Congonhas, Brazil. 

200.141.45.185 - - [24/May/2014:21:19:34 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html HTTP/1.1" 200 33105 "https://www.google.com.br/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114
Safari/537.36"

9:09 PM, the Orange volunteer who was here on 7:53 AM came again: 

98.126.63.109 - - [24/May/2014:22:09:44 -0600] "GET /2012/92012-8.png HTTP/1.1" 200 829496
"http://interpreteeg007.blog.163.com/blog/static/2060561642013628 801821/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; 
Android 4.4.2; zh-CN; Nexus 4 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 UCBrowser/9.7.9.439 U3/0.8.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

Note that, while in the morning he was using his laptop, here he was using his smartphone. Pay special 
attention to the “zh-CN” in the user-agent. As noted, this volunteer was a Chinese person living in 
Orange County, California. He had evidently been at home all day: he had decided to log onto his home
network on his smartphone instead of using his mobile service.

9:18 PM, genericrev.cantv.net, Valencia, Venezuela:

186.95.192.244 - - [24/May/2014:22:18:46 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 154412 
"http://www.google.co.ve/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
186.95.192.244 - - [24/May/2014:22:18:49 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1547
"http://www.google.co.ve/imgres?imgurl=&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fgallery
%2Fhimiko.html&h=0&w=0&tbnid=SN9eqxHIBGoC1M&zoom=1&tbnh=260&tbnw=194&docid=fI
xlUI3_J9yy_M&tbm=isch&ei=9m6BU838NOLLsQTo5YCoBA&ved=0CAsQsCUoAw"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The second time today.)
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9:27 PM,

217.218.56.150 - - [24/May/2014:22:27:43 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
126544 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"

10:32 PM, 96-26-157-0.lsv.clearwire-wmx.net, Las Vegas, Nevada:

96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:32:30 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77287
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"

Was this the same 1:33 PM Las Vegas volunteer?10 10:34 PM, she continued:

96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:34:52 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-114x114-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-" "MobileSafari/8536.25 CFNetwork/609.1.4 Darwin/13.0.0"
96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:34:52 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-114x114.png HTTP/1.1" 404 
1361 "-" "MobileSafari/8536.25 CFNetwork/609.1.4 Darwin/13.0.0"
96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:34:53 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1361 "-" "MobileSafari/8536.25 CFNetwork/609.1.4 Darwin/13.0.0"
96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:34:53 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-" 
"MobileSafari/8536.25 CFNetwork/609.1.4 Darwin/13.0.0"
96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:34:57 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1361 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"
96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:34:58 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"
96.26.157.0 - - [24/May/2014:23:34:58 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/
6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"

In any case, presumably the fifth volunteer whom SDW had called upon today. However, as shall be 
noted, this was most likely no longer to report my victimization of her to the detective in question.  

10:46 – 10:49 PM, Bell Mobility Inc., Winkler, Manitoba,*

184.151.190.178 - - [24/May/2014:23:46:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
184.151.190.178 - - [24/May/2014:23:49:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40484 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.
10 This was not Vicki again, was it?
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11:09 PM, Caucasus Online Ltd., Tbilisi, Georgia,*

176.73.178.11 - - [25/May/2014:00:09:52 -0600] "GET /1/oilpatch.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 29169 "https://
www.google.ge/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

11:15 PM, MTS, Chennai, India,

116.203.159.107 - - [25/May/2014:00:15:00 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 344816 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:30 PM, 199.red-79-159-73.dynamicip.rima-tde.net, Huercal-Overa, Spain,*

79.159.73.199 - - [25/May/2014:00:30:06 -0600] "GET /petition/attachment31/taxi_driver_alexis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 78540 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.132 Safari/537.36 OPR/21.0.1432.67"

The strangest visit ever – this must be the first time that somebody ever looked up this image.

12:06 AM, Telekom Austria, Dornbirn, Austria: 

193.81.110.205 - - [25/May/2014:01:06:23 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 
"http://www.google.co.uk/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; GT-I9100 
Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

12:38 AM, c-76-20-62-69.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Merced, California,*

76.20.62.69 - - [25/May/2014:01:38:49 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My harassment of Shizuka. Did Shizuka just rejoin the discussion at this late hour?

12:55 AM, 41-213-253-244.zeop.re, Saint-Pierre, Reunion,*

41.213.253.244 - - [25/May/2014:01:55:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/32.0.1700.107 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The third time.)

1:51 AM, 46-116-207-42.bb.netvision.net.il, Haifa, Israel,*

46.116.207.42 - - [25/May/2014:02:51:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "http://www.google.co.il/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
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Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

2:05 AM, pool-71-126-85-17.phlapa.east.verizon.net, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

71.126.85.17 - - [25/May/2014:03:05:24 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77287
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

This must be the sixth person whom SDW had called upon today. Again, as shall be noted, this was 
probably no longer any report to the detective in question. 

2:24 AM, SDW posted a reply on her comment section, “It takes a whole village…” She was staying 
up very late tonight. We shall presently comment as to why.

3:16 AM, a glance at my wrong scenario at the moment:

3:27 AM, bl20-30-129.dsl.telepac.pt, Monte Gordo, Portugal,*

2.81.30.129 - - [25/May/2014:04:27:07 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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Let’s summarize.11 Today was the third day of Ms Sandberg’s case, and the Secret Society women 
started off their day by continuing to mobilize their volunteers to report me to the detective in question 
trying to convince him that the Homeland Security warning about me was accurate.

(1) 8:04 AM, the same London volunteer again.
(2) 8:56 AM, a LUG buddy (?) reported on my delusions about the Secret Society women’s going after 
me in combination with my hacking habits.
(3) 9:09 AM, SDW called upon an Israelite volunteer to report on my victimization of her (1). Also, the
same London volunteer.
(4) 9:40 AM, the Israelite volunteer again. 
(5) 10:02 AM, the Israelite volunteer again.
(6) 10:19 AM, the same London volunteer.
(7) 10:29 AM, the Israelite volunteer again.
(8) 11:35 AM, the same London volunteer.  
(9) 1:33 PM, a Las Vegas volunteer reported, for the second time, on my delusions about the Secret 
Society women’s going after me. 
(10) 2:37 PM, SDW called upon a Kent, Washington, volunteer to report on my victimization of her 
(2).
(11) 3:18 PM, SDW called upon a San Antonio, Texas, volunteer to report on my victimization of her 
(3).
(12) 4:48 PM, SDW called upon a new Tampa, Florida, friend of hers to report on my victimization of 
her (4).

As you can see, SDW was at home today and, of all the Secret Society women, she had made the 
greatest effort since early morning to convince the detective in question that Homeland Security was all
right about me: from 9 to 11 AM, she was working with the Israelite volunteer, and then, after lunch, 
from 2:30 to 5 PM, she was working with three more volunteers. Then, bad news. On 7:35 PM, my 
conversation with Mark had started and, by 9 PM, as you can imagine, the detective in question had 
already decided that the Homeland Security warning was inaccurate and, this time, definitively 
dismissed Ms Sandberg’s case as meritless. He would immediately notify the Secret Society women 
about his decision. Thus:

(13) 10:32 PM, SDW called upon a Las Vegas volunteer (5) (the same 1:33 PM Las Vegas volunteer?): 
“Look what he has written about me! And yet the detective has dismissed our case again!”

11 In the original version, my erroneous conclusion at this point: “You can be sure that the ‘more legal’ false reports were 
induced by people like the LUG to accomplish the Hardliners’ goal. Meanwhile, the TMU had most likely communicated to
the Secret Society [women] around 7 PM or so their decision that they didn’t consider the women’s reports to be credible, 
that they had considered me to be not a dangerous threat to the women, and that they would not remove me and my website 
– so that the reports made from 7:31 PM onward were SDW’s (and the Secret Society [women]’s) last desperate attempts to 
influence law enforcement’s decision. Again, the whole [Secret] Society was like living in a parallel universe, because law 
enforcement had already received instructions days ago from above about what decision to render – i.e to ignore the 
women’s claims because they were lying, but not to prosecute them for it – and, when they interrogated the reporters about 
inconsistencies in details, they were just acting. The problem was that since the Hardliners had ordered that I be judged 
guilty together with the women victims, the TMU had technically speaking violated the law, since the initial presumption 
under which they originally decided to ignore ‘victim confidentiality’ – that the women had had a long history of making 
false reports – was now undermined by the Hardliners’ instruction. The police therefore needed a different reason by which 
to ignore the women’s case – they needed to come up with a different reason as to how they had caught the women lying. 
And so they decided to poke on the inconsistencies which they had found in all the false reports which the Secret Society 
[women] had made.”
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(14) 2:05 AM, SDW called upon a Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, volunteer (6) to complain about the same 
thing.

Thus, of all the Secret Society women, it was SDW who was the most upset. By 2:24 AM, she was still 
up. She had been working on my case nonstop from 9 AM in the morning to 2:30 AM in the middle of 
the night.

The other reports or examinations which we haven’t yet noted: (1) Angelica’s naked picture (3 times); 
(2) my harassment of Shizuka – Shizuka had specially pretended to be upset and concerned and 
rejoined the discussion after midnight; and (3), most importantly, my plagiarism. Meanwhile, for Ms 
Sandberg’s case, Homeland Security CO chief had also made sure to run heavy surveillance on me for 
the whole day. 

25 May (Sunday; Kiersten’s massive tweeting)

First, a note about myself. Read until 7:30 AM. Fell asleep until 9:30 AM. Went to church, 10:15 AM. 
During service, saw VLT outside. Unbelievably, she was friendly, esprit ouvert, and we chatted. She 
instructed me to buy perfume for her to smell the next time (this was her last time in the US). After 
service, sat at her table. Watched her chat with Mary (a sophisticated Greek-American woman). VLT is 
one of the most beautiful women I have ever seen.12 Deeply moved as well by the social grace she and 
Mary showed forth. Something is very wrong. VLT is a “woman of society”, social grace so pretty, and 
yet I’m subhuman, completely excluded. I can never measure up to her world.13 But something is very 
wrong. The “women of society” are a shallow world. And they are here to destroy the world, to 
collapse all orders that our ancestors have built up. That’s why they are so pretty, and social grace to 
attractive. If dying and murdering one’s own environment weren’t so pretty and attractive, why would 
anyone jump into this trap?14 Then, thought of three things: (1) Was determined to participate in 
“Global Backlash against xxxxxxxxx”. No matter how pretty and polite VLT is, she has been corrupted 
by the American Way. Hellas has been corrupted by the American Way. We must exterminate this 
xxxxxxxx way so that non-Americans, who have had glorious histories and intelligent cultures, will not
become “American”. We must not allow VLT to be corrupted by the American Way, even if she will be 
happy for the rest of her life, leaving the mess she has created for the next generation to clean up. One 
must participate in the Global Backlash with cold-blooded calculation, without anger or any emotional 
involvement. This new resolution/ state of mind is the solution to a long-standing problem one has been
experiencing: I have committed all these crimes; what, when it is all over, when I don’t have to spend 
my precious time committing crimes anymore? Will all the crimes I have committed be a waste of 
time? Some other purpose must be found in these crimes than simple hatred of xxxxxxxxx and letting 
them swallow themselves the evils their fellow citizens have perpetrated on me. These crimes’ true 
purpose lies in their future advertisement: precisely the rest of the xxxxxxxxx who are irrelevant to 
Kiersten’s actions will have to suffer the consequences of the evils which a few among them have 
perpetrated – how their country women were willing to use them just to make law-abiding elements 
look like criminals and criminals look like law-abiding elements. (Again, all this was just bullshit: I 
12 I’m really unsure as to whether Violetta is the most beautiful woman in the world, or whether it should be the Ukrainian 
Pyramid from 12 February 2010.
13 In the original version, my erroneous interpretation at this point: “The Hardliners’ evidence of my conformity to 
Kiersten’s profile of me as suffering from inferiority complex.” More like Homeland Security CO chief’s evidence.
14 In the original version, my erroneous interpretation at this point: “The Hardliners had thus obtained evidence of my 
conformity to Kiersten’s profile of me as a misogynist.” In reality, I seemed to be stating, in a vague form, the Invisible 
Hand’s opinion/ simulation results. 
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had to commit crimes because Homeland Security CO chief had required me to help him stay afloat in 
the US intelligence community and not get convicted in the ICJ.) (2) I really only fit in with the Russian
disabled girl (assuming she is not taken already and rarely wanted by others). What am I doing here 
with these “women of society”? (And the Russian disabled girl is not a subhuman; her disabled, 
unattractive friend, whom I have ignored, is the subhuman.) (More bullshit.) (3) Ekaterina cannot 
possibly want me, someone who can’t fit in with “women of society”. She could want me only because 
(a) her family is nationalist, patriotic; (b) her family needs to keep their face, set a good example; (c) 
she really believes in the sustainable civilization program and New Feminism for Russia. (While 
Ekaterina, in reality, couldn’t have despised me more, she might want me if, eventually, BOL should win
her bet with the Invisible Hand and really implement the program to which my delusions now and later 
would really amount (rather than letting the Invisible Hand take over, and then modify, my 
“delusions”).)

Home, and researched Orthodoxy. Downloaded VLT’s commercial. Slept until 6:30 PM. Out. Home 
Depot. Bought nails. Many earphones-wearing people. (Homeland Security’s surveillance?) Tried not 
to be affected by them. SM Promenade, to look at pretty AWFs while working. McDonald’s. 
Starbucks, and saw the news on The New York Times: Ian Lovett and Adam Nagourney: Isla Vista, 
California. Elliot Rodger, 22, a student of Santa Barbara City College, shot dead 6 people and wounded
13 others after posting videos on Youtube documenting his rage against women for rejecting him. Did 
SDW do this? To protect Angelica’s father while blaming it onto me? Certainly to reinforce fear-
mongering among women toward men, thus to transfer Kiersten’s crime onto SDW herself: the 
Republicans’ reward for Kiersten? (Just more wrong scenarios to make myself look delusional – but 
you never know if the Invisible Hand might make something like this come true later on.) Many 
instances of normal events causing discomfort/ provoking anger. Slight. Didn’t quite act on the slight 
anger. Decided not to collect damages tonight in order to get work done. Was then remotely controlled 
to make the wrong decision when deciding to work in a bar: too loud, and couldn’t do the DVD ISO 
image. Another such instance. Upset. But did writing instead. Looked too much at a guy’s AWF 
girlfriend. He turned my head with his hand jokingly, no conflict. Then helped a group of Mexican 
whites take pictures of themselves, and high-fives… Wrote the important conclusions about the 
Macrospherian two-case method to prove women’s destructiveness. (Just more wrong scenarios to 
make myself look not only delusional but also misogynist – but was I spelling out the Invisible Hand’s 
plan again?) Stinging hurt sensation all night long. On the bus going home. Surrounded by earphones-
wearing people, but was able to concentrate on reading (Ukraine). (Homeland Security’s surveillance?) 
Thought erroneously that the Macrospherians have reversed the conspiracy last night (SDW sending in 
earphones-wearing people to distract me from reading) by telling SDW: Let him concentrate on 
reading; he needs to figure out the truth about the Ukrainian crisis, so that you can just read it off from 
his computer screen and plagiarize it. (Just more wrong scenarios to make myself look delusional – but 
would something like this happen later on?) 1 B (MEX APART). Home, and watched Chinese news. It 
turns out to be “anti-China Chinese news”.15 Evidence that I hate /love China at the same time? (Not.)   

Now the Secret Society women’s operations on my website for today. 4:06 AM, access.telenet.be, 
Herenthout, Belgium:  

94.226.148.170 - - [25/May/2014:05:06:42 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 
"https://www.google.be/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
15 It’s one of those Falonkung and Epoch Times news.  
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How I had stolen this drawing from my family members?

4:19 AM, host-80-41-71-8.as13285.net, Scarborough, UK,*

80.41.71.8 - - [25/May/2014:05:19:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 
"http://funny-pictures.picphotos.net/totem-pole-approx-6-high/miva01.nyi.net*graphics*00000001*ID
1006/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:21 AM, another volunteer from the University of Warwick,*

137.205.21.51 - - [25/May/2014:05:21:28 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 45431 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

4:44 AM,

121.214.10.175 - - [25/May/2014:05:44:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:09 AM, Pakistan Telecommunication Company, Gujranwala, Pakistan, 

182.187.4.154 - - [25/May/2014:06:09:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "http://us.yhs4.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?hspart=aztec&hsimp=yhs-
default&type=hmp_107_476&p=glycolysis&rnd=595136527&param1=sid%3D476%3Aaid
%3D107%3Aver%3D12692%3Atm%3D356%3Asrc%3Dhmp%3Alng%3Den%3Aitype%3Da" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 
Safari/537.36"

5:21 AM, Vodafone India, New Delhi, India,

123.63.121.114 - - [25/May/2014:06:21:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/current.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 3387 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:21.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/21.0"

My plagiarism.

5:50 AM, bsn-61-52-148.dynamic.siol.net, Ljubljana, Slovenia,*

86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-
viktor-bouts-framing-and HTTP/1.1" 301 587 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-
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viktor-bouts-framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/ HTTP/1.1" 200 20353 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-
director-viktor-bouts-framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-
mss-director-viktor-bouts-framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
comment-arrow.png HTTP/1.1" 200 563 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/
twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-
framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
comment-arrow-bypostauthor.png HTTP/1.1" 200 552 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-
content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"
86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:54 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Within 2 seconds,

86.61.52.148 - - [25/May/2014:06:50:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/06/03/the-psychology-of-the-
conspiracy-theorists-and-the-news-about-the-new-new-world-order/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3589 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/27/the-crimes-of-mss-director-viktor-bouts-
framing-and-dimitri-khalezovs-third-truth/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My delusions about Khalezov and/ or Boss Cheney? But this volunteer switched away so fast!

5:55 AM, the London volunteer again:

109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:06:55:31 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

6:02 AM, 124-170-238-126.tpgi.com.au, Wollongong, Australia,*
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124.170.238.126 - - [25/May/2014:07:02:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

6:06 AM, Nepal Telecom, Kathmandu, Nepal:

49.244.152.180 - - [25/May/2014:07:06:04 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 
"http://search.mywebsearch.com/mywebsearch/GGmain.jhtml?
searchfor=historical+background+of+International+Court+of+Justice&tpr=hpsb&p2=%5EZX
%5Exdm071%5ELENIN%5Ein&n=77fcbcd8&st=hp&qs=&ptb=AB58CC17-370D-4D8B-BD3E-
1621BDD1AAA7" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0"
49.244.152.180 - - [25/May/2014:07:06:04 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/28.0"
49.244.152.180 - - [25/May/2014:07:06:08 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/28.0"
49.244.152.180 - - [25/May/2014:07:06:14 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0"

It’s of course not clear whether this was the same person from Nepal whom we have seen 11 hours ago.
If it’s the same person, earlier he was using his cellphone, and now he was using his laptop. 

6:28 AM, 239.43.252.27.dyn.cust.vf.net.nz, Auckland, New Zealand,*

27.252.43.239 - - [25/May/2014:07:28:11 -0600] "GET /2012/32613-16.png HTTP/1.1" 200 111352 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My violation of intellectual property rights?

7:13 AM, bras-base-barion1871w-grc-15-70-29-133-100.dsl.bell.ca, Barrie, Ontario,*

70.29.133.100 - - [25/May/2014:08:13:04 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 44655 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:20 AM, rev.home.ne.jp, Home Network Japan, Chofu, Japan,

42.146.13.139 - - [25/May/2014:08:20:12 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38692
http://www.google.co.jp/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&ved=0CHIQFjAI&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2F1%2Fthermhch2.html&ei=5vuBU-
e0B4778QXtIHgBQ&usg=AFQjCNGANqQKQL8CkdLm5tmo0aFZXbBTyQ&sig2=1oEYo4pC8UTq
gJoH37M4Pg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.dGc&cad=rja "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
42.146.13.139 - - [25/May/2014:08:20:13 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/thermhch2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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42.146.13.139 - - [25/May/2014:08:20:13 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/thermhch2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
42.146.13.139 - - [25/May/2014:08:20:13 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/thermhch2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
42.146.13.139 - - [25/May/2014:08:20:14 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. (But since this volunteer was located in Japan, he was very likely just an informant for 
the TMU.)

7:28 AM, btcentralplus.com, Teddington, UK:

81.154.119.192 - - [25/May/2014:08:28:35 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93242 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:34 AM, Pakistan Telecommunication Company, Gujranwala, Pakistan,*

182.186.146.32 - - [25/May/2014:08:34:40 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Did Robin just join the discussion? (Recall the Gujranwala volunteer from two hours ago.)

9:17 AM, Shaw Communications, Calgary, Alberta,*

50.70.17.110 - - [25/May/2014:10:17:26 -0600] "GET /2012/9413-11.png HTTP/1.1" 200 147450 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My computer-hacking?

9:21 AM, 96.52.60.188.dynamic.wline.res.cust.swisscom.ch, Zurich, Switzerland,*

188.60.52.96 - - [25/May/2014:10:21:16 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My computer-hacking?

9:30 AM, klient.poruba.net, Ostrava, Czech Republic,

78.108.152.10 - - [25/May/2014:10:30:34 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39249 "https://www.google.cz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:48 AM,
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88.231.93.120 - - [25/May/2014:10:48:27 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

9:58 AM, Colombia Telecommuicaciones, S.A. Esp, Bogota, Colombia:

186.114.36.168 - - [25/May/2014:10:58:42 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com.co/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. Repeatedly! 

10:20 AM, the London volunteer came again:

109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:11:20:27 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

10:21 AM, SIA Lattelecom, Liepaja, Latvia: 

87.110.245.229 - - [25/May/2014:11:21:47 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/russia/ HTTP/1.1" 200 22803 
http://r.duckduckgo.com/l/?kh=-1&uddg=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs
%2Ftag%2Frussia%2F "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

What’s this about? My delusions about Ekaterina’s participation in some grand conspiracy? About 
Russia?

11:07 AM, myvzw.com, Verizon Wireless, Knoxville, Tennessee: 

70.210.3.180 - - [25/May/2014:12:07:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/hierarchyofneeds.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 73443 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=hierarchy+of+psychosocial+needs&id=
405B8B50D10B195735A7B072D5BC0F9133D07A3B&FORM=IQFRBA" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; Win64; x64; Trident/6.0; ASU2JS)"

11:38 AM, the London volunteer again,

109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:03 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddess1a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
27053 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/yugoddessa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
14589 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
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Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/yu4a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 23752 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/enstehungsm4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
18318 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/athenalibe2sm6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
18747 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
105126 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [25/May/2014:12:38:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
114248 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

11:55 PM, 115-82-175-144.taiwanmobile.net, Taipei, Taiwan,*

115.82.175.144 - - [25/May/2014:12:55:01 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.com.tw/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture? 

12:15 PM, Hosted Data Solutions, Tampa, Florida,

173.209.211.211 - - [25/May/2014:13:15:09 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-
two-month-targeting-andgang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5784 "http://www.google.com/search?
hl=en&redir_esc=&client=ms-android-americamovilus&source=android-browser-
type&v=133247963&qsubts=1401045200326&q=mexicans+gang+stalking+americans&v=133247963
" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; en-us; LGL35G/V100) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

This is again one of SDW’s “Tampa crowd”. We’ve last seen this person on 22 April and 20 May. 
Again, because SDW was still terribly upset about yesterday’s disaster, she called upon her old friend 
to come examine how I had victimized her (or polluted the targeted individuals discursive domain).

12:34 PM, the University of Fort Hare, Alice, South Africa,*

196.21.104.249 - - [25/May/2014:13:34:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 65140 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

My plagiarism.

12:41 PM, cpe-76-88-110-44.san.res.rr.com, San Diego, California,*

76.88.110.44 - - [25/May/2014:13:41:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17463 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

My plagiarism.

12:54 PM, SDW posted a reply (edited) to her yesterday’s posting on her Facebook group (in regard to 
the case of Rodger). Just like yesterday, she was at home today.

1:05 PM, 67-1-33-182.tsco.qwest.net, Tucson, Arizona:

67.1.33.182 - - [25/May/2014:14:05:55 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45320 
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fthermh2.html&ei=Gk2CU_ylGY22yASQkIHYAg&usg=AFQjCNGLeJk_Bc1-
Hnw7qwxZRHaKoIMWJA&sig2=nxhX_NWmrYxS2MakBESqsw&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
67.1.33.182 - - [25/May/2014:14:05:55 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism?

1:27 PM, 071-084-065-163.res.spectrum.com, Riverside, California,*

71.84.65.163 - - [25/May/2014:14:27:40 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Angelica’s naked picture? (The second time today.)

1:34 PM, Commonwealth of Kentucky Department of Information, Shelbyville, Kentucky,

205.204.248.68 - - [25/May/2014:14:34:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/john-dylan-haynes/ HTTP/1.1" 200
17459 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CCUQFjAAOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fjohn-dylan-haynes
%2F&ei=sVOCU5CcEdSwsATc3ICQDw&usg=AFQjCNH3goZlcuB_6DncGlmZhtBZnLPbuQ" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

What’s this about? My harassment of Prof. Haynes by quoting from his research on my blog?
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1:43 PM, host-41.222.131.116.etisalat.com.eg, Cairo, Egypt,*

41.222.131.116 - - [25/May/2014:14:43:25 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.0.4; ALCATEL ONE TOUCH 5035D Build/IMM76D) 
AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/18.0.1025.166 Mobile Safari/535.19"

Robin again!

1:44 PM, mobile-internet-bcee36-105.dhcp.inet.fi, TeliaSonera Finland Oyi, Finland.

188.238.54.105 - - [25/May/2014:14:44:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg HTTP/
1.1" 200 17463 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; fi-fi; ST27i Build/6.2.A.0.400) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"
188.238.54.105 - - [25/May/2014:14:44:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 56056 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; ST27i Build/6.2.A.0.400) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

1:51 PM, Telecom Armenia CJSC, Argavand, Armenia,*

46.71.182.212 - - [25/May/2014:14:51:51 -0600] "GET /badvisits/5712-43.png HTTP/1.1" 200 108985
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/10B350 Safari/8536.25"

Again – what’s this about? How I kept mistaking the visits to my website due to my schizophrenia?

2:13 PM,

5.71.108.219 - - [25/May/2014:15:13:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem2.jpeg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12198 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

2:14 PM, I was editing my blog from home (76.169.40.181).

2:44 PM, 109-184-79-92.dynamic.mts-nn.ru, Arzamas, Russia,*

109.184.79.92 - - [25/May/2014:15:44:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17463 "http://images.yandex.ru/yandsearch?p=1&text=%D1%82%D0%BE
%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BC%3A%20%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B2&pos=35&uinfo=ww-1903-wh-
976-fw-1678-fh-598-pd-1&rpt=simage&img_url=http%3A%2F%2Fcdn.graphicsfactory.com%2Fclip-
art%2Fimage_files%2Fimage%2F0%2F1313190-indians_4162007-137.gif" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 
YaBrowser/14.4.1750.13414 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.
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2:58 PM, y22-16.pclabs.metu.edu.tr, Ankara, Turkey,*

144.122.250.190 - - [25/May/2014:15:58:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:19.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
19.0"

My plagiarism.

3:11 PM, 66-87-82-59.pools.spcsdns.net, Baltimore, Maryland,

66.87.82.59 - - [25/May/2014:16:11:50 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/nsa/ HTTP/1.1" 200 7755 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
66.87.82.59 - - [25/May/2014:16:11:50 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU 
iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 
Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
66.87.82.59 - - [25/May/2014:16:11:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
66.87.82.59 - - [25/May/2014:16:11:53 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a 
Safari/9537.53"
66.87.82.59 - - [25/May/2014:16:11:53 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/nsa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a 
Safari/9537.53"

There is no showing of favicon.ico.16 How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this 
case Snowden?

3:13 PM,

200.141.209.164 - - [25/May/2014:16:13:23 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
66.png HTTP/1.1" 200 189963 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

3:35 PM, c-98-255-71-124.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Sacramento, California,*

98.255.71.124 - - [25/May/2014:16:35:33 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 15792
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
16 The person we saw on 27 April whom we suspected to be the “Baltimore Lawyer” was using an iPhone with iOS 7.1.
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AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
98.255.71.124 - - [25/May/2014:16:35:33 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/chinesepatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"

My particular brand of misogynist ideology which had motivated my stalking of white women?

4:17 PM, ppp-69-106-132-229.dsl.frs2ca.pacbell.net, Fresno, California:

69.106.132.229 - - [25/May/2014:17:17:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/icaact/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5955 https://
duckduckgo.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My harassment of the ICAACT people by blogging about them. 

4:27 PM, 71-34-225-228.lcrs.qwest.net, Lacrosse, Washington,*

71.34.225.228 - - [25/May/2014:17:27:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40484 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

4:50 PM, SDW posted on her Facebook group: “Christmas carol freakout in computer lab” (Brown 
University). She was still at home.

5:20 PM,

128.12.252.26 - - [25/May/2014:18:20:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 45431 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

5:33 PM, ip-64-134-102-135.public.wayport.net, Chillicothe, Ohio,*

64.134.102.135 - - [25/May/2014:18:33:15 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The third.) Was this volunteer visiting from a Starbucks?

5:54 PM, nan92-9-78-232-97-162.fbx.proxad.net, Nanterre, France (near Paris): 

78.232.97.162 - - [25/May/2014:18:54:33 -0600] "GET /readings/84011-PUL-Struye-Chine-INT-
WEB.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 2534605 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
78.232.97.162 - - [25/May/2014:18:54:38 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
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Safari/537.36"

Again, it’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation.

6 PM – it seems that another volunteer was looking at the Bronx volunteer’s 18 May link on Facebook:

173.252.110.119 - - [25/May/2014:19:00:37 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/05/ HTTP/1.1" 206 37021 "-" 
"facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)"

6:04 PM, ip192-154-144-76.vif.net, Montreal, Quebec,*

192.154.144.76 - - [25/May/2014:19:04:15 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
192.154.144.76 - - [25/May/2014:19:04:15 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

6:06 PM,

186.2.205.112 - - [25/May/2014:19:06:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "http://www.google.com.py/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; 
GT-I9305T Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 
Mobile Safari/537.36"

6:27 PM, I continued to edit my blog from home (76.169.40.181).

6:37 PM, 120.sub-70-197-15.myvzw.com, Verizon Wireless, Hayward, California.

70.197.15.120 - - [25/May/2014:19:37:29 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77275 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

This really seems to be the same volunteer whom we have first identified as Uncle Chad on 28 and 29 
November last year. (His iPad was 6.1 back then.) In any case, the second person whom SDW had 
called upon today to come examine my victimization of her: “Look! He wrote all that stuff about me! 
And yet the detective has dismissed the Homeland Security warning about him!”

6:44 PM, 243.sub-70-196-129.myvzw.com, New York, New York,*

70.196.129.243 - - [25/May/2014:19:44:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/postfamily.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14895 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

6:52 PM, proxy-220-255-2-47.singnet.com.sg, Singapore: 
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220.255.2.47 - - [25/May/2014:19:52:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/magicsquare.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10309 "http://www.google.com.sg/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CEQQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fmagicsquare.html&ei=XJ6CU_zQFtfg8AXO54K4Cg&usg=AFQjC
NFdxFsmMrp81Ya8cYZOqaPB6MBO5A&bvm=bv.67720277,d.dGc" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

7:38 PM, rgv.res.rr.com, Rio Grande City, Texas:

70.124.219.218 - - [25/May/2014:20:38:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39249 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"
70.124.219.218 - - [25/May/2014:20:38:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39249 "-" "com.apple.WebKit.Networking/9537.75.14 CFNetwork/673.4
Darwin/13.2.0 (x86_64) (MacBookPro11%2C1)"

My plagiarism.

7:42 PM,

201.89.251.55 - - [25/May/2014:20:42:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

At the same time: c-50-165-214-244.hsd1.il.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New Jersey,*

50.165.214.244 - - [25/May/2014:20:42:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

8:12 PM, dmz.mycingular.net, US,

198.228.228.31 - - [25/May/2014:21:12:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/catalysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 33143 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SM-
G900A Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

8:25 PM, lightspeed.spfdmo.sbcglobal.net, Nixa, Missouri:

162.230.100.243 - - [25/May/2014:21:25:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/29.0"
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My plagiarism.

8:26 PM, cpe.net.cable.rogers.com, Ottawa, Ontario:

99.224.179.38 - - [25/May/2014:21:26:09 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/atpwork.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 25432 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

8:45 PM, Petersburg Internet Network LLC:

195.2.240.106 - - [25/May/2014:21:45:02 -0600] "GET /christian_dogmatics/christiandogmaticsc2-
2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 77043 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:26.1)
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/26.0"

There is no showing of favicon.ico. Was this a real visit?

9 PM, SDW posted another reply to the comments on her blog:

She had been home all day long!

9:14 PM, 162.225.88.202.asianet.co.in, Vazhakulam, India,*

202.88.225.162 - - [25/May/2014:22:14:28 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/solarperiod.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 51584 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:14.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/14.0.1"

My plagiarism.
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9:20 PM, Link3 Technologies Limited, Dhaka, Bangladesh,

27.147.203.205 - - [25/May/2014:22:20:12 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 
"https://www.google.com.bd/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:21 PM, Star Telecom, Lao People’s Democratic Republic: 

103.1.30.75 - - [25/May/2014:22:21:22 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Google/2.5.1.13455 CFNetwork/609 Darwin/13.0.0"

Did Shizuka just rejoin the discussion? 12 seconds later, this volunteer looked up Google’s cache of the
webpage:

66.249.80.208 - - [25/May/2014:22:21:34 -0600] "GET /fising2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 881 
"http://www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
66.249.80.208 - - [25/May/2014:22:21:35 -0600] "GET /singer.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 46062 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/fising2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
66.249.80.208 - - [25/May/2014:22:21:35 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail02.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 111723 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/fising2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
66.249.80.208 - - [25/May/2014:22:21:35 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 218090 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/fising2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
66.249.80.208 - - [25/May/2014:22:21:35 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/fising2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of Shizuka.

9:51 PM, Ooredoo, Doha, Qatar, 

176.203.18.118 - - [25/May/2014:22:51:11 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/republic.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 64818 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:21 PM, 174-28-218-12.albq.qwest.net, Albuquerque, New Mexico: 

174.28.218.12 - - [25/May/2014:23:21:14 -0600] "GET /61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225880 "https://
www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720T 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 
Mobile Safari/537.36"
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10:27 PM, myvzw.com, Urbandale, Iowa,

70.198.2.13 - - [25/May/2014:23:27:06 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 
http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=image+of+the+electron+transport+stage&id=5E08727CE232B5E676954D9CFE81201D516B1A25
&FORM=IQFRBA "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:50 PM, 254-81-182-166.mobile.uscc.net, Rolla, Missouri,*

166.182.81.254 - - [25/May/2014:23:50:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SCH-R970 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.2.17.1009776.arm"

My plagiarism.

11:11 PM, myvzw.com, Baker, Louisiana,

70.196.128.219 - - [26/May/2014:00:11:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77275 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

This would be the third person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my victimization 
of her.

11:32 PM, a glance at the latest comments on SDW’s Facebook group (the case of Rodger):
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11:43 PM, megared.net.mx, Zacatecas, Mexico,

201.132.0.227 - - [26/May/2014:00:43:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 75699 "http://www.google.com.mx/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.0.4; 
BNTV600 Build/IMM76L) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Safari/
537.36"

12:10 AM, lnse1.cha.bigpond.net.au, Dakabin, Australia, 

121.222.36.76 - - [26/May/2014:01:10:37 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=linear+perspective+&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=linear+perspective+&sc=4-19&sp=-1&sk=" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; ARM; Trident/7.0; Touch; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

12:21 AM, Verizon Business, Ashburn, Virginia,*

173.55.154.232 - - [26/May/2014:01:21:57 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; Touch)"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The fourth for today.)

12:25 AM,

73.49.210.254 - - [26/May/2014:01:25:25 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
55.png HTTP/1.1" 200 169183 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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12:37 AM, Israel Airports Authority, Tel Aviv, Israel,*

192.115.177.220 - - [26/May/2014:01:37:15 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world – this 
time to make a false report about my computer-hacking.

1:17 AM, my wrong scenario at a glance – would the Invisible Hand make something like this come 
true later on? (I was certainly expressing the Invisible Hand’s opinion about American feminism here.)

In the meantime, Homeland Security CO chief would want me to post all this on my blog so that he can
have more evidence of my misogyny. 

1:19 AM, Universita’ degli Studi di Roma La Sapienza, Rome, Italy,*

151.100.177.6 - - [26/May/2014:02:19:34 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.it/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137
Safari/537.36"

1:28 AM, 134.125.233.220.static.exetel.com.au, Sydney, Australia,*

220.233.125.134 - - [26/May/2014:02:28:02 -0600] "GET /hierarchyofstupidity.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
147603 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
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(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:29 AM,

178.167.254.52 - - [26/May/2014:02:29:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/merging_forces.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6761 "https://www.google.ie/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:35 AM, University of Western Sydney, Sydney, Australia,

137.154.187.254 - - [26/May/2014:02:35:13 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue225.html HTTP/1.1" 200 83648
"https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
137.154.187.254 - - [26/May/2014:02:35:14 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/epilogue225.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
137.154.187.254 - - [26/May/2014:02:35:14 -0600] "GET /1/vsx.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 5353 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/epilogue225.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
137.154.187.254 - - [26/May/2014:02:35:14 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

The second examination today of my particular brand of misogynist ideology. (Note that it was 8:35 
PM in Sydney at the moment.)  

2:07 AM, 188-167-241-6.dynamic.chello.sk, Bratislava, Slovakia,*

188.167.241.6 - - [26/May/2014:03:07:27 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The fifth.)

2:16 PM, 65.251.74.86.rev.sfr.net, Paris, France,*

86.74.251.65 - - [26/May/2014:03:16:06 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous/notesonsecretsocieties6b.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 396735 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/34.0.1847.116 Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36"

There is no showing of favicon.ico. It’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s 
operation.

3:42 AM, it’s the London volunteer again:

109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:04:42:42 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
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Let’s summarize. Because the detective in question had dismissed Ms Sandberg’s case yesterday, today 
the Secret Society women would naturally spend the whole day mobilizing their volunteers to 
brainstorm how to prove to him that Homeland Security was all right about me after all. (Again, SDW 
would be home all day and contribute the greatest amount of efforts.)

(1) 5:55 AM, the London volunteer again. 
(2) 6:06 AM, a Kathmandu volunteer looked up the front page of my Secret History. 
(3) 10:20 AM, the London volunteer again.
(4) 10:21 AM, a Latvia volunteer examined my delusions about Ekaterina or the Russian government. 
(5) 11:38 AM, the London volunteer again.
(6) 11:55 AM, a Taipei volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (a).
(7) 12:15 PM, SDW called upon her Tampa friend (LGL35G/V100) to come examine my pollution of 
the targeted individuals discursive domain (1). 
(8) 1:27 PM, a Riverside volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (b).
(9) 1:34 PM, a Kentucky volunteer examined my harassment of Prof. Haynes by quoting him on my 
blog. 
(10) 3:11 PM, a Baltimore volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden.
(11) 3:35 PM, a Sacramento volunteer examined my particular brand of misogynist ideology.
(12) 4:17 PM, a Fresno volunteer examined my harassment of the ICAACT people. 
(13) 5:33 PM, an Ohio volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (c). 
(14) 6 PM, another volunteer was looking at the Bronx volunteer’s 18 May link on Facebook.
(15) 6:37 PM, SDW called upon the same Hayward volunteer (Uncle Chad?) to come examine my 
victimization of her (2).
(16) 11:11 PM, SDW called upon a Louisiana volunteer (3).
(17) 12:21 AM, an Ashburn, Virginia, volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (d).
(18) 1:35 AM, a volunteer from the University of Western Sydney examined my particular brand of 
misogynist ideology.
(19) 2:07 AM, a Slovakia volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (e).
(20) 3:42 AM, the London volunteer again.

There was of course also plenty of brainstorming about (1) my plagiarism; (2) my computer-hacking; 
and (3) my harassment of Shizuka.

Now, in the original version, we had this conclusion at this point:

As you can see, there were 38 false reports made against me today – an extremely busy day
for the Secret Society. What most likely had happened should be this: since the TMU had 
yesterday rendered the decision to drop the women’s claims without taking actions against 
me and my website, the Secret Society’s further actions since late last night must be 
attempts to cause law enforcement to [change] their decision. They must have had a lot of 
discussions among themselves about how to fix the inconsistencies which law enforcement 
had detected in their testimonies, and, when they made false reports today, the stories they 
gave should be a little different from the stories they had given before, both to explain why 
they had made errors before and to patch up all the inconsistencies which the TMU had 
pointed out in their past stories. The false reports they had made today, as you can see, were
still mostly concentrated on claiming that I had plagiarized or stolen other people’s 
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artworks – and the Hardliners’ agenda was still present in some of these reports (the more 
“legal” kind). They, however, still took care to make a few false reports which would 
continue to validate the bizarre profile which they had constructed of me: delusional, 
misogynist, desiring to hurt them (especially SDW) out of delusional obsession, and 
advertising my computer-hacking activities on my blog. Besides this, the London person 
charged with reporting me for plagiarizing my theory on linear perspective had spent a lot 
of effort in fixing his story to patch up the inconsistencies which the TMU had interrogated 
him about; in the end, he must have found another friend of his to confirm his new story as 
well, hence the last visit of 3:42 AM.  

So far, all wrong – except that, yesterday, some sort of “dismissal” did indeed happen. But then I 
started making great sense:

It must be due to the TMU’s decision to drop the women’s stalking claim that Kiersten, 
today and tomorrow, would tweet and retweet massively on her Twitter [page] about 
feminism – and she had not tweeted anything for two months. For today, she tweeted or 
retweeted: (1) [...] Charles Clymer, “Six years in the Army taught me this: calling out anti-
woman comments among other men is hard but necessary. Be the change.” 
(#YesAllWomen) (2) [...] eIIe: “Public schools spend hours policing girls’ dress codes 
instead of telling boys that what a girl wears shouldn’t effect [sic] them”. (3) [...] Jessi 
Smiles: “Because even a taped confession admitting to raping me wasn’t enough to put him
in jail” (#YesAllWomen). (4) [...] Greenfield-Sanders: “I applaud the men who listen and 
support. To those who are trying to…” (5) [...] Chris Crass: “I’m committed to raising my 
son to resist misogyny and embrace feminism” (#MenAgainstPatriarchy, #YesAllWomen). 
And more:
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Kiersten must have been tremendously disappointed since yesterday because law 
enforcement had, for the third time, refused to validate her as a victim of male sexual 
desires and aggression – which she had been seeking for almost two years by now and 
which she desperately needed both as proof of her attractiveness and to heal her own 
psychic wound: she must have wished that some guy would be obsessed with her just as 
she had been obsessed with men who didn’t want her in order to heal the wound of 
inferiority which the latter had caused in her. Since her story about my stalking her and 
obsessing over her was entirely made up, you can see that she was a clearest instance of a 
“psychopath” – attacking people without being provoked, speaking the most blatant lies 
without the slightest discomfort, and, when others refused to believe her lies about her 
sexual victimization, she had the face to complain to feminist discussion groups, as if she 
belonged to those other victims. (Most of the complaints on this #YesAllWomen were of 
course themselves bullshit; but Kiersten liked to retweet them to create the false impression
that she was one among the “real victims”.) Kiersten was the kind of psychopath who 
would lie to the police about being raped without regard for the possibility that, when the 
police should expose her lies, they might be skeptical in the future toward other women 
who might have really been raped – i.e. she had no regard for the harm she would do to 
other women when she tried to profit herself, and yet she tried to insinuate herself into 
“feminist groups”. Truly a parasite. Somehow those feminist groups who had allowed 
Kiersten in never considered the possibility that this one fat woman might be poisonous 
and here to discredit and ruin their whole cause.17    

We suppose that I was completely correct here: the detective’s dismissal of Ms Sandberg’s case had 
dealt such a blow to Kiersten – shattering her dream of becoming known as a victim of male sexual 
aggression since, together with the case, the Homeland Security warning was also gone which had 
listed her as one of the victimes extraordinaires of my terrorist stalking – that she suddenly sought out 
identification with other “victims” in feminist groups as compensation. I then continued:

You thus must note the fundamental difference between Karin, Dr P, and Angelica on the 
one hand, and Kiersten on the other, and between SDW on the one hand, and Kiersten on 
the other. Karin, Dr P, and Angelica felt fully justified in abusing the justice system to take 
me down because, in their mind, they were superior beings in comparison to me, so that, 
when they harmed me, it was the natural order of things, but if I dared poke them with my 
finger in response or in retaliation, then they had been unjustly violated and should have 
the right to annihilate me. In other words, their conception of me as an inferior being had 
caused them to adopt a double standard in regard to me. The same with SDW, except that I 
didn’t even poke her with my finger; she perceived that I had done something to annoy her 
only because she was mentally ill. In the case of Kiersten, however, everything was 
different. She didn’t go after me because she had perceived me as having done something 
wrong to her. She went after me simply because this was a chance for her to obtain 
something which she desired. In other words, she was a psychopath; she went after me 
because she simply had never any regard for other people’s wellbeing. [….] Thus, we must 
conclude that SDW, Karin, Angelica, and Dr P went after me because they regarded me as 

17 This reflection from 7 years ago is of course hardly valid anymore. We’ll see proof that, when the feminists should ever 
discover this fake is lying about being raped, they will all go cover her ass and make sure everyone else believes she is 
really telling the truth. When people become dumber and dumber and simply can’t reason anymore, they are ever more 
likely to subscribe to “predestination”: as long as one is a woman, one is automatically, and aways, a victim and good. 
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inferior and themselves as superior or as “sacred beings”; but that Kiersten went after me 
simply because she was born a psychopath who was incapable of caring about anybody 
except herself and who was willing to sacrifice anybody, even her closest friends, to 
advance her own interests.  

The totally wrong inference is eliminated, and the rest is more or less valid. Except that, again, when it 
comes to SDW, I had really failed to appreciate just how much the Homeland Security warning about 
me had distorted her judgment (not that she was all sane before seeing this warning). More on this later.

26 May (Monday; severe targeting; Kiersten’s massive tweeting)

First, a note about myself. Watched a Japanese adult movie on Youtube while watching a Russian TV 
film at the same time on another laptop. Slept between 7 AM and 2 PM. After waking up, was remotely
controlled to develop the paranoid fear that, on 23 May, it was SDW who had instructed Wes to call 
me. The following was the “delusional fear” which the Monkey had programmed me to develop 
today:18 SDW has been instructed that she needs to pretend to be me, the (real) “savior of Russia”, in 
order to go to Russia, and as such she needs to acquire some of my views. She has thus been 
plagiarizing me, which is easy for her to do since she, as my stalking victim, has access to Homeland 
Security’s surveillance on me and can see my laptop’s screen and thus every single letter I type into my
computer. She has instructed Wes to call me that morning in order to plagiarize certain ideas which Wes
and I will be discussing in this phone conversation. Meanwhile, if she has plagiarized me, she will be 
producing evidence for the ICJ showing that it is me who have plagiarized her. (Would the Invisible 
Hand make any of this bullshit become reality later on?) To counter this possibility, I would thus have 
to put this entire diary and the recordings of my conversation with Wes on my website. This would then
allow SDW to report me as a way to further destroy my reputation, which is certainly the goal of my 
remote control this afternoon. Possibly:

(1) She can have more materials to report to the police about saying I’m cyberstalking her.
(2) She can report to the police saying I’m stalking “Lavonne”, the “Russian disabled girl”, or 

whoever.
(3) She can report to the police saying I’m delusional, for believing that she might be plagiarizing 

me, and targeting me through the control center, etc. Since some of the guesses I have made 
about her and others on this diary will be incorrect, these wrong guesses she will report as 
evidence of my delusions about her.

(4) She can report to the police saying I have been speaking on my website about committing 
crimes.

(5) Etc.   

Also thought: SDW is having such a good time right now (targeting me, copying me, destroying my 
reputation) because she is destroying herself; the Macrospherians are hurting me right now because 
they are saving me. This is simply how the world works: hurting yourself and others is pleasurable; 
saving yourself and others hurt yourself and others. The “Americanized world” has made it this way so 
that we’ll be motivated to hurt ourselves and others rather than saving ourselves and others. 
Unfortunately, this conclusion is not “delusional”, but far more like the truth. (In fact, we have to 
wonder whether the Invisible Hand was also going to make many of the above come true later on.) Of 
course, I’d rather die than be saved. Why would anyone want to be saved when saving is torture and 
18 Again, in the original version, I thought it was the Hardliners.
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being dead is deliverance from all suffering? Is it not the goal of life to avoid suffering and acquire 
happiness?19

While organizing this diary in Tom N Toms, was extremely excited by a sexy Korean girl. Then rode 
the Metro to PSDN to attend the French meetup. On my way, was remotely controlled to become 
doubtful as to whether SDW really was plagiarizing me. Severe anger attack: the impossibility to know
who, if anyone, is trying to harm me, and how, has caused me to spend my entire day speculating on 
the matter and coming up with wrong guesses in order to waste my time and make myself look 
delusional. Then to commit crimes as compensation. This is simply American society: anyone who has 
developed insights into society has to be destroyed: he must, through the chips inserted into his brain, 
be made into an insane criminal, and his website pronouncing ingenious insights must be made to 
contain criminal and delusional content, all so that he will waste himself away and be discredited at the 
same time. My only option in this society is to develop delusions and commit crimes. Society does not 
allow me to do anything else. The problem is not that I’m a subhuman, but that I have a functioning 
brain which I have used to understand society and human beings instead of simply doing engineering in
order to provide Americans with weapons with which they can victimize other nations and kill off 
anyone who has a functioning brain. (Again, even though my predicament spoke more to the work of 
Homeland Security than to the nature of American society, I was sort of correct here.) I must attack 
xxxxxxxxx, because xxxxxxxxx require me to attack them. The only way to win this game is to xxxxxx
them and then get away with it, because xxxxxxxxx’ goal is for you to xxxxxx them and then get 
caught, so that you’ll look bad and crazy. Attacking and being attacked is the only thing xxxxxxxxx can
possibly understand given their shrunken brain structures; they don’t understand things like sharing 
thoughts and feelings intelligently to build friendship and gain insights, etc. They want to use me to 
xxxxxx them in order to prove that peaceful, caring, and intelligent human beings are violent, selfish, 
and delusional persons so as to make themselves feel smart and good when they are in fact retarded and
evil. (I was really speaking more about the Secret Society women and their close associates than about 
xxxxxxxxx generally.) It’s fine to use me for such a purpose, as long as they will have to continually pay
for it rather than disposing of me right after they have proved it. The realization of my destiny in 
American society is so disturbing that I cannot concentrate on my French meeting, and I left promptly 
after, determined to commit more crimes tonight. There was a pretty AWF sitting next to me. I was 
simply required to show no interest in her in order to produce the evidence that I’m autistic and love 
and hate AWFs at the same time. I’m required to avoid people and then feel lonely and hate people so 
that my loneliness may look like it’s my own fault. Not knowing that it’s just Homeland Security CO 
chief and the Monkey who were programming me to develop all these negative thoughts,20 I thought 
this: SDW and those in power who have employed her have decided that, when SDW carries out her 
intention of separating me from AWFs, she believes she is doing AWFs good by insulating them from a
disgusting piece of shit who doesn’t know how to act masculine toward women; but the ICJ has just 
registered terrorist women committing crimes against AWFs by removing healthy food from them and 
feeding them with poison. (Again, you have to wonder whether the Invisible Hand would later on make
this come true too.)

19 In the original version, my wrong conclusion at this point: “It might simply be the case, however, that the CIA simply 
wants me to repeat my 2010 paranoid fear that somebody will plagiarize me: replacement of evidences.”
20 In the original version, my wrong interpretation at this point: “Not knowing that, at the moment, it was actually the 
Hardliners who were letting Homeland Security CO chief torture me (to make me become Kiersten’s portrayal of me) in 
order to accomplish their purpose (of stalling the ICJ trial)...”
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Came to ZL instead, 6 PM. Wrote down the above. Was remotely controlled to sit somewhere where a 
pretty AWF was sitting in front me, in order to get sexually excited by her and produce the evidence 
that I’m autistic and hate AWFs because I can’t attain them, etc. (in accordance with Kiersten’s profile 
of me).21 Then was remotely controlled to be so greatly sexually excited by this woman as to decide to 
film her while possibly under surveillance. Then was remotely controlled to want to MST immediately 
with the video of this woman. Was remotely controlled to do so when there was no public restroom 
around. Thus was required to be unable to get “shit out of the system” so that all the energy may be 
redirected to committing crimes. This will be evidence that I’m sexually impotent in conformity with 
Kiersten’s profile of me.22 Evidently, reading about Rodger’s story last night means that I will have to 
repeat this “Rodger’s” experience today (in order for Rodger to become my “double” in the evidentiary
record?). (More wrong scenarios to make myself look delusional.) 7 PM, arrived at the Metro station. 
Thought that maybe it’s Kiersten who has wanted to plagiarize me and was again upset that I’m 
required to spend my entire day doing sickening stuff and committing crimes, leaving me so physically 
exhausted that I’ve lost so much weight and been reduced to a mere skeleton. Self-destruction is a very 
physically demanding job.

Back to downtown, into Macy; the building closed off, still not allowed to use the restroom to MST. 
Back to Café MAK. Finally, MST, and got shit out of the system. Then was told by the boss that I 
didn’t pay the last time. Didn’t know how that happened. Paid bill. My mental function has deteriorated
so much due to perpetual hypothesizing as to how my stalking victims are harming me – just in order to
waste my time and make myself look crazy at the same time. (Right.) Tried to utilize the precious time 
to study. Couldn’t. To RDND to collect damages. Late. Got off the train near TCH College, and got 
lost, 5 N. 1 B. Wasted almost an hour there, in order to walk long distance to make myself lose more 
weight and look unattractive to females. Got back onto Metro, now going toward Venice. Perpetual 
anger attack throughout all this time to motivate me to commit crimes, probably because, since I wrote 
down last night something about “women shock troopers”, SDW is now allowed to send me onto ever 
intensified trips to xxxxxx other people as a way to destroy myself. (More wrong scenarios to make 
myself look delusional.) 8 N, 2 SPC. SPLVD: 2 W, 6 H. Tried to study as much as possible while on 
the bus, while surrounded by earphones-wearing people. (Was Homeland Security continuing their 
surveillance on me?) Home, 2 B (MEX). Received more signals from the control center confirming 
that SDW will file a restraining order against me to suppress my website. (Not happening.) What I have
realized tonight is that, because this guy is a true feminist and cares about women, American white 
women (A, K, Dr P, and SDW) must demonize him into a psychopathic, delusional, and sick danger to 
women – and then physically transform him into a misogynist; and because this guy understands the 
ills of American society and can therefore serve as its doctor, the American people must require him to 
xxxxxx them in order to demonize him and suppress him as their evil enemy. xxxxxxxxx – here 
represented by SDW and Kiersten – must make sure that there is no healthy food around in this world 
but only poison; it is imperative that any healthy food that is discovered be transformed to look like 
poison. (Again, unfortunately, there is much truth in all this: not delusional thought.) (And this was 
probably the Invisible Hand’s opinion too, which he will make manifest in his program with BOL later 
on.) I don’t mind this, since the most proper destiny for xxxxxxxxx is extinction anyway. What I don’t 
like about all this is that xxxxxxxxx will have to make me into a subhuman who is unable to leave and 
do other nations a lot of good, because they don’t just want to destroy themselves, but also want to 
destroy the rest of humanity as well. Again, xxxxxxxxx’ “world historical mission” is the destruction of

21 In the original version, my wrong interpretation: “Again, it must be the Hardliners who have wanted this piece of 
evidence.” Actually, it was just again Homeland Security CO chief.  
22 In the original version: “Again the Hardliners.” Actually, Homeland Security CO chief.
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the planet and the extinction of human civilization. That’s why I can never leave here and obtain 
asylum in Russia, or any nation which represents the best hope for humanity by remaining antagonistic 
to the United States. (While there was a lot of truth in my negative thoughts here, Homeland Security 
CO chief’s purpose in making me think of all this was of course to train me to become an anti-
American terrorist so that he could survive and prosper among his peers in the national security 
Establishment.)

2:30 AM, just as I was typing out the above, was remotely controlled to mistype and accidentally delete
what I had just typed. Anger attack. 3 AM, Notepad malfunctioned. Anger attack. Required to commit 
more crimes tomorrow. Then the entire computer froze up. Severe anger attack. Required to 
immediately collect damages. Out, 2 W, 2 B. (One being Miller: forced to conform to the false profile 
of me as anti-Semitic.)23 (Not.)

(After all these negative thoughts, what was really going on was certainly a lot simpler: because the 
detective in question had dismissed Ms Sandberg’s case and this had become unfavorable evidence in 
the ICJ, Homeland Security CO chief was desperate for me to do something to produce the evidence 
that he might be right about me after all. He thus wanted me to film a pretty AWF as if I were sexually 
frustrated and then collect more damages.)

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 4:08 AM, another volunteer from 
the University of Warwick (238-239.wifi.nat.warwick.ac.uk, Coventry, UK),*

137.205.238.239 - - [26/May/2014:05:08:56 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; 
Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"

My plagiarism.

4:12 AM, 115-64-27-67.tpgi.com.au, Ryde, Australia,*

115.64.27.67 - - [26/May/2014:05:12:27 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted the image myself.)

5:01 AM, MTN Nigeria, 

41.206.1.14 - - [26/May/2014:06:01:34 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/mind-reading-computer/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 17440 "http://www.google.com.ng/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fmind-reading-computer%2F&ei=
7SyDU7TuF6es7Qak-
4DQAg&usg=AFQjCNGYrHFezATwugC0CsdaATaVbLWYpg&bvm=bv.67720277,dZGU" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:17.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/17.0"

23 In the original version, I had again wrongly attributed this to the Hardliners.
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My delusion about being chipped in the brain? 5:04 AM, he came to one of the blog posts in the series:

41.206.1.14 - - [26/May/2014:06:04:24 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/07/08/how-darpa-mind-reading-
technology-works-civilian-researches-which-duplicate-darpa-researches/ HTTP/1.1" 200 17596 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; InfoPath.2)"
….
41.206.1.14 - - [26/May/2014:06:04:32 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/07/08/how-darpa-mind-
reading-technology-works-civilian-researches-which-duplicate-darpa-researches/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1; rv:17.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/17.0"
41.206.1.14 - - [26/May/2014:06:04:32 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-arrow-bypostauthor.png HTTP/1.1" 200 552 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1; rv:17.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/17.0"

Then, 15 seconds later:

41.206.1.14 - - [26/May/2014:06:04:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/07/14/the-struggle-to-avoid-mind-
control-suicidal-thoughts/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10458 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/07/08/how-darpa-mind-reading-technology-works-
civilian-researches-which-duplicate-darpa-researches/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:17.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/17.0"

At the same time: ool-18b9a049.dyn.optonline.net, Brooklyn, New York,*

24.185.160.73 - - [26/May/2014:06:04:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/101513-
35.png HTTP/1.1" 200 105459 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Again, just a screenshot of my visitors’ log. 8 seconds later, he came to the blog post itself:

24.185.160.73 - - [26/May/2014:06:05:00 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/10/16/four-women-try-to-knock-
down-my-website-part-9-how-evidences-are-replaced-in-this-episode/ HTTP/1.1" 200 15571 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
24.185.160.73 - - [26/May/2014:06:05:01 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14872 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/10/16/four-women-try-to-knock-down-my-website-
part-9-how-evidences-are-replaced-in-this-episode/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
24.185.160.73 - - [26/May/2014:06:05:01 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/10/16/four-women-try-
to-knock-down-my-website-part-9-how-evidences-are-replaced-in-this-episode/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; 
CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 
Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
24.185.160.73 - - [26/May/2014:06:05:01 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/10/16/four-women-try-to-knock-down-my-website-
part-9-how-evidences-are-replaced-in-this-episode/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
24.185.160.73 - - [26/May/2014:06:05:01 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/10813-23-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 43822 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/10/16/four-
women-try-to-knock-down-my-website-part-9-how-evidences-are-replaced-in-this-episode/" "Mozilla/
5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 
Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
….

What’s this about? How I kept mistaking the visits to my website due to my schizophrenia? 

5:11 AM,

2.25.93.213 - - [26/May/2014:06:11:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

5:34 AM, 027d10bd.bb.sky.com, York, UK,*

2.125.16.189 - - [26/May/2014:06:34:44 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
2.125.16.189 - - [26/May/2014:06:34:44 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. Again, even though I had crafted the images myself.

5:56 AM, pc108-198.eduroam.uib.no, Bergen University Norway, Bergen, Norway,*

129.177.198.108 - - [26/May/2014:06:56:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

6:08 AM, lns6.wel.bigpond.net.au, Telstra Internet, Perth, Western Australia.

124.182.55.207 - - [26/May/2014:07:08:48 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com.au/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:46 AM, p1451168-ipoe.ipoe.ocn.ne.jp, Tokyo, Japan,*

114.150.232.167 - - [26/May/2014:07:46:40 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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Angelica’s naked picture.

6:49 AM, host109-145-100-56.range109-145.btcentralplus.com, Swaffham, UK,

109.145.100.56 - - [26/May/2014:07:49:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77275 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

This was presumably the first person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my 
victimization of her.

7:03 AM, PlusNet Technologies Ltd., UK, 

87.115.150.123 - - [26/May/2014:08:03:48 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures20.htm HTTP/1.1" 
200 23446 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:05 AM, it’s the London volunteer again. 

109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:08:05:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:08:05:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:08:05:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/yugoddessa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
14589 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:08:05:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
….

7:47 AM, dsl-189-235-102-28-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Tlalnepantla, Mexico,*

189.235.102.28 - - [26/May/2014:08:47:56 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking?

7:59 AM, 56.59.74.86.rev.sfr.net, Blagnac, France,  

66.249.93.220 - - [26/May/2014:08:59:43 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77275 "http://translate.google.fr/translate_p?hl=fr&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dgang%2Bstalking
%2B2014%26start%3D10%26newwindow%3D1%26sa%3DN%26es_sm%3D91%26biw
%3D1805%26bih%3D875&sl=en&u=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/
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&depth=1&usg=ALkJrhiSyZ2Pafq7ciEKyQ0Jp5jvLrGykw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"
------
86.74.59.56 - - [26/May/2014:08:59:44 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=fr&prev=/
search%3Fq%3Dgang%2Bstalking%2B2014%26start%3D10%26newwindow%3D1%26sa%3DN
%26es_sm%3D91%26biw%3D1805%26bih%3D875&rurl=translate.google.fr&sl=en&u=http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/
&usg=ALkJrhi0PoHMhuU_N3nTS8eO5B5jzdYc6g "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Was this volunteer related to the Nice volunteer? (Blagnac is about 200 miles west of Nice.) This was 
presumably the second person whom SDW had called upon today.

8:01 AM, pools.cgn.spcsdns.net, Redford, Michigan,

66.87.115.84 - - [26/May/2014:09:01:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37756 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

8:53 AM, lightspeed.sntcca.sbcglobal.net, Fremont, California:

99.22.52.171 - - [26/May/2014:09:53:31 -0600] "GET 
/vol-6/9_4_10-3/classifieds.worldjournal.com_AdSearch2007_adsearch-2.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 195425 
"https://www.google.com.tw/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D167 Safari/9537.53"

A Taiwanese living in the San Francisco Bay area. It’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret 
Society women’s operation.

10 AM,

31.51.131.112 - - [26/May/2014:11:00:09 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B350 Safari/8536.25"

10:01 AM, san.res.rr.com, Carlsbad, California.

66.75.2.50 - - [26/May/2014:11:01:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 
200 17463 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

44 seconds later, he looked up the chapter itself:

66.75.2.50 - - [26/May/2014:11:01:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 56056 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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My plagiarism.24

10:18 AM, m202-140-108-102.smartone.com.hk, Hong Kong,

202.140.108.102 - - [26/May/2014:11:18:11 -0600] "GET /links.html  HTTP/1.0" 200 19190 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; HTC One Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.114 Mobile Safari/537.36"
202.140.101.39 - - [26/May/2014:11:18:13 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.0" 404 1361
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; HTC One 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.114 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
202.140.101.40 - - [26/May/2014:11:18:18 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.0" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; HTC OneBuild/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.114 Mobile Safari/537.36"

What’s this volunteer asked to examine? How I had linked to the website of some famous woman?

10:32 AM, Bharti Airtel, Imphal, India,

182.66.58.45 - - [26/May/2014:11:32:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.google.co.in/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/534.29 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/12.0.733.0 Safari/534.29"

11:32 AM, onvol.net, Mista, Malta.

77.71.186.167 - - [26/May/2014:12:32:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com.mt/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

24 In the original version, my commentary at this point: “I highly suspect that this person was either Bonnie Lee, a self-
proclaimed TI in the Oceanside and Carlsbad area, or a friend of hers. This ‘Bonnie’ was some woman who was also 
complaining about being gang-stalked by the police like SDW was. She has a website: www.nostasi.com (or
http://stopgangstalkingpolice.com/) and a Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/bonnieleec/. Since this woman 
lived in the Oceanside/ Carlsbad area, very close to SDW, it was almost certain that SDW would have befriended her. (She 
had mentioned her in her blog.)” It’s not clear whether I had really made a correct identification here. But the rest of my 
commentary is certainly completely erroneous:”SDW must have told her yesterday that the police had refused to remove me
and my website, at which point this women, indignant about ‘law enforcement victimization of women’, decided to join 
SDW’s campaign to repeal the TMU’s decision. Again, another brainless woman, never recognizing the obvious fact that I 
had the same right to blog about gang-stalking and talk about people just as SDW or any other woman [had], and that, 
normally, when my natural exercise of my right bothered somebody, that person would simply tell me so and ask me not to 
exercise it – like Louis D had done – rather than ‘going the long way’ [by] clandestinely asking the police to lock me up 
forever without telling me why and then complaining about ‘police brutality’ when the police were dumbfounded by such 
unprecedented strange request. (The problem, of course, stemmed from my legal status as a ‘subhuman’, or ‘suspect’ as one 
variation of the ‘subhuman’ being for whom verbal communication with others was not an option and yet who was still not 
so dispensable that the police were allowed to arbitrarily exterminate him. Presumably, even though I had no rights in 
American society, the American authority cannot just dispose of me arbitrarily for no reasons whatever because that would 
then expose to foreigners the awful fact that certain people in America, [in] this ‘land of the free’, had actually no rights!) 
Note that, later on today, two more visits would come from the Oceanside area, so that, while one of these three persons 
must be this ‘Bonnie’, the other two should be her friends.”
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11:39 AM, 213.16.242.109.dsl.dyn.forthnet.gr, Athens, Greece,*

213.16.242.109 - - [26/May/2014:12:39:05 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

11:44 AM, mail.grahamisd.com, Graham, Texas, 

70.254.156.122 - - [26/May/2014:12:44:05 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zee7.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 1040 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; 
Trident/5.0)"

This person (a volunteer?) was probably a teacher at the Graham Independent School District.

11:49 AM, the London volunteer again. 

109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:12:49:52 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:12:49:52 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:12:49:53 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:12:49:53 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddess1a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
27053 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [26/May/2014:12:49:53 -0600] "GET /gallery/yugoddessa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
14589 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
….

12:07 PM,

91.66.83.10 - - [26/May/2014:13:07:02 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

12:19 PM, Comcast, Loxahatchee, Florida,

98.211.152.253 - - [26/May/2014:13:19:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=GYCOLSIS&qpvt=GYCOLSIS&FORM=IGRE" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/
7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
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12:24 PM, cpe-76-176-43-39.san.rr.com, Vista, California (in the vicinity of Oceanside):

76.176.43.39 - - [26/May/2014:13:24:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/restraining-order/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
50268 "http://www.google.com/search?
hl=en&source=hp&q=lawrence+chin+211+throwing+bottles+&gbv=2&oq=lawrence+chin+211+throw
ing+bottles+&gs_l=heirloomhp.12...2982.40042.0.42028.35.14.0.21.21.0.108.445.13j1.14.0....0...1ac.1
.34.heirloom-hp..21.14.438.cJ835zlqEME" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC Mac OS X 10_4_11; en) 
AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.1.3 Safari/533.19.4"
76.176.43.39 - - [26/May/2014:13:24:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/restraining-order/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; U; PPC Mac OS X 10_4_11; en) AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.1.3 Safari/533.19.4"
76.176.43.39 - - [26/May/2014:13:24:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/21913-6-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 35228 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/restraining-order/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC Mac OS X 10_4_11; en) AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/4.1.3 Safari/533.19.4"
76.176.43.39 - - [26/May/2014:13:24:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/restraining-order/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC 
Mac OS X 10_4_11; en) AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.1.3 Safari/533.19.4"
76.176.43.39 - - [26/May/2014:13:24:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/restraining-order/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC Mac OS X 10_4_11; en) AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/4.1.3 Safari/533.19.4"
76.176.43.39 - - [26/May/2014:13:24:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/restraining-
order/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC Mac OS X 10_4_11; en) AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.1.3 Safari/533.19.4"
76.176.43.39 - - [26/May/2014:13:24:42 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/restraining-order/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC 
Mac OS X 10_4_11; en) AppleWebKit/533.19.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.1.3 Safari/533.19.4"

In the original version, we had this interpretation: “This visit is certainly special. Again, it’s most likely 
either ‘Bonnie Lee’ or her friend. What does this visit mean? SDW and Angelica were certainly 
contemplating on how to report me for violent and threatening behavior so that the TMU might be 
more motivated to remove me from society. Since I had once thrown bottles into Angelica’s backyard, 
they must be making another false report about my confessing, on my blog, [that I had] violently 
threatened Angelica with broken glass and broken bottles.” First of all, this volunteer was probably 
indeed a TI friend of SDW’s. Secondly, the purpose of the visit was certainly to brainstorm how to 
prove to the detective in question that Homeland Security was indeed all right about me. Thus, the 
more correct interpretation should be: “He does brag on his blog about how he threw bottles into Ms 
Angelica’s backyard… The Homeland Security warning is correct!”25

12:46 PM, dhcp.stls.mo.charter.com, Alma, Michigan,

25 This volunteer probably intended to type “2011” instead of “211” (i.e. “lawrencechin2011.com”).
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75.133.133.19 - - [26/May/2014:13:46:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-
control-torture-throughartificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 11649 "https://
www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.132 Safari/537.36"

This was presumably the third person whom SDW had called upon today.

12:52 PM,

108.224.116.28 - - [26/May/2014:13:52:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orthorhombic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18520 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS armv7l 5500.130.0) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.134 Safari/537.36"

1:24 PM, 241.146.230.94.awnet.cz, Uvaly, Czech Republic,*

94.230.146.241 - - [26/May/2014:14:24:34 -0600] "GET /gallery/owl.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 11579 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

My plagiarism.

1:26 PM, dsl.in-addr.zen.co.uk, UK,

82.71.25.106 - - [26/May/2014:14:26:28 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/justiceinrepublic2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 62550 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT
6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
82.71.25.106 - - [26/May/2014:14:26:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/justice
inrepublic2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
82.71.25.106 - - [26/May/2014:14:26:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/hierarchyofneeds.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 73443 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/justiceinrepublic2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
82.71.25.106 - - [26/May/2014:14:26:30 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

1:33 PM, 83-91-121-2-static.dk.customer.tdc.net, Tranbjerg, Denmark,*

83.91.121.2 - - [26/May/2014:14:33:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/lyman.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 160985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

1:47 PM, cable.virginm.net, Hounslow, UK,
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82.47.67.148 - - [26/May/2014:14:47:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
82.47.67.148 - - [26/May/2014:14:47:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html HTTP/1.1"
200 11888 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:54 PM, Swift Networks, Lagos, Nigeria,*

41.58.227.95 - - [26/May/2014:14:54:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:30.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/30.0"

My plagiarism.

2:02 PM, cpe-24-168-194-153.sc.res.rr.com, Irmo, South Carolina,*

24.168.194.153 - - [26/May/2014:15:02:16 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
91.png HTTP/1.1" 200 46371 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My computer-hacking.

2:06 PM, bb.online.no, Telenor Norge AS, Odda, Norway.

88.88.157.68 - - [26/May/2014:15:06:17 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
https://www.google.no/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; C6903 Build/14.3.A.0.757) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The second time.)

2:10 PM, c-67-164-225-160.hsd1.co.comcast.net, Castle Rock, Colorado,

67.164.225.160 - - [26/May/2014:15:10:20 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/12/self-defense-claim-against-
tu-quoque-etc/ HTTP/1.1" 200 8122 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=newssearch&cd=1&ved=0CDEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2014%2F04%2F12%2Fself-defense-claim-against-tu-
quoque-etc
%2F&ei=ta2DU4aXLIKBogTz1YKgDg&usg=AFQjCNFDHsvauvrqWAVr0QNoMwszNmCPfg&bvm
=bv.67720277,d.cGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Chelsea? 

2:17 PM, 67.160.39.250, hsd1.co.comcast.net, Castle Rock, Colorado, 

67.160.39.250 - - [26/May/2014:15:17:49 -0600] "GET /1/obcell1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 38319 
https://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
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like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Two in a row!

2:28 PM,

196.21.218.222 - - [26/May/2014:15:28:03 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/planckexperiment.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 90830 "https://www.google.co.za/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

2:36 PM, cpc138970-jarr14-2-0-cust123.16-2.cable.virginm.net, North Shields, UK,*

92.237.63.124 - - [26/May/2014:15:36:15 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.2.2; en-gb; C2105 Build/15.3.A.1.14) AppleWebKit/534.30 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

Did Robin just join the discussion?

3:17 PM, Province of British Columbia, Victoria, British Columbia,*

142.33.84.221 - - [26/May/2014:16:17:00 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

My plagiarism.

3:31 PM, pool-71-168-241-57.cmdnnj.east.verizon.net, Camden, New Jersey,*

71.168.241.57 - - [26/May/2014:16:31:22 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; 
Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

My plagiarism.

3:35 PM, Telus Communications, Saint-Georges, Quebec,*

216.218.32.92 - - [26/May/2014:16:35:57 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

My computer-hacking.

3:36 PM, Nforce Entertainment, Roosendaal, Netherlands,*26

109.201.138.210 - - [26/May/2014:16:36:49 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
63.png HTTP/1.1" 200 178470 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/24.0"
26 This seems to be a TOR exit node. C.f. 109.201.138.211, on 2 June.
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My computer-hacking.

3:37 PM, hsd1.al.comcast.net, Tallahassee, Florida:

71.229.21.180 - - [26/May/2014:16:37:33 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

More than a minute later, he looked up the webpage itself:

71.229.21.180 - - [26/May/2014:16:38:59 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659
"http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fgallery%
2Fperspective2.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fgallery
%2Fperspective.html&h=351&w=611&tbnid=Ycx44fuxSuGpfM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=1VUFsf3jZplKnM&ei=IcKDU__ZDcaSyASYlILwDg&tbm=isch&ved=0CGI
QMygEMAQ&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=431&page=1&start=0&ndsp=33" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

3:44 PM, he clicked on one of the links:

71.229.21.180 - - [26/May/2014:16:44:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddessA.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
838 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
71.229.21.180 - - [26/May/2014:16:44:05 -0600] "GET /gallery/Untitled-801.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
44727 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/newgoddessA.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
71.229.21.180 - - [26/May/2014:16:44:05 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddess1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
441940 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/newgoddessA.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

19 seconds later, another one:

71.229.21.180 - - [26/May/2014:16:44:23 -0600] "GET /gallery/yuA.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1686 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/newgoddessA.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
71.229.21.180 - - [26/May/2014:16:44:24 -0600] "GET /gallery/yu6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 623026 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/yuA.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

3:56 PM, 107-220-210-171.lightspeed.renonv.sbcglobal.net, Reno, Nevada:

107.220.210.171 - - [26/May/2014:16:56:13 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective3B.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2289 "http://www.google.com/search?q=plotting+vanishing+points+for+wide+angle&ie=UTF-
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8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en&client=safari" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; U; CPU iPhone OS 4_2_1 like Mac OS X; 
en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8C148 Safari/6533.18.5"

3:58 PM, he clicked on the previous chapter:

107.220.210.171 - - [26/May/2014:16:58:29 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2A.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
1841 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective3B.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; U; CPU 
iPhone OS 4_2_1 like Mac OS X; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 
Mobile/8C148 Safari/6533.18.5"

Again, how I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. At the same time: phlapa.fios.verizon. 
net, Levittown, Pennsylvania (near Philadelphia):

98.115.44.162 - - [26/May/2014:16:58:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/upanishad.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 15118 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=12&ved=0CDUQFjABOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fupanishad.html&ei=rcaDU-
ymAubJsQTQnYHQDg&usg=AFQjCNEX3MBA5IEVySl3cX74ZI7yG-
RD9Q&bvm=bv.67720277,d.cWc" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
98.115.44.162 - - [26/May/2014:16:58:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/upanishad.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

And: virgin107.lnk.telstra.net, Melbourne, Australia.

110.143.206.142 - - [26/May/2014:16:58:33 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/07/14/the-struggle-to-avoid-
mind-control-suicidalthoughts/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10458 http://www.google.com.au/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=suicide%20thoughts%20controlling%20my
%20mind&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CGcQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2012%2F07%2F14%2Fthestruggle-to-avoid-mind-
control-suicidal-thoughts
%2F&ei=98aDU__bKcfekwX46YCYBQ&usg=AFQjCNENuYzjjddPOOmZErvS2hcxsJoYrQ 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_5_8) AppleWebKit/534.50.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/5.0.6 Safari/533.22.3"

How my delusions about being mind-controlled had prompted me to become a danger to myself as well
as to others.

3:59 PM, the Reno volunteer came again to look at another webpage of my art works:

107.220.210.171 - - [26/May/2014:16:59:03 -0600] "GET /glas.html HTTP/1.1" 200 751 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (iPod; U; CPU iPhone OS 4_2_1 like Mac OS X; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8C148 Safari/6533.18.5"
107.220.210.171 - - [26/May/2014:16:59:04 -0600] "GET /lookingglassmandetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
70260 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/glas.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; U; CPU iPhone OS 4_2_1 
like Mac OS X; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8C148 
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Safari/6533.18.5"
107.220.210.171 - - [26/May/2014:16:59:04 -0600] "GET /glass2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 137158 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/glas.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; U; CPU iPhone OS 4_2_1 like Mac
OS X; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8C148 
Safari/6533.18.5"
107.220.210.171 - - [26/May/2014:16:59:04 -0600] "GET /lookingglassgirldetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
190269 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/glas.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; U; CPU iPhone OS 4_2_1 
like Mac OS X; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8C148 
Safari/6533.18.5"

4 PM, or more than a minute later, he continued:

107.220.210.171 - - [26/May/2014:17:00:36 -0600] "GET /dettem2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 899 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; U; CPU iPhone OS 4_2_1 like Mac OS X; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8C148 Safari/6533.18.5"

4:01 PM, c-98-220-165-195.hsd1.il.comcast.net, Naperville, Illinois,*

98.220.165.195 - - [26/May/2014:17:01:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/atp.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 27960 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

4:09 PM, static.ttnet.com.tr, Mardin, Turkey,

95.12.66.146 - - [26/May/2014:17:09:32 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/91313-
58.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225418 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36"

4:10 PM, btcentralplus.com, Stourbridge, UK: 

31.54.152.69 - - [26/May/2014:17:10:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/shsceptre2.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 11333 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=sutton+hoo+standard&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=sutton+hoo+standard&sc=0-15&sp=-1&sk=" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
31.54.152.69 - - [26/May/2014:17:10:03 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/shsceptre.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 8143 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=sutton+hoo+standard&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=sutton+hoo+standard&sc=0-15&sp=-1&sk=" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

4:13 PM – did he come again?

31.54.152.69 - - [26/May/2014:17:13:51 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

4:31 PM, dsl-189-237-157-252-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Cuauhtemoc, Mexico,*
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189.237.157.252 - - [26/May/2014:17:31:59 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81587 "https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

4:45 PM, Cablevision, Mexico City, Mexico,

201.141.149.181 - - [26/May/2014:17:45:41 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 
"https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/34.0.1847.18 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

How I had stolen this drawing from my family members.

4:57 PM, T-Mobile USA, West Covina, California, 

208.54.39.234 - - [26/May/2014:17:57:26 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 4.4.2; SM-G900T Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0
Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

5:20 PM, China Unicom Beijing, 

125.34.55.221 - - [26/May/2014:18:20:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/socrates222.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 20598 "http://www.google.com.hk/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CEYQFjAF&url=%68%74%74%70%3a%2f%2f
%77%77%77%2e%6c%61%77%72%65%6e%63%65%63%68%69%6e%32%30%31%31%2e
%63%6f%6d%2f%73%63%69%65%6e%74%69%66%69%63%65%6e%6c
%69%67%68%74%65%6e%6d%65%6e%74%31%2f%73%6f
%63%72%61%74%65%73%32%32%32%2e%68%74%6d
%6c&ei=ENqDU_eJL4v_8QXh3oHwCQ&usg=AFQjCNF5mTRaos8PBLYhMJBrjE-E64_QHA" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

This is the chapter on Plato’s Phaedo. My plagiarism. Presumably another volunteer whom the MSS 
had lent to the Secret Society women.

5:43 PM, dsl-189-166-19-158-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Aguascalientes, Mexico (a little north of 
Guadalajara): 

189.166.19.158 - - [26/May/2014:18:43:32 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814
"http://www.google.com.mx/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The third time. Angelica’s friend in Mexico.) 5:47 PM, she came again:
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189.166.19.158 - - [26/May/2014:18:47:07 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1585
"http://www.google.com.mx/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fgallery%2Fhimiko.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fgallery
%2Fhimiko.html&h=738&w=550&tbnid=SN9eqxHIBGoC1M
%3A&zoom=1&docid=fIxlUI3_J9yy_M&ei=pt-
DU77qHZDjoAT7uIK4DA&tbm=isch&ved=0CHIQMygYMBg&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=223&page=2
&start=22&ndsp=28" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
189.166.19.158 - - [26/May/2014:18:47:07 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

5:52 PM, ip174-68-113-160.sd.sd.cox.net, Oceanside, California,

174.68.113.160 - - [26/May/2014:18:52:15 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
126544 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/11B554a Safari/8536.25"

Either Bonnie Lee or her friend? (As I used to think.) 5:54 PM, s/he came for another image:

174.68.113.160 - - [26/May/2014:18:54:15 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaochief.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 245789 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/11B554a Safari/8536.25"

My plagiarism.

6:03 PM,

67.167.66.45 - - [26/May/2014:19:03:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/catalysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33200 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:31 PM, Wes emailed me the information about Lavonne:
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Did Homeland Security CO chief instruct Wes to do this for any particular purpose? To use faulty 
surveillance to confuse Lavonne with me as a way to intercept some temporary evidence into the ICJ?

6:50 PM, dsl-189-182-118-144-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Tepic, Mexico,*

189.182.118.144 - - [26/May/2014:19:50:44 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
82601 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.2.2; es-us; ilium PAD E9 Build/JDQ39) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Safari/534.30 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My computer-hacking.

7:02 PM, 207-224-64-114.mpls.qwest.net, Minneapolis, Minnesota,

207.224.64.114 - - [26/May/2014:20:02:35 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

7:12 PM, 99-4-120-197.lightspeed.sntcca.sbcglobal.net, Cupertino, California,*

99.4.120.197 - - [26/May/2014:20:12:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

My plagiarism.

7:33 PM, nat1.choate.edu, Choate Rosemary Hall, Wallingford, Connecticut, 
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192.83.228.118 - - [26/May/2014:20:33:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39249 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. This “Choate Rosemary Hall” is some sort of merger school from two nineteenth 
century boarding schools (one for girls, the other for boys) and is very close to SDW’s hometown. 

7:35 PM, c-174-52-229-36.hsd1.ut.comcast.net, Farmington, Utah,*

174.52.229.36 - - [26/May/2014:20:35:07 -0600] "GET /gallery/owl.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 11579 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

8:12 PM: felix-shaped.its.deakin.edu.au, Geelong, Australia:

128.184.132.243 - - [26/May/2014:21:12:42 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.0" 200 38692
"http://www.google.com.au/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCoQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fthermhch2.html&ei=vwCEU5mzC46ukgWB5IDIBw&usg=AFQjCNGANqQKQL8CkdLm
5tmo0aFZXbBTyQ&bvm=bv.67720277,d.dGI" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:24.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

On the website of this Deakin University it is said: “Established in 1974, Deakin was Victoria’s fourth 
university and the first in regional Victoria.” It has campuses in Burwood (Melbourne), Geelong 
Waterfront, Waurn Pond and Warrnambool, etc. 

8:53 PM, 65.35.94.0, res.bhn.net, Spring Hill, Florida:

65.35.94.0 - - [26/May/2014:21:53:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:08 PM, SIA Nano IT, Latvia,

188.92.76.167 - - [26/May/2014:22:08:00 -0600] "HEAD / HTTP/1.1" 200 291 
"http://www.google.com/search?q=installerex+official+website" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2;
Win64; x64; rv:16.0.1) Gecko/20121011 Firefox/16.0.1"
188.92.76.167 - - [26/May/2014:22:08:00 -0600] "HEAD / HTTP/1.1" 200 291 
"http://www.google.com/search?q=installerex+official+website" "Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 6.2)
Presto/2.12.388 Version/12.14"

Some sort of “InstalleRex dynamic server side installer”. Presumably not a real visit.

9:22 PM, cpe-184-56-186-49.neo.res.rr.com, Danville, Kentucky,*
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184.56.186.49 - - [26/May/2014:22:22:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:04 PM, cpe-76-168-227-246.socal.res.rr.com, Moreno Valley, California,*

76.168.227.246 - - [26/May/2014:23:04:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/10/24/four-women-try-to-knock-
down-my-website-part-10-angelicas-and-homeland-securitys-operation-on-me-101513-101813/ HTTP/
1.1" 200 11492 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"
76.168.227.246 - - [26/May/2014:23:04:56 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/10/24/four-women-try-to-knock-down-my-website-
part-10-angelicas-and-homeland-securitys-operation-on-me-101513-101813/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"
76.168.227.246 - - [26/May/2014:23:04:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/10/24/four-women-try-
to-knock-down-my-website-part-10-angelicas-and-homeland-securitys-operation-on-me-101513-
101813/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"
76.168.227.246 - - [26/May/2014:23:04:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102013-
40-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 35205 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/10/24/four-
women-try-to-knock-down-my-website-part-10-angelicas-and-homeland-securitys-operation-on-me-
101513-101813/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"
….
76.168.227.246 - - [26/May/2014:23:04:57 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

How I kept developing delusions about my women victims’ going after me by mistaking the visits to 
my website?

10:40 PM, tedata.net, Alexandria, Egypt,

41.35.214.132 - - [26/May/2014:23:40:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "https://www.google.com.eg/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:43 PM, Verizon Business, Ashburn, Virginia,*

71.165.177.105 - - [26/May/2014:23:43:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SPH-L710 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"
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My plagiarism.

11:04 PM, dsl-dhcp-conrtxxahrg-209-169-96-212.consolidated.net, Houston, Texas,*

209.169.96.212 - - [27/May/2014:00:04:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
209.169.96.212 - - [27/May/2014:00:04:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/allegoryofcave.html
HTTP/1.1" 200 29134 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:17 PM,

99.22.140.232 - - [27/May/2014:00:17:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 75699 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; 
DROID RAZR Build/9.8.2O-72_VZW-16-5) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
Mobile Safari/534.30"

11:45 PM, threembb.co.uk, London, UK,

188.29.164.124 - - [27/May/2014:00:45:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 56056 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D167 Safari/9537.53"

At the same time: shawcable.net, Edmonton, Alberta:

174.3.74.85 - - [27/May/2014:00:45:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

My plagiarism.

11:50 PM, China Mobile Communications Corporation, Xiangtan, Hunan,*

211.142.247.66 - - [27/May/2014:00:50:37 -0600] "GET /1/epilogue.html HTTP/1.1" 200 43090 
"http://cn.bing.com/search?q=the+origin+of+feminism&go=%E6%8F%90%E4%BA
%A4&qs=n&form=QBRE&pq=the+origin+of+feminism&sc=0-21&sp=-
1&sk=&cvid=084a8ca5e3684dfaa435cc99b25f8fcb" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/21.0.1180.89 Safari/537.1"
211.142.247.66 - - [27/May/2014:00:50:38 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/epilogue.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/21.0.1180.89 Safari/537.1"
211.142.247.66 - - [27/May/2014:00:50:39 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/21.0.1180.89 
Safari/537.1"
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My particular brand of misogynist ideology. This was obviously a volunteer whom the MSS had lent to
the Secret Society women: why would anyone in China be searching for the “origin of feminism” (in 
English)?

12:04 AM, T-Mobile USA, Everett, Washington, 

172.56.33.68 - - [27/May/2014:01:04:09 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/whyshouldwebejust.html HTTP/1.1" 200 68711 "http://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; LG-P659 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.136 Mobile Safari/537.36"

12:08 AM, c-76-114-19-59.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Davis, California,*

76.114.19.59 - - [27/May/2014:01:08:29 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/evolutionofsynapsid2.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 714064 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 
Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

1:16 AM, 85-76-38-98-nat.elisa.mobile.fi, Elisa Oyj, Finland, 

85.76.38.98 - - [27/May/2014:02:16:57 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orphism.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39990 "http://www.google.fi/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDsQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Forphism.html&ei=ikmEU5GyNtTR4QSb9IHABg&usg=AFQjCNHG
ElX6RMM4R8ZbGzHmzoG_NVi6uQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0)
like Gecko"

My plagiarism. 

2:01 AM,

94.234.170.35 - - [27/May/2014:03:01:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/khwarizmi.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 2805 "https://www.google.se/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

2:09 AM,

99.249.82.113 - - [27/May/2014:03:09:20 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"http://www.google.ca/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

3:40 AM, lns2.cha.bigpond.net.au, Tingalpa, Australia:
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60.231.93.12 - - [27/May/2014:04:40:22 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/uploads/2013/10/102513-
73.png HTTP/1.1" 200 102707 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. 

3:46 AM, UniFone New Zealand Ltd, Dunedin, New Zealand:

182.54.163.241 - - [27/May/2014:04:46:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/28/the-difficult-search-for-a-
microchip-inside-myhead-part-iii/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9857 https://www.google.co.nz/ "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

My delusion about being chipped in the brain.

3:53 AM,

181.225.38.2 - - [27/May/2014:04:53:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.co.ve/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:03 AM, cpe-121-222-214-198.bpw3-r-031.woo.qld.bigpond.net.au, Brisbane, Australia,*

121.222.214.198 - - [27/May/2014:05:03:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/34.0.1847.18 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Now, let’s summarize. Today was the second day that, following upon the dismissal of Ms Sandberg’s 
case, the Secret Society women were mobilizing their volunteers to brainstorm how to prove to the 
detective in question that the Homeland Security warning about me was correct.

(1) 5:01 AM, a Nigerian volunteer examined my delusions about being chipped in the brain, and a 
Brooklyn volunteer examined how I kept developing delusions about the Secret Society women’s going
after me by mistaking the visits to my website.
(2) 6:46 AM, a Tokyo volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (a).
(3) 6:49 AM, SDW called upon a Swaffham, UK, volunteer (1).
(4) 7:05 AM, the London volunteer again.
(5) 7:59 AM, SDW called upon a Blagnac, France, volunteer (2).
(6) 10:18 AM, a Hong Kong volunteer examined my external links page. (My linking to some famous 
woman’s website?)
(7) 11:49 AM, the London volunteer again.
(8) 12:24 PM, a Vista, California, volunteer testified that I did brag on my blog about throwing bottles 
into Angelica’s backyard.
(9) 12:46 PM, SDW called upon an Alma, Michigan, volunteer (3). 
(10) 2:06 PM, a Norwegian volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (b). 
(11) 2:10 PM, a Castle Rock, Colorado, volunteer examined my delusions about Chelsea. 
(12) 3:58 PM, a Melbourne volunteer examined how my delusions about being mind-controlled had 
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prompted me to become a danger to myself as well as to others.
(13) 5:43 PM, an Aguascalientes, Mexico, volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (c).
(14) 10:04 PM, a Southern California volunteer examined how I kept developing delusions about my 
women victims’ going after me by mistaking the visits to my website.
(15) 11:50 PM, a Hunan volunteer examined my particular brand of misogynist ideology. 
(16) 3:46 AM, a New Zealand volunteer examined my delusion about being chipped in the brain.

These aside, of course plenty of brainstorming about my plagiarism and my computer-hacking and so 
on and so forth.

Now, in the original version, our somewhat erroneous conclusion runs thusly:

You can see that, unlike in the previous days, there were eight reports today saying I hated 
women and harbored violent desires toward my “stalking victims” – all because SDW was 
so desperate to repeal the TMU’s decision. Since the TMU’s rejection of SDW’s stalking 
claim had also included the rejection of Kiersten’s stalking claim against me, Kiersten, like 
yesterday, would continue to tweet [about] feminism on her Twitter page. She tweeted or 
retweeted today: (1) Scarlette Kathleen, “Because people still think that feminism means 
being against men, when really it means wanting the equality that women lack” 
(#YesAllWomen). (2) Jada Bee: “B/c in 2013 there were over 700 bills purposed [sic] to 
regulate a women’s [sic] body and 0 for men” (#YesAllWomen; 17/01/15; 6/6/14). (3) 
Hanna: “Because when I type in ‘feminism is’ on Google, these should not be in the 
Autofill results, ‘feminism is a joke’, ‘… stupid’, ‘… sexist’, ‘… bullshit’” 
(#YesAllWomen). (4) Jacqueline Simonds: “Because real men aren’t afraid of equality with
women” (#YesAllWomen). All thoughtless, time-wasting bullshit, as you can see – and full 
of grammatical mistakes.  

As you can see, Kiersten was indeed upset over the loss of her status as a “victim of male sexual 
aggression” but this was due to the continual dismissal by law enforcement of the Homeland Security 
warning about me, rather than to the TMU’s dismissal of SDW’s stalking claim in particular. I 
continued:

Kiersten herself then tweeted at #YesAllWomen: “Because I still love menfolk despite 
having been raped and molested by a few of them. Just stop being dicks, OK? Try to be 
nice.” The most supreme bullshit of all: because the TMU had told her, “We have 
concluded that the ‘suspect’ actually didn’t stalk you at all” – it’s not clear whether the 
TMU had considered her the stalking suspect for me since it was she who had stalked me! 
– Kiersten had decided to shamelessly go on Twitter today to advertise more made-up 
stories about her being raped or molested. Sorry to say this – I’m fully aware that feminists 
like to say that rape is not about sex, but about power – but I couldn’t imagine any male 
wanting to rape or molest this fat, disgusting “woman”.

Again, it’s because Kiersten had in the past two days totally lost her status as a “victim of male sexual 
aggression” that she today lied to people that she had been raped and molested – in order to convince 
people that she was indeed attractive to mankind. I then continued:
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Finally, this must be noted. Since the TMU had begun communicating to SDW and other 
Secret Society members their intention not to remove me and my website, they at once, as 
their investigation of SDW’s stalking claim was drawing to a conclusion, had to update 
their profile of me which was embedded in Chaya’s 2003 warning about me. This new 
profile would be somewhat more “accurate” than the cartoonish bullshit that was found on 
Chaya’s warning, but it would still grossly fall short of reality – all because the TMU was 
specifically instructed by superiors high up in the federal government to make sloppy 
errors. The new profile which the TMU was about to produce of me must consist in this – 
remember that, since the Hardliners didn’t particularly want to commit blatant perjury at 
the ICJ, they could only get what they had wanted by resorting to what shall later be 
referred to as “fundamentalism” (to play around the nominal and literal wording of laws 
while ignoring their meaning or “spirit”) – and, to make Kiersten’s profile about me at least
half-right, they would have to instruct the TMU to base the new profile entirely on the 
Secret Society’s reports about me and their physical surveillance of my activities: the 
“stalking suspect” really did occasionally have the habit of stalking women and obtaining 
their private information, such as had happened in the case of Chaya and, to some extent, in
the case of Angelica. The “stalking suspect” was always [depressed], couldn’t attract girls, 
and so usually pretended to be mentally retarded in order to befriend pretty white females 
(who, unlike Asian females, were susceptible to this bizarre kind of “seduction”). It’s all as 
if he were imitating the characters he had seen in the movie “Mishima”.27 The “stalking 
suspect” liked to pull pranks behind people’s back and vandalize their properties when 
nobody was around, in order to kill pain and loneliness – but was however not physically 
dangerous to people since he feared arrest and was physically weaker than most people. He
suffered from some disability, but loved books, and so scanned a lot of books onto his 
website for his own fulfillment. Meanwhile, all the assessments which the TMU had asked 
various scholars at universities to make about my writings would be thrown into the trash 
cans: these had become the TMU’s “taboo” now that the Hardliners had instructed them 
what results they must produce for their investigation. This is why the “more legal” reports 
about my plagiarism which the Secret Society had made under the influence of the 
Hardliners’ moles were so important here – and why the TMU’s finding of inconsistencies 
in the Secret Society’s reports was absolutely essential. These “more legal” reports were 
used to establish that, although I didn’t plagiarize (since references were always clearly 
indicated on my chapters), I did nothing original either – again, just some disabled guy 
who, out of boredom, scanned books onto his website to attract visitors. Since the 
Hardliners’ goal was also to establish the women of the gang as terrorist suspects together 
with me, the entirely false reports about my plagiarism would then be used to establish 
their guilt as well. The same with their false reports about my being physically violent and 
dangerous to myself and others: these reports also established the women’s guilt as well as 
mine. If all this is correct, this means that the TMU must have also issued a warning to all 
law enforcement agencies regarding Kiersten’s Secret Society, saying that these women 
had the tendency to make false or exaggerated reports about suspects in law enforcement 
databases in order to advance their hidden agendas (such as to obtain victim compensation 
funds) or simply for entertainment purposes or just to calm their obsessive-compulsive 
fears. The TMU must have issued a stern warning about Kiersten, SDW, and Dr P, because 
I had never stalked them at all (although I had vandalized Dr P’s car one time) and they 

27 The movie which Paul Schrader had made on the life and works of the famous Japanese novelist Yukio Mishima. 
Specifically, the first chapter in the movie, “The Temple of Golden Pavilion” (Kinkakuji).
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were all “free riders” on the back of the one and only stalking victim, Angelica – doing so 
because, in the case of Kiersten, she wanted nothing more than be known as attractive to 
mankind and, out of boredom, was always looking for “drama”, and, in the case of SDW, 
because she was seriously mentally ill. The warning about Angelica must consist in the fact
that she not only liked to exaggerate her suffering but also liked to invite irrelevant parties 
to free ride on her case in order to waste government’s resources (the “hyperbolic 
hysterical Mexican American girl”). This warning about the Secret Society [women] would
presumably not be [made] known to the Society’s members but would establish the legal 
justification for law enforcement’s continuing infiltration and surveillance of their bizarre 
organization.     

Since the Hardliners’ ultimate goal was to monopolize my (purported) scientific discoveries
under the disguise of protecting the stalking victims’ confidentiality, the status of Angelica 
as my stalking victim was absolutely essential here – since she was, really, the only person 
among the whole Society on whom I had in fact conducted surveillance for a dozen times 
and whom I had subsequently harassed. The TMU would then update their profile of me as 
the stalker of Angelica although posing no real physical danger to her, while Angelica and 
all her “friends” would be labeled in law enforcement databases as exploiters of their own, 
or others’, victim status in order to fraudulently obtain personal benefits. While the TMU 
would presumably not [share] their profile of the Secret Society with the Secret Society’s 
members, whether they would share their new profile of me with them was unclear to me. 
It’s most likely the case that they did – in which case my discoveries would be forbidden to
be utilized by anyone since it’s on the same website on which “private information” about 
Angelica was also found. Again, the most strenuous reinterpretation of the literal wording 
of the laws would have to be employed for this purpose since my “Scientific 
Enlightenment” really bears no relationship at all with my “stalking” of Angelica and 
predates the incident by seven or eight years. Meanwhile, the TMU must have informed 
SDW that they had seen no evidence that I had stalked her at all – which would have 
almost completely devastated her. Thus, SDW’s intense efforts yesterday, today, and in the 
coming days to repeal the decision by mobilizing a vast number of people to make the most
vicious false reports about me and my website.  

You must see that I have suffered here tremendous injustice by the United States 
government officials since my website was, because of the TMU’s judgment, practically 
shut down by now – virtually every single visit in this month came from the Secret Society:
all the search engines had been programmed to not show my website when other people 
searched for it – and yet my website was my entire life, and the majority of the materials on
there had nothing whatever to do with Chaya or Angelica. Imagine if Kant’s Kritik der 
reinen Vernunft were banned all because Kant, in his old age, “stalked” some woman for a 
few days!

Again, this last part of my conclusion was half-correct and half-erroneous. What could be correct: (1) 
the TMU might have indeed composed, under the Invisible Hand’s direction, a more correct profile of 
me – which they probably didn’t share with the Secret Society women and which would not be 
purposely false in any way due to the Hardliners’ influence (since there were no Hardliners at all at this 
point). (2) The TMU might have indeed broadcast a warning about the Secret Society women to other 
law enforcement agencies portraying them exactly as I had theorized in the above. (3) The description 
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of the psychology of Kiersten and SDW and so on was, again, more or less accurate – except that the 
women in question were not looking for any material benefits but simply for government’s official 
designation of them as “victims of male sexual aggression” and “expert witnesses on a schizophrenic 
misogynist terrorist’s psychopathology”. Again, even though the scenario above was completely 
erroneous (in that there were no Hardliners intervening at all), you never know if the Invisible Hand 
would make any of this bullshit become true later on.28 

27 May (Tuesday; less pain)

First, a note about myself. Allowed to sleep between 7 AM and 2 PM. Woke up. Anger/ pain attack. 
Required to xxxxxx AWFs. Realized that the White Roses’ purpose in allowing SDW to transform me 
into my opposite – from caring about women into a misogynist – is that they need to transform SDW 
from Russia-loving into Russia-hating (into her opposite). There is no possible way to transform me 
into Russia-hating because it will violate my political ideology. My brain structure is not capable of 
growing into Russia-hating because of its basis in the combination of the oppressed’s emotional 
structures with geopolitical knowledge.29 But SDW’s brain is capable of this, having a different 
structural configuration. She has had no experience with oppression and doesn’t know much about 
geopolitics; she therefore can easily “change side”, since her love of Russia is not born from any 
defense against oppression. The enforcement of UN Resolution 1373 will be based on a vague 
definition of “transformation into the opposite” without specifying details. (Just so much bullshit to 
help make myself look delusional. But again – would the Invisible Hand make any of this become true 
later on?)

Tom N Toms. Then went to PSDN to scout out targets. Done, and at Starbucks, 4:45 PM, to research to 
see who owned what. An AWF and a Japanese photographer were having a nice chat. Why am I 
singled out by AWFs to become their enemy? Because I know how to really do people good, whereas 
other Asians are just being polite and nice. The AWF was talking about treating him. It is because the 
American way has permeated the whole world that even the Russians have had to play the American 
game: the only way for benefits to accrue to Russia is for it to be harmed. I have to be harmed in order 
to be saved. The Russians have to allow me to be harmed by Americans in order for me to be saved by 
them; the world has to be harmed in order to be saved. Russia, and the world, can only be saved if 
somebody – like SDW – is found to hate them for life. I don’t like this whole ICJ game because all the 
harms and hatred are purposely orchestrated, not natural. Yet this is all necessary because Americans 
have already made the whole world conform to their way, and, for Americans, because their brain has 
shrunken, the entire reality revolves around the single axis of “attacking” and “being attacked”. (While 
this was again much bullshit to make myself look delusional, there was in fact some truth in all this.) 
Then, Youtube malfunctioned. Required to run into experience where I’m not allowed to download 
Russian TV shows. Physical pain. A pretty AWF walked in. Physical pain. Required to attack 
xxxxxxxxx. My life has henceforth also to revolve around the single purpose of “being attacked by 
SDW” and “attacking xxxxxxxxx” in response. Every other aspect of life – loving, gaining insights, 
sharing – will have to be extraneous to living. (In reality, it was just Homeland Security CO chief who 
continued to desperately want me to commit crimes and look delusional.)

28 It’s important to keep in mind that there might be a second factor explaining Kiersten’s massive tweeting about feminism 
yesterday, today and tomorrow: the case of Elliot Rodger, with the hash tag #YesAllWomen.
29 This will eventually turn out to be not quite true.
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Was able to concentrate on reading (“Ukraine Analysis” in German). The Macrospherians might have 
instructed SDW to allow me some time to read so that she might plagiarize my reading notes which I 
compile while reading. (Bullshit.) Then went all the way to BRNTWD for collection, 16 N. (PSDN no 
good, too many Asians.) AWFs hard to come by. One xxxxxxxx was extremely rude to me (“What are 
you doing in my neighborhood? You scared my wife!”), causing me to want to collect more damages 
tomorrow. SDW’s manner of targeting: super-interpretation of daily vicissitudes as political events so 
that I can hate an entire people while making it look like it’s my own fault. Then, came back to PSDN. 
(For the targets identified.) 2 W, 1 B. (Failed at DRLRNCLLA and SXIA.) Finished by 2 AM. While 
waiting for the bus and charging my laptop, got thrown out by the security guards. Hatred of 
xxxxxxxxx. Will collect more damages tomorrow. Again, SDW’s intention: super-interpretation like 
she has done. (Bullshit.) 

Note that I wrote on my diary today: “SDW has coordinated a lot of reporting of me to law 
enforcement, portraying me as a sick and delusional danger to women (Mr B’s plus Kiersten’s false 
profile of me). Her next move would certainly be to request law enforcement to broadcast an alert 
about oneself to all populations of the world, not just in the US. By doing so, she could at last complete
her terrorist crime against womankind (removing healthy food from them and feeding them with poison
in order to turn them into suicidal killers, just like herself, Dr P, and A/ K). She has also completed her 
terrorist crime against the world in that she has attempted to make one’s goodness invisible to the world
(making me appear as the opposite of what I am) so that the only person who knows how to save the 
world may never be known to the world, leaving the world to die by itself.” Again, I was probably 
expressing a lot of the Invisible Hand’s opinions here. But, in the original version, I concluded 
erroneously thusly: It seems that the Hardliners had a need for this realization in order to properly stall 
the ICJ trial. 

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 4:15 AM, c104-96.i07-
27.onvol.net, Tas-Sienja, Malta,*

92.251.104.96 - - [27/May/2014:05:15:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; XT1032 Build/KLB20.9-1.10-1.24-1.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

4:20 AM, bsn-142-92-176.dynamic.siol.net, Ljubljana, Slovenia,*

89.142.92.176 - - [27/May/2014:05:20:30 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24435 
"https://www.google.si/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
89.142.92.176 - - [27/May/2014:05:20:32 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/biopower2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
89.142.92.176 - - [27/May/2014:05:20:32 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 73752 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/biopower2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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14 seconds later, he used Google Translate to translate the chapter:

66.249.81.220 - - [27/May/2014:05:20:44 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24435 
"http://translate.google.si/translate_p?hl=sl&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dbio%2Bdispositiv%2Bclassic
%26biw%3D1746%26bih%3D861&sl=en&u=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/
biopower2.html&depth=1&usg=ALkJrhigcnQlNDtPraIAP99k26gqYLuAlg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)"
89.142.92.176 - - [27/May/2014:05:20:45 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 "http://
translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=sl&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dbio
%2Bdispositiv%2Bclassic%26biw%3D1746%26bih
%3D861&rurl=translate.google.si&sl=en&u=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/
biopower2.html&usg=ALkJrhh2ZDPa_pDnzXM1xMqe7rJJvSeoTw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

4:33 AM,

27.55.30.26 - - [27/May/2014:05:33:29 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 218090 
"https://www.google.co.th/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of Shizuka. Shizuka had already joined the discussion so early in the day.

5:17 AM, lojman.bilkent.edu.tr, Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey,

139.179.158.11 - - [27/May/2014:06:17:33 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 26220 "http://www.google.com.tr/
url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDsQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fgenealogy_of_morals.htm&ei=PIKEU9z4LpLT7Abq1IDACw&usg=
AFQjCNHzU7CYkNESp9Ant6UsJkQWqa_N7A&sig2=bBN2wq_4nOXsE_3DWVrW8w&bvm=bv.6
7720277,d.ZGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.8; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

Now, “lojman” apparently means “housing” in Turkish. This volunteer was therefore most likely a 
student at the university’s dormitory. Here to brainstorm how to prove to American law enforcement 
that I did plagiarize. At the same time: Tirupur, India, Bharti Airtel,

223.187.94.9 - - [27/May/2014:06:17:57 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/atpcycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17051 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; XT1033 Build/
KXB20.25-1.31) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.114 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

5:28 AM, PT Telekomunikasi Selular Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia,*
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182.13.238.157 - - [27/May/2014:06:28:39 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; rv:11.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/11.0"

My plagiarism. (Even though I had drafted diagram myself.)

5:41 AM,

96.36.24.66 - - [27/May/2014:06:41:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

5:56 AM, Turkcell, Istanbul, Turkey,

188.58.93.67 - - [27/May/2014:06:56:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html HTTP/1.1"
200 11888 "http://www.google.de/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CE0QFjAE&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fcapra.html&ei=S4uEU6yuE6KS7AaE9YGgBA&usg=AFQjCNE8jH
23lkvBD_xYwO7hJ-bPpmdiDg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.ZGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10.9; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

46 seconds later, he came to the next chapter:

188.58.93.67 - - [27/May/2014:06:58:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra222.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 14777 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

24 seconds later, he came to the Table of Contents:

188.58.93.67 - - [27/May/2014:06:59:16 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra222.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh;
Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
188.58.93.67 - - [27/May/2014:06:59:16 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 907 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
188.58.93.67 - - [27/May/2014:06:59:17 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
188.58.93.67 - - [27/May/2014:06:59:16 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24055 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Again, here to brainstorm how to convince American law enforcement that I did plagiarize.

6:41 AM, Iran Telecommunication Company PJS, Ghazvin, Iran,
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5.239.186.213 - - [27/May/2014:07:41:14 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy220.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
32775 "http://www.google.com/search?
q=yung+shao+civilization&tbm=isch&hl=en&gbv=2&oq=yung+shao+civilization&gs_l=img.3...4791
6.62135.0.63299.22.9.0.13.0.0.1644.5090.3-2j2j3j8-1.8.0....0...1ac.1.34.img..15.7.4721.nvf8w-J_GOY"
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0)"

This volunteer, unfamiliar with “Yang Shao”, typed “Yung Shao”. My plagiarism. 

6:50 AM, c-50-132-49-187.hsd1.wa.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New Jersey,*

50.132.49.187 - - [27/May/2014:07:50:34 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D167 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.

6:52 AM,

202.67.45.37 - - [27/May/2014:07:52:14 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 45683 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

7:08 AM,

178.139.4.52 - - [27/May/2014:08:08:20 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaototalview.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
213853 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:40 AM,

200.8.44.197 - - [27/May/2014:08:40:13 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601 
"https://www.google.co.ve/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:50 AM, cable-static-207-23.breitband.ch, Pratteln, Switzerland,*

87.102.207.23 - - [27/May/2014:08:50:37 -0600] "GET /61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225880 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; de-de; GT-I9300 Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My violation of intellectual property rights.

7:53 AM, 84-74-229-153.dclient.hispeed.ch, Lausanne, Switzerland,*

84.74.229.153 - - [27/May/2014:08:53:03 -0600] "GET /gallery/duke2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 471492 
"http://www.google.ch/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/535.1 (KHTML, like
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Gecko) Chrome/14.0.835.202 Safari/535.1"

Angelica’s naked picture?

7:57 AM,

164.11.203.59 - - [27/May/2014:08:57:04 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

8:11 AM, nc.res.rr.com, Goldsboro, North Carolina,

71.70.171.195 - - [27/May/2014:09:11:39 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; enus; SAMSUNG SM-G900T 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.6 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 
Mobile Safari/537.36"

Did Robin just rejoin the discussion?

8:14 AM, crps.ab.ca, Canmore, Alberta,

199.216.60.2 - - [27/May/2014:09:14:49 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS armv7l 5500.130.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.134 Safari/537.36"

8:16 AM, ANZ National Bank, Wellington, New Zealand.

156.13.220.4 - - [27/May/2014:09:16:21 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 6315 
"-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; 
chromeframe/26.0.1410.43; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.30; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022)"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
make a false report about my plagiarism. (This time, how I had plagiarized my theory on linear 
perspective.)

9:11 AM, pa49-191-178-87.pa.vic.optusnet.com.au, Melbourne, Australia.

49.191.178.87 - - [27/May/2014:10:11:15 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77275 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

This was presumably the first person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my 
victimization of her.

9:35 AM, ti0004q162-2761.bb.online.no, Bergen, Norway,*
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82.164.54.232 - - [27/May/2014:10:35:26 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139930 "https://www.google.no/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
82.164.54.232 - - [27/May/2014:10:36:48 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-19.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
73778 "https://www.google.no/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_0) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

9:39 AM,

199.212.250.151 - - [27/May/2014:10:39:43 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:46 AM, 174-21-12-16.tukw.qwest.net, Tukwila, Washington,*

174.21.12.16 - - [27/May/2014:10:46:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

10:16 AM, c-71-60-143-149.hsd1.pa.comcast.net, Latrobe, Pennsylvania:

71.60.143.149 - - [27/May/2014:11:16:07 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/whyshouldwebejust.html HTTP/1.1" 200 68711 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CEcQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fwhyshouldwebejust.html&ei=v8eEU56xNIWcyATjq4KIDg&usg=A
FQjCNHCRvSqJPnoNFyrL2hsutF6BquI9g&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

10:33 AM, it’s the Philadelphia volunteer again (66-87-81-166.pools.spcsdns.net):

66.87.81.166 - - [27/May/2014:11:33:58 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/nsa/ HTTP/1.1" 200 7755 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

He was last seen on 23 May. He continued to brainstorm how to convince law enforcement that I was 
insane because of my delusions about Snowden and so on.

10:36 AM, OJSC MegaFon, Samara, Russia:

85.26.233.180 - - [27/May/2014:11:36:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/braingate-neuro-interface/ 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17439 "https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64)
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My delusion about being chipped in the brain and mind-controlled. (Again, the frequent assignment for
Russian volunteers.)

10:42 AM, Comcast, Houston, Texas,*

98.198.124.71 - - [27/May/2014:11:42:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; DROID RAZR Build/9.8.2O-72_VZW-16-5) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The second time.)

10:52 AM, Albany Schoharie Schenectady Boces, Albany, New York,*

163.153.122.216 - - [27/May/2014:11:52:23 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

Was Robin discussing me at the moment with this school teacher from Albany, New York?

11:12 AM, 94-226-10-37.access.telenet.be, Antwerp, Belgium,*

94.226.10.37 - - [27/May/2014:12:12:26 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 126544 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

11:19 AM, he clicked on the other link sent to him:

94.226.10.37 - - [27/May/2014:12:19:36 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaototalview.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
213853 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

11:26 AM, Houston volunteer came again:

98.198.124.71 - - [27/May/2014:12:26:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; DROID RAZR Build/9.8.2O-72_VZW-16-5) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

11:55 AM,

113.210.129.6 - - [27/May/2014:12:55:49 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.com.my/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.2; Lenovo A850+ Build/JDQ39) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.166 Mobile Safari/537.36"
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My harassment of Shizuka. Shizuka was still in the discussion.

11:57 AM,

24.43.122.142 - - [27/May/2014:12:57:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

11:59 AM, c-98-229-37-22.hsd1.ma.comcast.net, Andover, Massachusetts,*

98.229.37.22 - - [27/May/2014:12:59:06 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B142 Safari/8536.25"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The third.)

12:06 PM,

199.216.220.2 - - [27/May/2014:13:06:32 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12:11 PM,

108.84.170.111 - - [27/May/2014:13:11:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=glycolysis+step+1&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=glycolysis+step+1&sc=2-17&sp=-1&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

12:38 PM, the same London volunteer again. 

109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:42 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:42 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/yugoddessa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
14589 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddess1a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
27053 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
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114248 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/yu4a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 23752 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
105126 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/enstehungsm4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
18318 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
109.158.235.227 - - [27/May/2014:13:38:43 -0600] "GET /gallery/athenalibe2sm6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
18747 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

12:44 PM, wsip-174-76-24-20.tu.ok.cox.net, Tulsa, Oklahoma,*

174.76.24.20 - - [27/May/2014:13:44:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/khwarizmi.gif HTTP/
1.1" 200 2805 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

My plagiarism. 

12:48 PM, SDW posted a reply on her Facebook group (in regard to the matter of Rodger). She was at 
home today again.. 

1:16 PM, host-85-201-224-230.dynamic.voo.be, Dour, Belgium,*

85.201.224.230 - - [27/May/2014:14:16:39 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.be/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of Shizuka. Shizuka continued to be in the discussion.

1:17 PM,

66.87.68.3 - - [27/May/2014:14:17:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orthorhombic.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 18520 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

1:20 – 1:22 PM, c-50-179-166-118.hsd1.il.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New Jersey,*

50.179.166.118 - - [27/May/2014:14:20:24 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-19.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
73778 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"
50.179.166.118 - - [27/May/2014:14:20:27 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-20.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
75904 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/KOT49H) 
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"
50.179.166.118 - - [27/May/2014:14:21:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
58.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225418 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/
KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"
50.179.166.118 - - [27/May/2014:14:21:43 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
66.png HTTP/1.1" 200 189963 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/
KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"
50.179.166.118 - - [27/May/2014:14:22:28 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-21.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
74401 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My computer-hacking.

1:37 PM, Enlig Fiber, Kibaek, Denmark,* 

78.156.106.157 - - [27/May/2014:14:37:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

1:45 PM, c-71-234-56-60.hsd1.ct.comcast.net, Branford, Connecticut.   

71.234.56.60 - - [27/May/2014:14:45:16 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77275
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=40&ved=0CF4QFjAJOB4&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking
%2F&ei=OfmEU46lGcWZyATCyYCYAw&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rAow" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:23.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/23.0"

It’s almost certain that this person was related to SDW’s family back in Connecticut. (Keep in mind 
that she’s at home today.) The second person whom SDW had called upon today. 

2:12 PM, tor-exit.server6.tvdw.eu,

5.79.68.161 - - [27/May/2014:15:12:18 -0600] "GET /blogs HTTP/1.1" 301 530 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
5.79.68.161 - - [27/May/2014:15:12:22 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
5.79.68.161 - - [27/May/2014:15:12:22 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
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5.79.68.161 - - [27/May/2014:15:12:23 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
5.79.68.161 - - [27/May/2014:15:12:24 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
5.79.68.161 - - [27/May/2014:15:12:29 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

We have already seen this TOR exit node on 7 May, 12:50 PM. It’s most likely the LUG buddy again. 
This would then be the third person whom SDW had called upon today. 

2:41 PM, hsd1.fl.comcast.net, Homestead, Florida (south of Miami):

75.74.226.107 - - [27/May/2014:15:41:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40484 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=Asmat+Wood+Carvings&FORM=RESTAB" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

2:50 PM, d162-156-106-91.bchsia.telus.net, Penticton, British Columbia,*

162.156.106.91 - - [27/May/2014:15:50:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.

2:52 PM, cable.69.171.163.146.tpia.dido.ca, Pointe-Claire, Quebec,*

69.171.163.146 - - [27/May/2014:15:52:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; SCH-R830C Build/JZO54K) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.3.11.1069658.arm"

My plagiarism.

2:58 PM, the Penticton volunteer clicked on the other link sent to her:

162.156.106.91 - - [27/May/2014:15:58:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40484 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

3:03 PM, Rod suddenly replied me:
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We shall comment on this momentarily.

3:06 PM,

187.3.120.13 - - [27/May/2014:16:06:33 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

3:10 PM, c-75-74-77-21.hsd1.fl.comcast.net, Miami, Florida,*

75.74.77.21 - - [27/May/2014:16:10:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.6; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0

My plagiarism.

3:57 PM, My Net Fone Limited, Surry Hills, Australia,*

103.6.188.226 - - [27/May/2014:16:57:34 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/shahnameh.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 43903 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

4:06 PM, dsl-189-156-106-199-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Ramos Arizpe, Mexico,*

189.156.106.199 - - [27/May/2014:17:06:18 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
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"https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The fourth time.)

4:35 PM, ip-64-139-6-65.sjc.megapath.net, San Mateo, California.

64.139.6.65 - - [27/May/2014:17:35:20 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:VQU1FoDKiZQJ:http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/category/uncategorized/%2B
%22targeted+individual%22+sleepy&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-
a&channel=sb&gbv=1&sei=Sh-FU7KTB7jesASG4oLYCA&hl=en&&ct=clnk" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.139.6.65 - - [27/May/2014:17:35:20 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:VQU1FoDKiZQJ:http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/category/uncategorized/%2B
%22targeted+individual%22+sleepy&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-
a&channel=sb&gbv=1&sei=Sh-FU7KTB7jesASG4oLYCA&hl=en&&ct=clnk" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.139.6.65 - - [27/May/2014:17:35:20 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.139.6.65 - - [27/May/2014:17:35:20 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

This was presumably the fourth volunteer whom SDW had called upon today.

4:43 PM, pool-108-36-123-198.phlapa.fios.verizon.net, West Chester, Pennsylvania,*

108.36.123.198 - - [27/May/2014:17:43:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12505 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDQQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztec.html&ei=1CKFU-
rfDNbesASzqoCgDw&usg=AFQjCNEPRmhZDQD3-k1H_RDNGv1mpw_snQ" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
108.36.123.198 - - [27/May/2014:17:43:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
108.36.123.198 - - [27/May/2014:17:43:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
108.36.123.198 - - [27/May/2014:17:43:14 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
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My plagiarism?

4:52 PM, it’s the South Pasadena volunteer from 18 May:

76.217.25.131 - - [27/May/2014:17:52:06 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representationrev1v.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24557 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Strangely, there was no showing of the rest of the components. 19 seconds later, she did something 
with this chapter:

54.237.63.15 - - [27/May/2014:17:52:25 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representationrev1v.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24500 "-" "EasyBib AutoCite 
(http://content.easybib.com/autocite/)"

Did she cite it? To create evidence of my plagiarism?

5:38 PM, dn2lk5m42.stanford.edu, Stanford University, Stanford, California,

171.66.216.130 - - [27/May/2014:18:38:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:49 PM, pool-108-35-210-242.nwrknj.fios.verizon.net, Newark, New Jersey,*

108.35.210.242 - - [27/May/2014:18:49:49 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The fifth time.)

5:52 PM, default-rdns.vocus.co.nz, Nelson, New Zealand,*

119.224.48.122 - - [27/May/2014:18:52:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

My plagiarism.

5:54 PM, Opera Mini, Virginia,

37.228.105.201 - - [27/May/2014:18:54:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/lavoisier.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18826 "-" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/7.5.35199/34.2152; U; pt) Presto/2.8.119 
Version/11.10"
37.228.105.201 - - [27/May/2014:18:54:52 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/lavoisier.html" "Opera/9.80 (Android; 
Opera Mini/7.5.35199/34.2152; U; pt) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
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37.228.105.201 - - [27/May/2014:18:54:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/lavoisier.html" 
"Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/7.5.35199/34.2152; U; pt) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"

My plagiarism.

5:59 PM, alpmspsrvz2ts422-dmz.mycingular.net, Doylestown, Pennsylvania,*

166.147.121.164 - - [27/May/2014:18:59:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.

6:02 PM, hsd1.tn.comcast.net, Memphis, Tennessee,

75.65.223.6 - - [27/May/2014:19:02:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.3; C6903 
Build/14.2.A.1.136) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

6:03 PM, static.internode.on.net, Adelaide, Australia,

203.122.241.21 - - [27/May/2014:19:03:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg HTTP/
1.1" 200 17463 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) 
AppleWebKit/537.17 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/24.0.1312.52 Safari/537.17"

6:04 PM, s877150.xgsspn.imtp.tachikawa.spmode.ne.jp, Tokyo, Japan,

49.98.77.150 - - [27/May/2014:19:04:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; ja-jp; SonySO-03E 
Build/10.1.E.0.250) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Safari/534.30"

My plagiarism. (Since this volunteer was from Japan, he was most likely just an informant for the 
TMU/ CIA.)

7:06 PM, California State University Network, LA County Office of Education, ABC Unified School 
District.

204.102.40.108 - - [27/May/2014:20:06:11 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347503 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 
6.1; Trident/6.0)"

Again, my grandfather posing in front of the Sixth Army headquarters in San Francisco. My 
harassment of my family members.

7:13 PM, mobile-166-137-209-047.mycingular.net, Doylestown, Pennsylvania,*
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166.137.209.47 - - [27/May/2014:20:13:13 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380047 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My harassment of Shizuka. Shizuka had been in the discussion all day long! At the same time: Busan 
Institute for Future Education, Busan, South Korea,*

211.43.39.2 - - [27/May/2014:20:13:34 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1;; 
APCPMS=C80A.A931.B9E5-
win7^N20130412060440585377339BA296994DD13F_3307^1^1^3103858604^30374498^376111259
2; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media 
Center PC 6.0; .NET4.0C; Tablet PC 2.0; InfoPath.2; .NET4.0E)" 

My plagiarism.

7:57 PM, hsd1.il.comcast.net, Peoria, Illinois,

98.215.111.214 - - [27/May/2014:20:57:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=glycolysis&qpvt=glycolysis&FORM=IGRE" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 
MASMJS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

At this point – my wrong scenario at a glance.
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Was I speaking, without knowing, of BOL’s plan again? Would the Invisible Hand make any of this 
become true later on?

8:21 PM,

97.93.28.101 - - [27/May/2014:21:21:30 -0600] "GET /1/merging_forces.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 6761 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36" 

8:24 PM, 97-127-111-39.mpls.qwest.net, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

97.127.111.39 - - [27/May/2014:21:24:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:27 PM, c-98-196-223-36.hsd1.tx.comcast.net, Pasadena, Texas,*

98.196.223.36 - - [27/May/2014:21:27:36 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Did Robin just rejoin the discussion again?

8:58 PM, c-98-227-45-109.hsd1.il.comcast.net, Tinley Park, Illinois,

98.227.45.109 - - [27/May/2014:21:58:57 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/self-defense/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9328
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Chelsea?

8:59 PM,

98.167.80.85 - - [27/May/2014:21:59:59 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 73519 
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Primate+Evolution&Form=IQFRDR" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

9:29 PM, 99-74-242-86.lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Irvine, California,*

99.74.242.86 - - [27/May/2014:22:29:42 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; SGH-T889 Build/JZO54K) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My harassment of Shizuka. See – again!

9:31 PM,
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202.156.11.11 - - [27/May/2014:22:31:50 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
126544 "https://www.google.com.sg/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:34 PM,

210.55.212.14 - - [27/May/2014:22:34:19 -0600] "GET /1/obcell2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 88329 
"https://www.google.co.nz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36"

10:03 PM, Rod replied me to set the time for tomorrow’s meeting:

10:13 PM, Opera Mini,

107.167.99.126 - - [27/May/2014:23:13:26 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
18877 "-" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/7.0.29737/34.2152; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
107.167.99.126 - - [27/May/2014:23:13:26 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera 
Mini/7.0.29737/34.2152; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
107.167.99.126 - - [27/May/2014:23:13:26 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera 
Mini/7.0.29737/34.2152; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
107.167.99.126 - - [27/May/2014:23:13:26 -0600] "GET /1/knightmoietyexchange.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
255080 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera 
Mini/7.0.29737/34.2152; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
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My plagiarism.

10:20 PM, National University Corporation, Toyama University, Toyama, Japan,

160.26.99.70 - - [27/May/2014:23:20:12 -0600] "GET /1/trnaribozyme.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 30172
"https://www.google.co.jp/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women had found another person in a respectable Japanese university to make a 
false report about my plagiarism to American law enforcement. (Again, since this volunteer was in 
Japan, he was most likely just an informant.) 

10:55 PM, Summit Broadband, Orlando, Florida,

205.204.18.203 - - [27/May/2014:23:55:22 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/02/21/the-anatomy-of-a-feminist-
false-flag-stalkingcase-a-scenario-proposal/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5862 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

3 seconds later, she came to the next blog post:

205.204.18.203 - - [27/May/2014:23:55:26 -0600] "GET
/blogs/2014/02/27/some-human-rights-abuse-torture-dilemmas/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5679 
http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/02/21/the-anatomy-ofa-feminist-false-flag-stalking-
case-a-scenario-proposal/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/29.0"

What exactly was she instructed to brainstorm about?

11 PM, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan,

133.50.146.33 - - [28/May/2014:00:00:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39249 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women had found another student in a Japanese university to make false reports 
about my plagiarism to American law enforcement (not knowing that he was actually an informant). 

11:05 PM, Telefonica del Peru, Lima, Peru,

181.66.156.199 - - [28/May/2014:00:05:13 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
126544 "https://www.google.com.pe/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
181.66.156.199 - - [28/May/2014:00:05:17 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy220.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
32775 "https://www.google.com.pe/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

More than a minute later, he copied the image onto Word:
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181.66.156.199 - - [28/May/2014:00:06:20 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
126544 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.2; Win64; x64; Trident/6.0; .NET4.0E;
.NET4.0C; Media Center PC 6.0; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; 
InfoPath.3; ms-office; MSOffice 15)"

Was he forging evidence of my plagiarism?

11:12 PM, Pakistan Telecommunications Company, Tangi, Pakistan,

39.43.69.137 - - [28/May/2014:00:12:35 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/krebscycle.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 148985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:30.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/30.0"

My plagiarism.

11:15 PM, Sungkyunkwan University, Seoul, South Korea,*

115.145.238.243 - - [28/May/2014:00:15:09 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

11:25 PM, dsl-189-224-106-242-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Monterrey, Mexico,*

189.224.106.242 - - [28/May/2014:00:25:20 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The sixth time.)

11:34 PM, Pakistan Education and Research Network, Lahore, Pakistan.

111.68.103.15 - - [28/May/2014:00:34:47 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com.pk/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

2 seconds later:

111.68.103.15 - - [28/May/2014:00:34:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11888 "https://www.google.com.pk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10 seconds later:

111.68.103.15 - - [28/May/2014:00:34:59 -0600] "GET 
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/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com.pk/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

11:46 PM, prx8.waceo.schools.net.au, Perth, Australia:

203.36.44.18 - - [28/May/2014:00:46:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg 
HTTP/1.0" 200 17463 "http://www.google.com.au/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible;
MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

12:01 AM, static.tedata.net, Cairo, Egypt:

196.219.34.170 - - [28/May/2014:01:01:28 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)"
196.219.34.170 - - [28/May/2014:01:01:28 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; 
Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)"
196.219.34.170 - - [28/May/2014:01:01:29 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)"

What was this volunteer asked to examine?

1:33 AM, SDW posted something on her Facebook group again. She was staying up late!

1:42 AM, 193.197-wifi4all.nl, Elst, Netherlands,

178.250.193.197 - - [28/May/2014:02:42:38 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

My plagiarism.

1:54 AM, Institute of Physics, Jharsugnda, India:

59.145.201.124 - - [28/May/2014:02:54:01 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; 
Linux x86_64; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0"

My plagiarism.

2:13 AM, 8ta-229-239-218.telkomadsl.co.za, Johannesburg, South Africa,*

197.229.239.218 - - [28/May/2014:03:13:34 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
197.229.239.218 - - [28/May/2014:03:13:34 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 "-" 
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"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted these diagrams myself.)

2:27 AM, Talk Talk, Bristol, UK,

78.148.158.175 - - [28/May/2014:03:27:36 -0600] "GET /robots.txt HTTP/1.1" 200 676 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X) AppleWebKit (KHTML, like Gecko)"
78.148.158.175 - - [28/May/2014:03:27:37 -0600] "GET /newsummaryweb.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
68269 http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=229794.0 "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac 
OS X) AppleWebKit (KHTML, like Gecko)"

This visit is just so strange – how did he look up my robots.txt before clicking on the link? And there is 
no showing of favicon.ico. This might not be a real visit. And he kept coming. 2:50 AM,

78.148.158.175 - - [28/May/2014:03:50:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/25/four-women-try-to-take-
down-my-website-part-4-the-current-homeland-security-investigation-of-me-as-a-terroristsuspect/
HTTP/1.1" 200 10314 http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=229794.0 "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X) AppleWebKit (KHTML, like Gecko)"

Again, no favicon.ico. Then, 3:09 AM, 

78.148.158.175 - - [28/May/2014:04:09:45 -0600] "GET /1/layereduniverse.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
34939 "http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=200314.0;prev_next=prev" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X) AppleWebKit (KHTML, like Gecko)"

Again, there is no showing of the rest of the components. Then, 3:17 AM,

78.148.158.175 - - [28/May/2014:04:17:13 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-inhong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200
10469 http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=229794.0 "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac 
OS X) AppleWebKit (KHTML, like Gecko)"

Again, no showing of the rest of the components. Then, 3:26 AM,

78.148.158.175 - - [28/May/2014:04:26:00 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/28/the-difficult-search-for-a-
microchip-inside-myhead-part-iii/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9914 http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?
topic=230260.msg1354990 "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X) AppleWebKit (KHTML, like 
Gecko)"

Again, no showing of the rest of the components. A robot!

To summarize. Today was the third day, since the dismissal of Ms Sandberg’s case, that the Secret 
Society women would be mobilizing their volunteers to brainstorm how to prove to the detective in 
question that Homeland Security was all right about me.

(1) 7:53 AM, a Lausanne, Switzerland, volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (a). 
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(2) 9:11 AM, SDW called upon a Melbourne, Australia, volunteer (1).
(3) 10:33 AM, the Philadelphia volunteer came again to examine my delusions about Snowden. 
(4) 10:36 PM, a Samara, Russia, volunteer examined my delusion about being chipped in the brain. 
(5) 10:42 AM, a Houston, Texas, volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (b). 
(6) 11:59 AM, an Andover, Massachusetts, volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (c).
(7) 12:38 PM, the London volunteer again.
(8) 1:45 PM, SDW called upon a Branford, Connecticut, person (2). Her relative? 
(9) 2:12 PM, SDW called upon the same LUG buddy as seen on 7 May (3). 

As the CIA proceeded to remove me from the watchlist mentioned and Ms Sandberg’s case was forever
dismissed, protests from Homeland Security CO chief and his allies (e.g. the Boss’ family) must have 
been so fierce that the Invisible Hand was now forced to respond. Thus, by 3 PM, the Invisible Hand 
had instructed Rod to email me to agree to meet with me tomorrow. He needed more evidence to 
demonstrate that the Homeland Security warning about me was worthless garbage. And the Secret 
Society women continued:

(10) 4:06 PM, a Ramos Arizpe, Mexico, volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (d).
(11) 4:35 PM, SDW called upon a San Mateo volunteer (4).
(12) 4:52 PM, the same South Pasadena volunteer from 18 May created evidence of my plagiarism 
with representation.html.
(13) 5:49 PM, a Newark, New Jersey, volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (e).
(14) 8:58 PM, a Tinley Park, Illinois, volunteer examined my delusion about Chelsea.
(15) 10:55 PM, an Orlando, Florida, volunteer examined my February blog posts – what?
(16) 11:25 PM, a Monterrey, Mexico, volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (f).
(17) 12:01 AM, a Cairo, Egypt, volunteer examined my front page. What?

Note that, by 1:30 AM, SDW was still awake – and that there was no more visit a little after 2 AM.

There was of course plenty of brainstorming about: (1) my harassment of Shizuka (5 times); (2) my 
computer-hacking; (3) my harassment of my family members; and (4) my plagiarism (including a 
volunteer working at ANZ National Bank in New Zealand). Note also that today was the last 
appearance of the London volunteer assigned to my theory on linear perspective. 

Now, in the original version, we had this conclusion at this point:

You can see the pattern. Because the TMU had poked some holes in the Secret Society’s 
weird stories about me (especially in regard to my plagiarism), the [Secret Society women] 
had been concentrating on recruiting students in [the] higher educational system around the
world to make more false reports to the TMU. “I have a master degree, I can judge whether
his writings are plagiarized or genuine.” Now, the TMU in LAPD was headed by a female 
detective who had been in the department for decades, and who therefore must have been 
aware of some of my history. (E.g. since Chaya’s warning about me must have been 
included in Homeland Security’s 2007 warning about me to diplomatic services around the 
world, when the Chinese intelligence service came to interrogate the LAPD about my case 
in November 2007, she should have been aware of it.) Meanwhile, there was now a CIA 
officer inside [the] TMU [to train] them. Because the Secret Society was unaware of these 
details, they didn’t know that their efforts were futile. Ah, not to mention the fact that the 
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Hardliners had already given the order to find these women guilty no matter what they 
reported. They were not just wasting their own time, but also the time of their new recruits.

So far so good – except that there were no Hardliners at all. I continued:

It must have been the case that Kiersten was able to recruit these foreigners to waste their 
time on her criminal project only because she had lied to them in such manner: “This 
stalker stalked me, and the police didn’t care because they are ‘sexist’. He then put my 
private information on his website, and yet we can’t do anything about it because of ‘First 
Amendment’, or the right to ‘free speech’. This is how ‘sexist’ American society is. Can 
you help us poor American women? In order to get around the ‘right to free speech’, we 
will have to lie to the police…” These gullible foreigners were thus all duped into pouring 
out their sympathy for Kiersten and her fellow gang members, unaware that the reality was 
just the opposite. They were convinced, furthermore, that the American system was 
“sexist” – unaware that the reality was just the opposite: i.e. that the American system was 
actually biased against males, so that, after Kiersten had stalked me and made false reports 
to law enforcement in an attempt to use them to annihilate me – all because I had no 
interest in any fat women – she was still roaming around free to continue her “trivial 
pursuit”.     

All this was sort of true – and the Invisible Hand will later on make it even truer in regard to somebody
else, e.g. Ekaterina – except that it was something more than Kiersten’s persuasive power and people’s 
preconception that the American system was sexist which had convinced everybody that Kiersten was 
telling the truth: I had again failed to take into account in the original version the influence which the 
Homeland Security warning about me had exerted on everyone around. Most people simply didn’t 
know that a US government agency, such as Homeland Security, could be lying outright about a 
suspect, and so everyone believed it all when this agency said Kiersten was the victim of my stalking. 
Now, in the final section, I was completely correct – in my observation about Kiersten’s loss of the will
to live when her victim status had gone down the drain together with the Homeland Security warning 
about me:

Meanwhile, Kiersten retweeted today: Recovery Is Beautiful: “Just want to take a moment 
and acknowledge everyone who stays strong today despite wanting to die. Much love” 
(#recovery). Gee, why did she retweet this? We can only guess that she actually felt like 
dying when the TMU refused to validate her as a victim of male sexual aggression! Well, 
wait a minute. If a woman has actually been raped or molested, I guess she would really 
feel like dying if her victimization is never validated. But Kiersten – nobody has actually 
raped her, molested her, or stalked her at all. She stalks men. Ha! That’s how much she 
wanted to be a victim of male sexual aggression! Sexual victimization of women has truly 
come a full circle – as an “entity”, it has now shown forth its entire “life cycle”. In more 
traditional societies, when a woman is raped, she feels so ashamed that she doesn’t want 
anybody to know about it. She tells nobody about it, let alone calling the police! During the
transitional phase (which the American culture has gone through in the 1970s), “activists” 
teach rape victims not to be ashamed, but to speak out, for “being raped, you know, is not 
your fault.” Thus the victims are cured of the psychological consequences. By the end of 
the process, “healing” has gone overboard. Now, “being raped” (and getting validated as a 
victim of male sexual aggression) has become a sought-after “status”. Wow! Unattractive 
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women whom no man wants to rape will actually make up stories about being raped in 
order to attain the “status” – and if they don’t get it from the authority, they will actually 
feel like dying! What are you to make of this? 

How special am I – your narrator – that I have seen the entire cycle. I have seen raped 
victims’ shame when I was growing up in Taiwan in the 1970s. I have read about activists’ 
curing of this shame in American feminist literature in the 1990s. I’m now today, in 2014, 
witnessing the end of the phase, unfortunately, through first-hand experience. I have got the
condensed version of world history in me all by myself. 

28 May (Wednesday; Rod)

First, a note about myself. By 6 AM, uploaded this very diary to my website and linked it from the 
latest blog post. Then noticed that certain entries should be censored. Then tuned to Democracy Now, 
27 May, where Rodger’s story was broadcast and where Rebecca Solnit gave a commentary. Then 
noticed how I was programmed to say things similar to Rodger’s, although more complicated and much
more toned down. Wondered if I should really post it at all to fulfill SDW’s wish. (My understanding at
the time was that, while the ultimate goal was to make this “Rodger” into my substitute in the 
evidentiary record of the ICJ, SDW could humiliate me through a TRO, if she should decide to use 
this.) But just censor more, and she could do nothing with it. Then realized (wrongly): she must have 
instructed law enforcement to intercept all content from my website irrespective of whether the content 
is published or not, and then to incorporate the original content in the alert, not this censored one, so 
that, by censoring it now, I would be too late. Her real purpose in getting me to upload this diary is for 
law enforcement to intercept it, not for her to use it for a TRO. But now that I say it, would law 
enforcement really incorporate it into any alert? (Even though I never believe in the first place they 
would do what SDW tells them to do, because, in my conception of things, the White Roses want to 
make a bad example out of her, not out of me – and the Republicans have lost to them a long time ago 
already.) (Again, just required by Homeland Security CO chief to continue to misunderstand my 
situation so as to look crazy. But would the Invisible Hand again make my wrong understanding come 
true later on?)

Slept between 8 AM and 1:30 PM. SDW remotely controlled me to have a mild flu today. Sore throat. 
(Actually, it’s just the control center, with Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey in it.)30 Had to 
spend 10 dollars buying Robitussin. 2 PM, with Rod in Tom N Toms. The following are the highlights 
of our conversation and some analysis: 

(1) The “rule” which I had laid down for Rod: never disagree with me when I talk about the control 
center (7:00). I believed I had the perfect justification for demanding this – c.f. his disagreement with 
me on this point is like the parents’ disagreement with their son that his homosexual feelings are inborn
and can’t be corrected.31 “I believe that the government has let this woman [SDW] connect to the 
control center to torture me…” (2) “If you know the government’s agenda, you can sort of figure out 
who it is that is torturing me…” Rod asked me to designate the principle I used in my inferences. 
“Hermeneutics…” Principle 1: the government doesn’t do things for no reasons. Even when the 
government does things for no apparent reasons, there is a reason elsewhere. E.g the UFO myth 

30 Again, in the original version, I wrongly assumed the Hardliners were in control of Mr Homeland Security CO chief.
31 In the original version, my wrong interpretation at this point: “The Hardliners must have used my ‘rule’ as evidence in the 
ICJ that I [did] conform to Kiersten’s analysis of me as ‘totalitarian’ or ‘fascist’.”
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(14:00). (Again, Rod asked me to provide my “principles” because, whenever I sounded insane, the 
Invisible Hand wanted to argue that I was just making wrong inferences and the logical structure of my
reasoning proved that my wrong conclusion was not the same as true delusion.) (3) About the chips in 
my brain: it has to be the government. Rod: Can it be a corporation? “Given the two assumptions, 
therefore…” (22:00). I again asked Rod to not disagree with me on these two assumptions. “Will feel 
pain if you question me on these assumptions…” Then: “I can see how you can be the perfect 
recruiting agent” (27:00). Then: “People who study philosophy actually understand human psychology 
better, because most of human psychology is determined by [the underlying] thought-processes [i.e., 
reasoning], that’s the key to understanding a person’s motivation” (33:00). (Again, the Invisible Hand 
wanted to argue that the logical structure of my reasoning was not the same as true delusion.) (4) I was
so disgusted with myself because of the role I was forced to play, this “street-walking guru” (39:00). 
(5) My reading about the Ukrainian crisis, Andreas Kappeler’s Russland als Vielvölkerreich, and then 
“neoteny” (42:00). (6) The use of historical linguistics to illustrate the simplification of the American 
brain. (7) “The control center’s goal is also to get me to hate Americans.” (Indeed! That’s what 
Homeland Security CO chief wanted.) (8) My worry: I had become so disgusted with the English 
language. (9) About the definition of “patriotism”: is Snowden a “patriot” or a “traitor”? (1:00:00) That
all depends on what the nation’s goal is! (Again, such excellent analysis the Invisible Hand would use 
as evidence that I wasn’t really delusional.) My notion: Snowden is actually pathetic because 
somebody has manipulated him to seek asylum in Russia. And because he seems to have 
underestimated the power of the government. (This is bullshit – but the Invisible Hand would argue 
again that bullshit was not the same as true delusion.) (10) About my stalking scandal (1:08:00). Rod 
then accused me of habitually invading people’s space.32 Impossible to know such a simple thing, like 
whether somebody had filed a stalking claim against me. And I assumed that the police knew about the 
control center. (Right. The TMU did know.) (11) My strange desire to document certain events. (12) 
Rod: Are you willing to fictionalize your story? (This again! Why did he ask me that – in view of the 
fact that the Invisible Hand’s goal was to use my story as evidence?) (13) Then Rod again: “The way 
you behave toward me could be interpreted as ‘stalking’”…. (1:17:30).33 And so Rod: “You are not 
paying attention to other people’s boundaries” (1:19:00). (14) About how the stalking case happened, 
and how people’s reporting could result in a case: Angelica would only report what the other party did 
to her, not what she had done to the other party to provoke the response. “I have been manipulated by 
Americans to hate Americans, I hate this… And I can’t get out of this trick” (1:30:00). (Again, it was 
just Homeland Security CO chief.) Then: “What’s wrong with being manipulated?” (1:37:00) We then 
left Tom N Toms (1:46:00). (15) About the Korean writing system (1:56:00). In a restaurant to eat. 
About Kappeler’s Russland (2:06:00). About Glenn Roger’s confession to Nicole Simpson’s murder 
(2:11:00). Such a story had no didactic value, for everybody in it was bad. “Most people don’t try to 
avoid situations where the roles of the good guy and the bad guy could not be clearly distinguishable. 
But I would avoid such situation. I don’t want different categories to be superimposed on each other 
and cancel each other out or contradict each other…” (2:24:00). I want a situation where the victimizer 
and the victim could clearly be distinguished, so that onlookers wouldn’t be so confused as to who to 
help and who to lend sympathy to. E.g. when a black man harasses a white female, he is undermining 
the value of his “race card” (and creating confusion). (Such an excellent analysis was again the 

32 In the original version, my wrong conclusion: “Again, it must be the Hardliners who had instructed him to so accuse me 
in order to create evidences for the ICJ that I did conform to Kiersten’s profile of me.” Not. We have to wonder whether it 
was Homeland Security which had ordered Rod to so accuse me.
33 In original version, I assumed again it was the Hardliners who had ordered him to say so. But was it really Homeland 
Security? Better: perhaps it was the Invisible Hand who wanted him to accuse me in the way the Secret Society women did 
in order to test my reaction, which would then be his evidence.
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Invisible Hand’s evidence that the Homeland Security warning about me wasn’t correct.)34 (16) About 
Solnit’s commentary (2:32:00). It’s as if she was transposing the description of 12th Century Mongols to
contemporary America, talking about an exceptional case if it were the norm… Courtney was a 
feminist, and so interested in gender politics. “I’m envious of women, they are luckier than I…” And I 
explained why I always felt uncomfortable hearing women complaining about their “victimization”:  
“It’s like they are complaining about a fly while I have a broken leg…” (2:45:00). American women 
only complained about what others did to them, not what they had done to others, and not what had 
happened to other people. “This is in fact what everybody does… You can make your problem look 
worse than it really is by talking only about it…” E.g. three women killed in a day in domestic violence
in this country according to statistics. “But if you notice that 45 men are killed in a day in street 
violence in the whole country, then women’s problem will look like a minor problem…” (2:51:00). 
“You can make your problem look really bad if you talk only about your problems, not other people’s 
problems, and not what you did to others….” (2:53:00). “People always say the opposite of reality… If 
you call America ‘misogynist’, how do you call the 12th Century Mongols?” (3:05:00) “That’s how the 
system works, you always need to believe in the opposite of reality in order to achieve your goal” 
(3:10:00). (Without knowing, I was really speaking the Invisible Hand’s opinion too, and of course Rod 
didn’t know that because the Invisible Hand never told him what he really thought – because he didn’t 
want to offend him and Courtney. But presumably the Invisible Hand would instruct the detectives he 
was training: this was not “true misogyny” and so the Homeland Security warning about me wasn’t 
correct.) (17) Then we came to Café MAK (3:21:00). About Russia’s multicultural society. “People like
to come here because everything here is so big…” The advantage of living in LA: You can be a loser 
without looking abnormal (3:26:00). Then about my appearance: “Everybody is my enemy here, so 
why should I dress nice to please my enemy?” (3:28:00) (18) Then about my problem with having 
nobody to talk to about my mind-control torture, which caused me a severe sense of alienation from 
society, which, as had been the case earlier, was the original reason why I kept committing crimes. 
“These ‘targeted individuals’ are too retarded to validate my experience…” “The government has some
really weird weapons, and once you fall victim to them, you have nobody to talk to about.” (19) Rod: 
“We need to address the environmental crisis…” Rod was then talking about using differential 
equations to model environmental crises. I talked about how I didn’t like this culture, so fascinated with
crazy people shooting innocent people, with “crazy violent people” (3:39:00). (20) Then about the 
problem of there being too much information, too many politicians and prominent individuals to keep 
track of in order to understand what was going on in the world. “How can the CIA function, how can it 
keep up with ‘who is who’? There are just too many people to know about in this world.” Then: “The 
UNESCO needs to make a serious effort to cut down the number of books in this world…” (21) Rod 
then talked about somebody who tried to revive communism in America. My amazement: “People 
don’t worry about whether their concerns might be out of date.” (22) About Slavoj Zizek (3:58:00). 
Rod taught at Westwood College (4:05:00). Then about how I found Japanese women more attractive 
than Korean or Chinese women even though they didn’t look much different from each other – simply 
because of certain ideas I had in my head about the Japanese culture. “Why are the ideas in the head 
able to change your perception of the look of something?” (4:08:00) (23) About “digital dementia” 
(4:10:00). Even though I was online all the time also, I looked only at healthy stuff.

Now, in the original version, such was my conclusion:

34 We must also wonder whether the Invisible Hand would later on adopt my suggestion here in simulating and orchestrating
the future course of events, for, as you shall see later, when the scandal shall finally really start to crystalize, the bad would 
be so bad and the victim so victimized. 
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The most important part of this conversation is certainly that about the tactic which Solnit uses to make
her society look “misogynist” – important because this is the tactic which American women in general 
frequently employ to accuse their society of “misogyny” toward them: (1) present the exceptional case 
as if it were the norm; (2) focus only on their own problems, saying nothing about what they have done
to others and what problems other categories of people might be experiencing. The second most 
important part was something which Rod said at one point about Rodger: that he felt entitled to a 
“girlfriend”. Even at the time I felt that the control center had something to do with the case of Rodger, 
because he conformed so much to Kiersten’s portrayal of me – or any guys who had dumped her and 
whom she therefore wished to insult: somebody who hates women because he can’t attain them. As 
noted, Kiersten likes to project this stereotype onto the guys she doesn’t like because this is a 
description of herself: she hates men (especially Jewish men) and loves them at the same time because, 
while being attracted to them, she can’t attain them. Thus, the Jewish guy she was once obsessed with 
and who, evidently, had chosen to ignore her. The Hardliners might have wanted this “case of Rodger” 
in order to establish identity between me, Rodger, and Kiersten – so that [they] might get the ICJ case 
dismissed since both Kiersten’s gang and I suffered (supposedly) the same fault.   

And so, back then, I failed to notice that the Invisible Hand had wanted me to talk about Solnit’s 
commentary and instructed Rod to ask me about Rodger because he wanted the detectives to obtain 
evidence with which to refute the Homeland Security warning about me. Next, this wrong scenario 
about the Hardliners’ desire to establish identity between me and my women victims the Invisible Hand 
might indeed make come true later on.

Now Rod left around 6:20 PM while I stayed behind in Café MAK. I worked. 9:50 PM, while I was 
smoking outside, I became increasingly worried about offending people by thinking that German 
sounds more pleasant than Russian and that the Korean writing system looks “ugly”. I paced back and 
forth. Then I was worried if Ekaterina and her Korean friends might not be so enlightened. (Just more 
worthless worries to make myself look delusional.) Then the employee came to tell me that my pacing 
back and forth was distracting to customers. One was thus angered over being made to fit the profile of 
a mentally deranged piece of shit, and was further disgusted with oneself, when one had no choice but 
to worry so much because one couldn’t see the people who were harming oneself or deciding one’s 
fate. SDW’s manner of targeting. (Right.) Required to desire to commit crimes tomorrow while making
it look like it’s my own fault. Then suffered severe stomach ache, and body ache. It may be related to 
Robitussin. But was required to desire to commit crimes immediately to kill pain. (Homeland Security 
CO chief wanted me to act right away now that the detectives had all agreed with the Invisible Hand 
that the Homeland Security warning about me was worthless.) Rode the bus to SM. Waned to get off on
26th, but, because I was trying my best to save time by writing on the bus, I missed the bus stop. Came 
to Promenade instead. Couldn’t commit crimes because of severe stomach ache and body ache. Going 
backward. Cried for help: Please, I can’t commit any more crimes. I’m completely exhausted! But this 
is the destiny which SDW has prescribed for me for once caring about her. (Wrong, of course: it’s Mr 
Homeland Security CO chief.) Stopped at LACNGA, 5 N, 2 W. Home, and checked to discover that 
one building was xxxxxx owned. Very upset that SDW has programmed me to xxxxxx people who are 
not my enemy in order to force me to conform to the profile of me as anti-Semitic.35 Then, 4:30 AM, 
MST. At first, Japanese. Then, the AWF filmed two days ago. Remotely controlled to be unable to EJC.

35 In the original version, my wrong interpretation at this point: “Actually, it looks more like it’s the Hardliners who have 
wanted me to vaguely conform to Mr Chertoff’s [false] profile of me.” In reality, it’s most likely Homeland Security CO 
chief.
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Thus SDW has forced me to conform to Kiersten’s false profile of me as impotent.36 All visits after 7 
PM are unchecked. (A robot has blocked off the visitors’ log.) 

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 4:17 AM, Emirates 
Telecommunications Corporation, Dubai, United Arab Emirates,* 

92.98.118.199 - - [28/May/2014:05:17:22 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.ae/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36"

Did Robin just join the discussion? This early in the day?

5:25 AM, 108-226-237-23.lightspeed.miamfl.sbcglobal.net, Miami, Florida,*

108.226.237.23 - - [28/May/2014:06:25:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102513-
41.png HTTP/1.1" 200 146625 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11A465 
Safari/9537.53"

This was the screenshot of the email I sent to David on 25 October last year. What?

5:54 AM, client226-238.wireless.umu.se, Umea University, Umea, Sweden,*

130.239.226.238 - - [28/May/2014:06:54:05 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
15792 "http://www.google.se/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDMQFjAB&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fchinesepatriarchy.htm&ei=Z9yFU4aCL8qp4gS5g4GIAQ&usg=AFQjCNHLE_eo3IrJfBjPa2
uY4UxZVI23nA&sig2=ykd52RuqedD3XIymXIE8SA&bvm=bv.67720277,d.bGE" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 
Safari/537.75.14"
130.239.226.238 - - [28/May/2014:06:54:06 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/chinesepatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"
130.239.226.238 - - [28/May/2014:06:54:06 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/chinesepatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My particular brand of misogynist ideology which had prompted me to conduct hate crime against 
white women?

5:57 AM, 110-174-37-205.tpgi.com.au, Ryde, Australia,*

110.174.37.205 - - [28/May/2014:06:57:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/fanzhenrev.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 23738 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 

36 In the original version: “Actually, it must be the Hardliners who have allowed Homeland Security CO chief to do this for 
their new agenda to stall the ICJ trial.” It’s actually just Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey.
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
110.174.37.205 - - [28/May/2014:06:57:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/fanzhenrev.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
110.174.37.205 - - [28/May/2014:06:57:39 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

5:58 AM, I uploaded my May Diary to my blog (as noted). 

6:54 AM, f97066.upc-f.chello.nl, Sommelsdijk, Netherlands,

80.56.97.66 - - [28/May/2014:07:54:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/09/21/the-difficult-search-for-a-
nanochip-inside-mybrain-part-iv/ HTTP/1.1" 200 6144 "http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH-
MjFutmqM" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

This volunteer was again watching my Youtube video “Looking for a microchip in my head with CC-
308” and then came to my blog post. (The last time was 20 May.) Then, within 3 seconds, he wandered 
to the next blog post:

80.56.97.66 - - [28/May/2014:07:54:44 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/09/23/how-the-third-run-will-end-
and-the-icj-case-about-me-be-sealed/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3761 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/09/21/the-difficult-search-for-a-nanochip-inside-my-
brain-part-iv/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Just here to brainstorm how this stupid video of mine should have proved to law enforcement that 
Homeland Security was all right about my insanity.

7:37 AM, btcentralplus.com, Lytham, UK, 

86.150.16.184 - - [28/May/2014:08:37:53 -0600] "GET /readings/David_Jacobs_The_Threat.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "http://scholar.google.co.uk/scholar?
q=alien+abduction+phd+dissertation&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5&as_ylo=2008" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
86.150.16.184 - - [28/May/2014:08:37:56 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

The Secret Society women had not quite bothered with Prof. Jacobs’ book since February. Now that 
they were desperate, they were looking for this again as the definitive proof of my violation of 
intellectual property rights.

7:46 AM, static-239-123.bl1.telepac.pt, Lisbon, Portugal,*

194.65.239.123 - - [28/May/2014:08:46:25 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139930 "https://www.google.pt/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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My computer-hacking.

7:52 AM, 94-38-207-218.adsl-ull.clienti.tiscali.it, Cagliari, Italy,*

94.38.207.218 - - [28/May/2014:08:52:42 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.it/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

8:02 AM, 158.sub-70-196-193.myvzw.com, New York, New York,*

70.196.193.158 - - [28/May/2014:09:02:07 -0600] "GET 
/imp_documents_5/fr_jennifer_day_nov_2006.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 436767 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 4.4.2; HTC6525LVW Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

Did Jennifer Day just join the discussion – so early in the morning?

8:10 AM, cust.bredband2.com, Umea, Sweden,

94.255.154.49 - - [28/May/2014:09:10:03 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 15792
"http://www.google.se/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDMQFjAB&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fchinesepatriarchy.htm&ei=Z9yFU4aCL8qp4gS5g4GIAQ&usg=AFQjCNHLE_eo3IrJfBjPa2
uY4UxZVI23nA&sig2=ykd52RuqedD3XIymXIE8SA&bvm=bv.67720277,d.bGE" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 
Safari/537.75.14"
94.255.154.49 - - [28/May/2014:09:10:03 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/chinesepatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

This is evidently the same University of Umea volunteer from earlier. She’s now out of school.

8:11 AM, wifi-nat.bl.uk, UK,

37.205.58.146 - - [28/May/2014:09:11:07 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 https://
www.google.co.uk/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

This person was visiting from the British Library. Was he a volunteer for the Secret Society women?

8:25 AM, Pakistan Telecommunication Company Limited, Faisalabad, Pakistan, 
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182.186.226.15 - - [28/May/2014:09:25:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "https://www.google.com.pk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

8:34 AM, Halton Catholic District School Board, Burlington, Ontario.

209.250.173.6 - - [28/May/2014:09:34:57 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/91313-
66.png HTTP/1.1" 200 189963 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=lawrence+hacking&qs=AS&form=QBIR&pq=lawrence+ha&sc=8-11&sp=6&sk=AS5" "Mozilla/5.0
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0)"

My computer-hacking?

9:06 AM, host-79-33-232-189.retail.telecomitalia.it, Rome, Italy,*

79.33.232.189 - - [28/May/2014:10:06:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/greekreligion.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44324 "https://www.google.it/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; it-it; SAMSUNG 
GT-I9505/I9505XXUFNB8 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 
Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
79.33.232.189 - - [28/May/2014:10:06:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/greekreligion.html" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; it-it; SAMSUNG GT-I9505/I9505XXUFNB8 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
79.33.232.189 - - [28/May/2014:10:06:49 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; it-it; SAMSUNG GT-I9505/I9505XXUFNB8 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. At the same time: stroudandcompany.com, Kansas City, Missouri,*

65.17.18.146 - - [28/May/2014:10:06:57 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 40484 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.146 Safari/537.36"

9:19 AM, akrmspsrvz4ts204-dmz.mycingular.net, the Bronx, New York,

166.137.88.146 - - [28/May/2014:10:19:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 21580 
"http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0LEVjU8DIZT1h0ArFdEDN04;_ylu=X3oDMTByODJtaWUzBHNl
YwNzcgRwb3MDMwRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkAw--/RV=2/RE=1401322685/RO=10/RU=http%3a%2f
%2fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2fscientificenlightenment1%2fcapra7777.html/RK=0/
RS=3etw24BaTg6ywy80D2AyykIutL4-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.1; en-us; MB886 Build/
9.8.0Q-97_MB886_FFW-28) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile 
Safari/534.30"

9:30 AM, Comcast, Iselin, New Jersey,
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68.37.249.43 - - [28/May/2014:10:30:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/10/29/the-truth-behind-the-edward-
snowden-nsa-leakscandal/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10631 
"http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0LEVywVD4ZTHiIAex9XNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0cmw0dTk3BHN
lYwNzcgRwb3MDMTEEY29sbwNiZjEEdnRpZANTTUU1MzlfMQ--/RV=2/RE=1401323414/
RO=10/RU=http%3a%2f%2fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2fblogs%2f2013%2f10%2f29%2fthe-
truthbehind-the-edward-snowden-nsa-leak-scandal%2f/RK=0/
RS=u_nJ9kAJqFEyQAgHrZwB4Ukw570-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden.

9:33 AM, 

69.171.247.114 - - [28/May/2014:10:33:36 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77299 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)"

Somebody was presumably looking over the Manhasset volunteer’s link from 1 May.

9:38 AM, the Chicago volunteer whom we have last seen on 21 May:

107.0.125.4 - - [28/May/2014:10:38:13 -0600] "OPTIONS /1/ HTTP/1.1" 200 237 "-" "Microsoft 
Office Protocol Discovery"
107.0.125.4 - - [28/May/2014:10:38:13 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy220.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
32775 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 
6.0; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; InfoPath.3; MDDRJS; ms-office)"

Just as on 20 May, she opened up this chapter that she was assigned to in her Microsoft Word. Almost 
two minutes later, she copied one of the images from the chapter onto her Word:

107.0.125.4 - - [28/May/2014:10:39:52 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaolayout.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 171839 "-"
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; 
InfoPath.3; MDDRJS; ms-office; MSOffice 14)"

More than a minute later, a second image:

107.0.125.4 - - [28/May/2014:10:40:55 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaototalview.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 213853 
"-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; 
InfoPath.3; MDDRJS; ms-office; MSOffice 14)"

9:43 AM, a third image:

107.0.125.4 - - [28/May/2014:10:43:24 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 126544 
"-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
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2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; 
InfoPath.3; MDDRJS; ms-office; MSOffice 14)"

Presumably she was just forging evidence of my plagiarism.

9:49 AM, 072-177-237-069.res.spectrum.com, San Antonio, Texas,*

72.177.237.69 - - [28/May/2014:10:49:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/krebscycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 148985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

My plagiarism.

9:56 AM, 79-71-114-226.dynamic.dsl.as9105.com, Talk Talk, Saint Albans, UK,*

79.71.114.226 - - [28/May/2014:10:56:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

10:29 AM, it’s the Albany school teacher again whom we have just seen yesterday morning:

163.153.122.216 - - [28/May/2014:11:29:37 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Was Robin talking to her again at this moment?

10:33 AM,

70.80.247.24 - - [28/May/2014:11:33:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:55 AM, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico,*

132.248.86.97 - - [28/May/2014:11:55:26 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
58.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225418 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:11.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/11.0"

My computer-hacking.

11:10 AM, SaudiNet, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia,

188.54.146.113 - - [28/May/2014:12:10:03 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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My computer-hacking. 

11:11 AM, Shaw Communications, Calgary, Alberta. 

184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:11:14 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/mind-control/ HTTP/1.1" 200 66108
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Again, the pictures of my wounds were not to be seen. 11:25 AM, she came again:

184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/mind-control/ HTTP/1.1" 200 66108 
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCUQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fmind-control
%2F&ei=6imGU4P4EcqNyASnl4CICQ&usg=AFQjCNFG6CaC36f-
Bl5eye56oB8LXrOXmA&bvm=bv.67720277,d.dGc" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows 
NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:03 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-control/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:03 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-
control/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:04 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-control/"
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:04 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-control/" "Mozilla/
5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:03 -0600] "GET /wounds/arm2.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-control/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows 
NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:04 -0600] "GET /wounds/arm3.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-control/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows 
NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:04 -0600] "GET /wounds/arm4.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-control/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows 
NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:04 -0600] "GET /wounds/arm5.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/mind-control/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows 
NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"
184.64.39.41 - - [28/May/2014:12:25:04 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"

Again, how my delusions about being mind-controlled (causing me to cut myself, even) should have 
forced law enforcement to admit that Homeland Security was all right about me. 
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11:40 AM,

92.21.215.94 - - [28/May/2014:12:40:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12 PM, host86-183-123-78.range86-183.btcentralplus.com, London, UK,*

86.183.123.78 - - [28/May/2014:13:00:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/willtopower2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 80694 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=genealogy+of+morals&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

12:25 PM, 71.74.77.211, insight.res.rr.com, Pataskala, Ohio,

71.74.77.211 - - [28/May/2014:13:25:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/hesiod.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11361 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=hesiod+theory+of+women&source=web&cd=5&ved=
0CDUQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%
2Fhesiod.html&ei=EDiGU9WPG9CaqAaRxYKIAg&usg=AFQjCNHulE7Ubn9rsvyFp7NHYf7TjFEN
kA&sig2=2u67Pv-wm7SYKyaf9t14kA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.4; en-us; NOOK 
BNTV250 Build/GINGERBREAD 1.4.3) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
Safari/533.1"

12:29 PM, 201.143.72.182.dsl.dyn.telnor.net, Mexicali, Mexico,*

201.143.72.182 - - [28/May/2014:13:29:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/3.1.0.23513 Mobile/11B511 Safari/8536.25"

My plagiarism.

12:35 PM,

71.236.127.21 - - [28/May/2014:13:35:41 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 70071 
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=primate+evolution&qpvt=primate+evolution&FORM=IGRE" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

1:12 PM, dsl-212-23-15-51.zen.co.uk, Brighton, UK,*

212.23.15.51 - - [28/May/2014:14:12:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. At the same time:
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80.110.26.180 - - [28/May/2014:14:12:56 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=electron+transfer+chain&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; MALC; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

1:44 PM,

88.200.99.125 - - [28/May/2014:14:44:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.si/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:49 PM, dynamic.adsl.gvt.net.br, Niteroi, Brazil,

179.177.34.143 - - [28/May/2014:14:49:23 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 https://
www.google.com.br/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36"

1:55 PM, d24-204-203-58.home4.cgocable.net, North Bay, Ontario. 

24.204.203.58 - - [28/May/2014:14:55:46 -0600] "GET /cheneyplan17/cheneyplan17e.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 425024 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
24.204.203.58 - - [28/May/2014:14:55:47 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Boss Cheney. Note that this is an 
incomplete draft that is not published on my website. It’s strange that Google could have somehow 
indexed it. 

2:08 PM, 88.105.122.246, dynamic.dsl.as9105.com, London, UK,

88.105.122.246 - - [28/May/2014:15:08:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:17 PM, Opera Mini. 

80.84.1.24 - - [28/May/2014:15:17:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.0" 200 77164 
"http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=Gang+Stalking+Russians+For+Australian
%2520+government&client=ms-operamini&channel=new&hl=en&prmd=ivns&ei=Y1GGU-
QEwuo8_7GB4Ag&start=10&sa=N" "Opera/9.50 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/5.1.21965/29.3757; U;
en)"
80.84.1.28 - - [28/May/2014:15:17:32 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.0" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Opera/9.50 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/
5.1.21965/29.3757; U; en)"
80.84.1.24 - - [28/May/2014:15:17:31 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
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HTTP/1.0" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Opera/9.50 
(J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/5.1.21965/29.3757; U; en)"
80.84.1.24 - - [28/May/2014:15:17:31 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Opera/9.50 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/5.1.21965/29.3757; U; en)"

2:19 PM, she came again:

80.84.1.28 - - [28/May/2014:15:19:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.0" 200 77164 
"http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=Gang+Stalking+Russians+For+Australian
%2520+government&client=ms-opera-mini&channel=new&hl=en&prmd=ivns&ei=Y1GGU-
QEwuo8_7GB4Ag&start=10&sa=N" "Opera/9.50 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/5.1.21965/29.3757; U; 
en)"

Presumably the first person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my victimization of 
her (or my pollution of the targeted individuals’ discursive domain).

2:38 PM, ppp-99-14-87-100.dsl.frs2ca.sbcglobal.net, Fresno, California, 

99.14.87.100 - - [28/May/2014:15:38:10 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/03/the-strangest-mind-control-
torture-attack-onself-esteem-or-self-concept/ HTTP/1.1" 200 6115 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 
8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; HPNTDF; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; 
Crossrider130)"

Presumably the second person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my victimization 
of her. (Presumably she was home again.)

2:54 PM, hsd1.ga.comcast.net, Douglasville, Georgia,

24.98.250.160 - - [28/May/2014:15:54:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 75699 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

2:55 PM, ip72-201-138-106.ph.ph.cox.net, Glendale, Arizona, 

72.201.138.106 - - [28/May/2014:15:55:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

2:58 PM, pool-96-245-178-238.phlapa.fios.verizon.net, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,*

96.245.178.238 - - [28/May/2014:15:58:43 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"
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My computer-hacking.

3:37 PM, dn2lk5m42.stanford.edu, Stanford, California,

171.66.216.130 - - [28/May/2014:16:37:22 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6 seconds later, he looked up the chapter too:

171.66.216.130 - - [28/May/2014:16:37:28 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11888 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

3:51 PM, access.telenet.be, Belgium, 

62.205.75.74 - - [28/May/2014:16:51:40 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/menard.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 24310 "http://www.google.be/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1
&ved=0CCoQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fmenard.htm&ei=bGiGU9KKLYHeOfengeAL&usg=AFQjCNGDf6m
1GGbNSKlomfuzm52V-us2lg&sig2=JCukt5mpKG67bdcAxb7ILg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.ZWU" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My harassment of Prof. Ménard (or violation of his intellectual property rights).

3:52 PM, 068-116-083-113.res.spectrum.com, Turlock, California,*

68.116.83.113 - - [28/May/2014:16:52:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "http://image-search.kik.com/" "Kik/7.2.1.96 (Android 4.1.2) Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; LGMS500 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

My plagiarism.37

4:29 PM, dsl-187-139-47-82-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Zapopan, Mexico:

187.139.47.82 - - [28/May/2014:17:29:53 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601
"https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

37 Recall that the person whom we have suspected to be Angelica’s Stockton relative, Maria Bravo B. or Dulce Maria B., did
live in Turlock! And furthermore that the person to whom this image was assigned on 12 May we have also suspected to be 
Angelica’s relative, i.e., Sandra Uribe. 
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My computer-hacking.

4:37 PM, cable.virginm.net, Leatherhead, UK,

82.3.253.233 - - [28/May/2014:17:37:39 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
347503 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B500 Safari/8536.25"

5:01 PM, dhcp.wlmn.ct.charter.com, Ludlow, Massachusetts,

71.80.122.198 - - [28/May/2014:18:01:43 -0600] "GET  
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SM-N900T Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

5:16 PM, 97-123-141-98.albq.qwest.net, Albuquerque, New Mexico,

97.123.141.98 - - [28/May/2014:18:16:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=step+of+glycolysis&qpvt=step+of+glycolysis&FORM=IQFRML "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:22 PM, lsanca.fios.verizon.net, Murrieta, California (south of Riverside),

173.58.40.112 - - [28/May/2014:18:22:56 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 70071
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Ape+Human+Ancestry+&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/32.0.1700.107 
Safari/537.36"

5:50 PM, lns1.cht.bigpond.net.au, Telstra Internet, Sydney, Australia,

144.131.68.200 - - [28/May/2014:18:50:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/fanzhen.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 23574 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

5:52 PM, my own visit from Café MAK:

162.235.255.23 - - [28/May/2014:18:52:15 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
162.235.255.23 - - [28/May/2014:18:52:15 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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162.235.255.23 - - [28/May/2014:18:52:16 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 907 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
162.235.255.23 - - [28/May/2014:18:52:16 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24055 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
162.235.255.23 - - [28/May/2014:18:52:16 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:21 PM, c-68-37-161-49.hsd1.mi.comcast.net, Detroit, Michigan,*

68.37.161.49 - - [28/May/2014:19:21:40 -0600] "GET /hierarchyofstupidity.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 147603
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; HTC6500LVW Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism? (Even though I had crafted the diagram myself.)

7:14 PM, 99-35-190-61.lightspeed.lbcktx.sbcglobal.net, Lubbock, Texas,*

99.35.190.61 - - [28/May/2014:20:14:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/bohrelementtable.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 83572 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

7:24 PM, adsl.dynamic.seed.net.tw, Taipei, Taiwan,

175.180.72.94 - - [28/May/2014:20:24:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "http://www.google.com.tw/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

7:29 PM, Sprint PCS, Chicago, Illinois,

66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:20:29:55 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 26220 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPHL720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:20:29:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dot_clear.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:20:29:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/willtopower1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 58371 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:20:29:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/willtopower2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 80694 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:20:29:57 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

7:32 PM, cpe-72-229-63-27.nyc.res.rr.com, New York, New York,

72.229.63.27 - - [28/May/2014:20:32:03 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

My harassment of Shizuka. Did Shizuka finally rejoin the discussion?

7:40 PM, dsl.bell.ca, Toronto, Ontario,

174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:44 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/angelica/ HTTP/1.1" 200 41150 
https://www.google.ca/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:45 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-
I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102013-
40-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 35205 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102513-
1-300x175.png HTTP/1.1" 200 51327 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102513-
41-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 50666 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
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Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102513-
21-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 43198 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102513-
73-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 39401 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102013-
41-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 34810 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102013-
43-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 33348 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102013-
46-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 44450 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/10813-
23-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 43822 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/10813-7-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 21749 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/10813-
25-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 39039 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/101513-
35-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 40998 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/10813-
26-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 46921 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/92713-
48-300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 42528 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:48 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-
I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:48 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/angelica/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-
I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
174.88.135.127 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:49 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SGH-I337M Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My delusion about Angelica’s going after me. At the same time: washdc.fios.verizon.net, Silver Spring,
Maryland,

173.79.59.143 - - [28/May/2014:20:40:55 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 70071
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=primate+evolving&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

7:41 PM, hsd1.ca.comcast.net, San Francisco, California,

98.234.149.173 - - [28/May/2014:20:41:16 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104111
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/
537.76.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

My plagiarism.

7:47 PM, Rasaneh Avabarid Private Joint Stock Company, Iran,

79.174.160.133 - - [28/May/2014:20:47:40 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2659 "http://www.google.com/search?btnG=%D8%A8%D9%8A
%D8%A7%D8%A8&hl=fa&gbv=2&tbm=isch&q=furmol%20foreshortening" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E)"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. Presumably another volunteer whom the 
Iranian intelligence had lent to the Secret Society women.

7:48 PM, the San Francisco volunteer came back after seven minutes:

98.234.149.173 - - [28/May/2014:20:48:17 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

8:02 PM, or four minutes later, she came again,

98.234.149.173 - - [28/May/2014:21:02:50 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827
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"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

8:10 PM, hsd1.wa.comcast.net, Redmond, Washington,

50.135.46.63 - - [28/May/2014:21:10:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:23 PM, socal.res.rr.com, Los Angeles, California,

75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/yugoddessa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 14589 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddess1a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
27053 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/yu4a.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 23752 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/enstehungsm4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
18318 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
114248 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
105126 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:48 -0600] "GET /gallery/athenalibe2sm6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
18747 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
75.82.157.142 - - [28/May/2014:21:23:49 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

9:22 PM, the Chicago volunteer came again after almost two hours:
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66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:22:22:46 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 26220 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:22:22:46 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/willtopower1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 58371 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:22:22:46 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dot_clear.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.209 - - [28/May/2014:22:22:46 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/willtopower2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 80694 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"

9:42 PM, lightspeed.frokca.sbcglobal.net, Yuba City, California (north of Sacramento),

108.83.189.197 - - [28/May/2014:22:42:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77299 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod touch; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

We have seen this volunteer on 2 May, 9:48 PM, and we have always thought that this was SDW’s 
relative Jim Sheehan. In any case, the third person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine
my victimization of her.

9:52 PM, Vodafone Australia, Brisbane, Australia,

120.19.128.148 - - [28/May/2014:22:52:19 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/08/03/why-the-us-military-
continues-to-employ-v2k-onordinary-citizens/ HTTP/1.1" 200 12602 "https://www.google.com.au/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-au; SAMSUNG SM-G900I Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.6 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Presumably called upon by Kiersten to come examine my harassment of her by blogging about her.

9:55 PM, fponig.lnk.telstra.net, Melbourne, Australia,

110.143.182.39 - - [28/May/2014:22:55:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/greekreligion.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44324 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_6 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B651 Safari/9537.53"
110.143.182.39 - - [28/May/2014:22:55:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/greekreligion.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; 
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CPU OS 7_0_6 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 
Mobile/11B651 Safari/9537.53"

There is no showing of favicon.ico. My plagiarism.

10:21 PM, west-1.compute.amazonaws.com, Dublin, Ireland,

54.220.125.238 - - [28/May/2014:23:21:11 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-two-
month-targeting-andgang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5784 "http://www.google.ie/search?
q=eleanor+white+organized+stalking&hl=en-
GB&prmd=ivns&ei=nsOGU5OdBon07AbSrYEY&start=30&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; en-gb; 
KFTT Build/IML74K) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) Silk/3.17 Safari/535.19 Silk-
Accelerated=true"
54.220.125.238 - - [28/May/2014:23:21:12 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-two-month-targeting-and-
gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; en-gb; KFTT Build/IML74K) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Silk/3.17 Safari/535.19 Silk-Accelerated=true"
54.220.125.238 - - [28/May/2014:23:21:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-
past-two-month-targeting-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; en-gb; KFTT Build/IML74K) 
AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) Silk/3.17 Safari/535.19 Silk-Accelerated=true"
54.220.125.238 - - [28/May/2014:23:21:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-two-month-targeting-and-
gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; en-gb; KFTT Build/IML74K) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Silk/3.17 Safari/535.19 Silk-Accelerated=true"
54.220.125.238 - - [28/May/2014:23:21:12 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-two-month-targeting-and-
gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; en-gb; KFTT Build/IML74K) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Silk/3.17 Safari/535.19 Silk-Accelerated=true"
54.220.125.238 - - [28/May/2014:23:21:15 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; U; en-gb; KFTT Build/IML74K) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) Silk/3.17 
Safari/535.19 Silk-Accelerated=true"

Presumably the fourth person whom SDW had called upon today. But this time, to explain my 
corruption of the targeted individuals’ discursive domain, she showed him how I had slandered Elenor 
White by calling her a “government misinformation agent”.

10:56 PM, mail47.dynamweb.co.in, Chandigarth, India,

122.180.41.221 - - [28/May/2014:23:56:00 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous/sri_clinical_trial.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14971436 "http://www.google.co.in/search?q=%22331-12-282%22&oe=utf-
8&client=firefox-a&rlz=1R1GGHP_en___IN474&safe=active&gfe_rd=cr&safe=active&oq=%22331-
12-
282%22&gs_l=heirloomserp.3...1892.2647.0.2834.2.2.0.0.0.0.128.128.0j1.1.0....0...1ac.1.34.heirloom-
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serp..2.0.0._EofH2b2SXA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.28) 
Gecko/20120306 Firefox/3.6.28 GTB7.1"

Was this part of the Secret Society women’s operation? (Since he did the search seemingly from his 
email account, presumably he was a volunteer for the Secret Society women. In which case, my 
violation of intellectual property rights.)

12:49 AM, 53.127.105.92.dynamic.wline.res.cust.swisscom.ch, Zurich, Switzerland,*

92.105.127.53 - - [29/May/2014:01:49:26 -0600] "GET /badvisits/5712-43.png HTTP/1.1" 200 108985
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

What’s this about? How I kept mistaking the visits to my website for my women victims’?

1:08 AM,

212.219.195.146 - - [29/May/2014:02:08:35 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.0" 304 
162 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:47 AM, shenkar503.tau.ac.il, Tel Aviv University Network, Tel Aviv, Israel,

132.66.128.118 - - [29/May/2014:02:47:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 45431 "https://www.google.co.il/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:49 AM, China Unicom Beijing, China,

111.197.135.221 - - [29/May/2014:02:49:27 -0600] "GET 
/imp_documents_5/fr_jennifer_day_nov_2006.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 436767 
"https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

Jennifer Day had just rejoined the discussion at this late hour and was talking to this volunteer from 
Hong Kong.

3:58 AM, Cable and Wireless UK P.U.C, UK,

90.246.231.187 - - [29/May/2014:04:58:09 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/32.0.1700.107
Safari/537.36"

4:14 AM, Telia, Herndon, Virginia,*

209.170.68.153 - - [29/May/2014:05:14:46 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures20.htm HTTP/1.1" 
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200 23446 "-" "Opera/9.80 (BREW; Opera Mini/5.0/27.2354; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 240X320 Samsung
SCH-U660"
209.170.68.153 - - [29/May/2014:05:14:47 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures20.htm" "Opera/9.80 (BREW; Opera 
Mini/5.0/27.2354; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 240X320 Samsung SCH-U660"
209.170.68.153 - - [29/May/2014:05:14:47 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures20.htm" "Opera/9.80 (BREW; Opera 
Mini/5.0/27.2354; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 240X320 Samsung SCH-U660"

My plagiarism.

4:22 AM, btcentralplus.com, Lymington, UK,

86.180.247.84 - - [29/May/2014:05:22:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 26579 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/29.0.1547.76 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

4:23 AM, dhcp.aldl.mi.charter, Big Rapids, Michigan,

24.180.217.58 - - [29/May/2014:05:23:55 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/edward-snowden/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
19891 "https://duckduckgo.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden. 

4:25 AM, 98.165-66-87.adsl-dyn.isp.belgacom.be, la Louviere, Belgium,*

87.66.165.98 - - [29/May/2014:05:25:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/descartes6.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 8036 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My violation of intellectual property rights. 

4:30 AM, socal.res.rr.com, Los Angeles, California,

172.250.1.183 - - [29/May/2014:05:30:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 64215 
"-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE
6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1) ; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C)"

My delusions about being chipped in the brain. (Note that he was still using Windows XP.)

4:44 AM, China Telecom Shanghai, Shanghai,

101.226.89.121 - - [29/May/2014:05:44:52 -0600] "GET /372330.html0136210309004924
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&url=http://tieba.baidu.com/p/
2968296711&acd=8&reason=8&source=20000&uuid=2d8ddba504e746f63a6a3315114e6cd7&domain
=baidu.com&version=4.1.3&site=baidu.com.60&keya=c50dacf9dd6024a34247dd0718666b21&keyb=
1401362088796&ver=5049el2=10&arealevel3=138&random=
871993d3cudHRzaHVvLmNvbS9Cb29rL2hhb21lbi8yMDEzMTAvNTkzMS9MaXN0Lmh0bWwsYW
I5NzZhMWIxYjgyYzhiYg==814145952557&ctv=pc&hwtype=un&ostype=WindowsXP&tag=letv&si
gn=letv&tn=0.9392583882436156&pay=0&rateid=350&gn=703&buss=100&qos=2&cips=115.61.145
.222&rd=14014054431562223825&adurl=http://ad.agrantsem.com/AdServer/Tt?
cus=16&eid=1&src=ADX&mid=16_b6a32bb2c07be973&site=dg.ganji.com&width=200&height=200
&vs=2&reqid=FAC4A187280B4F8780F985EBF615CE95&p=16-1-
4d10bba4e9e6d39d363b7f262e8a968b&d=http%3a%2f%2fhotel.qunar.com%2f%3fex_track
%3dauto_52c22da3k HTTP/1.1" 404 2664 "-" "Mozilla/4.0"

Was this a real visit?

4:57 AM, Rogers Cable, Mississauga, Ontario,

99.240.54.53 - - [29/May/2014:05:57:19 -0600] "GET /cheneyplan16/cheneyplan16.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 391382 http://www.google.ca/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=14&ved=0CDgQFjADOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fcheneyplan16%2Fcheneyplan16.pdf&ei=giCHUW9IMTL8QGx8YHYCw&usg=AFQjCNFhut195
XEppmciNC7cPnl9R12Z7w "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0)"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Boss Cheney. This, again, is one of 
the incomplete drafts for the chapter which shouldn’t have been found at all. 

5:16 AM, Sky Broadband, Aberdeen, UK,

176.248.188.49 - - [29/May/2014:06:16:17 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "http://www.google.co.uk/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAcQjBw&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fstandardmodeldrell.gif&ei=DiWHUn4HtKy7AaH9oHwCg&psig=A
FQjCNFGV_GF14rc00cErbjGdkJFXdy3hw&ust=
1401452174575388" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

Let’s summarize. As the hysteria continued to spread over the police’s dismissal of the Homeland 
Security warning about me along with Ms Sandberg’s case, the Secret Society women continued to 
mobilize their volunteers to brainstorm how to prove to any law enforcement authority that Homeland 
Security was all right about me (and so about them too):

(1) 5:54 AM, a Umea University volunteer examined my particular brand of misogynist ideology.
(2) 6:54 AM, a Sommelsdijk volunteer was asked to examine my stupid Youtube video to see how to 
use this to prove to law enforcement that Homeland Security was all right about me.
(3) 8:10 AM, the University of Umea volunteer came again to continue to brainstorm. 
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(4) 9:30 AM, a New Jersey volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden. 
(5) 9:33 AM, a volunteer was looking over the Manhasset volunteer’s link from 1 May.
(6) 9:38 AM, the Chicago volunteer from 21 May forged evidence of my plagiarism (again).
(7) 11:11 – 11:25 AM, a Calgary, Alberta, volunteer examined my delusions about being mind-
controlled (how it prompted me to cut myself).
(8) 1:55 PM, a North Bay, Ontario, volunteer examined my delusions about Boss Cheney (a).
(9) 2:17 PM, SDW called upon an Opera Mini volunteer (my pollution of the TI discursive domain) 
(1). 
(10) 2:38 PM, SDW called upon a Fresno volunteer (2).
(11) 3:51 PM, a Belgium volunteer examined my violation of Prof. Ménard’s intellectual property 
rights. 

6:20 PM, my meeting with Rod was over.

(12) 7:40 PM, a Toronto volunteer examined my delusion about Angelica’s going after me.
(13) 9:42 PM, SDW called upon the same Yuba City volunteer (Jim Sheehan?) (3).
(14) 9:52 PM, Kiersten called upon a Brisbane, Australia, volunteer to come examine my harassment of
her by blogging about her.
(15) 10:21 PM, SDW called upon an Irish volunteer to come examine my slander of Elenor White (4).

No visits from 10:21 PM to 12:49 AM. And very few visits afterwards. It’s easy to imagine why. By 
this time, the detectives (all together) had already concluded, from my conversation with Rod, that the 
Homeland Security warning about me wasn’t accurate, and so everybody’s, and Homeland Security’s, 
petition was thus duly rejected. The Secret Society women would then be busy discussing this with 
their volunteers. When their volunteers resumed their visits:

(16) 4:23 AM, a Big Rapids, Michigan, volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden. 
(17) 4:30 AM, a Los Angeles volunteer examined my delusion about being chipped in the brain.
(16) 4:57 AM, a Mississauga volunteer examined my delusions about Boss Cheney (b).

Did the Boss’ family, upon hearing the bad news, also decide to intervene again? Now beside these, 
there was of course plenty of brainstorming about: (1) my computer-hacking (including one volunteer 
from UNAM); (2) my harassment of Shizuka; and of course (3) my plagiarism.

Note that Kiersten today retweeted an ancient photograph of Maya Angelou on her Tweeter page.

29 May (Thursday)

First, a note about myself. Slept 6 AM and woke up 11 AM. Slight sleep deprivation. Tom N Toms. 
Home Depot: bought spray. Decided to go to RDND to check on TRGTs before acting. Lunch, and 
wrote about 6 May. Aggression softened given law enforcement’s attitude. (Bullshit.) Nevertheless, 
decided to carry on with the “plan” as usual. Ugly xxxxxxxxx sat down next to me to cause me 
physical pain. Then was remotely controlled to go to Union Station instead of Metro 7th Street station, 4
PM. Thus lost almost 1 hour, and almost as if I were not allowed to know about TRGTs. Angered, and 
physical pain. Had to take Norco. More evidence of my mental retardation. Thought that SDW was 
requiring me to suffer physical pain in order to harden my hatred for xxxxxxxxx and desire to attack 
them. She always had to make sure every harm I had done was attributable to her. “I’m not allowed to 
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do harm on my own.” Saddened by this fact.38 Came back to Metro 7th. To Mariposa. Arrived there on 
6:03 PM, waiting for the 6:06 PM bus. The bus never came. The thought that I was not allowed to 
know about my TRGTs caused me more severe physical pain, lasting for more than 30 minutes. Body 
shaking. Charged my laptop. Took Norco. The 232 bus came, 6:50 PM. On the bus, and sat with a 
pretty Asian girl. She was reading an article on Foucault (Linda Martin Alcoff). Naturally wondered 
what, if any, the Macrospherian purpose was in this episode. Perhaps (1) another attempt to turn F’s 
campaign against political correctness (he saw it as actually working for power) into an expression of 
political correctness? (2) Maybe only people who don’t quite understand things well are allowed to go 
to school. People who do understand things well are not allowed to go to school. (This, in order to 
destroy the educational system, presumably.) America as the “Opposite Land”. (There was in fact no 
Macrospherian purpose here – the Asian girl’s reading of that article was a “natural event” – but the 
Invisible Hand had indeed thought that America’s educational system was all corrupted because too 
many dumb people had insinuated themselves into universities and prevented smart people from 
attending school.) Off the bus on HRMSA. Almost 8 PM, and couldn’t check most of the TRGTs, but 
quite enjoyed people-watching at the beach (AWFs). A scary white man bought cigarettes for me in the 
liquor store. Then: 12 N, 3 SPC, 2 B, 2 W (LCSW). Afterward, back to the beach, and gave light to an
AWF. In a rather pleasant mood. Wondered if one should spray her car (or her boyfriend’s): one must 
learn to harm people even when not feeling pain. But didn’t: too much trouble, and one needed to hurry
home. Going home. Didn’t mind the earphones-wearing people. Downtown. Bought taco from MEX. 
Wanted forks, but was refused at both 711 and MEX. Angered. Wanted to commit more crimes 
tomorrow. Amazed by one’s transformation: one had never committed a single crime in one’s life 
before meeting Angelica; and now, one has to commit crimes every single day. Then by the fact that 
one had been trained, for four years, to want to commit crimes over such simple things. I had suffered 
the exact inverse of “rehabilitation” (I had suffered “criminalization” in a special sense). Four years of 
“inverse rehabilitation”. America is truly a waste land; instead of producing and making people 
productive, it purposely wastes them and makes productive people into criminals. It devotes its 
resources to wasting, it works hard to waste, instead of producing: production has become wasting. 
Never before in history has such a nation existed. Another feature of terra inverta.     

On the bus going home, and the same thing: Hispanic people talking loudly behind me. Somewhat 
bothered. Sonophobia has been returning intermittently. Noted that Wes has called me tonight and left 
me two messages. I missed his calls because I had turned off my cellphone while collecting damages. 
(Evidently, because the detectives had dismissed his warning about me yesterday, Homeland Security 
CO chief instructed Wes to call me today – he needed me to speak my wrong scenarios as his evidence 
to temporarily lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being.) 

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 5:23 AM, pa49-184-76-
175.pa.vic.optusnet.com.au, Manfred, Australia,*

49.184.76.175 - - [29/May/2014:06:23:23 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/01/14/liu-rushi-%E6%9F
%B3%E5%A6%82%E6%98%AF/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3834 "http://www.google.com.au/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=16&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDsQFjAFOAo&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2014%2F01%2F14%2Fliu-rushi-
%25E6%259F%25B3%25E5%25A6%2582%25E6%2598%25AF%2F&ei=mCaHU-
K2DoXJkgXW7oGQAg&usg=AFQjCNG5FsK-l4ycIQqNQfES-

38 In the original version: “In fact, it was [the] Hardliners who wanted to harden my hatred.” Actually, it was just Homeland 
Security CO chief, as you can imagine.
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spRk81Fyw&bvm=bv.67720277,d.dGI" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; NP06; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
49.184.76.175 - - [29/May/2014:06:23:24 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/01/14/liu-rushi-
%E6%9F%B3%E5%A6%82%E6%98%AF/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 
NP06; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
49.184.76.175 - - [29/May/2014:06:23:24 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/01/14/liu-rushi-%E6%9F
%B3%E5%A6%82%E6%98%AF/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; NP06; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
49.184.76.175 - - [29/May/2014:06:23:24 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/01/14/liu-rushi-%E6%9F
%B3%E5%A6%82%E6%98%AF/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; NP06; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
49.184.76.175 - - [29/May/2014:06:23:27 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/01/14/liu-rushi-%E6%9F
%B3%E5%A6%82%E6%98%AF/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; NP06; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
49.184.76.175 - - [29/May/2014:06:23:28 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; NP06; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My violation of intellectual property rights?

5:24 AM, host-2-98-159-9.as13285.net, Birmingham, UK,*

2.98.159.9 - - [29/May/2014:06:24:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-two-
month-targeting-and-gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5784 "http://www.google.co.uk/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=41&ved=0CC0QFjAAOCg&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2014%2F04%2F14%2Flast-word-on-my-past-two-
month-targeting-and-gang-stalking
%2F&ei=ACeHU8iUJ8iy7Aav0YGYCw&usg=AFQjCNGX5rdQy2eh7rdcVxeo6jYb37pMZQ" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
2.98.159.9 - - [29/May/2014:06:24:49 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-
two-month-targeting-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"
2.98.159.9 - - [29/May/2014:06:24:49 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-
past-two-month-targeting-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
2.98.159.9 - - [29/May/2014:06:24:50 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-past-two-month-targeting-and-
gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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2.98.159.9 - - [29/May/2014:06:24:50 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
2.98.159.9 - - [29/May/2014:06:24:52 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Did SDW call upon a volunteer this early in the morning? Was this another examination of my 
slandering of Elenor White?

5:47 AM, Turkcell, Kayseri, Turkey.

178.243.226.63 - - [29/May/2014:06:47:36 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 
"http://www.google.com.tr/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&ved=0CGcQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F&ei=TyeHU_2ML6S00wWOmIHABA&usg=AFQjCNHR9Z_wylaDxkck5cPv4HZ-
9ifHCA&bvm=bv.67720277,d.bGE" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) 
like Gecko"
178.243.226.63 - - [29/May/2014:06:47:37 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) 
like Gecko"
178.243.226.63 - - [29/May/2014:06:47:38 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

What was this volunteer asked to examine?

6:07 AM, cpc109577-know16-2-0-cust608.17-2.cable.virginm.net, Rainford, UK,*

94.175.134.97 - - [29/May/2014:07:07:43 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My violation of intellectual property rights? (Even though I had crafted this diagram myself.)

6:54 AM, c-71-239-45-228.hsd1.il.comcast.net, Northfield, Illinois,*

71.239.45.228 - - [29/May/2014:07:54:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yihsuieh16.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 95995 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My violation of intellectual property rights.

7:02 AM, revip2.asianet.co.th, Buriram, Thailand, 

124.121.224.28 - - [29/May/2014:08:02:01 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 "https://www.google.co.th/"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114
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Safari/537.36

My violation of intellectual property rights. 

7:18 AM, mycingular.net, Washington DC,

166.216.165.119 - - [29/May/2014:08:18:05 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37699 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.3; enus; 
SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 
Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
166.216.165.119 - - [29/May/2014:08:19:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40427 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.3; enus; 
SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/1.5 
Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My violation of intellectual property rights.

8:15 AM, Yeungnam University, Gyeongsan, South Korea,*

165.229.213.107 - - [29/May/2014:09:15:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orthorhombic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18520 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; Touch; rv:11.0) like 
Gecko"

My violation of intellectual property rights.

8:22 AM, another volunteer from the University of Leicester (host-53-22.ph.le.ac.uk),*

143.210.53.22 - - [29/May/2014:09:22:21 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My violation of intellectual property rights.

8:34 AM, York Region District School Board, Toronto, Ontario,*

209.221.90.250 - - [29/May/2014:09:34:55 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726 
"-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; InfoPath.3; .NET4.0C; 
Tablet PC 2.0; .NET4.0E)"

My violation of intellectual property rights. (Even though I had crafted this diagram myself.)

8:52 AM, cpe.net.cable.rogers.com, Scarborough, Ontario,

174.117.80.207 - - [29/May/2014:09:52:38 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.ca/" 
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"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/32.0.1700.107 Safari/537.36"

9:22 AM, c-67-190-212-44.hsd1.fl.comcast.net, Fernandina Beach, Florida,

67.190.212.44 - - [29/May/2014:10:22:15 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/daniel-estulin/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
19461 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDQQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fdaniel-estulin
%2F&ei=r16HU9qRJsyRqAb_14GwBg&usg=AFQjCNFlXkgPK4p-IxYQW6cCl39-UAMl3w" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

How I kept harassing famous people by quoting them on my blog, in this case Daniel Estulin?

9:31 AM, rrcs-208-105-129-194.nys.biz.rr.com, Bolton Landing, New York,*

208.105.129.194 - - [29/May/2014:10:31:05 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0)"

My plagiarism.

9:33 AM, h64-141-49-2.bigpipeinc.com, Calgary, Alberta,*

64.141.49.2 - - [29/May/2014:10:33:05 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS armv7l 5712.61.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.116 Safari/537.36"

9:41 AM, Fundacao Para a Ciencia e a Tecnologia I.P., Lisbon, Portugal,*

193.137.143.135 - - [29/May/2014:10:41:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

My plagiarism.

9:55 AM, 14-0-143-114.static.pccw-hkt.com, Hong Kong,*

14.0.143.114 - - [29/May/2014:10:55:24 -0600] "GET /christian_dogmatics/christiandogmaticsB4.html
HTTP/1.1" 200 20076 "https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"

There is no showing of favicon.ico. My plagiarism. (Even though I was just translating Zizioulas.)

10:03 AM, static.rvsd.ca.charter.com, Rancho Cucamonga, California,
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75.140.15.202 - - [29/May/2014:11:03:05 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10_7_5) AppleWebKit/534.57.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.7 Safari/534.57.7"

My plagiarism.

10:05 AM, host86-136-0-215.range86-136.btcentralplus.com, Edinburgh, UK,

86.136.0.215 - - [29/May/2014:11:05:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/edward-snowden/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
19929 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden.

10:21 AM, Los Angeles CCD Office, El Segundo, California,*

207.233.48.100 - - [29/May/2014:11:21:25 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 70071
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Primate+Evolution&FORM=RESTAB" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

This volunteer seemed to be a staff member at the Los Angeles Community College District office. My 
plagiarism.

10:52 AM, nat.firstenergycorp.com, Akron, Ohio,*

205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/06/24/the-hierarchy-of-stupid-
people/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5186 "http://www.bing.com/search?q=stupid+heirarchy&src=IE-
SearchBox&FORM=IE10SR" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; 
SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; InfoPath.3)"
205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/06/24/the-hierarchy-of-stupid-
people/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; 
InfoPath.3)"
205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:39 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/js/html5.js HTTP/1.1" 200 1582 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/06/24/the-hierarchy-of-stupid-people/" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; InfoPath.3)"
205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/06/24/the-hierarchy-of-
stupid-people/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET 
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; InfoPath.3)"
205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
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pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/06/24/the-hierarchy-of-stupid-people/" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; InfoPath.3)"
205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/06/24/the-hierarchy-of-
stupid-people/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET 
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; InfoPath.3)"
205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:39 -0600] "GET /hierarchyofstupidity.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 147603
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/06/24/the-hierarchy-of-stupid-people/" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; InfoPath.3)"
205.132.74.4 - - [29/May/2014:11:52:39 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; 
InfoPath.3)"

What was this volunteer asked to examine?

11:01 AM, 173-218-55-109-drdr.mid.dyn.suddenlink.net, Jonesboro, Arkansas,*

173.218.55.109 - - [29/May/2014:12:01:14 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Did Robin just rejoin the discussion?

11:11 AM, Google proxy.

66.249.84.102 - - [29/May/2014:12:11:35 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/10/29/the-truth-behind-the-
edward-snowden-nsa-leakscandal/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10631 http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?
topic=252095.0 "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/35.0.1916.38 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

This volunteer was asked to examine all the delusions I had spilled out about Snowden on the Prison 
Planet Forum. At the same time: 242d-de009200.connect.ox.ac.uk, the University of Oxford, Oxford, 
UK,*

163.1.130.189 - - [29/May/2014:12:11:51 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted this image myself.)

12:15 PM, cpe-70-113-15-131.austin.res.rr.com, Austin, Texas,*

70.113.15.131 - - [29/May/2014:13:15:02 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg HTTP/
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1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My violation of intellectual property rights.

12:24 PM, host-176-43-117-112.reverse.superonline.net, Antalya, Turkey,*

176.43.117.112 - - [29/May/2014:13:24:21 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

12:58 PM, c-50-174-150-41.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New Jersey,* 

50.174.150.41 - - [29/May/2014:13:58:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 Build/KOT49H)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.3.11.1069658.arm"

My plagiarism. At the same time: the Antalya, Turkey, volunteer looked up the blog post itself.

176.43.117.112 - - [29/May/2014:13:58:30 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-inhong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200
10469 "http://www.google.com.tr/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F2013-9-15%2F91413-10.png&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fblogs%2F2013%2F09%2F15%2Fthree-women-in-los-angeles-hired-ahacker-in-hong-kong-to-
hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this
%2F&docid=TQTQC1vCBh_B0M&tbnid=7v3WPuYfMWbuuM&w=1024&h=600&ei=MImHU-
T7NcTfONrYgeAB&ved=0CAMQxiAwAQ&iact=c" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Almost 5 minutes later, he came again:

176.43.117.112 - - [29/May/2014:14:03:25 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-inhong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200
10469 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:15 PM, nycmny.fios.verizon.net, Brooklyn, New York,

98.116.145.27 - - [29/May/2014:14:15:03 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 218090
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of Shizuka.

1:57 PM, Telenor Norge AS, Drammen, Norway (near Oslo):
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83.109.34.251 - - [29/May/2014:14:57:26 -0600] "GET /karinaftrwrd/karinaftrwrdb.pdf HTTP/1.1" 404
1361 http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=184178.0 "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"
83.109.34.251 - - [29/May/2014:14:57:27 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Boss Cheney. (Again, did the 
Boss’ family intervene to save the Homeland Security warning?)

2:03 PM, c-68-38-87-53.hsd1.in.comcast.net, Columbus, Indiana,*

68.38.87.53 - - [29/May/2014:15:03:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like 
Gecko"

My plagiarism.

2:15 PM, 23-125-202-166.lightspeed.bcvloh.sbcglobal.net, Cleveland, Ohio,*

23.125.202.166 - - [29/May/2014:15:15:04 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 4.4.2; DROID RAZR HD Build/KDA20.62-10) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

3:01 PM,

108.24.86.206 - - [29/May/2014:16:01:39 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

3:23 PM, my wrong scenario at a glance – would the Invisible Hand again make this come true later 
on? (Was I being his spokesman again?)
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5:31 PM, 71-93-76-36.dhcp.reno.nv.charter.com, Reno, Nevada,

71.93.76.36 - - [29/May/2014:18:31:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6299 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

6:15 PM, Comcast, Humble, Texas,

73.32.24.80 - - [29/May/2014:19:15:15 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective11.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 58940
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=linear%20perspective&qpvt=linear
%20perspective&FORM=IGRE&cc=US&setlang=en-US&w8-height=768&w8-width=1366&w8-
version=1.5.1.259&bingapp-iv=1.2&bingapp-t=0&w8-devicedpi=96%2C96" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; Trident/6.0; MSAppHost/1.0)"  

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

6:52 PM, I continued to work on “On the periphery”, I:
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7:24 PM,

66.249.80.208 - - [29/May/2014:20:24:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 44655 "http://imgarcade.com/1/allegory-of-the-cave-diagram/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux 
x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/
537.36"

7:33 PM, s01066c55e88a0373.cg.shawcable.net, Calgary, Alberta,*

174.0.174.215 - - [29/May/2014:20:33:12 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:35 PM, d67-193-114-45.home3.cgocable.net, Kingston, Ontario,*

67.193.114.45 - - [29/May/2014:20:35:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17463 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

7:39 PM, Catholic Education Network, New South Wales, Australia,

27.111.71.79 - - [29/May/2014:20:39:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 39249 "http://www.google.com.au/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_4) 
AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
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8:07 PM, lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Chatsworth, California (east of Simi Valley),

99.190.115.24 - - [29/May/2014:21:07:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/
534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

Was Robin discussing me with this volunteer?

8:14 PM, lightspeed.renonv.sbcglobal.net, Reno, Nevada:

107.220.210.171 - - [29/May/2014:21:14:22 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective3B.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2289 "http://www.google.com/search?q=plotting+vanishing+points+wide+angle&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-
8&hl=en&client=safari" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; U; CPU iPhone OS 4_2_1 like Mac OS X; en-us) 
AppleWebKit/533.17.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8C148 Safari/6533.18.5"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. 

8:39 PM, new-pu.edu.pk, Lahore, Pakistan,*

111.68.103.19 - - [29/May/2014:21:39:14 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

This is the University of the Punjab. My plagiarism.

9:12 PM, carolina.res.rr.com, Charlotte, North Carolina,

75.181.131.152 - - [29/May/2014:22:12:57 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/creationmythnotes.html HTTP/1.1" 200 13099 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
75.181.131.152 - - [29/May/2014:22:12:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/creationmythnotes.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
75.181.131.152 - - [29/May/2014:22:12:58 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

10:02 PM, socal.res.rr.com, Northridge, California,

76.91.216.140 - - [29/May/2014:23:02:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=the+divided+line+socrates&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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My plagiarism. 

10:31 PM, SDW posted a reply on her Facebook group. She’s at home tonight.

10:36 PM, cpe-121-219-84-4.bpjl-r-031.lon.vic.bigpond.net.au, Melbourne, Australia,*

121.219.84.4 - - [29/May/2014:23:36:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; 
Trident/6.0)"

My plagiarism.

10:44 PM, n27-253-51-32.mrk2.qld.optusnet.com.au, Melbourne, Australia,*

27.253.51.32 - - [29/May/2014:23:44:46 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

11:20 PM, tnics.stellarllc.net, Wilmot, South Dakota,

173.224.36.159 - - [30/May/2014:00:20:02 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/15/a-list-of-us-military-satellites/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
173.224.36.159 - - [30/May/2014:00:20:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/15/a-list-of-us-
military-satellites/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
173.224.36.159 - - [30/May/2014:00:20:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/15/a-
list-of-us-military-satellites/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
173.224.36.159 - - [30/May/2014:00:20:02 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
173.224.36.159 - - [30/May/2014:00:20:02 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-arrow.png HTTP/1.1" 200 563 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
173.224.36.159 - - [30/May/2014:00:20:03 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 
Safari/537.36"

Somehow the front page is not showing. How I had merely gathered things up from the Internet and put
them up on my blog.
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11:28 PM, Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, Visakhapatnam, India,*

117.195.145.173 - - [30/May/2014:00:28:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/krebscycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 148985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

11:29 PM, c-71-59-172-36.hsd1.wa.comcast.net, Longview, Washington,*

71.59.172.36 - - [30/May/2014:00:29:35 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism? (Even though I had crafted the diagram myself.)

12:27 PM, dyn.user.ono.com, Alcala de Henares, Spain, 

81.60.138.61 - - [30/May/2014:01:27:52 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
98910 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12:31 AM, he came again: 

81.60.138.61 - - [30/May/2014:01:31:19 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto5.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
220671 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of my own family members.

12:37 AM, pool-108-45-36-43.washdc.fios.verizon.net, Annandale, Virginia,

108.45.36.43 - - [30/May/2014:01:37:58 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-
control-torture-throughartificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200
11649 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=40&ved=0CGYQFjAJOB4&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2014%2F03%2F11%2Fsevere-targeting-mind-control-
torture-through-artificiallycreated-obsession-and-gang-stalking%2F&ei=Ni-
IU_WHFuPhsASOoYFo&usg=AFQjCNEKi1dWLeJ7O37P_dLXaSWeEWd4lg&sig2=hTUHWhjHkn
CHC38Oq1NG4w" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Presumably the second person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my victimization 
of her. 

12:41 AM, aip-8.trustwave.com, Wilmington, Delaware,* 

204.13.200.8 - - [30/May/2014:01:41:05 -0600] "GET /blogs/the-secret-history-of-the-international-
court-of-justice-vol-iii-6-on-the-periphery-of-karins-meetups-introduction/ HTTP/1.0" 200 28792 "-" 
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"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)"
204.13.200.8 - - [30/May/2014:01:41:06 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/js/html5.js HTTP/1.0" 200 1582 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/the-secret-history-of-the-international-court-of-justice-vol-
iii-6-on-the-periphery-of-karins-meetups-introduction/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows 
NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 
1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)"
204.13.200.8 - - [30/May/2014:01:41:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.0" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/the-secret-history-of-the-
international-court-of-justice-vol-iii-6-on-the-periphery-of-karins-meetups-introduction/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)"
204.13.200.8 - - [30/May/2014:01:41:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.0" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/the-secret-history-of-the-
international-court-of-justice-vol-iii-6-on-the-periphery-of-karins-meetups-introduction/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)"

There is no showing of the rest of the components. Probably not a real visit.

12:42 AM, Cisco OpenDNS LLC., London, UK,*

80.254.158.44 - - [30/May/2014:01:42:55 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 35284 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I had stolen this drawing from my family members.

12:52 AM, net-37-119-193-35.cust.vodafonedsl.it, Milan, Italy,*

37.119.193.35 - - [30/May/2014:01:52:07 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601
"-" "Dalvik/1.6.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.2.2; GT-I9195 Build/JDQ39)"

My computer-hacking.

1:03 AM, 24-205-207-29.dhcp.filn.nv.charter.com, Reno, Nevada,

24.205.207.29 - - [30/May/2014:02:03:29 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/dimitri-khalezov/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
19458 
"http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0SO8yk6O4hTKHAADcZXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0ZG10Yjl1BHN
lYwNzcgRwb3MDMTUEY29sbwNncTEEdnRpZANRQkFDSzFfMQ-/RV=2/RE=1401465787/
RO=10/RU=http%3a%2f%2fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2fblogs%2ftag%2fdimitri-khalezov%2f/
RK=0/RS=YMgtEZtsofMkK5fABZqrEMVoJl0-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT
6.1; WOW64; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0"

How I kept developing delusions about famous people, in this case Khalezov and Boss Cheney.
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1:07 AM, host86-144-63-233.range86-144.btcentralplus.om, Harrow, UK. 

86.144.63.233 - - [30/May/2014:02:07:49 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ HTTP/1.1" 200
78968 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.3; GTN7100 Build/JSS15J) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.136 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Presumably the third person whom SDW had called upon today.

1:14 AM, Opera Mini proxy, Ashburn, Virginia,

37.228.106.130 - - [30/May/2014:02:14:57 -0600] "GET /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 87535
"http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/
secularization.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/
amcivilreligion.htm&usg=__LTK8YXSNTLJ8Y5TEXY-
pnnA6Ges=&h=438&w=600&hl=en&start=50&zoom=1&tbnid=7pmgt3xpJ_AUtM:&tbnh=99&tbnw
=135&ei=7z2IU9jbPJShyAS8wYA4&sa=X&ved=0CCAQrQMwATgw&ptbm=isch&q=Secularisation
+its+nature+and+impact+on+society" "Opera/9.80 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/4.2.22537/34.2220;
U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
37.228.106.130 - - [30/May/2014:02:14:58 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/secularization.jpg" "Opera/9.80 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera 
Mini/4.2.22537/34.2220; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"

20 seconds later, again:

37.228.106.130 - - [30/May/2014:02:15:17 -0600] "GET /1/secularization.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 87535
"http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/
secularization.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/
amcivilreligion.htm&usg=__LTK8YXSNTLJ8Y5TEXY-
pnnA6Ges=&h=438&w=600&hl=en&start=50&zoom=1&tbnid=7pmgt3xpJ_AUtM:&tbnh=99&tbnw
=135&ei=7z2IU9jbPJShyAS8wYA4&sa=X&ved=0CCAQrQMwATgw&ptbm=isch&q=Secularisation
+its+nature+and+impact+on+society" "Opera/9.80 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/4.2.22537/34.2220;
U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"

It’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation. 

1:17 AM, BSNL, Nagpur, India:

117.212.190.47 - - [30/May/2014:02:17:25 -0600] "GET /suppl_pld_9_139/suppl_pld_9_139b.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 5098922 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
117.212.190.47 - - [30/May/2014:02:18:45 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

Did Angelica call upon this volunteer to come examine my victimization of her? Could she still be up 
so late?
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1:20 AM, lnsm5-toronto12-64-231-237-57.internet.virginmobile.ca, Montreal, Quebec,*

64.231.237.57 - - [30/May/2014:02:20:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/injuredleg.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 28336 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

2:06 AM, the University of Surrey, Guildford, UK; listed as a proxy,*

131.227.23.35 - - [30/May/2014:03:06:55 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:41 AM, static.46.75.251.148.clients.your-server.de, Berlin, Germany,*

148.251.75.46 - - [30/May/2014:03:41:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yih107.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 36491 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/537.13+ 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.7 Safari/534.57.2"

Was this a real visit? (This Hetzner service (clients.your-server.de) is frequently associated with robot 
visits.)

2:45 AM, 93-163-34-198-static.dk.customer.tdc.net, Copenhagen, Denmark,*

93.163.34.198 - - [30/May/2014:03:45:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/axismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 132465 "https://www.google.dk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:47 AM, he came for another image:

93.163.34.198 - - [30/May/2014:03:47:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/foodcycle.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 43187 "https://www.google.dk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

3:10 AM,

79.155.212.31 - - [30/May/2014:04:10:48 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaototalview.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
213853 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

3:13 AM, pools.cgn.spcsdns.net, Greenbelt, Maryland,
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66.87.83.48 - - [30/May/2014:04:13:11 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/nsa/ HTTP/1.1" 200 7775 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden. 

3:49 AM, T-Mobile UK, UK.

149.254.241.67 - - [30/May/2014:04:49:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:31 AM, Saeromnet, Incheon, South Korea,

61.47.197.140 - - [30/May/2014:05:31:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/krebscycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 148985 "https://www.google.co.kr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

4:53 AM, static.tpgi.com.au, Mitcham, Australia,

123.243.109.159 - - [30/May/2014:05:53:40 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 
"http://www.google.com.au/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

Let’s summarize. After the disaster last night, the Secret Society women today would merely be 
mobilizing volunteers to brainstorm how to prove to law enforcement that Homeland Security was all 
right about me.

(1) 5:24 AM, did SDW call upon a Birmingham, UK, volunteer? My slandering of Elenor White? (1)
(2) 5:47 AM, the Kayseri, Turkey, volunteer examined my front page.
(3) 9:22 AM, a Fernandina Beach volunteer examined my harassment of Daniel Estulin by quoting him
on my blog.
(4) 10:05 AM, an Edinburgh, UK, volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden.
(5) 11:11 AM, a volunteer was asked to examine my delusions about Snowden on the Prison Planet 
Forum.
(6) 1:57 PM, a Drammen, Norway, volunteer examined my delusions about Boss Cheney.

As you can see, for the first half of the day the Secret Society women were focused on my delusional 
slandering of famous people as the best reason with which to revive the Homeland Security warning 
about me with law enforcement. Then, for the next 10 hours or so, they would refocus their attention on
how to prove that I did plagiarize. Then, past midnight, they would be back to my supposed delusional 
slandering of people online (including themselves).

(7) 12:37 AM, SDW called upon a Annandale, Virginia, volunteer (2). 
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(8) 1:03 AM, a Reno volunteer examined my delusions about Khalezov or Boss Cheney.
(9) 1:07 AM, SDW called upon a Harrow, UK, volunteer (3). 
(10) 1:17 AM, did Angelica call upon an Indian volunteer? (“Ying and Yang”, II)
(11) 3:13 AM, a Greenbelt, Maryland, volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden.

The effort to brainstorm how to prove that I did plagiarize was of course massive. There was then also 
plenty of brainstorming about how I did hack people’s computers and harass my family members and 
so on.

30 May (Friday; Wes; still targeted)

First, a note about myself. Slept 4:30 AM, terribly tired. Woke up 7:30 AM, with severe headache, 
thanks to SDW’s programming. (Not.) Then accidentally broke the frame of my glasses again. 
Certainly SDW’s intention. She is determined to make me look disgusting so as to make a “bad 
example” out of me (probably for her “backlash against Asians” and “backlash against critical 
thinking” programs). She knows that this time I wouldn’t have the money to fix it. I must wear taped-
up glasses all the time. Angered, motivated to commit crimes tonight. Took sleeping pills and went 
back to sleep. (Actually, of course, it was Mr Homeland Security CO chief who wanted me to look 
disgusting and then develop wrong scenarios about SDW so that I could conform to his warning about 
me as constantly developing delusions about the women I was obsessed with. (Presumably he was 
punishing me for his disaster in the past two days.) But, once again, you have to wonder whether the 
Invisible Hand would make my delusion here come true later on.)39

Woke up 1:30 PM. Thought that SDW has been allowing me to sleep better now probably because she 
needs sleep as well. (When I’m awake, she’d have to stay awake in order to watch me and target me.) 
(More wrong scenarios to make myself look like I was constantly delusional about the woman I was 
obsessed with.) Tom N Toms. Looked up more of Lavonne’s information in order to have a reason to 
get Wes to talk to me. Became terribly worried about my appearance. My behavior, habits, and look are
really bizarre, even though it’s all because there are always people who have pushed me to this corner, 
intentionally or unintentionally. And I just don’t have the time to take care of my appearance. I do make
intellect look bad; and I really would be making a fool out of myself if I expect EKT to marry me as the
proper course of actions. (All correct.) Then one made these new resolutions:

(1) It’s okay to not care about your looks, as long as you don’t care about it in others. But I have 
been paying too much attention to women’s appearance, and too easily impressed by pretty 
women. But then thought: This is okay, as long as I practice it only with Americans. Just as long
as one does not do so with Russian women if one ever ends up there definitively. (Or at least not
with anything more than the intention of being entertained.) In fact, it’s proper to practice all 
kinds of criminality and hypocrisy with xxxxxxxxx, since this is how xxxxxxxxx treat other 
peoples. When it comes to American women, do no more than treat them as sex objects; when 
in American society, litter, steal, lie, cheat, commit frauds, destroy properties, commit crimes, 
urinate and defecate on the street, all you like, as long as you can get away with it. If you ever 
end up in Russia, make sure you become the inverse of what you are in America: never lie, 
never cheat, never commit crimes, never treat women as sex objects..., etc.

39 Again, in the original version I wrongly assumed that it was the Hardliners who were behind Homeland Security CO 
chief’s actions.
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(2) [BOL] is the model woman. If she’s serious about reforming feminism, she needs to advertise 
herself, or advertise my story (my ICJ trial) in order to advertise herself. (Assuming my recon-
struction of her role in my ICJ trial is correct, and note that I haven’t written down yet the part 
of the story where her glory truly shines through.)

(3) My dream in life is to see the power base of Russia magnify. Both hard power and soft power. 
Presumably, if I can do anything at all toward this goal, it would be to educate, to create agents 
(in Russia) to send out to increase Russia’s prestige in the world (soft power). Maybe also the 
management of the relationship between soft power and hard power. Ethnic relations in Russia: 
would actually need the main Russian group to remain dominant. One doesn’t have sympathy 
for the ethnic minorities in Russia who complain about imperial domination and prejudices 
from the main Russian group, because, by seeking the West to back their complaints and cam-
paign against Russia, they have changed the meaning of their resistance from that of resistance 
to West’s imperial domination of Russia. (They have become the oppressors instead of the op-
pressed in relation to Russia.) In order for Russia to become the world’s leader, the country’s 
main cultural identity has to remain Russian, no matter what the Russian peoples look like 
(race-wise).   

Realized that it’s because my love for Russia is really just revenge against Americans that I have never 
changed my stance even when running into Russians who treat me like shit. (As long as Americans 
have lost to the Russians, what matters how the Russians treat me.) (Again, all these thoughts, while 
not delusional, were totally stupid, all because I didn’t know that the Russian government was now in 
alliance with Homeland Security in regard to my case. Furthermore, it was Homeland Security CO 
chief who had continued to train me, from the control center, to be anti-American, but my consequent 
pro-Russian stance the Invisible Hand would make into part of the terrorist conspiracy against him.) 
Came to Sunset. 99 Cents. Couldn’t find the perfume VLT had recommended. Needed to find it in 
order to have a topic of conversation with her. Stories. 6:30 PM, after I wrote down the above 
resolutions, my laptop froze up, and one needed to reboot it. SDW’s targeting, presumably: to do more 
harm to Russia. (Of course, it’s not she, but just Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey in the 
control center.) Didn’t lose what had been written. Motivated to collect damages tonight. Then, 
attempted to post the above on my blog, but the Internet connection was down. Called Wes, and the call
actually came through! Talked to him around almost 7 PM.

The highlights of my conversation with Wes today. (1) On 4:44:00, about how people were conspiring 
to make me look “delusional”. About the “inverse of rehabilitation”. (2) On 4:46:50, about the 
justification for generalizing about Americans: they all wanted me to commit crimes and look 
delusional. (3) SDW was trying to delude Americans into the “delusion” that I was delusional. 
“Delusional criminals” are scarier. (4) My (erroneous) belief again that the government had allowed 
SDW access to the control center (4:51:00). (5) Aggression toward all xxxxxxxxx (as retaliation for the
Secret Society women’s operations on me) was justified since it’s the American culture which had 
created the few xxxxxxxxx who attacked me. From 4:54:00 onward, an analogy with warfare to explain
why I attacked any xxxxxxxxx: it’s like a soldier randomly killing civilians in a village in the enemy 
territory because he couldn’t find the enemy soldier who had shot his best buddy. (6) The importance of
hitting the “right targets”. About the Jewish people. No need to scientifically verify whether my 
assumptions were correct. You can vent all your anger on any xxxxxxxxx without ever worrying about 
whether it is justified, because all xxxxxxxxx – it has been decided beforehand – are disposable, since 
that’s how xxxxxxxxx treat others (from 5:05:00 onwards). About the problem with generalization 
again (5:09:00). Are all xxxxxxxxx really disposable? (5:10:00) The battery of my phone then ran out 
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on 5:14:00. I charged up my phone and was reconnected with Wes on 5:17:00. (17) The typical 
American and the typical academic knew very little logic. (18) Wes was applying for a job at USC. He 
would not want to move to Russia. Many Russians were too frank, and he didn’t like it. Americans 
were less frank, but was that a sign of intelligence? (19) About how Linda, surprisingly, succeeded in 
teaching. About the pitfalls of generalization again. Then Wes said something (for the sake of 
Homeland Security CO chief’ agenda): “Your lack of caring for other people…” 

(You can imagine that it must be Homeland Security CO chief who had ordered Wes today to stay by the
phone and wait for my call (insofar as I had failed to answer his calls yesterday). Again, given his loss 
in the past two days, the previous ICJ trial was at risk of being reactivated again, and he thus needed 
some temporary evidence to demonstrate in the ICJ that he might be right about me after all so as to 
lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being. The evidences he had thus obtained tonight: (1) that I 
was indeed delusional about the women I was obsessed with, in this case SDW; and (2) that I was 
indeed motivated by an anti-xxxxxxxx ideology to attack the people around me, thus qualifying as a 
“terrorist”. He might have even hoped that the detectives might also be offended by all the offensive 
remarks I had made about xxxxxxxxx so that they would be prompted to disagree with the Invisible 
Hand’s goal of removing me from the watchlist in question.)40

Afterwards, stayed in Stories until 10 PM. Distracted, as usual, by my excitement over talking to Wes. 
Pizza at Sunset. Tried Ns. Difficult to hit xxxxxx. On the bus, and off the bus on another spot on Sunset
Blvd where there were no pedestrians. Difficulty with hitting xxxxxx again. Had to wait for the next 
bus. Upset: one was spending too much time on this. Off the bus on Vermont. Hit one car. The same 
problem: can’t hit xxxxxx. (5 N so far.) Got on bus 204. Wanted to go on Venice, but the 33 bus would 
be too late. Got off WLSHR, then was going to SM/ 26. Tried my best to save time by writing while on 
the bus. Began to be afraid, because it seemed that the detectives were investigating Ws because of 
suspicion of anti-xxxxxxx hate crimes. (Although the police will not reveal their monitoring of my 
phone calls, they could have Wes inform on me, per SDW’s “tips”.) That fucking SDW bitch. (None of 
this was true, of course.) Unsure about W work. 1 W (PRK): used B to be safe. 6 B. 2 N (1 WF). 5 H,
7 SPC (mirrors). But was required to use the Metro tap card on the bus coming back. Fucking SDW’s 

40 In the original version, my conclusion runs thusly: “It certainly was the Hardliners who wanted Wes to talk to me in order 
for more evidences to enter into the ICJ to stall the trial over the Syrian scandal. The TMU might have wanted a confession 
from me that I wasn’t really delusional at all, which was what their ‘trainer’ had taught them anyway. But this would have 
contradicted Kiersten’s and Dr P’s claim. But, then, that’s the point: in order to establish both my ‘stalking victims’ and me 
as ‘guilty’, I needed to sort of look like Kiersten’s portrayal of me and yet was not really that. Thus, the Hardliners’ 
argument: I ‘stalked’, and yet wasn’t delusional and violent. The women were guilty because they tried to make everybody 
believe that I was delusional and violent. Then my confession about my indiscriminate ‘attack’ on xxxxxxxxx the Hardliners
would use as evidence to support their claim that I was some sort of a ‘terrorist’. (Even though ‘attack’ referred to no more 
than vandalism, a misdemeanor crime, the intention was that of a ‘terrorist’). Thus, both the women and I were ‘terrorist 
suspects’. Not sure if I was programmed to talk about my attitude toward the Jewish people. Perhaps my stalking victims 
had made the claim that I was anti-Semitic, and so my confession was evidence to establish their guilt here. Finally, Wes’ 
comment about my lack of caring for other people was used as evidence to support the claim that I sort of fit Kiersten’s false
profile of me as an antisocial psychopath. Note again that, because the Hardliners wanted to commit the minimum possible 
amount of injustice while achieving their goal, they employed usually the method of ‘fundamentalism’. Here, while I looked
like I didn’t care about Wes but only cared about myself whenever I talked to him, this was really because I was so isolated 
that, since my one hour conversation with him per week was the only time in my life where I could share my thoughts and 
feelings with others, I had to use every second of my interaction with him to meet my needs. Otherwise, I was much more 
caring of others than most people. The Hardliners of course knew that. But they had to stick with the literal meaning of Wes’
words because they needed evidence showing me to be a bad person.” Again, even though the entire “Hardliners” scenario 
was pure bullshit, you never know if the Invisible Hand would make any part of this come true later on (especially the parts 
marked in red).
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programming. (Not true. Just more “delusion” about the woman I was obsessed with.) At the Korean 
restaurant near home. Angered by the possibility that I might have to only fit Kiersten’s profile of me, 
not including the Monkey’s profile of me; the additional characteristics from the Monkey I might need 
to falsely attribute to SDW in order to provide proofs for SDW’s claim that I am indeed delusional, as 
Kiersten has claimed. (Ha! Quite right.) Required to collect more damages tomorrow. 2 B. 

Again, I had by this time some vague comprehension of SDW’s activities. What has happened seems to
be: SDW is reporting me to law enforcement for cyberstalking and harboring delusional thoughts about
her. Her reporting is then intercepted into the ICJ as evidence to justify the erasure of evidences. 

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 4:57 AM, c-69-136-98-
225.hsd1.nj.comcast.net, Piscataway, New Jersey,*

69.136.98.225 - - [30/May/2014:05:57:20 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; en-us; SCH-I605 Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

Did Shizuka just join the discussion?

5:11 AM, cpe-70-113-69-239.austin.res.rr.com, Austin, Texas.

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:06:11:31 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77299
"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=is%20gang%20stalking%20legal%20in
%20russia&source=web&cd=15&ved=0CEYQFjAEOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking
%2F&ei=XXWIU_bSE8ibqAa9uIGQBg&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rAow&sig2
=r-X__WkBnygKuTP5fXN6NA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) 
AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

Was this the first person whom SDW had summoned today to come examine my pollution of the TI 
discursive domain? So early in the morning?

5:20 AM, admv241.neoplus.adsl.tpnet.pl, Chasno, Poland,*

79.185.51.241 - - [30/May/2014:06:20:02 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Angelica’s naked picture. (Finally, after no such examination yesterday.)

5:24 AM,

213.30.118.97 - - [30/May/2014:06:24:24 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
55.png HTTP/1.1" 200 169183 "http://www.google.pt/search?
biw=320&bih=250&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=6XSIU4KBGMSW0AXTz4GACQ&q=deep+web+forum&o
q=deep+web+fo&gs_l=mobile-gws-
serp.1.0.0i19j0i10i19j0i19.101580.111012.0.112114.10.10.0.0.0.3.1341.5144.2-2j1j6j7-
1.10.0....0...1c.1.45.mobile-gws-serp..3.7.3107.YNbuPs2M5_M" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 
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4.1.1; pt-pt; Vodafone 875 Build/JRO03C) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.1 
Mobile Safari/534.30 SVN/050HGG5"
213.30.118.97 - - [30/May/2014:06:24:26 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-55.png" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; U; Android 4.1.1; pt-pt; Vodafone 875 Build/JRO03C) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/4.1 Mobile Safari/534.30 SVN/050HGG5"

5:33 AM, c-67-170-3-42.hsd1.wa.comcast.net, Bellingham, Washington,

67.170.3.42 - - [30/May/2014:06:33:04 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/representation.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 24645 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=66&ved=0CEMQFjAFODw&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Frepresentation.html&ei=WHqIU53EF4_doATfqICACg&usg=AFQjC
NFUbzTJcItf4gYC3Qr8PdRykCtyKg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

5:40 AM,

144.32.2.32 - - [30/May/2014:06:40:25 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

5:45 AM, Hosted Data Solutions, LLC, Tampa, Florida. 

173.209.211.219 - - [30/May/2014:06:45:31 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77299 "http://www.google.com/search?q=group+stalking+lancaster+ps&client=ms-android-
americamovilus&hl=en&source=android-launcher-
widget&v=133247963&ei=FX2IU6D0EMOYyATMo4DQDw&start=90&sa=N&biw=320&bih=455"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; en-us; H866C Build/HuaweiH866C) AppleWebKit/533.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

Another one of SDW’s Tampa crowd! We last saw this volunteer on 6 May. Presumably the second 
person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my pollution of the TI discursive domain.

5:49 AM, ool-182ce16a.dyn.optonline.net, Mamaroneck, New York,*

24.44.225.106 - - [30/May/2014:06:49:02 -0600] "GET /singer.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 46062 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3
Safari/537.75.14"
24.44.225.106 - - [30/May/2014:06:49:02 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

The second examination today of my harassment of Shizuka. Shizuka continued to be in the discussion.

6:04 AM, 24.229.146.127.res-cmts.sm.ptd.net, Allentown, Pennsylvania,*
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24.229.146.127 - - [30/May/2014:07:04:51 -0600] "GET /1/oppressionofwomen20.htm HTTP/1.1" 200
39490 "http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=21&ved=0CCIQFjAAOBQ&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2F1%2Foppressionofwomen20.htm&rct=j&q=sex%20strike
%20theory%20chris%20knight
%20criticism&ei=7YGIU8PMH6LJsQTTnoK4Aw&usg=AFQjCNF2kWIv3duiEfxl-
xFjrM4Hu_pnaw&bvm=bv.67720277,d.cWc" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 5_0 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9A334 Safari/7534.48.3"
24.229.146.127 - - [30/May/2014:07:04:51 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/oppressionofwomen20.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone 
OS 5_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9A334 
Safari/7534.48.3"
24.229.146.127 - - [30/May/2014:07:04:51 -0600] "GET /1/lunarperiodicity.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 4699 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/oppressionofwomen20.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone 
OS 5_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9A334 
Safari/7534.48.3"
24.229.146.127 - - [30/May/2014:07:04:51 -0600] "GET /1/pottery.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 60375 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/oppressionofwomen20.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone 
OS 5_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9A334 
Safari/7534.48.3"

My plagiarism? My particular brand of misogynist ideology?

6:18 AM, BT, Hartlepool, UK,*

86.138.1.238 - - [30/May/2014:07:18:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/11D201 Safari/8536.25"

My plagiarism.

6:32 AM, ti0578q160-0054.bb.online.no, Tromso, Norway,*

84.202.94.55 - - [30/May/2014:07:32:23 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.no/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:44 AM, the Austin volunteer came back after more than an hour:

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:07:44:43 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77299 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"
70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:07:44:43 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"
70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:07:44:43 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
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pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"
70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:07:44:44 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"
70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:07:44:44 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 
X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

4 seconds later – did she publish the blog post series in her App?

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:07:44:47 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
72824 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"

“Apple-PubSub” is the feed reader that is built into Safari on Mac OS X. This is what the feed on 
“gang-stalking” looks like in February 2015:

From now on, the Safari on the Austin volunteer’s MAC would be calling up my blog feed continually 
for the whole day. 

6:52 AM, SK Broadband, Seoul, South Korea,*

114.200.201.15 - - [30/May/2014:07:52:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/biosynthesis.jpg 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 69050 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

7:13 AM, Ministro das Financas, Tramagal, Portugal,*

194.65.31.9 - - [30/May/2014:08:13:35 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 492538 
"https://www.google.pt/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world – this 
time to examine my naked picture of Angelica. (“He painted me nude and yet the police refuse to 
validate the Homeland Security warning about him!”)

7:14 AM – as mentioned – the Austin volunteer again,

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:08:14:44 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 304 
204 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"

7:44 AM, again:

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:08:44:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 304 
166 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"
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7:54 AM, 205-156-36-11.ssmcnet.noaa.gov, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
Lakeland, Florida,*

205.156.36.11 - - [30/May/2014:08:54:35 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a scientist from a renowned government research 
institution to examine my supposed plagiarism. (“He has blatantly violated intellectual property rights, 
and yet the police refuse to validate the Homeland Security warning about him!”)

8:14 AM, the Austin volunteer again,

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:09:14:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 304 
204 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"

8:23 AM, Korea Telecom, Seoul, South Korea,

119.196.49.251 - - [30/May/2014:09:23:40 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.co.kr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

The third examination today of my harassment of Shizuka. 8:27 AM, he looked up another image,

119.196.49.251 - - [30/May/2014:09:27:08 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 218090
"https://www.google.co.kr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:35 AM, net-coppito.univaq.it, Universita’ degli Studi dell’Aquila, l’Aquila, Italy,*

192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/foodcycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44354 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 124684 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Then:

192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg HTTP/
1.1" 200 17614 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem2.jpeg HTTP/
1.1" 200 12242 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 13146 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 37867 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40812 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/current.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 3340 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
192.150.195.23 - - [30/May/2014:09:35:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75779 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

There is no showing of favicon.ico. Did he do something to my chapter? Copy my chapter onto Word? 
Did he forge evidence of my plagiarism?

8:36 AM, lightspeed.wlfrct.sbcglobal.net, Ansonia, Connecticut:

108.82.249.205 - - [30/May/2014:09:36:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 344816 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:51 AM,

182.178.202.230 - - [30/May/2014:09:51:09 -0600] "GET /1/trnaribozyme.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 30172 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.132 Safari/537.36 OPR/21.0.1432.67"

9:59 AM, teledata-fftx.de, Ueberlingen, Germany,

81.27.123.113 - - [30/May/2014:10:59:48 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510 
"http://www.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fthirdrun.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs
%2F2012%2F06%2F08%2Fthestructure-of-the-third-run-of-the-international-court-trialabout-me-and-
the-mechanism-for-the-implementation-of-the-new-newworld-order
%2F&h=1899&w=1610&tbnid=L6ga9lMcui_dbM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=qCKlXQOiGywU8M&ei=ALmIU6G9EuKI4gSvp4CYBw&tbm=isch&client=
safari&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=362&page=1&start=0&ndsp=20&ved=0CFkQrQMwAQ" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 
Safari/537.74.9"
81.27.123.113 - - [30/May/2014:10:59:49 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thirdrun.jpg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"
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6 seconds later:

81.27.123.113 - - [30/May/2014:10:59:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/06/08/the-structure-of-the-third-
run-of-the-international-court-trial-about-me-and-the-mechanism-for-the-implementation-of-the-new-
new-world-order/ HTTP/1.1" 404 4937 "http://www.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fthirdrun.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2012%2F06%2F08%2Fthe-structure-of-the-third-run-
of-the-international-court-trial-about-me-and-the-mechanism-for-the-implementation-of-the-new-new-
world-order%2F&h=1899&w=1610&tbnid=L6ga9lMcui_dbM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=qCKlXQOiGywU8M&ei=ALmIU6G9EuKI4gSvp4CYBw&tbm=isch&client=
safari&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=362&page=1&start=0&ndsp=20&ved=0CFkQrQMwAQ" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 
Safari/537.74.9"

The strange thing is that there is no showing of the rest of the components. What’s this about?

10:02 AM, dyn-dsl-mb-216-168-118-62.nexicom.net, Bobcaygeon, Ontario,*

216.168.118.62 - - [30/May/2014:11:02:34 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My computer-hacking. 

10:05 AM, Walla Walla University, College Place, Washington,*

66.62.165.62 - - [30/May/2014:11:05:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

My plagiarism.

10:10 AM, 5e0b9691.bb.sky.com, Brighton, UK,*

94.11.150.145 - - [30/May/2014:11:10:03 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

10:24 AM, Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Ontario,

216.249.54.11 - - [30/May/2014:11:24:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/ 
HTTP/1.1" 200 100976 "http://www.google.ca/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&ved=0CGYQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fsentient-world-simulation
%2F&ei=m76IU9qAG5GMyASl2YKgBA&usg=AFQjCNGsd6XFP2HWhu92S6qY_tFcM1tlhA&bvm
=bv.67720277,d.b2U" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:25.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/25.0"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden.
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10:36 AM, c-71-58-76-141.hsd1.pa.comcast.net, State College, Pennsylvania,*

71.58.76.141 - - [30/May/2014:11:36:16 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

My plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted diagram myself.)

10:37 AM, Halton Catholic District School Board, Burlington, Ontario,

209.250.173.213 - - [30/May/2014:11:37:05 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39249 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:31 AM,

94.37.29.224 - - [30/May/2014:12:31:44 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.it/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:49 AM, g217086.upc-g.chello.nl, Amsterdam, Netherlands,*

80.57.217.86 - - [30/May/2014:12:49:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Best Mommy again!

11:54 AM, Pakistan Telecommunication Company, Gujranwala, Pakistan, 

39.35.166.166 - - [30/May/2014:12:54:12 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76624 https://
www.google.com.pk/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. At the same time: mycingular.net, Los Angeles, California: 

198.228.216.23 - - [30/May/2014:12:54:13 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/03/the-strangest-mind-control-
torture-attack-onself-esteem-or-self-concept/ HTTP/1.1" 200 6058 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D167 Safari/9537.53"

Presumably the third person today whom SDW had called upon to come examine my victimization of 
her. She was evidently at home today!

12:05 PM,
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2.102.79.217 - - [30/May/2014:13:05:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12:06 PM, orl-inet-pa-12.disney.com, Disney Worldwide Services, Orlando, Florida,*

192.195.66.3 - - [30/May/2014:13:06:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.2 Safari/537.74.9"

Did this volunteer actually work at the company?41 If so, then the Secret Society would have recruited 
another volunteer from the strangest place in the world to make a false report about my plagiarism.

12:17 PM, Production co-operative Economic-legal laboratory, Voskresensk, Russia,*

95.154.150.120 - - [30/May/2014:13:17:04 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
55.png HTTP/1.1" 200 169183 "https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. Another volunteer from the strangest place in the world.

1:01 PM, 108-231-20-122.lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Los Angeles, California. 

41 The company was located at 1675 E Buena Vista Dr., Orlando, FL 32830.
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108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:14:01:40 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 64215 
"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=%20how%20to%20detect%20brain
%20chips&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CCgQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fbrain-chip
%2F&ei=neOIU930LY62yASUrYK4Cw&usg=AFQjCNHqhp5hD6lEyfDRQogSG6sTtQ9g_A&bvm=
bv.67720277,d.aWw" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11B554a"
108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:14:01:42 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11B554a"
108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:14:01:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-
chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Mobile/11B554a"
108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:14:01:43 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11B554a"
108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:14:01:43 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11B554a"
108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:14:01:42 -0600] "GET /2012/92012-8.png HTTP/1.1" 200 829496 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11B554a"

My delusion about being chipped in the brain.

1:37 PM, b0fb4464.bb.sky.com, Inverurie, UK,*

176.251.68.100 - - [30/May/2014:14:37:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9) AppleWebKit/537.71 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Safari/537.71"

My plagiarism.

1:41 PM,

68.35.155.89 - - [30/May/2014:14:41:51 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:17 PM, static-176-182-41-148.ncc.abo.bbox.fr, Lyon, France,
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176.182.41.148 - - [30/May/2014:15:17:56 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
82601 "http://www.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/2013-9-15/91413-
9.png&imgrefurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/threewomen-in-los-angeles-
hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-mywebsite-can-you-believe-this/
&h=600&w=1024&tbnid=D48fuPTk9-
MSMM:&zoom=1&tbnh=90&tbnw=154&usg=__pXwI9i_N43A5LZb0L_S68A19yM8=&docid=TQT
QC1vCBh_B0M&sa=X&ei=f_WIU8CRKq-a0QXi-YCwDA&ved=0CDYQ9QEwAg&dur=107" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

176.182.41.148 - - [30/May/2014:15:17:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10469 
"http://www.google.fr/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/2013-9-15/91413-
9.png&imgrefurl=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-angeles-
hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/
&h=600&w=1024&tbnid=D48fuPTk9-
MSMM:&zoom=1&tbnh=90&tbnw=154&usg=__pXwI9i_N43A5LZb0L_S68A19yM8=&docid=TQT
QC1vCBh_B0M&sa=X&ei=f_WIU8CRKq-a0QXi-YCwDA&ved=0CDYQ9QEwAg&dur=107" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. 

2:18 PM, the 1:01 PM Los Angeles volunteer came again:

108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:15:18:45 -0600] "GET /suppl_pld_8bg42/suppl_pld_8bg42c.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 5259823 http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/brain-chip/ "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; 
CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11B554a"

Did she actually spend the past hour reading through my blog post series? 2:25 PM, he came back for a
third time:

108.231.20.122 - - [30/May/2014:15:25:57 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 64215
"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=%20how%20to%20detect%20brain
%20chips&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CCgQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fbrain-chip
%2F&ei=neOIU930LY62yASUrYK4Cw&usg=AFQjCNHqhp5hD6lEyfDRQogSG6sTtQ9g_A&bvm=
bv.67720277,d.aWw" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko)

2:36 PM, pool-68-160-249-70.nycmny.btas.verizon.net, Brooklyn, New York,

68.160.249.70 - - [30/May/2014:15:36:05 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45320 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
68.160.249.70 - - [30/May/2014:15:36:05 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114
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Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism? My particular brand of misogynist ideology?

3:20 PM, ip70-187-18-14.om.om.cox.net, Omaha, Nebraska,*

70.187.18.14 - - [30/May/2014:16:20:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

3:28 PM, I was on VLT’s friend Constantine PaCo’s Sound Cloud page.

3:39 PM, Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs, Wolverhampton, UK,*

148.253.221.44 - - [30/May/2014:16:39:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
Trident/5.0)"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
make a false report about my plagiarism.

4:04 PM, cable.virginm.net, Dagenham, UK,

86.27.122.59 - - [30/May/2014:17:04:30 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
347503 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:11 PM, a glance at my wrong scenario for the day about what happened earlier this month:
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Again, you never know if the Invisible Hand might make any of this bullshit come true later on.

4:29 PM, myvzw.com, Phenix City, Alabama, 

174.254.128.124 - - [30/May/2014:17:29:35 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/14/13/ HTTP/1.1" 200 4700 
http://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/3.1.0.23513 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Obama.

4:51 PM, corp.bahnhof.no, Oslo, Norway,

37.123.135.195 - - [30/May/2014:17:51:56 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "https://www.google.se/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:10 PM, T-Mobile UK, Eastleigh, UK, 

31.104.174.60 - - [30/May/2014:18:10:28 -0600] "GET /1/layereduniverse.html HTTP/1.1" 200 34939
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

5:16 PM, btcentralplus.com, London, UK,
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86.146.236.137 - - [30/May/2014:18:16:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

5:25 PM, 64-121-226-65.s10047.c3-0.eas-cbr1.atw-eas.pa.cable.rcncustomer.com, Allentown, 
Pennsylvania,*

64.121.226.65 - - [30/May/2014:18:25:46 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

She was also looking up Google’s cache of the webpage:

66.249.88.186 - - [30/May/2014:18:25:46 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1198
"http://www.google.com/search" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"
66.249.88.186 - - [30/May/2014:18:25:46 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/healer.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko; Google Web Preview) Chrome/27.0.1453 Safari/537.36"

Was Robin discussing me with this volunteer at the moment?

6:04 PM, the Austin volunteer again:

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:19:04:11 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77299
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

And she called up the blog post series’ feed as well.

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:19:04:15 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
72824 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"

6:25 PM, Celtel Nigeria Limited, Lagos (?), Nigeria,

196.46.246.155 - - [30/May/2014:19:25:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 21637 "http://www.google.com.ng/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=30&ved=0CEYQFjAJOBQ&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fcapra7777.html&ei=WyyJU_zfOMWUO9DgcAJ&usg=AFQjCNGx
RH3rOYHWFbq7taVc_0pfSVgS8Q" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; 
WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
196.46.246.155 - - [30/May/2014:19:25:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeno.gif HTTP/1.1"
200 2416 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
196.46.246.155 - - [30/May/2014:19:25:53 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/converginginfinite.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 819 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
196.46.246.156 - - [30/May/2014:19:25:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
196.46.246.155 - - [30/May/2014:19:25:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/plancklength.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1414 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"
196.46.246.160 - - [30/May/2014:19:25:54 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; Win64; x64; Trident/6.0)"

My plagiarism.42

6:33 PM, my own visits from Stories:

75.85.8.40 - - [30/May/2014:19:33:44 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 100976 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
75.85.8.40 - - [30/May/2014:19:33:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
75.85.8.40 - - [30/May/2014:19:33:49 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-
world-simulation/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
…..

6:41 PM, I was editing my blog from Stories.

7:04 PM, the Austin volunteer again,

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:20:04:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 304 
204 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"

7:27 PM,

202.29.179.11 - - [30/May/2014:20:27:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.google.co.th/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/37.0.2017.2 Safari/537.36"

42 In the original version, my wrong interpretation at this point: “Was this visit related to the Chinese physicist who had 
caused the Hardliners’ actions in the first place (9 and 13 April)? Was he asked by the Hardliners to join Kiersten’s gang to 
make another false (more legal or not) report about my plagiarism? Note that this visit occurred 35 minutes before Wes 
would talk to me on the phone, during which the Hardliners would obtain more essential evidences. The Hardliners must 
have ordered the Chinese physicist to make a false report saying that I was simply summarizing what I had read about the 
solutions of Zeno’s Paradoxes and did not come up with anything ingenious here. This false report would then combine with
my testimonies to begin 35 minutes later to establish that I was as ‘guilty’ as the women of the Secret Society.”
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7:34 PM, the Austin volunteer again,

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:20:34:14 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 304 
204 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"

7:51 PM, c-50-167-209-60.hsd1.ga.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New Jersey,*

50.167.209.60 - - [30/May/2014:20:51:24 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS armv7l 5712.61.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.116 Safari/537.36"

Was Robin now discussing me with this volunteer from New Jersey?

7:58 PM, s0106602ad0765262.vw.shawcable.net, Surrey, British Columbia,

70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:20:58:07 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective3B.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
2289 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7 seconds later, he came to my gallery:

70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:20:58:14 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4278 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective3B.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12 seconds later:

70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:20:58:26 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2A.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
1841 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective3B.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4 seconds later, he came to the first page of the perspective study:

70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:20:58:30 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective2A.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8 PM, he came to:

70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:21:00:54 -0600] "GET /gallery/detana.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1496 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective3B.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:21:00:54 -0600] "GET /gallery/design.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 20096 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/detana.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:21:00:54 -0600] "GET /gallery/L9aa.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 316840 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/detana.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

15 seconds later, he came to:

70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:21:01:09 -0600] "GET /gallery/newgoddessA.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
838 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

More than a minute later, he came to:

70.70.136.158 - - [30/May/2014:21:02:27 -0600] "GET /gallery/exper3.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1126 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/perspective.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

In any case, how I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

8:04 PM, the Austin volunteer called up my blog feed again,

70.113.69.239 - - [30/May/2014:21:04:16 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 304 
204 "-" "Apple-PubSub/65.28"

8:17 PM, I was editing my blog again from Stories. This is the blog post you see for tomorrow, “Half of
diary entry, 30 May”. Again, right after my conversation with Wes, Homeland Security CO chief had 
obtained here more evidence that I did constantly develop delusions about my women victims. (It’s 
obviously he who had remotely controlled me to post all this garbage.)

8:40 PM, cpe-172-250-1-183.socal.res.rr.com, Los Angeles, California,

172.250.1.183 - - [30/May/2014:21:40:42 -0600] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 931564 https://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_3 like Mac OS X)
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B511 Safari/9537.53"

Could this be somebody that I knew? “Even when he has expressed such delusions about being 
involved with the intelligence agencies and gone after by Homeland Security, the detective still refused 
to validate the Homeland Security warning about him!”

8:51 PM, lightspeed.lsvlky.sbcglobal.net, Louisville, Kentucky,

108.82.148.51 - - [30/May/2014:21:51:35 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 20268 http://www.google.com/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&docid=OytIEg59N5BL1M&tbnid=h4o0xTlSNFO_TM
:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fdividedline.html&ei=vlGJU4uFIIjKsQTfoIGgCw&bvm=bv.6772027
7,d.b2U&psig=AFQjCNEV9rU-QG0uO0tZp7TRLGKOq-s-wg&ust=1401594622982200 "Mozilla/5.0
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.4
Safari/537.76.4"
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9:10 PM, unknown.maxonline.com.sg, Singapore,

202.156.10.11 - - [30/May/2014:22:10:18 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 98910 "http://mark.space.4goo.net/photos/10012550?q=Chinese+Military+Academy+Taiwan" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:27 PM, lnse1.woo.bigpond.net.au, Corinda, Australia,

203.51.217.247 - - [30/May/2014:22:27:48 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com.au/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/32.0.1700.76 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 9:45 PM, he came again for another image,

203.51.217.247 - - [30/May/2014:22:45:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/merging_forces.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6761 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/32.0.1700.76 Safari/537.36"

10:48 PM, SDW posted another reply on her Facebook group. 

11:12 PM, it’s the Los Angeles volunteer from two and a half hours ago:

172.250.1.183 - - [31/May/2014:00:12:21 -0600] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 931564 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B511 Safari/9537.53"

11:54 PM, cpe-108-184-90-165.socal.res.rr.com, Anaheim, California,

108.184.90.165 - - [31/May/2014:00:54:54 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347503 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of my own family members.

12:16 AM, Bharti Airtel, Bangalore, India, 

223.227.114.75 - - [31/May/2014:01:16:13 -0600] "GET /blogs/author/admin/ HTTP/1.1" 200 32723
http://www.google.co.in/search?hl=en-
IN&source=hp&q=if+i+do+not+like+fantasising+about+my+colegue+she+often+get+in+my+sexual+
dreams+are+there+any+chance+the+woman+telepathycally+targeting+me+by+fantasising&gbv=2&oq
=if+i+do+not+like+fantasising+about+my+colegue+she+often+get+in+my+sexual+dreams+are+there
+any+chance+the+woman+telepathycally+targeting+me+by+fantasising&gs_l=heirloomhp.12...1515.2
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05479.0.207447.267.36.0.160.0.1.516.4654.3-3j7j1.11.0....0...1ac.1.34.heirloom-
hp..258.9.3780.pWl5PwGARYo "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1;
InfoPath.2)"
223.227.114.75 - - [31/May/2014:01:16:17 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/author/admin/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; SV1; InfoPath.2)"
223.227.114.75 - - [31/May/2014:01:16:19 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/js/html5.js HTTP/1.1" 200 1582 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/author/admin/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; SV1; InfoPath.2)"
223.227.114.75 - - [31/May/2014:01:16:19 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/author/admin/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; SV1; InfoPath.2)"
223.227.114.75 - - [31/May/2014:01:16:20 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/author/admin/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; SV1; InfoPath.2)"

Some bizarre search terms! There was no showing of favicon.ico. Presumably Homeland Security CO 
chief had instructed this volunteer to do this strange search in order to generate some evidence for the 
ICJ that my website was indeed filled with bizarre and crazy sexual contents. More than two minutes 
later:

223.227.114.75 - - [31/May/2014:01:18:59 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/author/admin/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; SV1; InfoPath.2)"

12:43 AM, dyn.optonline.net, Beacon, New York (about 40 miles north of New York City),

67.80.100.215 - - [31/May/2014:01:43:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orphism.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 39990 http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=44&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDwQFjADOCg&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Forphism.html&ei=K4iJU6CnK83jsASqn4C4CA&usg=AFQjCNHGE
lX6RMM4R8ZbGzHmzoG_NVi6uQ&sig2=XTzjH6yizQKURZq1a3Id7w&bvm=bv.67720277,d.cWc 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

12:48 AM, SDW made another reply on her Facebook group. 

12:49 AM, BSNL, Panaji, India,

59.95.16.249 - - [31/May/2014:01:49:28 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective7.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
147939 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. 

2:26 AM, Superonline, Kocaeli, Turkey,

176.233.222.243 - - [31/May/2014:03:26:47 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
82601 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; GT-I9500 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. 

2:41 AM, bb.ky.com, Slough, UK (near London),

2.120.151.61 - - [31/May/2014:03:41:56 -0600] "GET /HTcontribution1-philosophy.htm HTTP/1.1" 
200 13966 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

There is no showing of favicon.ico. My plagiarism.

3:44 AM, Cyberia, Jdaidet el Matn, Lebanon,*

141.105.81.50 - - [31/May/2014:04:44:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 44655 "https://www.google.com.lb/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

3:47 AM, mco.bellsouth.net, Palm Bay, Florida,

98.85.25.249 - - [31/May/2014:04:47:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 39211 "https://www.google.com.sa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; GT-I9500 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

4:08 AM, hyg2.eonet.ne.jp, Tama, Japan (near Tokyo).

58.191.79.15 - - [31/May/2014:05:08:52 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
18877 "http://www.google.co.jp/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=0CD8QFjAD&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2F1%2Felementarystructures.htm&ei=OriJU8vKL4mokAXS-
4CYDA&usg=AFQjCNGMgRFBAh8tbRznRh9hkJ5uHRCsRg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.dGI" 
"Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) Presto/2.12.388 Version/12.17"
58.191.79.15 - - [31/May/2014:05:08:53 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) Presto/2.12.388 Version/12.17"
58.191.79.15 - - [31/May/2014:05:08:53 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 6.1; 
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WOW64) Presto/2.12.388 Version/12.17"
58.191.79.15 - - [31/May/2014:05:08:53 -0600] "GET /1/knightmoietyexchange.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
255080 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64) Presto/2.12.388 Version/12.17"

My plagiarism and/or misogynist rambling. 

Now let’s summarize. Today was the second day (after the definitive dismissal of the Homeland 
Security warning) that the Secret Society women would mobilize their volunteers to brainstorm how to 
prove to any law enforcement authority that Homeland Security was all right about me.

(1) 5:11 AM, SDW called upon an Austin, Texas, volunteer to come examine my pollution of the TI 
discursive domain (1).
(2) 5:20 AM, a Polish volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (a).
(3) 5:45 AM, SDW called upon one of her Tampa friends (H866C) to come examine my pollution of 
the TI discursive domain (2).
(4) 6:44 AM, SDW called on the Austin volunteer again to come subscribe to my blog’s feed.
(5) 7:13 AM, Angelica called on a volunteer from Portugal’s Ministry of Finance to come examine my 
naked picture of her (b). 
(6) 7:54 AM, a scientist from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration was asked to 
examine my violation of intellectual property rights. 
(7) 10:24 AM, a Wilfrid Laurier University volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden.
(8) 11:54 AM, SDW called upon a Los Angeles volunteer (3).
(9) 12:06 PM, a volunteer from the Disney Worldwide Services examined my supposed violation of 
intellectual property rights.
(10) 1:01 PM, another Los Angeles volunteer examined my delusion about being chipped in the brain. 
(11) 2:18 PM, this Los Angeles volunteer looked at "Ying and Yang", I. 
(12) 2:25 PM, he came back to the blog post series /brain-chip/.
(13) 2:36 PM, a Brooklyn volunteer examined page 2 of my TIH summary. 
(14) 3:39 PM, a volunteer from UK’s Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs examined 
my violation of intellectual property rights.
(15) 4:29 PM, an Alabama volunteer examined my delusions about Obama.
(16) 6:04 PM, SDW called on the Austin volunteer again (4). 

7 PM, my conversation with Wes. Homeland Security CO chief finally obtained the first evidence with 
which to temporarily lock up the previous ICJ trial.

(17) 7:58 PM, a Surrey, British Columbia, volunteer examined my plagiarism of my theory on linear 
perspective.

8:17 PM, my latest blog, with my latest delusions about SDW – Homeland Security CO chief’s second 
evidence with which to temporarily lock up the previous ICJ trial.

(18) 8:40 PM, a third Los Angeles volunteer examined “My experience...”
(19) 11:12 PM, he came again.
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(20) 12:16 AM, Homeland Security CO chief instructed an Indian volunteer to do a strange search in 
order to generate evidence for the ICJ that my website was indeed filled with bizarre and crazy sexual 
contents. (His third evidence with which to temporarily lock up the previous ICJ trial.)

Besides the above-mentioned attempts, there was of course plenty of brainstorming about how to prove
to any authority that I did plagiarize. Then about my harassment of my family members and computer-
hacking and so on. What’s most important was that Homeland Security CO chief had succeeded in 
temporarily preventing the Invisible Hand from reactivating the previous ICJ trial.

31 May (Saturday)

First, a note about myself. Slept 6 AM, and woke up 12:30 PM. Had doubts again that SDW did not 
include all the characteristics from the Monkey’s false profile of me in her false reporting of me. The 
truth is probably somewhere in the middle between Kiersten’s false profile and the Monkey’s plus 
Kiersten’s false profile of me. Since last night, she has probably insisted to law enforcement that they 
should classify one’s collection as “hate crimes”, even though law enforcement’s profile shows 
something rather different. SDW probably really wants a backlash against Asians without the “artificial
intelligence” part of the story. She really is capable of believing that governments and power elements 
in the society would sponsor such suicidal project. (Again, just remotely controlled to come up with 
more bullshit in order to make myself look delusional about the woman I was supposedly obsessed with
– but would the Invisible Hand make something like this come true later on?)

To RDND to check on TRGTs. Realized: A more realistic vision of SDW’s plan is probably something 
like this. She is told that my love for critical thinking and desire to know what concerns me is 
unacceptable in our American world (terra inverta), and so, instead of allowing me to study and think, 
she needs to target me and condition me to become addicted to committing crimes, so that I will be 
arrested, whereby I will be deprived of opportunities to study and to think, and forced to rid myself of 
any desire to know what concerns me. Then I’ll join the American way, functioning like a robot without
any awareness of why and whither. Thus, although she will be harming me in the short run, she will do 
me good in the long run. (Again, just remotely controlled to come up with more bullshit in order to 
make myself look delusional about the woman I was supposedly obsessed with – and you can be sure 
that the Invisible Hand would make something like this come true later on.) Again, I plead to the 
victims of my crimes: by suffering harm by me, you can achieve such a noble goal as getting me 
arrested so that my brain will be crushed and my natural human curiosity to know about myself be 
extinguished. I can’t imagine my American victims disagreeing with such a noble goal of reforming 
me. Thus I assume, again, that I have my victims’ consent in suffering my crimes. Especially the white 
Anglos who have built this country and the American (Opposite) Way (via inverta; c.f. Weber’s 
observation of the Puritans in Die protestantische Ethik...) (This pleading should always stand as most 
correct!)  

5 PM, at RDND. Was absolutely shocked – here comes my worthless reflection of the day: at least be 
amused by it. A few blocks away from HRMSA, and the white people are completely different. They 
aren’t just brainless (“opposite”), but also fat. No pretty AWFs, only fat AWFs. Even more disgusting. 
This is suburban. I have been too focused on the evil urban AWFs, who are at least pretty and 
“fuckable”. The suburban fat white people are truly Nietzsche’s “Last Man/ Woman”. Hence the rule of
backlash established: When it comes to pretty AWFs, do not damage them physically; do not touch 
their fuckability. Only damage their properties. But the fat ones, break their bones, etc. This will reward
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“naturalness”. For pretty women, as athletic, are at least “natural”, i.e. retaining the natural mobility 
proper to human species. This is why there is Olympics. It’s not about being shallow. (This depends on 
what kind of “fat”, of course. Natural fat, or consumption fat.)43

Thus, back to HRMSA, 6:20 to 7 PM. Began envisaging my own “Insurgency Manual”. Ate at a bar, 
wrote, and did AWFs-watching. Then, past 9 PM, 10 N. Still, AWFs hard to hit. At least no Asians. Past
10 PM, waited for bus 232 going back to RDND. It never came. Upset. SDW’s targeting: remotely 
controlled me to miss the bus somehow? She wanted me to hit PRDNTL. Did so. 1 W. Part of her plan 
to get me arrested? (Actually, it was just Homeland Security CO chief.) The police came, but one easily 
avoided their notice. Arrest or not, she definitely wants law enforcement to note me down as “hate 
crime”. (Bullshit. It’s Homeland Security CO chief!) 1 B at PZZA. Then got on bus 232 to go back to 
the LAX station. One man played guitar loudly at the station to trouble me, to provoke me to anger/ 
pain. SDW’s programming, from Sonophobia to criminality. (Wrong.) On bus 3 going back to SM. One
black man wearing earphones sat down in front of me. Her programming: whether she has intended the 
specific act or not, from now on, she wants me to be automatically provoked to criminality by these 
simple things without her ever intending them. Her intention/ programming is in the general sense. 
(Wrong again. Were the TMU and the detectives running surveillance on me?) At Promenade, 12:30 
AM, and decided not to do W anymore. Bus 20 immediately came. During the whole night, thought: 
other than “Backlash”, the Macrospherians might want to establish foreign NGOs all over the US to 
convert American culture from via inverta to the “correct way” (?). Special NGOs will also fund 
“Backlash”. The immediate aftermath of the “Kxxxxxxx Affair” (leak) will be like the LA Riot after 
Rodney King’s scandal. Americans will patrol their businesses with guns. Hence most will occur 
overseas. (Was I speaking BOL’s plan? Would the Invisible Hand make any of this come true later on?) 

While on the bus, suspected that the “realistic vision” about SDW’s goal is just another delusional 
scenario she has programmed me to develop. Then anger/ pain attack over the perpetual waste of my 
time to develop delusions. (Right.) Required to do W again. Then realized this is in fact her goal:

SDW was told by the Russians, the Republicans, and the CIA that my brain is a very 
special entity, one of the most complex among the million or so people who have been 
chipped and whose brains have been scanned. It is certainly to a typical American brain 
what Classical Greek is to contemporary English slang. As such it must be destroyed. I 
therefore need to be remotely controlled to not only develop delusions, but also to 
commit violent crimes so as to get myself arrested and disposed of in prison. As it turns 
out, however, it’s not quite possible to remotely control me to commit violent crimes: 
it’s beyond my capacity. The alternative strategy is therefore developed: to condition me
to become capable of being provoked to severe physical pain by the most ordinary sights
and experiences (earphones, computer’s freezing, missing the bus, ugly people) so that I
will have to commit crimes just to kill pain. Then, as I become provoked to severe 
physical pain by ever more minute sights and experiences, I’ll spend an increasing 
amount of time committing crimes to kill pain, until I’ll have no time to study to 
develop my brain’s complexity any further. Since the crimes I’m committing are of 
minor significance and therefore I am unlikely to be caught and sent to prison for a long 
time, this is the only way to cause me to waste my brain away. Of course, by preventing 

43 In the original version, Homeland Security CO chief had made sure to remotely control me to add this insanely offensive 
conclusion: “This was my thought at the time. If I should ever get to form my own ‘anti-xxxxxxxx xxxx groups’ in Europe 
and Asia, I would hardly give a shit about AWF’s ‘fuckability’.” Bullshit.
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me from knowing what I want to know the most, namely, my own circumstances in 
society, SDW can also cause me to perpetually guess about it and guess wrong and thus 
make myself look delusional as well as waste my time away. Thus, my brain will be 
wasted away. The goal is certainly to, eventually, have me “graduate”, i.e. when I will be
spending all my time suffering physical pain over the most minute things and 
developing wrong scenarios to waste my time away and make myself look delusional, 
without my perp, SDW, even programming me at all. It will become my life habit, to 
suffer pain, to kill pain by committing crimes, and to guess the unknowable [...], while 
she [goes] to Russia to live with her lover and [forgets] about me. Whether I’ll ever get 
arrested is immaterial. The police will handle all crimes in accordance with usual 
procedures. There is nothing big to prosecute anyway. It’s sad that Asians are just so 
safe. 

Again, it takes a whole village to waste away the one remaining complex brain like this. 
In order for me to waste my time away by committing crimes all day long, my victims 
have to suffer crimes by me. Since there is no purpose more noble for Americans than to
waste away the human brain, I presume all victims of my crimes have voluntarily 
suffered my crimes in order to allow myself to waste my brain away. Thus, I assume I 
have my victims’ consent in committing crimes against them. Especially the white 
Anglos who have built this country and the American (Opposite) Way [...].  Everybody 
shall know that xxxxxxxxx, especially the xxxxx xxxxxx, are “brain-haters”. 

Thus SDW has been for two months performing two noble tasks: (1) to make sure I 
conform to Kiersten’s [false] profile of me in order to enable the erasure of evidences (to
harm Russia and the world); (2) while making me conform to this profile, to waste my 
brain away (as a way to harm humanity by erasing the one remaining vestige of it). Of 
course she believes she is actually benefitting Russia. If she hates brain, how can anyone
love it? 

While I develop all these delusions about SDW’s purpose in targeting me, however, the 
“filter” has always been at work. Thus, the previous delusion allowed me to develop the 
understanding that, for the Macrospherians, the primary targets of the backlash shall be 
white Anglo xxxxxxxxx, the descendants of the Protestant ethic. 

(While it was Homeland Security CO chief who wanted me to write all that offensive stuff in order that 
the detectives might be persuaded to change their mind about me, you can be sure, again, that the 
Invisible Hand would make something like what I had described here happen later on.) Got off the bus 
on LBR. Walked for a long time. 1 W. 2 SPC. 5 H. One AWF followed me, it seems. (She was most 
likely a store employee who noticed my graffiti.) Home by 3 AM.    

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 5:11 AM, I was editing my blog 
from home.

5:14 AM, 173-168-200-43.res.bhn.net, Tampa, Florida,*

173.168.200.43 - - [31/May/2014:06:14:02 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/biosynthesis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 69050 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
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(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.0.29643 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism. 

6:38 AM, 86-40-123-97-dynamic.b-ras3.mvw.galwa.eircom.net, Galway, Ireland,

86.40.123.97 - - [31/May/2014:07:38:20 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77272
"https://www.google.ie/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.1.31280 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Presumably the first person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my victimization of 
her. 

6:40 AM, Reliance Communications, Mumbai, India.

101.57.50.236 - - [31/May/2014:07:40:20 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/mind-reading-computer/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 17436 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.31 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/26.0.1410.5 Safari/537.31"

6:42 AM, Bharti Infotel Ltd., Bellary, India,*

59.145.201.124 - - [31/May/2014:07:42:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/baryon.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 27958 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

7:20 AM, static-81-27-123-113.teledata-fttx.de, Ueberlingen, Germany:

81.27.123.113 - - [31/May/2014:08:20:40 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/06/08/the-structure-of-the-third-
run-of-theinternational-court-trial-about-me-and-the-mechanism-for-theimplementation-of-the-new-
new-world-order/ HTTP/1.1" 404 4909 "http://www.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fthirdrun.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2012%2F06%2F08%2Fthestructure-of-the-third-run-
of-the-international-court-trialabout-me-and-the-mechanism-for-the-implementation-of-the-new-
newworld-order%2F&h=1899&w=1610&tbnid=L6ga9lMcui_dbM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=qCKlXQOiGywU8M&ei=GeWJU7mWOvLg7QbnwYHYDg&tbm=isch&clie
nt=safari&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=473&page=1&start=0&ndsp=12&ved=0CFkQrQMwAQ" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"

81.27.123.113 - - [31/May/2014:08:20:48 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214472 
"http://www.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fthirdrun.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs
%2F2012%2F06%2F08%2Fthestructure-of-the-third-run-of-the-international-court-trialabout-me-and-
the-mechanism-for-the-implementation-of-the-new-newworld-order
%2F&h=1899&w=1610&tbnid=L6ga9lMcui_dbM
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%3A&zoom=1&docid=qCKlXQOiGywU8M&ei=GeWJU7mWOvLg7QbnwYHYDg&tbm=isch&clie
nt=safari&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=473&page=1&start=0&ndsp=12&ved=0CFkQrQMwAQ" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"

What exactly was this volunteer asked to examine?

8:10 AM, Tikona Digital Networks, Delhi, India, 

1.23.154.232 - - [31/May/2014:09:10:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 
Safari/537.36"
1.23.154.232 - - [31/May/2014:09:10:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/ HTTP/1.1"
200 100951 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
1.23.154.232 - - [31/May/2014:09:10:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-
world-simulation/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
1.23.154.232 - - [31/May/2014:09:10:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
1.23.154.232 - - [31/May/2014:09:10:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 Safari/537.36"
1.23.154.232 - - [31/May/2014:09:10:43 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.32 
Safari/537.36"

8:18 AM, dynamic.ttnet.com.tr, Antalya, Turkey,

78.160.214.204 - - [31/May/2014:09:18:03 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html HTTP/1.1" 200 26579 "https://www.google.com.tr/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. The Secret Society women hadn’t pulled out this chapter for a long time.

9:23 AM, the Ueberlingen volunteer came again after two hours, 

81.27.123.113 - - [31/May/2014:10:23:44 -0600] "GET /thirdrun.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 214510 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"
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9:28 AM, rrcs-98-103-210-150.central.biz.rr.com, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,*

98.103.210.150 - - [31/May/2014:10:28:52 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 344816 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; BOIE9;ENUSSEM; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"

29 seconds later, she looked up the other link sent to her:

98.103.210.150 - - [31/May/2014:10:29:21 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensonathena.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
146537 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; BOIE9;ENUSSEM; rv:11.0) like 
Gecko"

We would normally assume this was a friend of Oliver’s, but – as you shall see – the user-agent looked 
suspiciously like Dr P’s laptop.44

9:35 AM, 114-42-148-73.dynamic-ip.hinet.net, Taipei, Taiwan,*

114.42.148.73 - - [31/May/2014:10:35:59 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The first.)

9:47 AM, claptona.paccar.com, Renton, Washington (near Seattle),

160.69.1.253 - - [31/May/2014:10:47:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=higgs+field&FORM=HDRSC2"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

10:34 AM, Cogent Communications, Atlanta, Georgia,*

38.106.51.6 - - [31/May/2014:11:34:28 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
38.106.51.6 - - [31/May/2014:11:34:32 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
38.106.51.6 - - [31/May/2014:11:34:40 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

10:47 – 10:48 AM, 177-221-95-240.static.qualitec.net.br, Porto Alegre, Brazil,*

177.221.95.240 - - [31/May/2014:11:47:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orthorhombic.jpg 

44 See 25.01.2015: “BOIE9;ENUS” instead of “BOIE9;ENUSSEM”. Presumably this was merely a coincidence: Dr P didn’t
go to Milwaukee to meet with Oliver.
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HTTP/1.1" 200 18520 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
177.221.95.240 - - [31/May/2014:11:48:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/republic.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 64818 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

10:52 AM, Netrics Basel AG Muenchenstein, Worb, Switzerland,*

213.213.183.253 - - [31/May/2014:11:52:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.8; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

11:15 AM, ns.diskato.com, Comcast Business, Santa Maria, California,

75.149.34.81 - - [31/May/2014:12:15:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/representation.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 24645 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=47&ved=0CEgQFjAGOCg&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Frepresentation.html&ei=HxyKU8TSFsz4oATAsILQDQ&usg=AFQj
CNFUbzTJcItf4gYC3Qr8PdRykCtyKg&bvm=bv.68191837,d.cGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; 
rv:21.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/21.0"

My plagiarism.

11:25 AM, host86-169-27-63.range86-169.btcentralplus.com, Leeds, UK,*

86.169.27.63 - - [31/May/2014:12:25:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.3 Safari/537.75.14"

At the same time: cpc95400-uddi26-2-0-cust504.20-3.cable.virginm.net, Hamilton, UK,*

82.46.29.249 - - [31/May/2014:12:25:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Both were here to brainstorm how to use this image to prove to law enforcement that I did plagiarize.

11:39 AM, 85.102.175.14.dynamic.ttnet.com.tr, Istanbul, Turkey,*

85.102.175.14 - - [31/May/2014:12:39:51 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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Did Robin just rejoin the discussion?

11:45 AM, 81.sub-70-208-156.myvzw.com, Verizon Wireless, Chester, Virginia.  

70.208.156.81 - - [31/May/2014:12:45:57 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77272 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; VS876 
Build/KOT49I.VS87610A) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.122 
Mobile Safari/537.36"

Presumably the second person whom SDW had called upon today. 

11:47 AM, dynamic.ip.windstream.net, Birdsboro, Pennsylvania, 

208.101.168.75 - - [31/May/2014:12:47:35 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/14/13/ HTTP/1.1" 200 4738
http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=18&ved=0CIABEBYwBzgK&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs
%2F2012%2F04%2F14%2F13%2F&ei=mCOKU9nlM4fmsASMkIIQ&usg=AFQjCNH1_lCQLipgnN
oLu6DxLlZfHFerAA&sig2=s7sNYYcy1qdSHsywnyPonA "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case President Obama.

11:49 AM, occm-40.dhcp.grp1-rng3.tnbrsh.blomand.net.86.74.206.in-addr.arpa, Beersheba Springs, 
Tennessee. 

206.74.86.40 - - [31/May/2014:12:49:07 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77272
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_5 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B400 Safari/8536.25"

Presumably the third person whom SDW had called upon today.

12:17 PM,

31.55.95.174 - - [31/May/2014:13:17:16 -0600] "GET /2012/9413-11.png HTTP/1.1" 200 147450 
"http://www.google.co.uk/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

12:19 PM,

172.0.21.247 - - [31/May/2014:13:19:40 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/
534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10"

12:54 PM, btcentralplus.com, Hove, UK,
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31.52.208.170 - - [31/May/2014:13:54:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/atp.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 27960 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12:55 PM, adsl-75-36-35-55.dsl.sndg02.sbcglobal.net, San Marcos, California,

75.36.35.55 - - [31/May/2014:13:55:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:EGiIKDx7iaIJ:www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sacralization-of-victims/
+&cd=6&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) 
AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
75.36.35.55 - - [31/May/2014:13:55:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:EGiIKDx7iaIJ:www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sacralization-of-victims/
+&cd=6&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) 
AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
75.36.35.55 - - [31/May/2014:13:55:40 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:EGiIKDx7iaIJ:www.lawrencechin2011.com/
blogs/tag/sacralization-of-victims/+&cd=6&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"
75.36.35.55 - - [31/May/2014:13:55:40 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:EGiIKDx7iaIJ:www.lawrencechin2011.com/
blogs/tag/sacralization-of-victims/+&cd=6&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 
Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

This was of course SDW herself. She was looking at my blog post for 10 May – presumably studying 
the “delusions” I had expressed in this blog post about her and Kiersten. Now this is our hypothesis 
about what’s going on with her today. Homeland Security CO chief must have gone to argue with the 
TMU detectives this morning with the evidence in hand which he had obtained yesterday (my 
conversation and blog post) to demonstrate that he was right about me. SDW, after being informed 
about this, was thus especially excited about another chance to explain to the TMU that I did develop 
bizarre delusions about her just as the Homeland Security warning had warned: she had already called 
on three persons to testify to such effect, and now she was personally testifying about such too. To 
settle the matter, the TMU (under the Invisible Hand’s instruction) instructed SDW to show up at the 
FFCHS meeting tomorrow. (More on this later.) In any case, it’s quite amazing that she was home again
and not at work.45 

45 In the original version, this wrong interpretation at this point: “She was certainly making a false report to the TMU saying 
I threatened to ‘take her down’ on my blog. Note that she looked at my blog post only via Google cache, in order to avoid 
my detection. (Again, like Angelica before her, she didn’t know that such attempt was futile since Google still had to call up
the JPEG images directly from my site.) Secondly, the fact that her IP address was suddenly traced to San Marcos instead of
San Diego probably means that, as her stalking claim against me was clearly going nowhere, she decided to temporarily 
move out of her Encinitas home and move into the residence of her brother James (who had many houses around Southern 
California because of his real estate dealings, including, presumably, this one in San Marcos). She would be complaining: 
‘I’m being stalked, he knows where I live, and yet the police have refused to help me!’ And so, like Angelica who, last year, 
fled to Mexico from Northern California simply because I knew where she was, the ‘stalking victim’ had to vacate her home
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12:58 PM, c-24-147-200-39.hsd1.ct.comcast.net, New Haven, Connecticut,*

24.147.200.39 - - [31/May/2014:13:58:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

1:42 PM, the City of Jacksonville, Florida, 

205.173.38.5 - - [31/May/2014:14:42:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/dimitri-khalezov/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
19428 "http://www.bing.com/search?q=Dimitri+Khalezov+Missing&FORM=R5FD2" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; NP06; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Khalezov.

2:19 PM, Emirates Integrated Telecommunications Company, Dubai, United Arab Emirates,

94.201.232.9 - - [31/May/2014:15:19:26 -0600] "GET /korealettercensored/korealetter-censored.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 201113 "http://www.google.ae/search?q=russia.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx+&btnG=Search" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (SymbianOS/9.3; Series60/3.2 NokiaE72-1/091.003; Profile/MIDP-2.1 
Configuration/CLDC-1.1 ) AppleWebKit/533.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) NokiaBrowser/7.3.1.34 Mobile 
Safari/533.4 3gpp-gba"

How my grand delusions about my ICJ trial had prompted me to write crazy letters to foreign 
dignitaries, just as Homeland Security had warned. 

2:33 PM, cpee0dbd13e42f8-cme0dbd13e42f6.cpe.net.cable.rogers.com, Brechin, Ontario,*

99.240.38.78 - - [31/May/2014:15:33:50 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/evolutionofsynapsid2.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 714064 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

2:35 PM, c-71-235-68-157.hsd1.ma.comcast.net, Cambridge, Massachusetts,*

71.235.68.157 - - [31/May/2014:15:35:38 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76624 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
71.235.68.157 - - [31/May/2014:15:35:39 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
71.235.68.157 - - [31/May/2014:15:35:39 -0600] "GET /1/languagechangecycle.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 

when the police had refused to lock up the ‘stalker’ forever even though he clearly had no means to get near her and was 
barely aware that he was being investigated for ‘stalking’. SDW’s IP address would not return to the San Diego location 
until the middle of August, which means that she would be ‘avoiding me’ for the next two and a half month.” In reality, 
SDW was simply at home in Encinitas and didn’t temporarily move to anywhere else.
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2732 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
71.235.68.157 - - [31/May/2014:15:35:44 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

2:38 PM, Homeland Security CO chief required me to search for “Marie-Josée Kravis” on the Internet. 
Presumably to produce evidence that I indeed kept on getting obsessed about famous people. (But that 
means that the TMU must be monitoring my Internet connection right now.)

2:42 PM, 75-17-88-90.lightspeed.hstntx.sbcglobal.net, Houston, Texas,

75.17.88.90 - - [31/May/2014:15:42:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

2:43 PM, he followed the instruction and did a search for the chapter itself:

75.17.88.90 - - [31/May/2014:15:43:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/appendix.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10886 http://www.google.com/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&docid=BkAnyujVFmLePM&tbnid=F42y2Z3-
fDpFkM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fappendix.html&ei=qUyKU9ybHYeOqgaBs4DoBw&bvm=bv.67720
277,d.b2U&psig=AFQjCNEgD7XAwgjBiVH3RmmxOm-yuACSsw&ust=1401658667102528 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

2:46 PM, ua-213-112-232-161.bbcust.telenor.se, Stockholm, Sweden,*

213.112.232.161 - - [31/May/2014:15:46:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

22 seconds later, he clicked on the other link sent to him:

213.112.232.161 - - [31/May/2014:15:47:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 45431 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

Just reporting to the TMU that I did violate intellectual property rights by copying images from books 
and putting them on my website.

3:11 PM,

178.240.253.180 - - [31/May/2014:16:11:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
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58.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225418 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; GT-
I9500 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
178.240.253.180 - - [31/May/2014:16:11:22 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-19.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
73778 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; GT-I9500 Build/KOT49H) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. This really seems to be the Kocaeli volunteer from 2:26 AM this morning. 

3:18 PM, I was editing my blog from TNT (76.168.143.44).

3:21 PM, my blog as of this hour:

More evidence for Homeland Security CO chief that I was indeed delusional!

4:05 PM, red.bezeqint.net, Tel Aviv, Israel,

79.179.119.89 - - [31/May/2014:17:05:28 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 40618
"https://www.google.co.il/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:15 PM, rn.hr.cox.net, Roanoke, Virginia,

70.188.62.151 - - [31/May/2014:17:15:07 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 70071
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Primate+Evolution&FORM=RESTAB" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; Touch; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
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4:44 PM, 50-8-216-32.sfo.clearwire-wmx.net, Sacramento, California. 

50.8.216.32 - - [31/May/2014:17:44:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/06/ HTTP/1.1" 200 25310 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

It’s Angelica’s Stockton relative again. She was, you recall, last here on 11 PM, 1 May and then on 8:43
PM, 15 May. Presumably she was here to report to the TMU that I did indeed talk about hurting myself 
and others prompted by my delusion about there being chips planted in my brain. 

4:53 PM, ppp91-79-152-1.pppoe.mtu-net.ru, Podol’sk, Russia,*

91.79.152.1 - - [31/May/2014:17:53:55 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 YaBrowser/14.5.1847.18270 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The second.)

4:57 PM, revip3.asianet.co.th, Bangkok, Thailand, 

27.55.147.15 - - [31/May/2014:17:57:44 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 174792
"https://www.google.co.th/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Shizuka had also joined in on the reporting. (In reality, again, she was here to inform on the women 
gang’s fraud behind their back.)

5:25 PM, ip-66-87-79-232.chcgil.spcsdns.net, Chicago, Illinois,*

66.87.79.232 - - [31/May/2014:18:25:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/willtopower1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 304 162 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.232 - - [31/May/2014:18:25:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/willtopower2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 304 162 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
66.87.79.232 - - [31/May/2014:18:25:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dot_clear.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Linux; Android 4.4.2; en-us; SAMSUNG SPH-L720 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/1.5 Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"

This volunteer was last here on 28 May, 9:22 PM. Somehow the main page didn’t show. My 
plagiarism.
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5:30 PM, bras-base-toroon0247w-grc-99-76-67-8-160.dsl.bell.ca, Toronto, Ontario,*

76.67.8.160 - - [31/May/2014:18:30:04 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

5:33 PM, 122-58-114-60-fibre.sparkbb.co.nz, Auckland, New Zealand,*

122.58.114.60 - - [31/May/2014:18:33:22 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Was Robin discussing me with this Auckland volunteer at the moment? Or did Robin join in on the 
reporting as well? At the same time: c-50-180-111-220.hsd1.ga.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New 
Jersey,*

50.180.111.220 - - [31/May/2014:18:33:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; en-us; SAMSUNG-SGH-I747 
Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

5:35 PM, 50-80-77-172.client.mchsi.com, Daphne, Alabama,*

50.80.77.172 - - [31/May/2014:18:35:15 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/justiceinrepublic2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 62550 
"http://search.yahoo.com/search;_ylt=A0LEVyXSdIpTJ1wANtxXNyoA;_ylc=X1MDMjc2NjY3OQRf
cgMyBGFvA2FvBGNzcmNwdmlkAzdDeVN0VGs0TGpGZVFYdEFVM3BUVEFvV05UQXVPRk9L
YjliX2lkaEkEZnIDYWx0YXZpc3RhBGZyMgNzYnRuBG5fZ3BzAzEEb3JpZ2luA3NycARwcXN0c
gNncmVlayBtZW1vcnkgd2F4IHRhYmxldCBtb2RlbCBwaGlsb3NvcGhlciB3YWRlIHRhdnJpcwRxd
WVyeQNncmVlayBtZW1vcnkgd2F4IHRhYmxldCBtb2RlbCBwaGlsb3NvcGhlciB3YWRlIHRhdnJpc
wRzYW8DMQ--?p=greek%20memory%20wax%20tablet%20model%20philosopher%20wade
%20tavris&fr2=sb-top&fr=altavista&vf=all&pqstr=greek%20memory%20wax%20tablet%20model
%20philosopher%20wade%20tavris" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) 
like Gecko"
50.80.77.172 - - [31/May/2014:18:35:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/justiceinrepublic2.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
50.80.77.172 - - [31/May/2014:18:35:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/hierarchyofneeds.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 73443 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/justiceinrepublic2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
50.80.77.172 - - [31/May/2014:18:35:16 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
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The search terms were so strange that we can’t be sure whether this was part of the Secret Society 
women’s operation.

5:42 PM, the Podol’sk volunteer came again:

91.79.152.1 - - [31/May/2014:18:42:32 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 YaBrowser/14.5.1847.18270 Safari/537.36"

5:43 PM, mobile-166-137-209-152.mycingular.net, Doylestown, Pennsylvania,*

166.137.209.152 - - [31/May/2014:18:43:04 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491757 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Somehow this looks suspiciously like the Doylestown volunteer last seen on 27 May, 7:13 PM. In any 
case, it seems that Angelica was having two volunteers at the moment to report my supposed naked 
picture of her to the TMU. 

5:46 PM,

99.243.19.187 - - [31/May/2014:18:46:40 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "https://www.google.ca/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:53 PM, ip-64-134-174-148.public.wayport.net, Elizabeth, New Jersey,*

64.134.174.148 - - [31/May/2014:18:53:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/meson.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 19206 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.3 Safari/537.75.14"

Was this volunteer visiting from a Starbucks? My plagiarism.

6:15 PM, 24.12.14.98, hsd1.il.comcast.net, Willowbrook, Illinois,

24.12.14.98 - - [31/May/2014:19:15:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

6:20 PM, ool-ad03b281.dyn.optonline.net, Clifton, New Jersey, 

173.3.178.129 - - [31/May/2014:19:20:58 -0600] "GET /1/feminismandfoucault.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
25806 "http://www.bing.com/search?
q=foucault+mens+rights&src=IETopResult&FORM=IE11TR&conversationid=" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
173.3.178.129 - - [31/May/2014:19:20:58 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/feminismandfoucault.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; 
WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

There is no showing of favicon.ico. The search terms are again so particular that we can’t be sure 
whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation.

6:39 PM, bchsia.telus.net, Vancouver, British Columbia,

23.16.140.75 - - [31/May/2014:19:39:35 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 15792
http://www.google.co.jp/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CCYQFjAAOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fchinesepatriarchy.htm&ei=U4SKUegNpDsoASR84CQAw&usg=AFQjCNHLE_eo3IrJfBjPa
2uY4UxZVI23nA "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:27.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/27.0"
23.16.140.75 - - [31/May/2014:19:39:36 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/chinesepatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:27.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/27.0"
23.16.140.75 - - [31/May/2014:19:39:37 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:27.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/27.0"

My particular brand of misogynist ideology.

6:40 PM, Frontier Communications, Dekalb, Illinois,

50.44.15.25 - - [31/May/2014:19:40:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/plato333.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 5286 "http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=heraclitus%20eidenai
%20ton&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCUQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fplato333.html&ei=eYSKU53DMsqSyATR9YDQDQ&usg=AFQjCN
GrgHh8frxXIMb6-iFsQBDpNj7FDw&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; en-us; 
KFSOWI Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) Silk/3.17 Safari/535.19 Silk-
Accelerated=true"

Again, the search terms are so particular (technical Greek) that we can’t be sure whether this was part 
of the Secret Society women’s operation. 

6:47 PM, Frontier Communications, Sherwood, Oregon. 

50.45.220.178 - - [31/May/2014:19:47:36 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/05/14/russian-feminism/ 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10808 http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDIQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2014%2F05%2F14%2Frussianfeminism
%2F&ei=s4OKU8XoG5booASU0oCYAw&usg=AFQjCNGhaGZqqAFOG0r1osB7deHz0G9wCg&sig
2=oD2WCn8CSaOfTEx8yoXeLg&bvm=bv.68191837,d.cGU "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; Trident/7.0; BOIE9;ENUS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My delusion about SDW, Ekaterina, and Russia?
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6:59 PM, 169-231-122-60.wireless.ucsb.edu, UC Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California,*

169.231.122.60 - - [31/May/2014:19:59:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance1.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 45431 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

7:08 PM, Transport for London, Eccleston, UK,*

80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33048 "http://www.google.co.uk/images?q=saxon+lined+drawings&hl=en-
GB&gbv=2&tbm=isch&ei=64qKU5hxgaw66ryA0Ao&start=240&sa=N" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/shsceptre2.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 11276 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 
1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; 
InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/wyrmpot.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14053 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/shsceptre.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 8105 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12063 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 
1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; 
InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yeaveringtemple.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 32482 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 93223 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/germaniccosmos.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 138184 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 
3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; InfoPath.2)"
80.79.208.21 - - [31/May/2014:20:08:16 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 389 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.2; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 
1.0.3705; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; MS-RTC LM 8; 
InfoPath.2)"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
make a false report about my plagiarism.

TfL is a local government body responsible
for most of the transport networks in London

7:22 PM, pool-64-223-84-198.burl.east.myfairpoint.net, Pittsford, Vermont,
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64.223.84.198 - - [31/May/2014:20:22:50 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2A.html HTTP/1.1" 200 
1841 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fgallery
%2Fperspective2A.html&ei=Yo6KU5O9N8qxsQTVqID4Bg&usg=AFQjCNFKqR4R1IfPqzFmuwPfs2
0_PprzHw&sig2=88LZlnNcwnYAK3wAJmKtZg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.cWc" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 
Safari/537.75.14"

7:24 PM, ipbcc20b47.dynamic.kabel-deutschland.de, Alzgern, Germany,*

188.194.11.71 - - [31/May/2014:20:24:51 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77255 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=53&ved=0CDAQFjACODI&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking
%2F&ei=6Y6KU8n3IYWwPI7cgKAN&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rAow&bvm=
bv.67720277,d.bGE" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
188.194.11.71 - - [31/May/2014:20:24:52 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/
7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
188.194.11.71 - - [31/May/2014:20:24:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
188.194.11.71 - - [31/May/2014:20:24:52 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/
7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
188.194.11.71 - - [31/May/2014:20:24:52 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/
7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
188.194.11.71 - - [31/May/2014:20:24:54 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Presumably the fourth person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine (or report on) my 
victimization of her.

7:29 PM, my wrong scenario at a glance – although it’s Homeland Security CO chief who wanted me 
to write all this bullshit so that he can have evidence that I was delusional, you never know if the 
Invisible Hand might make any part of it come true later on (after making modifications, e.g. backlash 
against “liberal progressives” rather than against “white Anglo Americans”):
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8:02 PM, 60-241-22-78.static.tpgi.com.au, Sydney, Australia*

60.241.22.78 - - [31/May/2014:21:02:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 45683 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:13 PM, Singapore Telecom Mobile, Singapore, 

180.255.23.123 - - [31/May/2014:21:13:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai3333.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 3383 "http://www.google.com.sg/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=8&ved=0CE0QFjAH&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fyixuai3333.html&ei=vJmKU4fBBcTorAe-
6oGABA&usg=AFQjCNH7qBg5sBgPunq6SCNcl_bSVjNyuA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

9:13 PM, ip68-229-172-239.om.om.cox.net, Omaha, Nebraska,*

68.229.172.239 - - [31/May/2014:22:13:40 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SPH-L710 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

Was Robin now discussing me with this Omaha volunteer?46

46 Recall that, when we last saw Dr P on 20 February, her user-agent was “SPH-L710 Build/JZO54K”.
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9:36 PM, 096-041-204-146.res.spectrum.com, Kennewick, Washington,*

96.41.204.146 - - [31/May/2014:22:36:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.2.2; en-us; SM-T217S Build/JDQ39) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Safari/534.30 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

9:41 PM, dyn.user.ono.com, Burgos, Spain,

79.109.94.126 - - [31/May/2014:22:41:52 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
40618 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:10 PM, c-24-7-115-3.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Berkeley, California, 

24.7.115.3 - - [31/May/2014:23:10:04 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 64172
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My delusion about being chipped in the brain.47

10:49 PM, 71-212-118-99.tukw.qwest.net, Seattle, Washington,

71.212.118.99 - - [31/May/2014:23:49:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/magicsquare.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10309 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CG0QFjAM&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fmagicsquare.html&ei=rL6KU8_lE8_2oASI2IKQDg&usg=AFQjCN
FdxFsmMrp81Ya8cYZOqaPB6MBO5A&sig2=hxmPmCUATGaDdQGC-urLug" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

10:55 PM, lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Anaheim, California,

108.251.97.39 - - [31/May/2014:23:55:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=5th+Century+Saxon+Warriors&FORM=RESTAB" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.48

11:35 PM, cpe-58-168-11-174.wb05.wa.asp.telstra.net, Sydney, Australia,*

58.168.11.174 - - [01/Jun/2014:00:35:41 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 

47 In the original version, I thought this volunteer might be related to Aysha.
48 In the original version, my (most likely erroneous) conclusion: “This seemed to be the same person from 6 April, 12:21 
PM. As noted, it was probably somebody from Karin’s meetups. Just another more legal report about my plagiarism.” 
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"https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Shizuka had just rejoined the discussion.

11:43 PM, washdc.fios.verizon.net, Waldorf, Maryland, 

108.28.226.122 - - [01/Jun/2014:00:43:23 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
18877 "http://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; enus; SPH-L900 Build/JSS15J) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

My plagiarism and/or particular brand of misogynist ideology. 

11:44 PM, lsanca.dsl-w.verizon.net, Chino Hills, California, 

74.111.211.205 - - [01/Jun/2014:00:44:30 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347503 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My harassment of my family members.

12:15 AM, Newroz Telecom Ltd, Arbil, Iraq, 

130.193.147.251 - - [01/Jun/2014:01:15:44 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaototalview.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
213853 "https://www.google.iq/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Another volunteer from the strangest place in the world. My plagiarism.

1:41 AM, c-98-246-5-244.hsd1.or.comcast.net, Portland, Oregon. 

98.246.5.244 - - [01/Jun/2014:02:41:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77255
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Presumably the fifth person whom SDW had called upon today.

1:47 AM, Narrowband HSI Pool for Hyderabad Pakistan, Karachi, Pakistan,*

59.103.199.142 - - [01/Jun/2014:02:47:08 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

2:02 AM, staticip.rima-tde.net, Leganes, Spain,
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80.58.250.79 - - [01/Jun/2014:03:02:37 -0600] "GET /1/consumerization.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 100428
"https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:24 AM, Vodafone Spain, Puerto de la Cruz, Spain,

46.26.31.74 - - [01/Jun/2014:03:24:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 
200 17463 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:26 AM, he came for another image:

46.26.31.74 - - [01/Jun/2014:03:26:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem2.jpeg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12198 "https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

4:16 AM, sp49-98-132-129.msd.spmode.ne.jp, Toyama, Japan,*

49.98.132.129 - - [01/Jun/2014:05:16:26 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) GSA/4.0.1.31280 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Shizuka continued to pretend to show concern and want to discuss tomorrow’s operation with 
everybody else.

4:36 AM, I was looking up information about Heather Munroe-Blum. The Monkey continued to 
remotely control me to show interest in famous people. (Either Homeland Security or law enforcement 
must be monitoring my Internet connection at the moment.)

4:48 AM, PT Telkom Indonesia, Bandung, Indonesia, 

36.72.149.84 - - [01/Jun/2014:05:48:10 -0600] "GET /badvisits/51612-12.png HTTP/1.1" 200 109742
"http://www.google.co.id/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:26.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/26.0"
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Now, let’s summarize.49 Because Homeland Security CO chief had obtained a few evidences yesterday 
demonstrating that his warning about me might be correct after all, the Secret Society women 
(especially SDW) were quite excited today and immediately mobilized volunteers to brainstorm how to
come up with more evidences to prove to the TMU that Homeland Security was indeed all right about 
me.

(1) 6:38 AM, SDW called upon an Irish volunteer (1). 
(2) 9:35 AM, a Taipei volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (a).
(3) 11:45 AM, SDW called upon a Chester, Virginia, volunteer (2).
(4) 11:47 AM, a Birdsboro, Pennsylvania, volunteer examined my delusion about Obama.
(5) 11:49 AM, SDW called upon a Beersheba Springs volunteer (3).

By this time, Homeland Security CO chief had secured from the TMU one more chance for his star 
witnesses to report to them about me.

(6) 12:55 PM, SDW herself explained my delusions about her to the TMU (4).
(7) 1:42 PM, a Jacksonville volunteer reported on my delusions about Khalezov.
(8) 2:19 PM, a Dubai volunteer reported on my crazy letter to the North Korean ambassador to the UN.
(9) 4:44 PM, Angelica’s Stockton volunteer reported to the TMU that I did want to hurt myself and 
others due to my delusion about being chipped in the brain. 
(10) 4:53 PM, a Podol’sk, Russia, volunteer reported on my naked picture of Angelica (b).
(11) 4:57 PM, Shizuka also reported on my harassment of her (but as an informant).
(12) 5:42 PM, the Podol’sk volunteer came again to report on the same thing. 

49 In the original version, my conclusion at this point: “As you can see, today SDW and the Secret Society [women] had 
decided to concentrate on reporting me as terribly crazy and delusional and dangerous to others on this account. There were 
13 such false reports made today. The Hardliners must have seen the SWS simulation results yesterday showing that, today, 
the Secret Society would concentrate their efforts thusly, and this was why, yesterday, they ordered Wes to solicit my 
confession confirming that I wasn’t delusional at all. All this was important because, tomorrow, FFCHS would have its 
regular meeting in the community center in West Hollywood. The choice of this location (much more convenient to me than
the usual location in the pizza store in Huntington Beach) was certainly not accidental. While SDW was deciding whether to
show up (since I would very likely come), the TMU must have encouraged her to show up to test my reaction. Not knowing 
that the TMU was trying to trap her, she agreed. The Secret Society [women] had decided on the operation thusly: Veronica 
would pay her private investigators to get SDW to wear a wire, and the [rest of the Secret] Society [women] would then 
request that the TMU, on the ground of respecting ‘victims’ confidentiality’, not conduct surveillance on me during my 
interaction with SDW, but instead rely solely on the [Secret] Society [women’s] reports about how I interacted with her. The
[Secret] Society [women] thus requested exclusive access to the wire which SDW would carry. (The usual strategy: to 
monopolize the flow of information to law enforcement under the cover of ‘victims’ confidentiality’ in order to guarantee 
deception of law enforcement officers.) The TMU pretended to agree. Meanwhile, however, the TMU had developed their 
own plans. Since, given the Hardliners’ agenda, they had technically speaking violated SDW’s (and others’) ‘victim 
confidentiality’ by hiring scholars to assess my writings, they could use this opportunity to save themselves. They made 
their appeal to the District Attorney requesting that, since all the inconsistencies they had found in the Secret Society 
[women’s] reports about me seemed to indicate that these women were using ‘victim confidentiality’ to cover up their 
fraudulent activities (clearly an instance of ‘abuse of process’), they be allowed to ignore ‘victim confidentiality’ and 
conduct their own surveillance on the FFCHS meeting tomorrow in order to catch the [Secret] Society [women] committing
frauds. The District Attorney agreed.” This conclusion is really half-true, half-false, and half-prophetic. The TMU had 
indeed encouraged SDW to show up tomorrow in order to catch her, and her companions, committing fraud (lying about my
being a danger to them when they clearly didn’t believe I was dangerous) – but this only in order to dismiss the Homeland 
Security warning about me one more time and dismantle Homeland Security CO chief’s claim that these women were 
“expert witnesses”. (The italicized portions marked in red were correct conclusions.) Meanwhile, this bullshit about the 
Hardliners using SWS to foresee the Secret Society women’s future actions – that would happen later, but not now. (The 
regular portion marked in red was “delusion” which the Invisible Hand would make come true later on.) 
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(13) 5:43 PM, Angelica was also having the Doylestown volunteer report on my naked picture of her 
(c).
(14) 6:39 PM, a Vancouver volunteer reported on my particular brand of misogynist ideology.
(15) 6:47 PM, a Sherwood, Oregon, volunteer reported on my delusions about SDW, Ekaterina, and 
Russia.
(16) 7:24 PM, SDW called upon a German volunteer (5). 
(17) 10:10 PM, a Berkeley volunteer examined/ reported on my delusions about the chips inside my 
brain. 
(18) 11:35 PM, Shizuka rejoined the discussion. 
(19) 11:43 PM, a Waldorf, Maryland, volunteer examined my particular brand of misogynist ideology.
(20) 1:41 AM, SDW called upon a Portland, Oregon, volunteer (6).
(21) 4:16 AM, Shizuka was still in the discussion.

We of course don’t list here the ton of brainstorming and reporting about my supposed plagiarism 
(including one volunteer from the Transport for London) and then the little bit of brainstorming about 
my computer-hacking and harassment of my family members.

1 June (Sunday; meeting SDW)

First, a note about myself. Caught up with studying (Carla Shih, etc.) until 5 or 6 AM. Shower. In bed 
by 7 AM. Troubled by the discomfort with my broken tooth. Fell asleep by 8 AM or so. Woke up 10 
AM. To Orthodox Church. There, 11 AM. Saw VLT briefly, and she was nice and tried to smell me. 
Told her I couldn’t find the perfume she had recommended. Afterwards, found VLT, and told her that I 
had found her commercial on Youtube. Then sat with Elaine (with her daughter and son). Then out to 
look for VLT. She wasn’t so friendly now. She wanted to chat with Fr. John. Left her alone. She was 
leaving for Greece Tuesday. Went back to sit with Elaine’s daughter’s friends. Left 1:15 PM: never got 
to say more to VLT. Needed to hurry to the FFCHS meeting. Began to feel anger/ pain (SDW is truly 
correct; this is not a sting op on her, because, even if it is, her fall will be in the distant future, which 
doesn’t exist; I’m truly sacrificed because, in this world, stupid, bad people always win). (Right.) I was 
being prepared to commit more crimes tonight. (Right.)

At the bus stop, SM/VRMT, 2 PM. On the bus. Tried to do reading to save time. Past my destination by
four stops. Off the bus, upset that my mind has so disintegrated due to remotely programmed perpetual 
physical pain, and the consequent perpetual attempt to save time, which had enabled the control center 
to easily program me to miss my bus stops, etc. Arrived at Plummer Park (where the FFCHS meeting 
would take place) around 3 PM. Outside, and SDW was already there. She was wearing sunglasses. 
She looked very old. This made completely unreal the scenario that it is in fact she who has targeted 
me. (Right.) Uploaded my recordings, and sneaked around. I was looking for chances to place my 
recorder near her while hiding elsewhere in order to intercept her rumoring about me. Pretended to 
charge my laptop in the hall way. Being warned by the employees again. Hid outside the backdoor. 
Finally, I decided to go inside the meeting in order to confront SDW. The only way to verify my 
hypotheses about her was via real interaction with her. When the meeting was over, I called onto her. 
She seemed nervous, but tried to act normal. Of course, since she had tried to exterminate me in the 
past two months behind my back, and now I was standing in front of her. (Right.) She gladly responded
to all my questions, telling the truth about 60 percent of the time and lying about 40 percent of the time.
It was then that I realized that the extent of my “delusions” about her and the whole “scandal” was in 
fact far greater than I have expected. In the next 12 hours, would realize:
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What has really happened in the past two months is that the White Roses have allowed A/ K to access 
the control center to program me and target me while making me believe that it is SDW [who’s] 
targeting me. They then instructed SDW to report me to law enforcement for obsessing and being 
delusional over her (for believing that she hovers over me like some malicious God). Thus, virtually the
entire content of this blog in regard to SDW is false information. SDW has tried to harm me by falsely 
reporting me [...], but without much harmful intention [...]. She doesn’t hate Asians (correct), and 
doesn’t hate me for obsessing over me (wrong). She is not disgusted with me (wrong). She is simply 
indifferent toward me, does whatever she is told to do, and, since she doesn’t actually know much 
about my story with Russia, truly believes that I’m by nature crazy and delusional (for believing that 
EKT would want to marry such worthless crap as I am). (Right. As you can see, while I have awakened 
from my delusion about SDW’s targeting of me from the control center, I still didn’t know who was 
really targeting me from there, i.e., Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey. And, although SDW 
didn’t hate Chinks now, you never know if she might not hate Chinks later on.)  

At the end of the meeting, tried again to secretly record SDW’s rumors. When leaving, filmed her car. 
This is why she has changed her license plate. (Really? Was I right?) I have thus also completed the 
element of “stalking” in addition to “cyberstalking” and “criminal recording”. By this time, have 
realized the goal of the operation: I must fit Kiersten’s and the Monkey’s false profile of me for life 
(right); both to destroy my brain and to erase evidences (wrong: in order to save Homeland Security 
and Russia from conviction). Those elements of the false profile which are impossible to appear in the 
real world (e.g. carrying fake DVDs) are excused on the ground that I have admitted them out of my 
delusions. (Really?)

Past 8 PM, on the bus, and wrote the above down. Suddenly disabled by severe pain caused by hunger. 
Then an urgent need to defecate. Stopped by a burger shop on SM (West Hollywood). Prevented from 
writing down the insights immediately. Then, Starbucks, SM Blvd. Defecated in the restroom. Again, 
the employee knocked on the door loudly to provoke me (“Are you alright?”). Normal, but required to 
be annoyed. Checked some TRGTs. 10 PM, to SM on SM Blvd. 2 N. At a coffeehouse. Realized the 
outline of the operation (true version, supposedly). (Not.) SDW has never targeted me with mind-
control, but A/ K with the help of the CIA, with the goal of permanently turning me into a criminal and 
making people forever remember me as racially over-sensitive.50 Thus, decided to attack xxxxxxxxx for
the rest of my life. (What Mr Homeland Security CO chief wanted me to do.) Hated the CIA as well, 
even though this is what they have wanted. 2 B, 3 SPC, 2 W. Anger/ pain attack intermittently over the 
fact that one has been transformed from being racially sober to being racially over-sensitive (making a 
fool out of oneself). The “American requirement”: must see racial problems when none exist. If you 
don’t see any, they will put a chip into your brain to make sure that you do. (Right.)  

Over the next 12 hours will also lose a lot of my interests in Russia. Part of it is because much of the 
scenarios which have reignited my love for Russia have turned out to be “delusional”. The main reason 
is that, in order to save Russia, I have had to become criminal and delusional to make myself look bad 
for the rest of my life, and that I have been saving Russia by becoming criminal and delusional for four 
years. (Right, but for a different reason: I needed to commit crimes and look delusional in order to 

50 In the original version: “It’s in fact Mr Homeland Security CO chief who was doing this (right), with the Hardliners’ 
permission” (wrong: although the Invisible Hand might indeed make it come true later on, such as when I shall be rewriting
this line!).
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protect Russia from the CIA!) It’s really an insult to me. Thus, you can truly say that nobody has 
sacrificed for Russia’s wellbeing as much as I have, in the entire history of Russia. (Right.)

The mechanism is supposedly (what follows is complete bullshit, although parts of it might indeed 
become true later on): in order to preserve past ICJ evidences against change, attempt has to be made 
by the conspirators to erase them. In order for my conspirators to erase them, I have to become violent 
and delusional (in accordance with A/ K’s conception of me), and this, for the rest of my life. When the
past ICJ evidences are so preserved, then both Russia and the world will be saved (the world in the 
sense of sustainable civilization). Although the world is not worth as much as my life, Russia is. But I 
have lost interest in this because it’s too insulting. I have thus lost all interest in EKT and going to 
Russia. 

Since A/ K’s desire to make me violent and delusional is just the general American people’s intention, I
presume that, when I commit crimes against the xxxxxxxx people, I have their absolute consent. When 
something they own is broken and they jump up and down very upset and calling and reporting it to the
police, if the police then tell them that they know who did it and that he did it because, per some 
women’s wish, he needs to make himself look bad, disgusting, delusional, and violent, so as to discredit
himself and waste his brain away, presumably the victims will feel a lot better. Certainly, anybody, or at
least any American, will not feel that he or she has suffered in vain if the purpose is to make me 
become a bad-to-the-bone delusional criminal. Making me look like a bad crazy person, a bad crazy 
criminal, is certainly worth the damage and a very happy enterprise indeed. This is in fact what they 
have always wanted. When they are angry, then, they are in fact just “acting” – simply to ascertain the 
fact that I am crazy and violent. Thus law enforcement, and Attorney General, shouldn’t be misled into 
believing that the victims have not consented to being victimized. It’s all a reality TV show, the purpose
being to make me look bad. Besides this, by suffering my crimes and making me look bad, the 
American people [can] get to save the world and Russia. They thus would in fact find their 
victimization extremely fulfilling. (Much of this, although negative thoughts, is quite true.)

My interaction with SDW today is recorded in: “IMPffchsmaura_6_1_14_330-755PM.MP3”. Now, 
some highlights, in order to get into the details. (Reviewed from 1:15:00 onward.) Various speakers 
speaking. Matthew Barasch (the organizer of today’s meeting in DeDe’s stead) came to harass me: he 
interrogated me, and wanted to see my ID (1:35:00). Note that I began webcaming SDW around 5:41 
PM. Meeting adjourned on 2:19:00. I went up to SDW to greet her on 2:20:30 (around 5:50 PM). 
About her brother James on 2:43:00. (Note that she pretended to not know that I knew something about
her brother.) About her past reports to the FBI. Her worry about her job (3:03:00). About SDW’s friend 
in Alaska, “Anne” (3:05:00). About his first boyfriend, the doctor from Afghanistan (3:19:00). About 
her brother James again (3:21:00). SDW was an English major before going into nursing (3:28:00). Her
description of her old neighborhood (3:33:00). About her 13.10.2013 post (3:37:00). SDW said she 
didn’t know which way to go to go home (3:45:00). Note that this was the only instance where she 
acted like she was being “stalked” by me. I asked SDW whether she was Googling for my blog post 
about her on 3 April. She denied that it was she (3:53:00). (She was of course lying, just as she was 
about not maintaining contact with “Anne”.) When somebody asked her for her email address (was he 
pretending?), I grabbed onto the opportunity to also ask her to give me her email address (3:54:00). She
hesitated for one second, but, in order to pretend to not be pulling pranks behind my back, i.e. in order 
to act “normal”, she did. How convenient! The other guy also wanted my email address. SDW then 
talked about the “perping” at her church (4:03:00).
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Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 5:07 AM, Bharat Sanchar Nigam 
Limited, Kolkata, India,*

117.197.228.40 - - [01/Jun/2014:06:07:31 -0600] "GET /2012/92012-8.png HTTP/1.1" 200 829496 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:30.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/30.0"

My violation of intellectual property rights. 

5:35 AM, China Unicom Henan, Xinzheng,

218.28.247.42 - - [01/Jun/2014:06:35:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/allegoryofcave.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 29134 "http://www.baidu.com/s?ie=utf-
8&bs=1+What+does+the+cave+men+in+this+article
%3Fin+Book+VII+of+Republic&f=8&rsv_bp=1&wd=1+What+does+the+cave+men+in+this+article
%3Fin+Book+VII+of+Republic&tn=32053019_3_pg" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 
3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; InfoPath.2; 2345Explorer 3.4.0.12519)"

Was he also doing something to the chapter? (ChinaNet Guangdong Province Network, Dongguan, 
Guangdong):

119.147.146.192 - - [01/Jun/2014:06:35:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/allegoryofcave.html
HTTP/1.1" 200 29077 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; MAXTHON 2.0)"

In any case – even though the search terms were so strange – my plagiarism. (Another volunteer whom 
the MSS had lent to the Secret Society women.)

6:15 AM, Opera Mini proxy:

82.145.222.68 - - [01/Jun/2014:07:15:58 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 "http://uk.ask.com/web?
q=the+history+of+the+international+court+of+justice&qsrc=0&o=312&l=dir&search=" "Opera/9.80 
(BlackBerry; Opera Mini/7.1.33551/34.2220; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
82.145.222.68 - - [01/Jun/2014:07:15:58 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Opera/9.80 (BlackBerry; Opera Mini/7.1.33551/34.2220; U; en)
Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
82.145.222.68 - - [01/Jun/2014:07:15:58 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Opera/9.80 (BlackBerry; Opera Mini/7.1.33551/34.2220; U; en)
Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"

Was this part of the Secret Society women’s operation? To confirm Homeland Security’s claim that I 
did harbor bizarre delusions about my involvement in an ICJ trial?

6:51 AM, Viettel Corporation, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam,
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115.74.203.99 - - [01/Jun/2014:07:51:56 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
347503 "https://www.google.com.vn/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:32 AM, netvigator.com, Kowloon, Hong Kong, 

220.246.236.188 - - [01/Jun/2014:08:32:00 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; GT-I9505 Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My harassment of Shizuka. Shizuka had rejoined the discussion so early in the morning.

7:35 PM, Korea Telecom, Seoul, South Korea,

119.192.126.235 - - [01/Jun/2014:08:35:37 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104
"https://www.google.co.kr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53                
119.192.126.235 - - [01/Jun/2014:08:36:41 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 218090
"https://www.google.co.kr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Again.

8:08 AM, 132.135-176-91.adsl-dyn.isp.belgacom.be, Brussels, Belgium,*

91.176.135.132 - - [01/Jun/2014:09:08:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

8:15 AM, 135-147-191-90.dyn.estpak.ee, Tallinn, Estonia,*

90.191.147.135 - - [01/Jun/2014:09:15:30 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:31.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/31.0"

Presumably Angelica was telling this friend of Ekaterina’s about my “naked picture of her”.

8:21 AM,

78.111.198.19 - - [01/Jun/2014:09:21:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; GT-I9505 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
    
8:54 AM, nj.res.rr.com, Fort Lee, New Jersey,
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68.172.252.207 - - [01/Jun/2014:09:54:25 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "http://imgarcade.com/1/foreshortening-perspective/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10.9; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. 

8:58 AM, KT Corporation, Nonsan, South Korea,*

175.223.30.93 - - [01/Jun/2014:09:58:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeeman.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 8107 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; ko-kr; SHV-E160K Build/JZO54K) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

9:19 AM, Bulgartel EAD, Kaspichan, Bulgaria,*

46.253.15.78 - - [01/Jun/2014:10:19:09 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

9:48 AM, Palestine Telecommunication Company, Palestinian Territory, 

83.244.82.246 - - [01/Jun/2014:10:48:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeeman.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 8050 "https://www.google.ps/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

9:54 AM, VDC, Hanoi, Vietnam,

123.18.230.220 - - [01/Jun/2014:10:54:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/krebscycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 148985 "https://www.google.com.vn/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.117 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

10:02 AM, 81-204-116-57.fixed.kpn.net, Lichtenvoorde, Netherlands,*

81.204.116.57 - - [01/Jun/2014:11:02:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"

My plagiarism.
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10:15 AM, T-Mobile USA, Las Vegas, Nevada,*

172.56.40.237 - - [01/Jun/2014:11:15:53 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; LGMS323 
Build/KOT49I.MS32310a) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/31.0.1650.59 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

10:33 AM, Telus, Richmond, British Columbia,

154.5.229.234 - - [01/Jun/2014:11:33:25 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.146 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

10:49 AM, nycmny.fios.verizon.net, Garden City, New York,

96.224.215.93 - - [01/Jun/2014:11:49:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ellipsestructure.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39124 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

10:59 AM, dynamic.dsl.as9105.com, London, UK,

85.211.97.57 - - [01/Jun/2014:11:59:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

5 seconds later, he followed the instruction and did a search for the chapter:

85.211.97.57 - - [01/Jun/2014:11:59:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html HTTP/1.1" 
200 11888 http://www.google.co.uk/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&docid=7FmrBabauZJZFM&tbnid=GuiEFLDFlOS73M
:&ved=0CAEQjxw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fcapra.html&ei=CWqLU_XsFuq20wW34HgDQ&bvm=bv.67720277,
d.ZWU&psig=AFQjCNFbwxO0AXe7EI6Wf6vwHWZf3g2IQw&ust=1401731935001921 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism. 

11:14 AM, Africom, Harare, Zimbabwe,*

41.221.157.61 - - [01/Jun/2014:12:14:27 -0600] "GET /gallery/evolutioncomplete.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
151271 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=Mating+Signals+of+Women&id=6F4B632BFF0DCA89994F4727F410897577E2DEC0&FORM=I
QFRBA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

The search terms are so particular that we can’t be sure whether this was part of the Secret Society 
women’s operation. 
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11:18 AM,

112.209.239.65 - - [01/Jun/2014:12:18:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com.ph/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:43 AM, getinternet.no, Oslo, Norway,

84.208.139.183 - - [01/Jun/2014:12:43:57 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-20.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
75904 "https://www.google.no/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:54 AM, 67.216.133.18.pool.hargray.net, Ridgeland, South Carolina, 

67.216.133.18 - - [01/Jun/2014:12:54:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeeman.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 8107 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 5_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/534.46 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9B206 Safari/7534.48.3"

She received the link to the image from the Secret Society women. 16 seconds later, she clicked on the 
other link (to the chapter) that was also sent to her:

67.216.133.18 - - [01/Jun/2014:12:54:40 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/quantummechanics.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 28659 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU 
OS 5_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9B206
Safari/7534.48.3"
67.216.133.18 - - [01/Jun/2014:12:54:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/quantummechanics.htm" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 5_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/5.1 Mobile/9B206 Safari/7534.48.3"
….

My plagiarism.

12:15 PM,

37.228.104.80 - - [01/Jun/2014:13:15:10 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
18877 "-" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera Mini/7.5.35199/34.2220; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
37.228.104.80 - - [01/Jun/2014:13:15:10 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera 
Mini/7.5.35199/34.2220; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
37.228.104.80 - - [01/Jun/2014:13:15:10 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera 
Mini/7.5.35199/34.2220; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
37.228.104.80 - - [01/Jun/2014:13:15:10 -0600] "GET /1/knightmoietyexchange.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
255080 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (Android; Opera 
Mini/7.5.35199/34.2220; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
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My plagiarism? My particular brand of misogynist ideology?

12:43 PM, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico,*

132.248.16.20 - - [01/Jun/2014:13:43:14 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 
"https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12:52 PM, ip98-177-234-238.ph.ph.cox.net, Glendale, Arizona.

98.177.234.238 - - [01/Jun/2014:13:52:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 64172
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My delusional belief about there being chips planted inside my brain. 

1:14 PM, cpe-23-243-196-212.socal.res.rr.com, Los Angeles, California. 

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:14:14:34 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/ 
HTTP/1.1" 200 100926 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden. 

1:16 PM,

66.75.59.229 - - [01/Jun/2014:14:16:39 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-20.png HTTP/1.1" 200 75904 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B651 Safari/9537.53"

1:30 PM, cpc23-acto3-2-0-cust133.4-2.cable.birginm.net, London, UK,

80.2.126.134 - - [01/Jun/2014:14:30:00 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 40618
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
80.2.126.134 - - [01/Jun/2014:14:30:01 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. 

1:58 PM, 107-214-222-20.lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Irvine, California,*

107.214.222.20 - - [01/Jun/2014:14:58:58 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/537.36 
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(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I had stolen this drawing from my family members.

2:37 PM,

189.192.189.61 - - [01/Jun/2014:15:37:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=glycolysis&pc=cosp&ptag=ACE909DEB071442E99DF&form=CONMHP&conlogo=CT3210127" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:39 PM, the 1:14 PM Los Angeles volunteer continued:

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:15:39:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/05/31/diary-of-targeting-may-
2014-until-31-may/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3150 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-world-
simulation/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:15:39:18 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/05/31/diary-of-
targeting-may-2014-until-31-may/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

It’s my latest blog post. 22 seconds later, without clicking on the diary, she came to the blog post series 
for last month:

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:15:39:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/05/ HTTP/1.1" 200 32601 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"

2:43 PM, or four minutes later, she came to the blog post series for April:

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:15:43:26 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/ HTTP/1.1" 200 74251 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"

2:57 PM, she came to the blog post series for March:

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:15:57:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/ HTTP/1.1" 200 118779 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"

3:02 PM, EE, Wakefield, UK,*
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2.28.4.37 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:02:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/electrontransportchain.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

3:04 PM, the Los Angeles volunteer continued:

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:00 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-152x152-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-" "MobileSafari/9537.53 CFNetwork/672.1.14 Darwin/14.0.0"
23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:01 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-152x152.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1361 "-" "MobileSafari/9537.53 CFNetwork/672.1.14 Darwin/14.0.0"
23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:02 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-" "MobileSafari/9537.53 CFNetwork/672.1.14 Darwin/14.0.0"
23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:02 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-"
"MobileSafari/9537.53 CFNetwork/672.1.14 Darwin/14.0.0"

Within 3 seconds, she came to the blog post series for March again:

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:03 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/ HTTP/1.1" 200 79372 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Mobile/11D201"
23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:05 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11D201"
23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:05 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Mobile/11D201"
23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:06 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Mobile/11D201"

21 seconds later, she came to the blog post series for February:

23.243.196.212 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:04:21 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/02/ HTTP/1.1" 200 17935 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/sentient-world-simulation/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"

Around this time, I saw SDW in Plummer Park.

3:16 PM, Reliance Communications, Mumbai, India, 

115.240.20.49 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:16:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/14/13/ HTTP/1.1" 200 4738
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=8&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CFgQFjAH&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs
%2F2012%2F04%2F14%2F13%2F&ei=0aSLU6T1CsXprQfdy4G4BA&usg=AFQjCNH1_lCQLipgn
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NoLu6DxLlZfHFerAA&bvm=bv.67720277,d.bmk" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/
7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case President Obama.

3:43 PM, 71-222-75-132.ptld.qwest.net, Portland, Oregon.

71.222.75.132 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:43:59 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
4464 http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CCoQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fsynthetic-telepathy
%2F&ei=q6yLU9GTCND8oATew4HYBw&usg=AFQjCNGYiBnnP206B6gmAgCN2KDqy94BhQ&si
g2=EBjciAiZc7uUUI3N-wVXBg&bvm=bv.68191837,d.cGU "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux 
x86_64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

15 seconds later, he did listen to the recording:

71.222.75.132 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:44:14 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav HTTP/
1.1" 200 4818013 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/"
"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

8 seconds later, he came to the blog post series for last month:

71.222.75.132 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:44:22 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/05/ HTTP/1.1" 200 32601 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux 
x86_64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

He was supposed to report on my delusions about synthetic telepathy, but he was evidently not that 
enthusiastic. 

3:51 PM, 71-217-63-141.rcmt.centurylink.net, Durham, North Carolina,* 

71.217.63.141 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:51:03 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

How I had stolen this drawing from my family members.

3:52 PM, 201-1-30-30.dsl.telesp.net.br, Sao Paulo, Brazil,*

201.1.30.30 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:52:13 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My computer-hacking.

3:57 PM, host81-152-16-34.range81-152.btcentralplus.com, Leicester, UK,*

81.152.16.34 - - [01/Jun/2014:16:57:51 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
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"http://www.google.co.uk/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; en-gb; GT-N7100 
Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30"

Was Robin now making her report to the TMU? (How I had stolen this drawing from her.)

4:14 PM, Talk Talk, East Boldon, UK,

78.148.7.42 - - [01/Jun/2014:17:14:46 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/descartes202.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11660 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

5:21 PM, tsf-24-100-252-203.tsf.videotron.ca, Montreal, Quebec,*

24.100.252.203 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:21:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/sacred-profane.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9796 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.1; fr-ca; SGH-T999V Build/JRO03L) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

How I had violated Prof. Ménard’s intellectual property rights. At this critical juncture, Prof. Ménard 
also lent his helping hand. Was this volunteer another one of Prof. Ménard’s students?

5:28 PM,

189.27.7.113 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:28:15 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36"

5:38 PM, dsl-74-220-79-145.dhcp.cruzio.com, Santa Cruz, California,

74.220.79.145 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:38:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77255
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=28&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CFAQFjAHOBQ&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking
%2F&ei=W8eLU6XBo73oASe8ICoBA&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rAow&bvm=
bv.6819 1837,d.cGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Note that this visit occurred about three minutes before I began webcaming SDW. The rest of the Secret
Society women’s volunteers must be at the moment monitoring my movements in the Plummer Park 
community center while continuing to make their false reports to the TMU. Now it’s the turn of this 
Santa Cruz volunteer: to report on my bizarre obsession with, and delusions about, SDW. Then, two 
minutes later:

74.220.79.145 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:40:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/05/31/diary-of-targeting-may-2014-
until-31-may/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3112 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
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My latest blog post. But, just like the Los Angeles volunteer from earlier, she didn’t click on the diary. 
Then, another minute later:

74.220.79.145 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:41:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/ HTTP/1.1" 200 22516
http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Another three minutes later: 

74.220.79.145 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:44:31 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/09/ HTTP/1.1" 200 19392
http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
74.220.79.145 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:44:35 -0600] "GET /2012/9712-20.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/09/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
74.220.79.145 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:44:35 -0600] "GET /2012/92012-8.png HTTP/1.1" 200 829496 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/09/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

She must be looking for the blog post about my search for the nanochips inside my brain.

5:47 PM, dsl-189-162-112-149-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Leon, Mexico,*

189.162.112.149 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:47:15 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. At the same time, the Santa Cruz volunteer continued:

74.220.79.145 - - [01/Jun/2014:18:47:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-
control-torture-throughartificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 11649 
http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Again, my obsession with SDW. 

6:04 PM, videomar Rede Nordeste S/A, Fortaleza, Brazil, 

66.249.85.186 - - [01/Jun/2014:19:04:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 26579 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/29.0,gzip(gfe)"

She immediately translated the chapter into Portuguese:

187.18.176.54 - - [01/Jun/2014:19:04:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=pt-BR&prev=/search%3Fq
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%3Dpeoples%2Bnostratic,%2Brussia,%2Borigin%26biw%3D1440%26bih
%3D789&rurl=translate.google.com.br&sl=en&u=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/
scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html&usg=ALkJrhimJtoCUR_6k6AOKV15PfSgJ7Z3Hw" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
….

While the Santa Cruz volunteer was still doing her reporting to the TMU, this Brazilian volunteer cut in
to report that I really did plagiarize.

6:11 PM, Windstream Communications LLC., Naperville, Illinois,*

69.66.65.111 - - [01/Jun/2014:19:11:40 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
135584 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=US+Army+in+Germany+1960s&qpvt=US+Army+in+Germany+1960s&FORM=IGRE" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)"

6:16 PM,

92.40.249.63 - - [01/Jun/2014:19:16:35 -0600] "GET /2012/92012-8.png HTTP/1.1" 200 829496 
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11A465 Safari/9537.53"

6:37 PM, cpe688f2ec5d093-cm688f2ec5d090.cpe.net.cable.rogers.com, Toronto, Ontario,*

99.230.177.173 - - [01/Jun/2014:19:37:28 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.3; Win64; x64; Trident/7.0; Touch; ASU2JS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

This volunteer also reported that I really did violate intellectual property laws.

6:41 PM,

177.59.164.116 - - [01/Jun/2014:19:41:19 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39249 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:57 PM, 1-38-22-250.live.vodafone.in, Lucknow, India,

1.38.22.250 - - [01/Jun/2014:19:57:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/09/21/the-difficult-search-for-a-
nanochip-inside-mybrain-part-iv/ HTTP/1.1" 200 6144 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CDcQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fblogs%2F2012%2F09%2F21%2Fthedifficult-search-for-a-nanochip-inside-my-brain-part-iv
%2F&rct=j&q=how%20to%20see%20doctors%20nanochip%20in
%20brain&ei=19mLU8GvCYi8ugSWqIKABw&usg=AFQjCNE1z35ihqlnnFBYcAYQNi7ADOzlQA
&bvm=bv.67720277,d.c2E" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; C1904 Build/15.1.C.2.8) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/28.0.1500.94 Mobile Safari/537.36"
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7:03 PM, Sogang University, Seoul, South Korea,*

163.239.212.169 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:03:32 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
163.239.212.169 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:03:38 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31789 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Another report about my plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted these diagrams myself.) At the same 
time: virtua.com.br, Marilia, Brazil,

187.39.212.171 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:03:46 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

7:07 PM, dsl.brasiltelecom.net.br, Guaiba, Brazil:

189.73.135.92 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:07:58 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 344816 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:18 PM, snr-1954.unl.edu, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska,

129.93.174.71 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:18:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=glycosis+pathway+uses+ATP&id=
1B007D13F904AEF4978EE697E85B8A636FC00533&FORM=IQFRBA" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

7:27 PM, the Internet Group (IHUG) Ltd., Christchurch, New Zealand,*

118.92.243.153 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:27:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orthorhombic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18520 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

7:31 PM, ool-2f12f329.dyn.optonline.net, Brooklyn, New York,*

47.18.243.41 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:31:39 -0600] "GET /1/oilpatch.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 29169 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

7:54 PM, Spark New Zealand, Aukland, New Zealand,
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122.57.204.236 - - [01/Jun/2014:20:54:39 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orthorhombic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18520 "https://www.google.co.nz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism again. Then, no activities for almost two hours. Presumably it was around this time that 
the TMU had informed SDW that they had decided to dismiss the Homeland Security warning about 
me one more time.

9:47 PM, bras-base-toroon01zb3-grc-23-70-49-210-188.dsl.bell.ca, Toronto, Ontario,*

70.49.210.188 - - [01/Jun/2014:22:47:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

My plagiarism. It seems that, by this time, SDW and the rest of the Secret Society women (Ekaterina 
included) had finally recovered slightly from their initial shock and resumed mobilizing volunteers to 
brainstorm how to prove to law enforcement that the Homeland Security warning about me was at least
right about something.

9:56 PM, I searched for James Sheehan’s information on Intelius while in Starbucks. Did Homeland 
Security CO chief, because of the current emergency situation, want me to do some quick 
“cyberstalking” of SDW in order to have at least some temporary evidence with which to lock up the 
previous ICJ trial for the time being?

10:29 PM, lv.lv.cox.net, Las Vegas, Nevada,

98.167.69.190 - - [01/Jun/2014:23:29:43 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/91313-
58.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225418 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

10:49 PM, 072-181-094-247.res.spectrum.com, El Paso, Texas,*

72.181.94.247 - - [01/Jun/2014:23:49:46 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My computer hacking. 

11:13 PM, amazon.com, Seattle, Washington,*

16.48.70.232 - - [02/Jun/2014:00:13:08 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

Was this volunteer actually an employee at Amazon? In any case, my plagiarism. (Even though I had 
crafted the image myself.)

11:53 PM, sbkwu.edu.pk, Sardar Bahadur Khan Women’s University, Pakistan,
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121.52.157.18 - - [02/Jun/2014:00:53:09 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 124684 "http://www.google.com.pk/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=17&ved=0CEUQFjAGOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fancestorcult.html&ei=zx6MU5jtBoWd0AXvjYCIBQ&usg=AFQjC
NG52-thyzW9fi3OZUR8bI61spTQRQ&bvm=bv.67720277,d.d2k" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
rv:21.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/21.0"

My plagiarism. Again, the Secret Society women had recruited a university student in Pakistan to make
this false report in order to make it more credible to the TMU. 

12:28 AM, vc-tandberg.uog.edu.pk, Islamabad, Pakistan,*

111.68.104.136 - - [02/Jun/2014:01:28:59 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
5.1; rv:26.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/26.0"

This is the University of Gujrat. Another university student in Pakistan! My plagiarism.

12:35 AM, ip-66-87-144-21.stplmn.spcsdns.net, La crosse, Wisconsin,*

66.87.144.21 - - [02/Jun/2014:01:35:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "-" "Dalvik/1.6.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; LG-LS720 Build/JZO54K)"

My plagiarism.

12:44 AM, mail.isr-sabis.net, Germany,

80.152.157.101 - - [02/Jun/2014:01:44:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=glycolysis&FORM=HDRSC2&adlt=strict" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like
Gecko"

My plagiarism. This volunteer seemed to be another university student who had received the link to the
image in his school email account:
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12:55 AM, go.com.jo, Amman, Jordan, 

86.108.8.192 - - [02/Jun/2014:01:55:03 -0600] "GET /1/chineseinteractionsphere.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
172424 "https://www.google.jo/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

1:19 AM, cpe-121-217-184-244.qb51.nqld.asp.telstra.net, Sydney, Australia,*

121.217.184.244 - - [02/Jun/2014:02:19:08 -0600] "GET /gallery/duke2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 471492 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"

Angelica’s naked picture! Angelica was presumably explaining to this volunteer: “We need to force law
enforcement to validate the Homeland Security warning about him! Can you see how we can convince 
law enforcement that this is indeed a naked picture of me?”

1:43 AM, BSNL, Kolkata, India,

117.194.203.53 - - [02/Jun/2014:02:43:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/mind-reading-computer/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 17418 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1712.4 Safari/537.36"
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1:47 AM, webdefence.cluster-j.forcepoint.net, Reading, UK,*

85.115.54.180 - - [02/Jun/2014:02:47:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 39192 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0)"

My plagiarism.

1:53 AM, static.tpgi.com.au, Perth, Australia,

14.203.155.127 - - [02/Jun/2014:02:53:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/squaretrigram.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33617 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:58 AM, prometej.fmf.uni-lj.si, Univerza v Ljubljani, Ljubljana, Slovenia,*

193.2.86.3 - - [02/Jun/2014:03:58:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9743 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

3:28 AM, nat.elisa-mobile.fi, Finland,

85.76.55.205 - - [02/Jun/2014:04:28:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orphism.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39990 "http://www.google.fi/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0CFAQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Forphism.html&ei=wlGMU9LvIeL_ygPx9oLgDg&usg=AFQjCNHG
ElX6RMM4R8ZbGzHmzoG_NVi6uQ&bvm=bv.67720277,d.bGQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

3:32 AM, btcentralplus.com, Newquay, UK,

86.161.240.125 - - [02/Jun/2014:04:32:43 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76624
"http://www.google.co.uk/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=76&ved=0CEwQFjAFOEY&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fappendix.html&ei=mVKMU5XmL4feOquqgbAL&usg=AFQjCNGDAFu8RFB0xqhCnvErh
tGxCioZiA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; yie; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.
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Let’s summarize. As SDW prepared her trip to Los Angeles, the rest of the Secret Society women 
continued to mobilize their volunteers to report on my website in order to convince the TMU that the 
Homeland Security warning about me was accurate:

(1) 6:15 AM, an Opera Mini volunteer reported on my front page (my delusion about my involvement 
in an ICJ trial).
(2) 7:32 – 7:35 AM, Shizuka was discussing me with a Hong Kong and a South Korean volunteer.
(3) 8:15 AM, Angelica was telling Ekaterina’s Tallinn friend about (or getting her to report on) my 
naked picture of her.
(4) 12:15 PM, another Opera Mini volunteer reported on my particular brand of misogynist ideology 
(elementarystructures.htm). 
(5) 12:52 PM, a Glendale, Arizona, volunteer reported on my delusions about being chipped in the 
brain. 
(6) 1:14 PM, a Los Angeles volunteer reported on my delusion about Snowden. 
(7) 2:39 PM, this Los Angeles volunteer reported on the May blog posts.
(8) 2:43 PM, she reported on the April blog posts.
(9) 2:57 PM, she reported on the March blog posts.
(10) 3:04 PM, she reported on the February blog posts. This volunteer was evidently somebody 
important, perhaps somebody who knew me.

By this time, I was in Plummer Park and had seen SDW.

(11) 3:16 PM, a Mumbai, India, volunteer reported on my delusion about President Obama.
(12) 3:43 PM, a Portland, Oregon, volunteer reported on my delusions about synthetic telepathy.
(13) 5:21 PM, a Montreal volunteer reported on my violation of Prof. Ménard’s intellectual property 
rights. (Prof. Ménard’s students, all the way in Montreal, were also watching closely the FFCHS 
meeting.)
(14) 5:38 – 6 PM, a Santa Cruz volunteer began reporting on my obsession with, and delusions about, 
SDW, just as I started welcoming her. In the next 20 minutes, she would have reported on my April 
blog posts, my September 2012 blog posts (my search for the nanochips inside my brain), and my 
11.03.2014 blog post (more obsession with SDW).
 
From 6 PM onward, volunteers also concentrated on reporting my supposed plagiarism to the TMU.

(15) 6:57 PM, a Lucknow, India, volunteer reported that I really did believe that there were chips 
planted inside my brain. 

Then, from 8 PM onward, no more activities: minutes after I had left SDW, the TMU had informed her 
and the rest of the Secret Society women that the Homeland Security warning about me was once again
dismissed. They didn’t explain why: it’s clearly evident from SDW’s interaction with me that she, 
along with the rest of the Secret Society women, didn’t really believe I was dangerous (that everyone 
had been jumping up and down about this dangerous schizophrenic and misogynist terrorist “stalker” 
simply because everyone enjoyed the excitement and wanted that precious title of “being a victim of 
male sexual aggression”). Shocked, all the women went silent (with Ekaterina agonizing over the 
matter too all the way in South Korea).
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Then, 9:56 PM, Homeland Security CO chief wanted me to do some quick “cyberstalking” of SDW in 
order to have temporary evidence in the ICJ to lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being. 

(16) By 10 PM, the Secret Society women had resumed mobilizing volunteers: the task at hand was to 
find ways to prove that I did plagiarize so that, being at least right about me in one thing, the Homeland
Security warning can still be retained in the American law enforcement circles.
(17) 1:19 AM, Angelica asked a Sydney volunteer to brainstorm how to prove to the TMU that there 
were indeed naked pictures of her on my website.51

And of course, in the above, we didn’t mention all the reports about my plagiarism earlier in the day 
plus the other reports about my computer-hacking and harassment of my family members and so on.

In the original version, we have this half-correct, half-wrong conclusion at this point – what is correct 
is marked in red, with our comments from this time around in brackets and italicized:

We must make two comments in particular. First, since SDW was wearing a wire to sting 
me today, she would have had to come to Los Angeles a long time before the FFCHS 
meeting was scheduled to begin. Thus, she should have been in Los Angeles conferring 
with Kiersten, Angelica, Veronica, and Dr P at least since noon. All the false reports that 
were filed with the TMU (about my plagiarism and the delusional state of my mind) from 
10 AM onward until 5 PM would have been directed by somebody else in the Secret 
Society. If it wasn’t Karin – if Karin was also there conferring with SDW – then it was 
somebody whom I didn’t know but who was close to the core members of the Secret 
Society. [Maybe it’s Ekaterina!] The private investigators whom Veronica had hired would 
of course also be there, since it was they who were going to wire up SDW. [So far, so 
good.] Behind Veronica’s back, however, the private investigators were secretly 
cooperating with the TMU as well, so that the TMU officers would also have access to both
the surveillance which had already been set up on the ceiling and the wire which SDW was 
wearing. [This is totally false. The investigators never betrayed the Secret Society women 
since they were loyal servants of Homeland Security CO chief.] Secondly, while the false 
reports which the Secret Society had been making about me remained in the same genre 
(“delusional”, “violent”, “plagiarizing”, and others like “sexually perverted”, “misogynist”,
and presumably “racist”), the content of these reports must have been significantly 
upgraded, in order to avoid the pitfalls which the TMU had already discovered and earlier 
pointed out. It’s not clear whether the Secret Society’s nightly discussion with the TMU 
had borne any fruits; it seemed that the TMU had told the women that they would render 
their new decision only tomorrow – since, as you shall see, it was from 3 June onward that 
all activities on SDW’s Facebook group suddenly ceased, indicating that she was suddenly 
“afraid” of my “online stalking”. [This is wrong to the extent that the TMU had already 
rendered their decision tonight.] The Secret Society would have thought that they had 
played their most important card with the Santa Cruz person’s false reporting from 5:38 
PM onward, in combination with the core members’ false interpretation of my activities 
inside the Plummer Park community center (“He was sneaking around SDW looking for 
chances to hurt her…”). The TMU officers, however, would have seen a completely 
different picture. They had seen that, in order to not raise my suspicion, SDW pretended as 

51 Note that tomorrow (or rather today) was Monday and so Angelica didn’t have to go to work in the morning. She had thus
stayed up tonight in order to attend to the emergency situation. 
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if nothing were going on. If I asked her for her email address, she would provide it. If I 
asked her any questions at all, she would answer them – even though she would be lying 
half of the time. Her demeanor clearly demonstrated that she was not afraid of me at all – in
blatant contradiction to the Secret Society’s claim that I was extremely violent because of 
the delusional state of my mind, and therefore extremely dangerous to SDW; and that she 
was therefore terrified of me. In reality, she was not afraid of me at all, because she was 
aware that I wasn’t physically violent at all. She liked to portray me as violent and 
dangerous because that’s how she could persuade law enforcement to lock me up forever 
without telling me why and then remove my website. The TMU knew that this was the 
case, and now they had obtained clear and indisputable evidences. In fact, the TMU 
officers had probably instructed SDW to remain calm while interacting with me in order to 
not raise my suspicion. If so, then, when SDW obeyed the instruction, she was totally 
unaware that she was falling into a trap. All the women in the Secret Society never noticed 
that, when they tried to act “normal” toward me in order to not raise my suspicion, and 
when they cheerfully supplied me with any information I asked from them in order, again, 
to not raise my suspicion, they were really undermining their own case, which was all 
based on the claim that I was physically violent and coveting their private information. 
Everybody else can see clearly that I wasn’t dangerous at all and wasn’t stalking anybody, 
and that neither SDW nor anybody else in the Secret Society believed that I was dangerous 
and coveting their private information. The women had made up their entire stories because
their real concern – that I wrote about them or mentioned their names or hinted at their 
existence on my blog – wasn’t any law enforcement issue at all. The TMU officers must 
have been absolutely struck by the apparent mental retardation of the women inside the 
Secret Society who had never noticed how unbelievable their stories were and how bizarre 
their request was. For SDW and her women “friends”, hinting at her existence on one’s 
blog without her consent was a “crime” demanding life-long imprisonment without charge 
– something which, in modern era, not even heads of states, not even the most frightening 
dictators, had ever done, with the exception of Kim Jong-Il, perhaps. Thus, even though, 
under the American justice system, I had absolutely no rights whatever, the treatment 
which SDW had demanded of law enforcement in my regard was still strangely out of the 
ordinary. And yet SDW and her gang never seemed to have noticed it.52 

52 The following is left-over from the original version and is, at this time, no longer quite valid – per our explanation this 
time around: In Diane Ducret’s Femmes de dictateurs, II, we read of this incident involving Kim Jong-Il: « La mémoire de 
Hye-rim devenait trop encombrante. Jong-il devient méfiant envers ceux qui ont associés au nom de son premier amour. Ses
agents viennent un matin à la porte de la danseuse qui était sa meilleure amie à l’école et l’emmènent avec toute sa famille 
dans le tristement célèbre camp de prisonniers de Yodok. Ses parents y décéderont de malnutrition, et son fils de 9 ans s’y 
noiera en cherchant de l’eau à la rivière. Après neuf années à Yodok, la ballerine brisée recevra enfin l’explication de cet 
internement : Un agent de sécurité me dit : Song Hye-rim n’est pas la femme de King Jong-il, et ils n’ont pas d’enfants. Ce 
sont des rumeurs sans fondement. Si tu parles de cela, on ne te pardonnera plus. » (Les trois grâces de Kim Jong-il, p. 283.) 
Hye-rim was Kim’s first love, the famous movie star girlfriend of his. When Kim’s sister and father broke up the 
relationship, however, she went insane, and, despite Kim’s effort to cure her by sending her to the best mental hospital in 
Moscow, she was still insane, and soon couldn’t even recognize him anymore. This was the most embarrassing affair in 
Kim’s life, so that he wished nobody in the world would know, or talk, about it. SDW, as noted, strangely believes that she 
needs to be respected in the same way as Kim Jong-Il was in North Korea. If anybody talks about her on his blog, he needs 
to be secretly arrested without knowing why and sent to labor camp to rot away without understanding why. Meanwhile, of 
course, she can talk about anybody she feels like on her blog: about how she made false reports to the FBI about her first 
boyfriend’s being a terrorist to ruin his life, and about how her former roommates gang-stalked her (imaginary events), etc. 
This, because she is a superior being, at least to me.  
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Of course, in SDW’s mind, “talking about her” was indeed equivalent to “stalking”, and 
she was probably aware that no laws anywhere had ever defined “stalking” that way. But 
she must have thought the laws “unfair”, i.e. it’s the laws’ fault, not her fault, that she had 
to make up ten thousand stories about my violent nature and stalking in order to make a 
“stalker” out of me. But the TMU officers must have been severely struck by SDW’s 
profound ability to read meanings of “sexual victimization” into every event and 
occurrence where nothing whatsoever had happened at all. Where is the “stalking” when 
you ask her for her email address and she provides it to you graciously? This woman was 
truly a “professional victim”: interpreting “sexual victimization” out of every meaningless 
and ordinary occurrence against all odds was her “specialization”, i.e. the special talent 
which she alone, and nobody else, possessed – had she taken a class to learn this “special 
skill” in the Catholic University of America? – and in fact the only thing she knew how to 
do in life!           

The errors in the above half-correct, half-wrong interpretation are: (1) the Secret Society women’s 
ultimate goal is to be recognized as my “victims” and “expert witnesses” on me, all in accordance with 
the Homeland Security warning about me. It’s not about whether I had talked about them on my blog or
any striving on their part to put me away for life for talking about them, but about being a “victim” who
is intellectually superior to the “victimizer” (in that she, the victim, can understand the dumb victimizer
inside out). (2) The Secret Society women, and SDW in particular, had put such an exaggerated 
demand on law enforcement (that mere blogging about a woman be considered “stalking”) only 
because the Homeland Security warning about me had completely distorted their sense of reality, not 
because they were by nature this dumb (this much like Kim Jong-Il). Again, these errors have occurred 
in the original version because, at the time, I wasn’t yet aware that the Homeland Security warning 
about me was the pivot around which the whole matter revolved. (I’m aware of it today even though 
I’m still forbidden to see the warning myself.)

2 June (Monday)

First, a note about myself. At TNT, 12:30 PM. Two black guys sat down behind me to talk loudly. 
Anger/ pain attack: SDW’s manner of targeting, Sonophobia. Played loud music (in earphones) to 
cover up. 12:40 PM, realized:

CORRECTIVE TO NEW FEMINISM: The White Roses have orchestrated the Kxxxxxxx Affair to 
prepare for (1) the upcoming backlash against women’s working; and (2) the upcoming global backlash
against all things American. However, I must correct my earlier error. While scientific evidences have 
generally indicated that women are slightly intellectually inferior to men, this is in fact not the reason 
why the White Roses want women to stop working. Most jobs in society simply require a person to 
work like a robot, so that qualification for the job is actually not important at all, i.e. where the issue of 
intellectual superiority/ inferiority does not actually matter. The real problem which the White Roses 
are wrestling with is that there are simply too many people working, so that the economy has become 
overloaded. Similar situation during the dot com boom. There are too many people trying to create a 
new dot com business, resulting in a bubble, and thus causing the whole economy to blow up. You 
cannot have both the husband and the wife working. One of them has to stop working. But the White 
Roses have decided to tell the woman to go home, according to the following rationale: Most 
professions are in fact harmful to the world/ human civilization. Thus, when there are enough 
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men working to harm the world, why are women joining men to harm the world, just in order to 
prove that they are equal to men? It’s like: if there are so many men who are criminals and few 
women who are, why are women getting upset and wanting to become criminals too, just to prove that 
they can do crimes as well as men can (are equal to men)? New Feminism is thus: women should do 
something else to prove themselves. This in fact must have been what the SWS simulation has shown: 
there are too many people working. And this is in fact the real message to Russian women.53 

I realized this while sitting outside TNT. I realized that I was duped into saying something misogynist 
just in order to fit Kiersten’s profile of me as a misogynist (for the sake of the ICJ evidentiary record). 
(Right! In order to satisfy Homeland Security CO chief!) In reality, of course, I don’t really care 
whether women work or not; I in fact prefer that women work, for otherwise, if they all stay home, 
where are you going to meet them? What a bad trick! All because I was merely trying to describe what 
the SWS simulation has shown; thus this is how the control center was able to trick someone without 
the slightest tendency toward the traditional notions of gender roles into speaking like a conservative: 
by making him believe that this is what the SWS simulation has shown when he is trying to guess it. 
The amazing thing is that the control center has done it again! The White Roses probably don’t care 
either whether women work or not. By making me believe that they want women to stay home, the 
control center could make me say something “traditionalist” to correct my earlier statement; and yet I 
have just made myself look like a “misogynist” (conservative) again, because most people don’t have 
the capacity to distinguish whether I’m trying to describe other people’s opinions or whether I’m 
expressing my own. (Right! I had finally deciphered Homeland Security CO chief’s bad trick!)54 

My right conclusion in the original version: Note that I also posted on my blog, while at TNT, a new 
post to correct my earlier statements that SDW had become racist toward Asians. I was clearly wrong 
before such as was indicated by SDW’s behavior yesterday. The TMU would certainly use my new post
to buttress their conclusion that I wasn’t quite really “delusional” in the Secret Society [women’s] 
sense, but was just “wrong”.  

53 Again, was I really speaking the opinion of the Invisible Hand and BOL? Would Best Mommy later on really so instruct 
the feminists when it comes time to create “New Feminism”? But, as of now, it’s just Homeland Security CO chief wanting 
me to write something misogynist so that he could have temporary evidence in the ICJ to lock up the previous ICJ trial for 
the time being.
54 In the original version, my wrong conclusion at this point: “But, presumably, as the TMU was concluding their case under
the Hardliners’ instruction, I was programmed to realize my earlier error while committing a new one in order for them to 
conclude that I ‘sort of’ fit Kiersten’s description of me as a ‘misogynist’ (a traditionalist).”
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Did the Invisible Hand send Rod in today to collect
more evidence from me for the TMU?55

2:25 PM, realized also that SDW’s brother James is in the real estate business, and that this is why I 
have been programmed to xxxxxx real estate companies (evidence of my violent intention against 
SDW’s brother). (Wrong.) To WLA to check on TRGTs. Checked the news of the prime minister’s 
resignation in ACHBSIA. Concluded that it has to do with the replacement of evidences. (Wrong.) 
Wouldn’t the Panistas find the European election strange? They must have already fallen under the 
Macrospherians’ command. (Bullshit.) Only by 9 PM would I realize that they must have been told that
the Republicans have command over the anti-EU parties and will command them to do things to make 
themselves look bad. (Wrong again.) Then on the bus to go to the Orthodox Church. Was able to study 
on the bus. People were talking behind me, causing me physical pain. Becoming like SDW, 
“Sonophobia”. Was remotely controlled to misremember the timing of the catechism class, and so late 
by 1 hour (8 PM). Not terribly angry. Then was remotely controlled to need to defecate. Home first to 
use the toilet, hence was unable to do Carolyn. 10 PM, to WLA. Couldn’t do the Wine House, a taxi 
driver in front of the strip club. 3 W (Lion Windows and Doors). Bus 4 home. 2 AM, one black guy 
bumped into my laptop while I was writing about [BOL’s] New Feminism. Extreme pain. Required by 
my conspirators to attack xxxxxxxxx immediately. (It was just Homeland Security CO chief, dummy! 
Now that he needed evidence to revive his warning about me!) Off the bus, SM/ SWTZR, 1 W (J’s 
CF). 3 SPC. 3 H. Must spend time committing crimes instead of writing or reading or using my brain. 

(It’s important to note here Homeland Security CO chief’s new plan: to remotely control me to “stalk” 
Carolyn again so that, when Carolyn shall go to the TMU to complain about me, he could have at least 
some temporary evidence with which to justify his warning about me in the ICJ and lock up the 

55 The first email was sent on 12:05 PM, the second on 1:10 PM, and the third on 2:37 PM. Did the TMU need more 
evidence to dismiss the Homeland Security warning? How did I miss Rod?
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previous ICJ trial for the time being. But, for whatever reason, I didn’t make it because I suddenly 
needed to defecate. Did the Invisible Hand interrupt Homeland Security CO chief’s plan? But the latter
would succeed tomorrow!) 

Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 4:02 AM, I was editing my blog 
from home. I would delete Homeland Security CO chief’s latest evidence!

4:14 AM, Henry Schein, Hicksville, New York,*

69.74.24.88 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:14:39 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40484 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; 
Trident/5.0)"

Henry Schein is apparently a distributor of health care products and services. The Secret Society 
women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to brainstorm how to 
falsely report me for plagiarism.

4:43 AM, Host Europe GmbH, Köln, Germany,*

212.40.165.165 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:43:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 21637 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
212.40.165.165 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:43:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
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212.40.165.165 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:43:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeno.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 2416 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
212.40.165.165 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:43:10 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/converginginfinite.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 819 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
212.40.165.165 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:43:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/plancklength.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1414 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
212.40.165.165 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:43:12 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

4:44 AM, 74.20.90.92.rev.sfr.net, Saulnes, France,*

92.90.20.74 - - [02/Jun/2014:05:44:49 -0600] "GET /readings/84011-PUL-Struye-Chine-INT-WEB.pdf
HTTP/1.1" 200 137289 "http://www.google.fr/search?hl=fr&redir_esc=&client=ms-android-hms-vf-
fr&source=android-browser-
type&v=133247963&qsubts=1401709495856&action=devloc&q=la+chine+et+les+grandes+puissance
s+en+afrique&v=133247963" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; fr-fr; GT-I9100P 
Build/GINGERBREAD) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

Again, it’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation. 

5:14 AM, Smile Uganda, Kampala, Uganda,

41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/91313-
66.png HTTP/1.1" 200 189963 http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
60.png HTTP/1.1" 200 175064 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:31 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
91.png HTTP/1.1" 200 115235 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:37 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
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63.png HTTP/1.1" 200 178458 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:51 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-20.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
75904 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
55.png HTTP/1.1" 200 169183 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:47 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 178820 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; 
rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My computer-hacking? (Since this person was searching for Amber Rose (some model), this might not 
be part of the Secret Society women’s operation.) At the same time: Gamma Telecom, London,

188.66.66.61 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:14:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.0" 200 35072 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3;
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism. 

5:15 AM, the Uganda volunteer (?) continued:

41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:15:03 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-19.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
73766 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
41.138.212.106 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:15:05 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81587 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=amber+rose+pics+hacked&go=&qs=ds&form=QBIR" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

5:19 AM, the same London volunteer,

188.66.66.61 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:19:13 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.0" 304 162 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3;
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

5:53 AM, retail.telecomitalia.it, Milan, Italy,

79.51.243.230 - - [02/Jun/2014:06:53:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "https://www.google.it/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:38 AM,
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65.120.80.8 - - [02/Jun/2014:07:38:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/eccentricity.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10920 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:45 AM, AT&T, Middletown, New Jersey,*

12.31.12.114 - - [02/Jun/2014:07:45:34 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0)"

My computer-hacking.

7:08 AM, Simcoe County District School Board, Barrie, Ontario,

205.211.96.101 - - [02/Jun/2014:08:08:57 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12505 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0;
MathPlayer 2.20; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E)"
205.211.96.101 - - [02/Jun/2014:08:08:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; MathPlayer 2.20; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET 
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; InfoPath.3; .NET4.0E)"
….

7:10 AM, college.chesterfield.ac.uk, Chesterfield College, UK,

194.82.143.253 - - [02/Jun/2014:08:10:57 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/descartes202.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11660 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/29.0.1547.66 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

7:24 AM, c-67-163-59-250.hsd1.il.comcast.net, Naperville, Illinois,*

67.163.59.250 - - [02/Jun/2014:08:24:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

7:40 AM,

194.182.245.58 - - [02/Jun/2014:08:40:32 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 
"https://www.google.dk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:46 AM,

200.161.50.237 - - [02/Jun/2014:08:46:45 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
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81599 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:05 AM, Toronto District School Board, Toronto, Ontario,*

38.116.192.105 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:05:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/merging_forces.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6761 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:08 AM, Edaptivity.COM, Toronto, Ontario,*

24.244.248.8 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:08:10 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaolayout.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 171839 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Two in a row!

8:13 AM, host-24-224-134-198.public.eastlink.ca, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,*

24.224.134.198 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:13:05 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.2; ONE TOUCH 6012A 
Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. At the same time:

166.216.157.116 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:13:52 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 101928 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

8:23 AM, xplr-23-29-208-18.xplornet.com, Hamilton, Ontario,*

23.29.208.18 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:23:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeeman.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 8107 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.1.31280 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
23.29.208.18 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:24:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/Znsplit.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 2758 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.1.31280 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
23.29.208.18 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:24:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/Nasplit.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 2193 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.1.31280 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.

8:29 AM, Augere Wireless Broadband Bangladesh Limited, Dhaka, Bangladesh,
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180.234.245.226 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:29:01 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/classificationindia.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2847 
"http://www.google.com.bd/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDkQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fclassificationindia.html&ei=_ZeMU_2-
N9GfugTD4oLADQ&usg=AFQjCNEGG8f6a9F8eCFWuMvArmtRMPlehQ&bvm=bv.67720277,d.c2
E" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:30.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/30.0"

My plagiarism.

8:42 AM, cpe-76-173-54-255.hawaii.res.rr.com, Honolulu, Hawaii,*

76.173.54.255 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:42:23 -0600] "GET 
/imp_documents_5/fr_jennifer_day_nov_2006.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 436767 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 
Safari/537.75.14"

Did Jennifer Day just rejoin the discussion so early in the morning?

8:43 AM, CSL Mobile, Hong Kong,

14.0.143.55 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:43:58 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814
"https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The first.)56

8:44 AM, TE Data, Cairo, Egypt,

41.235.128.95 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:44:33 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659
"http://www.google.com.eg/search?
q=how+to+draw+perspective+formulas&client=firefoxa&rls=org.mozilla:en-
US:official&hl=ar&prmd=ivns&ei=IJuMUyvCcTC7Ab4u4GQCg&start=10&sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.0.10) Gecko/2009042316 Firefox/3.0.10"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. 

8:45 AM, ool-44c64b87.dyn.optonline.net, Babylon, New York,*

68.198.75.135 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:45:28 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76624 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
68.198.75.135 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:45:28 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

56 Keep in mind that, since today was Monday, Angelica was not at the Law Library and so can stay home to talk to 
volunteers online all day long.
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68.198.75.135 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:45:29 -0600] "HEAD / HTTP/1.1" 200 291 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; 
Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
68.198.75.135 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:45:31 -0600] "GET /1/languagechangecycle.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 
2732 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64;
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Was this a real visit? At the same time: ip46-074.sta.kei.ca, Calgary, Alberta,*

208.38.46.74 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:45:58 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted the diagram myself.)

8:47 AM, arthur-dyn-68-65-107-68.dsl.bright.net, Defiance, Ohio.

68.65.107.68 - - [02/Jun/2014:09:47:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/07/another-strangest-mind-
control-torture-bizarreobsession/ HTTP/1.1" 200 7910 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=15&ved=0CD0QFjAEOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2014%2F03%2F07%2Fanother-strangest-mind-
control-torture-bizarre-obsession%2F&ei=l5yMU7LIEoWPqAaGqIG4DQ&usg=AFQjCNG-Credgy-
JDcXo9kGcrTJWGeaPEA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like 
Gecko"

This was presumably the first person whom SDW had called upon today. Was she home again today?

9:10 AM, Augere Wireless Broadband Bangladesh Limited, Dhaka, Bangladesh,

180.234.44.16 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:10:39 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/classificationindia.html HTTP/1.1" 304 124 "http://www.google.com.bd/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCYQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fclassificationindia.html&ei=-
qGMU8fSD4KcugS_2YKgDA&usg=AFQjCNEGG8f6a9F8eCFWuMvArmtRMPlehQ&bvm=bv.6772
0277,d.c2E" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

This volunteer must be closely related to the 8:29 AM volunteer. (The user-agent is slightly different.) 
My plagiarism.

9:17 AM, mail.santabarbara.gob.ec, Quito, Ecuador,

186.46.86.123 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:17:09 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/representation222.html HTTP/1.0" 200 16270 "https://www.google.com.ec/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 
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9:24 AM, 02df4604.bb.sky.com, Leeds, UK,*

2.223.70.4 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:24:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 20268 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
2.223.70.4 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:24:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
2.223.70.4 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:24:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/laplacianoperator.png 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1206 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
2.223.70.4 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:24:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
2.223.70.4 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:24:44 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:25 AM,

200.161.50.237 - - [02/Jun/2014:10:25:43 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-20.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
75904 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:02 AM, 109.59.14.94.mobile.3.dk, Copenhagen, Denmark,*

109.59.14.94 - - [02/Jun/2014:11:02:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

10:03 AM, re-byods-145-109-179-99.wireless.hva.nl, Hogeschool Van Amsterdam, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands,*

145.109.179.99 - - [02/Jun/2014:11:03:26 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
61.png HTTP/1.1" 200 139930 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My computer-hacking.

10:13 AM, Vodacom-Congo, Kinshasa, Congo,

41.78.195.5 - - [02/Jun/2014:11:13:41 -0600] "GET /readings/84011-PUL-Struye-Chine-INT-WEB.pdf
HTTP/1.1" 200 27740 "http://www.google.fr/search?hl=fr&source=hp&q=l
%27impact+des+relations+chinocongolais+dans+le+developpement+de+la+rdc+&gbv=1" 
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"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; 
InfoPath.2; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"

Again, it’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation. 

10:58 AM, 108-226-148-53.lightspeed.clmboh.sbcglobal.net, Columbus, Ohio,*

108.226.148.53 - - [02/Jun/2014:11:58:18 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Did Robin just rejoin the discussion?

10:59 AM,

201.26.68.172 - - [02/Jun/2014:11:59:18 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:01 AM, 138-72-172-84.pixar.com, Emeryville, California,*

138.72.172.84 - - [02/Jun/2014:12:01:06 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaototalview.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
213853 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

11:28 AM, abts-tn-dynamic-066.73.164.122.airtelbroadband.in, Chennai, India,*

122.164.73.66 - - [02/Jun/2014:12:28:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 39249 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:30.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/30.0"

My plagiarism.

11:39 AM, abo.wanadoo.fr, Annecy, France,

90.27.239.40 - - [02/Jun/2014:12:39:35 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/presocratics333.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 29817 "http://www.google.ch/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDQQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fpresocratics333.html&ei=zcSMU7eUOid0AX7zIHYAQ&usg=AFQj
CNGiZpuPFWrmc3EuOUkrJQpEDCWgA&bvm=bv.67720277,d.d2k" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1;
WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. 

12:30 PM, the Honolulu volunteer came back after almost four hours:
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76.173.54.255 - - [02/Jun/2014:13:30:05 -0600] "GET 
/imp_documents_5/fr_jennifer_day_nov_2006.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 436767 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 
Safari/537.75.14"

Was she reconnected with Jennifer Day after four hours?

12:35 PM, 88-145-221-113.host.pobb.as13285.net, Edinburgh, UK,*

88.145.221.113 - - [02/Jun/2014:13:35:09 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; EIE10;ENGBMSN; rv:11.0) 
like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

1:01 PM, bb.sky.com, Nottingham, UK.

94.7.71.68 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:01:51 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814
"https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"    

Angelica’s naked picture. (The second.)

1:06 PM, aig61-1-78-217-245-246.fbx.proxad.net, l’Aigle, France,*

78.217.245.246 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:06:49 -0600] "GET /readings/84011-PUL-Struye-Chine-INT-
WEB.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 2534605 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3;
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
78.217.245.246 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:06:56 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Again, it’s not clear whether this was part of the Secret Society women’s operation. 

1:09 PM, Trakia Kabel OOD, Panagyurishte, Bulgaria,*

95.87.58.162 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:09:19 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.bg/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
95.87.58.162 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:11:43 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 218090 
"https://www.google.bg/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Did Shizuka – pretending to be concerned – just rejoin the discussion too?

1:16 PM, lightspeed.frokca.sbcglobal.net, Sacramento, California,
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107.131.106.24 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:16:53 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347503 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/31.0.1650.57 Safari/537.36"

My harassment of my family members?

1:31 PM, dhcp.spbg.sc.charter.com, Anderson, South Carolina, 

24.197.129.64 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:31:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism1.htm 
HTTP/1.1" 200 55868 "http://www.bing.com/search?q=Religious+fundamentalism+vs.
+classical+physics&form=MSNH14
&pc=msnHomeST&refig=cc5f254c80fd41368e52b430984799db&pq=religious+fundamentalism+vs.
+classical+physics&sc=0-28&sp=-1&qs=n&sk=&ghc=1" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; GTB7.5; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729; .NET4.0C; BRI/2; BOIE8;ENUSMSNIP)"

Was this part of the Secret Society women’s operation? (The search terms were so normal.)

1:43 PM, I was editing my blog from TNT (76.168.143.44). As noted, I would post “Disclaimer, 
02.06.2014: delusions in regard to SDW...”

1:52 PM, p4fe01ee3.dip0.t-ipconnect.de, Diepenhofen, Germany,*

79.224.30.227 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:52:27 -0600] "GET /readings/David_Jacobs_The_Threat.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 404 1361 "http://scholar.google.de/scholar_url?hl=de&q=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/
readings/
David_Jacobs_The_Threat.pdf&sa=X&scisig=AAGBfm0um5xnk9v2bm4P2aD8EpDEprsy3w&oi=sch
olarr&ei=_eOMU5yNNYWg4gT9xYCQBw&ved=0CC8QgAMoAjAA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
79.224.30.227 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:52:32 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0" 

The second time since a long time ago. Again, the Secret Society women were thinking of reviving 
Prof. Jacobs’ complaint in order to save the Homeland Security warning.

1:58 PM, ip70-171-206-108.tc.ph.cox.net, Tucson, Arizona.

70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:58:29 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-
control-torture-throughartificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 11649 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729)"
70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:58:30 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/js/html5.js HTTP/1.1" 200 1582 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-control-torture-through-
artificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 
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5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"
70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:58:30 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-
mind-control-torture-through-artificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; 
Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"
70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:58:30 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-control-torture-through-
artificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 
5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"
70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:58:30 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-arrow-bypostauthor.png HTTP/1.1" 200 552 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-control-torture-through-
artificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 
5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"
70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:58:30 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-control-torture-through-
artificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 
5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"
70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:14:58:32 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729)"

Presumably the second person whom SDW had called upon today. 

2:06 PM, pool-100-40-127-209.prvdri.fios.verizon.net, Providence, Rhode Island,*

100.40.127.209 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:06:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/heidegger.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14477 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&ved=0CEoQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fheidegger.html&ei=IueMU4ikO8usyASol4HYDw&usg=AFQjCNH
Ozpl7qoA7jZnQ5v00mQliwsg3Yw&bvm=bv.68191837,d.aWw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac 
OS X 10.9; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
100.40.127.209 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:06:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/heidegger.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
100.40.127.209 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:06:17 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.9; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
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2:08 PM, athedsl-366131.home.otenet,gr, Athens, Greece. 

87.202.158.14 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:08:25 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/20/the-difficult-search-for-a-
microchip-inside-myhead-part-i/ HTTP/1.1" 200 6894 "http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH-
MjFutmqM" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Another volunteer was asked to examine my dumb video of my scanning myself with CC-308. (The 
last time was 28 May.) 7 seconds later, he came to Part-II:

87.202.158.14 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:08:32 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/20/the-difficult-search-for-a-
microchip-inside-my-head-part-ii/ HTTP/1.1" 200 4873 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/04/20/the-difficult-search-for-a-microchip-inside-my-
head-part-i/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

How this dumb video should have proven to law enforcement that Homeland Security was right about 
my insanity. 

2:22 PM, the 1:58 PM Tucson volunteer came again:

70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:22:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-
control-torture-throughartificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 11649 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR
3.5.30729)"

Three minutes later, she listened to the recording on my blog post:

70.171.206.108 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:25:37 -0600] "GET 
/2014/IMPwwesattractionculture_3_11_14_543-713PM.MP3 HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/03/11/severetargeting-mind-control-torture-through-
artificially-createdobsession-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 
5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"

Still brainstorming.

2:50 PM, dsl.farmerstel.com, Fort Payne, Alabama,

64.178.224.178 - - [02/Jun/2014:15:50:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/krebscycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 148985 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=krebs+cycle&qpvt=krebs+cycle&FORM=IGRE" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows 
NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

4:08 PM,

27.252.103.222 - - [02/Jun/2014:17:08:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/krebscycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 148985 "https://www.google.co.nz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
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10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:19 PM,

76.105.43.253 - - [02/Jun/2014:17:19:37 -0600] "GET /1/obcell2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 88329 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

4:48 PM, c-76-106-75-125.hsd1.md.comcast.net, Bowie, Maryland,*

76.106.75.125 - - [02/Jun/2014:17:48:41 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; DROID RAZR HD Build/KDA20.62-
10) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/30.0.0.0 Mobile Safari/537.36 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

5:01 PM,

207.233.64.150 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:01:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:11 PM, tor-exit2.internet-mastering.com, NForce Entertainment B.V.,

109.201.138.211 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:11:32 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
77326 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
109.201.138.211 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:11:34 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
109.201.138.211 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:11:35 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
109.201.138.211 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:11:37 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 959 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
109.201.138.211 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:11:38 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"
109.201.138.211 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:11:38 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

It seems that SDW had called upon a LUG buddy again. The third person whom she had called upon 
today. She was most likely home today.
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5:45 PM, 153-202-212-190.enitel.net.ni, Esteli, Nicaragua,*

190.212.202.153 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:45:52 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
190.212.202.153 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:45:53 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
190.212.202.153 - - [02/Jun/2014:18:45:53 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

What was this volunteer asked to examine?

6:23 PM, 66-87-122-224.pools.spcsdns.net, Miami, Florida. 

66.87.122.224 - - [02/Jun/2014:19:23:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77326
"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=12&ved=0CCAQFjABOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking%2F&rct=j&q=gang%20stalking
%20seduction&ei=dCONU5KmBamrsQSn0ICABA&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1r
Aow&sig2=W1e_xILZYgqs-61w6qpm-g" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 5_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9B176 Safari/7534.48.3"

Another one of SDW’s friends in Florida. The fourth person whom SDW had called upon today: “Look
what crazy things he has written about me! And yet the TMU refuses to validate the Homeland Security
warning about him!”

6:24 PM, dsl.telesp.net.br, Sao Paulo, Brazil,

200.161.50.237 - - [02/Jun/2014:19:24:36 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "http://www.google.com.br/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

6:33 PM, SDW herself came again: adsl-75-36-39-70.dsl.sndg02.sbcglobal.net, San Marcos, 
California.

75.36.39.70 - - [02/Jun/2014:19:33:58 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:6yihS5jAaeYJ:www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gangstalking/
+who+do+people+listen+to+gang+stalkers%3F&cd=20&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us&client=safari" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8) AppleWebKit/536.25 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0 Safari/536.25"

The search terms seem to indicate that SDW was here concerned with my pollution of the targeted 
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individuals’ discursive domain.57 

6:42 PM,

71.235.188.103 - - [02/Jun/2014:19:42:56 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPod touch; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

6:45 PM, Headquarters USAISC, Fort Huachuca, Arizona,*

6.147.120.169 - - [02/Jun/2014:19:45:44 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37699 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS 
X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"

This volunteer seemed to be an officer at the US Army Installation at Fort Huachuca. (USAISC stands 
for “United States Army Information Systems Command”.) The Secret Society women had again 
recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to brainstorm how to falsely report me for 
plagiarism.

6:54 PM, Saudi Telecom Company JSC, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,*

57 SDW’s concern seems to be that, when people searched for “gang-stalking” related topics, they would see all the 
delusional things I had written about her.
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159.0.219.34 - - [02/Jun/2014:19:54:32 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.com.sa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Shizuka had just rejoined the discussion again. 

7:04 PM, Cable & Wireless (Barbados) Limited, Gros Islet, Saint Lucia,*

69.80.2.82 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:04:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101928 "http://www.google.com.vc/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 
2.3.6; en-us; GT-S5360 Build/GINGERBREAD) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

“VC” is the country code for Saint Vincent and the Grenadines. My plagiarism.

7:05 AM, schmspsrvz2ts210-dmz.mycingular.net, Doylestown, Pennsylvania,*

166.147.104.152 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:05:43 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33817 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 
Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"

7:27 PM, cpe.net.cable.rogers.com, Ottawa, Ontario,

99.241.62.43 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:27:01 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch6d222.html HTTP/1.1" 200 29197
"http://www.google.ca/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=11&ved=0CCEQFjAAOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fthermhch6d222.html&ei=bTKNU7e2CYeT8gG01YCIAg&usg=AFQjCNEvT6MAN0W0ug
Bm4Nuw1m2-tNJfvg&sig2=0c_IddeCLTbD_ZDKNRnxWg" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 
Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; Touch; MASMJS)"

My plagiarism.

7:42 PM, Comcast, West Jordan, Utah,

67.171.118.199 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:42:52 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaolayout.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 171839
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"   

My plagiarism. 

7:57 PM, rrcs-74-218-190-153.midsouth.biz.rr.com, Charlotte, North Carolina,*

74.218.190.153 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:57:29 -0600] "GET /hierarchyofstupidity.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
46372 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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74.218.190.153 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:57:32 -0600] "GET /hierarchyofstupidity.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
147603 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Again – what was this volunteer asked to brainstorm about? At the same time: CAT Telecom Public 
Company Ltd, Noen Maprang, Thailand,*

116.58.228.212 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:57:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/101513-
35.png HTTP/1.1" 200 105459 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

Again, just a screenshot of my visitors’ log. How I kept mistaking the visits to my website for my 
women victims’ due to my schizophrenia?

7:58 PM, Verizon Business, Ashburn, Virginia,*

173.55.173.78 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:58:06 -0600] "GET /1/appendix.html HTTP/1.1" 200 76624 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; rv:32.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/32.0"
173.55.173.78 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:58:08 -0600] "GET /1/languagechangecycle.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 
2732 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; 
x64; rv:32.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/32.0"
173.55.173.78 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:58:08 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/appendix.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; 
rv:32.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/32.0"
173.55.173.78 - - [02/Jun/2014:20:58:11 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; rv:32.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/32.0"

My plagiarism.

9:27 PM, BSNL, Tuticorin, India,

117.215.209.160 - - [02/Jun/2014:22:27:46 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/current.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 3387 "http://www.google.co.in/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; 
Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

1 second later:

117.215.209.160 - - [02/Jun/2014:22:27:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/ancestorcult.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 56056 "http://www.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fcurrent.gif&imgrefurl=http%3A
%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fancestorcult.html&h=214&w=309&tbnid=taaNQVVoUBY8mM
%3A&zoom=1&q=animation%20for%20electric
%20current.gif&docid=aHCt8KabqZDLiM&ei=Kk2NU4HWLYuwuATjooLQBg&tbm=isch&ved=0C
BcQMygPMA84ZA&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=437&page=7&start=114&ndsp=20" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
 
My plagiarism. 
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9:46 PM, 107-204-221-56.lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net, Orange, California. 

107.204.221.56 - - [02/Jun/2014:22:46:40 -0600] "GET /01_09_47/01_29_47.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
88057 https://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.3; SGH-T889 Build/JSS15J) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

The Secret Society women had virtually never visited this chapter (up since February)! What? My 
obsession with Karin? To discredit the CIA’s evidence? (More on this later.)

9:59 PM, rochester.res.rr.com, Ontario, New York,

69.207.70.138 - - [02/Jun/2014:22:59:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:01 PM, mycingular.net, Oakley, California,

166.137.208.37 - - [02/Jun/2014:23:01:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 75642 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1 like Mac OS X)
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D169 Safari/9537.53"

10:03 PM, 170.201.233.220.static.exetel.com.au, Wollongong, Australia,

220.233.201.170 - - [02/Jun/2014:23:03:41 -0600] "GET /gallery/dukedet.html HTTP/1.1" 200 820
"https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
220.233.201.170 - - [02/Jun/2014:23:03:41 -0600] "GET /gallery/dukedet21.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
206734 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/dukedet.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"
220.233.201.170 - - [02/Jun/2014:23:03:41 -0600] "GET /gallery/dukedet31.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
258045 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/dukedet.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 
like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 
Safari/9537.53"

Angelica’s naked picture? (The third.)

10:39 PM, socal.res.rr.com, Redlands, California,

24.24.246.209 - - [02/Jun/2014:23:39:05 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

11:04 PM, lightspeed.frokca.sbcglobal.net, Stockton, California, 
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104.1.197.90 - - [03/Jun/2014:00:04:09 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/102013-
43.png HTTP/1.1" 200 91279 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

This is a screenshot of my blog viewed from a proxy server. What was this volunteer asked to 
brainstorm about?

11:36 PM – was this my own visit from Starbucks, Westwood?

64.134.220.119 - - [03/Jun/2014:00:36:55 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.134.220.119 - - [03/Jun/2014:00:37:03 -0600] "GET /links.html HTTP/1.1" 200 19190 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.134.220.119 - - [03/Jun/2014:00:37:05 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/links.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

11:55 PM, Fujitsu Australia Ltd., North Ryde, Australia,*

216.14.205.60 - - [03/Jun/2014:00:55:35 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0)"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The fourth.)

12:10 AM, PJSC Vimpelcom, Pelagiada, Russia,*

85.115.248.244 - - [03/Jun/2014:01:10:36 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The fifth.)

12:15 AM,

172.1.121.82 - - [03/Jun/2014:01:15:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/foodcycle.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 43187 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

12:20 AM, cpe-58-164-147-138.bpw3-r-033.woo.qld.bigpond.net.au, Townsville, Australia,*

58.164.147.138 - - [03/Jun/2014:01:20:02 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"
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My plagiarism. (Even though I had crafted the diagram myself.)

12:33 AM, c-50-184-225-57.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, Mount Laurel, New Jersey,*

50.184.225.57 - - [03/Jun/2014:01:33:03 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_10) AppleWebKit/538.34.48 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/8.0 Safari/538.35.8"
50.184.225.57 - - [03/Jun/2014:01:33:03 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11A465 Safari/9537.53"
50.184.225.57 - - [03/Jun/2014:01:33:03 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon-precomposed.png HTTP/1.1" 
404 1361 "-" "com.apple.WebKit.WebContent/10538.34.48 CFNetwork/696.0.2 Darwin/14.0.0 
(x86_64)"
50.184.225.57 - - [03/Jun/2014:01:33:03 -0600] "GET /apple-touch-icon.png HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "-" 
"com.apple.WebKit.WebContent/10538.34.48 CFNetwork/696.0.2 Darwin/14.0.0 (x86_64)"

Had he been here before? Was this a robot visit?

1:03 AM, dynamic.hinnet.net, Taipei, Taiwan,

118.160.19.50 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:03:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
347503 "https://www.google.com.tw/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/27.0.1453.110 Safari/537.36"

1:12 AM, the University of New England, Armidale, Australia,*

129.180.149.238 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:12:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:14 AM, T-Mobile, USA,

172.56.10.253 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:14:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/10/18/new-phase-of-subtle-torture-
from-the-controlcenter-2/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5746 https://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android
4.1.2; LG-P659 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.136
Mobile Safari/537.36"
172.56.10.253 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:14:39 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "https://www.google.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; LG-P659 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.136 Mobile Safari/537.36"
172.56.10.253 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:14:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; LG-
P659 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.136 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
172.56.10.253 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:14:40 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 4.1.2; LG-P659 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
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Chrome/33.0.1750.136 Mobile Safari/537.36"
172.56.10.253 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:14:40 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; LG-
P659 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.136 Mobile 
Safari/537.36"
172.56.10.253 - - [03/Jun/2014:02:14:44 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.1.2; LG-P659 Build/JZO54K) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.136 Mobile Safari/537.36"

My harassment of Dr P by blogging about her (my obsession with, and delusions about, Dr P). 

2:01 AM, shaped.its.deakin.edu.au, Deakin University, Burwood, Australia,

139.132.1.56 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:01:36 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 38692
"http://www.google.com.au/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCgQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fthermhch2.html&ei=7I6NU9uTFoumkgW0t4DgDg&usg=AFQjCNGANqQKQL8CkdLm5t
mo0aFZXbBTyQ&bvm=bv.68191837,d.dGI" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) 
AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.4 Safari/537.76.4"

My plagiarism.

2:38 AM, c-75-65-250-134.hsd1.la.comcast.net, Shreveport, Louisiana,

75.65.250.134 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:38:52 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77326 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
75.65.250.134 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:38:55 -0600] "GET 
/blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
75.65.250.134 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:38:55 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cropped-
pssbmmy_41509-4.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 52867 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
75.65.250.134 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:38:55 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
search.png HTTP/1.1" 200 637 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
75.65.250.134 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:38:55 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/images/
comment-bubble.png HTTP/1.1" 200 997 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-
stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
75.65.250.134 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:38:56 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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Presumably the fifth person whom SDW had called upon today. Was she still up so late at night?

2:43 AM, Maroc Telecom, Tangier, Morocco,

41.248.46.68 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:43:24 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
18877 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

2:48 AM, bras-base-egrvon2300w-grc-02-70-26-61-197.dsl.bell.ca, Eagle River, Ontario,*

70.26.61.197 - - [03/Jun/2014:03:48:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/injuredleg.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 28336 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.1.31280 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.

3:01 AM, Hurricane Electric, Fremont, California,

65.49.68.192 - - [03/Jun/2014:04:01:29 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.0" 200 81488
"https://www.google.pt/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36"

My computer hacking activity. 

3:39 AM, c-73-184-17-155.hsd1.ga.comcast.net, Atlanta, Georgia,*

73.184.17.155 - - [03/Jun/2014:04:39:04 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/catalysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33200 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

3:53 AM, SIA Bite Latvija, Riga, Latvia,*

85.254.134.194 - - [03/Jun/2014:04:53:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

3:56 AM,

212.219.81.100 - - [03/Jun/2014:04:56:02 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=glycolysis&FORM=HDRSC2&adlt=strict" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; 
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WOW64; Trident/5.0)"

Let’s summarize today’s operations.58 As expected, after the TMU had dismissed the Homeland 
Security warning once again yesterday, the Secret Society women were back to brainstorming with 
their volunteers about how to prove to any law enforcement authority that Homeland Security was all 
right about me.

(1) 8:43 AM, a Hong Kong volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (a).
(2) 8:47 AM, SDW called upon a Defiance, Ohio, volunteer (1).
(3) 1:01 PM, a Nottingham volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (b).

58 In the original version, our wrong interpretation runs thusly at this point – we shall preserve some of the essentials here in 
case anything like it might happen in the future or the psychological analysis, though wrong-headed at this point, might 
prove useful later on (what happens to be correct we shall again mark in red): “…. You thus see that, before the TMU 
rendered its final decision, the Secret Society was concentrating on fixing their reports about my plagiarism (or stealing 
other people’s intellectual properties) – in contrast with yesterday’s situation, where, when SDW’s sting on me was about to 
begin, the Secret Society shifted its ‘genre’ toward my delusional mind and hence posing imminent dangers to others. From 
1:50 PM onward, however, the Secret Society would shift the genre of its false reports once again toward my delusional 
mind, my delusional obsession with women, and hence my posing imminent danger to them. 1:58 PM, another false report 
about my delusional obsession with, and desire to hurt, SDW. 2:08 PM, false report about my delusional belief about ‘chips 
inside my brain’. 2:22 PM, false report about my delusional obsession with, and desire to hurt, SDW. 2:50 PM, more legal 
report about my plagiarism. Then, a hiatus of two hours. As noted, it might very well be during these two hours that the 
TMU had at last communicated to SDW and the rest of her gang the bad news that they would now definitively dismiss her 
(and the entire Society’s) stalking claim against me, saying they didn’t find the Society’s report about my behavior 
yesterday at the Plummer Park Community Center to be credible. ‘But he was sneaking around wearing a mask; and he tried
to film SDW with the webcam on his computer!’ Thus must have everybody protested. Because I was convinced that SDW 
was targeting me – well, she really was targeting me, just not in the way I thought – yesterday I was trying out my old trick 
of trying to place my recorder near her and then disappear to elsewhere in order to possibly intercept her talking to others 
about me: perhaps I would be able to get some clues about how she was targeting me exactly. You see, as soon as I had 
arrived in the Park and saw SDW standing there with others, I realized that something was very wrong with my belief about 
how the government had set up some devices in her home allowing her to access the computer inside the control center to 
remotely control me to commit crimes through the infliction of severe physical pain on me, etc. I had to get to the bottom of
the matter. The TMU had of course observed me sneaking around looking for chances to spy on SDW. But, once again, they
concluded that I wasn’t trying to hurt her – and wasn’t even obsessed with her at all. I presume the TMU had some idea that 
I just really, really wanted to know what SDW was doing to me behind my back. What was going on here was that [Mr] 
Homeland Security CO chief, because he hated me, was inside the control center to continually inflict severe physical pain 
on me and program my thought-process, all in order to prompt me to commit crimes and speak crazy things to make myself 
look delusional – and thus to give Kiersten’s Secret Society reasons to complain about me and to request law enforcement to
take me down. However, no matter how hard he tried – no matter how much pain he inflicted on me to provoke me to 
commit crimes, and no matter how many strange ideas he infused into my mind to mislead me onto the path of stalking 
SDW, I still couldn’t succeed in giving SDW and her gang enough reasons to persuade law enforcement to take me down. I 
was already exerting my maximal effort to become a ‘bad person’, but, because I wasn’t born with a criminal nature, and 
because I lacked experiences in criminal and perverted conducts, I just can’t become ‘bad enough’. The Hardliners 
permitted Mr Homeland Security CO chief to do this in order to achieve their own agenda: they knew that, because I didn’t 
have the right nature to become the delusional and perverted misogynist psychopath which both [Mr] Homeland Security 
CO chief and Kiersten’s Secret Society desperately wanted me to become, I would in the end only become something which
‘sort of’ looked like it and yet fell far short of it, a ‘half-way there’, so that the Secret Society would have to make false 
reports in order to cover the ‘other half’. In this way, the ICJ trial can be stalled, since, then, both parties would be guilty – 
and the TMU would find it unjustifiable to grant the Secret Society’s wishes while not clearing me as completely innocent. 
It’s likely that the TMU would have at this point instructed SDW: ‘Ms Sheehan, we have seen no evidence that the suspect 
has “stalked” you. We seriously suggest that you seek psychiatric help when you see others stalking you and yet they have 
done nothing out of the ordinary and have no such intention. If the suspect’s writing about you on his blog bothers you, you 
have to bring up the matter to him, or file a complaint in a civil case. This kind of matter does not fall within the 
competence of the stalking and sex crimes units of the city’s police department. Writing about people on the Internet is not a
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(4) 1:09 PM, Shizuka rejoined the discussion.
(5) 1:58 PM, SDW called upon a Tucson, Arizona, volunteer (2).
(6) 2:08 PM, an Athens volunteer examined my dumb video of my scanning my head with CC-308. 
(“Even when he’s this crazy, the TMU still...”)
(7) 2:22 PM, the Tucson, Arizona, volunteer again.
(8) 5:11 PM, SDW called upon a LUG buddy again (3).
(9) 5:45 PM, a Nicaragua volunteer examined my front page.
(10) 6:23 PM, SDW called upon a Miami volunteer (4).
(11) 6:33 PM, SDW herself came to examine my pollution of the TI discursive field/ delusions about 
her (/gang-stalking/) (5).

By this time, Homeland Security CO chief had decided upon remotely controlling me to “stalk” 
Carolyn as the best way to revive his warning about me with law enforcement and in the ICJ. However,
I would immediately be interrupted.

(12) 6:54 PM, Shizuka rejoined the discussion again.
(13) 9:46 PM, an Orange, California, volunteer examined “Periphery, II”. (What? About Karin? To 
discredit the CIA’s evidence?) 
(14) 10:03 PM, an Australia volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (c).
(15) 11:55 PM, another Australia volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (d).
(16) 12:10 AM, another Russia volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (e). (Angelica was with 
volunteers from 10 PM to 12:30 AM: “How do you convince the TMU that this is indeed my naked 
picture?”)
(17) 1:14 AM, Dr P instructed a T-Mobile volunteer to examine my harassment of her with my 
blogging about her. (“He blogged about me like this, and yet the TMU...”)
(18) 2:38 AM, SDW called upon a Louisiana volunteer (6).

There was of course plenty of brainstorming about my computer-hacking, harassment of my family 
members, and, most importantly, plagiarism (including an army officer from Fort Huachuca). As can be
seen from the above, SDW was, of all the Secret Society women, the most distraught about the 
dismissal of the Homeland Security warning about me and spent the most amount of time trying to 
rectify the situation.

3 June (Tuesday; Carolyn)

First, a note about myself. Slept between 7 and 11:30 AM. Tom N Toms, 1 PM. Began realizing that 

criminal matter, but a civil matter.’ You can just imagine how enraged SDW would have been: once again, somebody was 
calling her ‘crazy’ during her long years of complaining to law enforcement agencies about people’s ‘stalking her’ (or 
‘gang-stalking’ her). Meanwhile, since the TMU had now obtained definitive evidence – all legally this time – that the 
Secret Society was using ‘victim confidentiality’ as [a] cover under which to conduct fraudulent activities and to deceive 
law enforcement agencies, their alert about this organization to the rest of the law enforcement community would be 
updated with the additional warning: ‘This gang is in the habit of requesting “victim confidentiality” in order to use it as a 
cover under which to defraud the law enforcement system.’ Presumably, the warning would also note that, since the sole 
raison d’être of Kiersten’s Secret Society was to persuade law enforcement to permanently imprison me and remove my 
website, it would never stop its activity until either I, or they, were put out of existence. The law enforcement system would 
have to contend with this Secret Society’s attempts to defraud it forever and ever until one, or both parties, were one day 
completely annihilated. While I had long ago stopped throwing bottles into Angelica’s [...] back yard in view of the 
consequences, women, now we understand, do not take ‘No’ for an answer.” 
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the torture has more to do with the ICJ case about the Syrian nuclear terrorism scandal. (Wrong.) Pain/ 
anger attack over the requirement to waste time developing delusions and to discredit my past work. 
(Right.) 3:45 PM, Chinese fast food. The cashier couldn’t calculate the price. Rude to her. She was rude
too. Physical pan. Home Depot, and bought Ns. Bus 4 to SM/ WHLLYWD. Figured out more about the
scandal/ torture. Off the bus at JC. The Mexican manager did not want me inside. Not clear if he knew 
about W, or because I looked disheveled. “Are you discriminating against me?” (Thus was I acquiring 
A/ K’s characteristics.) (Perhaps.) Checked TRGTs. Bus 4 to WSTWD. Past my destination again 
because of the need to save time and read. Off at SPLVD. Upset over one’s mental disintegration, 
attention-loss. No longer able to concentrate on any videos. Hearing loss. Decided to do Ns instead. 15 
N. On the bus going to WSTWD.

6 PM, Starbucks, WSTWD. Wrote down the rest of the origin of my torture, 11 February. Very bizarre 
Middle-Eastern man came to sit in front of me to dance to his iPod music. Extremely severe physical 
pain, and reported it to the Starbucks employee (tried to lie), but she cannot remove him. (This is the 
pattern that has been developing: when I reported somebody’s annoyance to the Starbucks employee, 
she would do nothing. When somebody reported my annoying behavior to the Starbucks employee, she
would remove me. I don’t know if this was programmed from the control center.) Smoked outside, and 
took Norcos. Severe physical pain lasted until 6:30 PM. Then the weirdo left. Although one was thus 
required to commit crimes and xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx, one had already decided to commit crimes even 
without suffering physical pain. This is also a pattern that has been developing. Thus, A/ K are not 
content with my xxxxxxing xxxxxxxxx, they still want me to suffer pain for their own enjoyment. 
(Again, it’s always Mr Homeland Security CO chief and his buddy the Monkey who were torturing me, 
not A/ K.) Plus, I have completely mentally disintegrated, and look absolutely disheveled and sloppy, 
due to prolonged preoccupation with pain and pondering over the mysterious causes of pain. Also 
recorded somebody else’s credit card information. And always tried to sit near AWFs in order to fit 
Kiersten’s conception of me as desiring them but wanting to xxxxxx them out of one’s inability to 
attain them. Did that multiple times in Starbucks tonight. Then, also discovered that I had missed my 
dental appointment. Then, posted:

By now, I have also become mentally retarded, and look like a piece of garbage, never 
showering, and never washing my cloth. I’m too busy, given my need to spend 6 hours a
day committing crimes. To conform to Kiersten’s conception of me, I have also been 
blatantly harassing pretty white females in the most pathetic way: trying to sit next to 
them whenever possible, trying to fetch things for them whenever possible, as if trying 
to become their little servant, and asking them all sorts of worthless questions in order to
have a chance to talk to them (like: “Did the sun rise from the West side today?”). While
doing so, I also try to look as mentally retarded and pathetic as possible (wearing dirty 
clothes). Although women don’t report this kind of things to the police, hopefully, law 
enforcement has me under surveillance for terrorist reasons so that my performance does
not get lost. And it has to be white females, so that I can conform to Kiersten’s 
complaint about me (that I, a monkey-looking ethnic minority, love and hate white 
females out of [my] inability to attain them) which she has devised in order to make 
herself feel physically attractive. (I didn’t know as yet that she was actually just 
projecting herself onto me.) Hopefully, law enforcement will soon warn people in other 
towns of the country (not here) about me, so that the American people can feel 
absolutely disgusted with me. The American people’s disgust with me can then become 
evidence in the International Court of Justice to prove that I’m the most fucking 
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disgusting piece of shit that has ever existed in human history. This, then, will help 
Russia rise as a super-power again, and save the world, through an ICJ judgment. 
(Actually, it would just help Homeland Security CO chief protect Russia from the CIA.)

The above was actually never posted on my blog: thus had Homeland Security CO chief missed his 
evidence. The pretty AWFs caused one to not want to leave, but left 11:08 PM to Taco, and then the bus
stop. To Sunset. I had suddenly developed the intention to check on Carolyn’s office again. While there,
I saw that Carolyn had deleted her name from the Intercom on her office building, trying to deceive me 
into believing that she was not there anymore. (It was obviously Mr Homeland Security CO chief who 
had programmed my thought-process to cause me to develop the idea of checking up on Carolyn again 
– since he didn’t succeed yesterday. Again, since the investigators’ surveillance camera was still there 
on Carolyn’s office building, my action would provide the Secret Society women with more reasons to 
pester the TMU about me tomorrow. This of course tells you that Mr Homeland Security CO chief and 
the Monkey were allowed to access only a small portion of the supercomputer that was interfaced with 
the chips inside my brain. They were not allowed to see the simulation results which would tell them 
what the future would be (what the consequences of their actions would be).) 

3 W (9111/3, LZRSE). 2 N. 1 SPC. Then to Wilton. Physical pain when realizing that I have been 
duped into uttering misogynist statements, only in order to conform to Kiersten’s false claim about my 
misogyny: SWS simulation has never shown that women going to work are destroying society. 
(Women going to work are destroying society because too many people are working, not because they 
are women. The one guy among all males who values women the most in this world is somehow 
required to make women believe that he devalues them and hates them, just so that one psychopathic 
woman, Kxxxxxxx, can make herself feel attractive.) (Again, while it’s Homeland Security CO chief 
who was doing all this, the Invisible Hand might very well make this even truer in the future by 
substituting e.g. Ekaterina for Kxxxxxxx.) 1 W (TCP). Then 1 B at LWLB (4 total today). Failed at 
HISP store. Home. Terribly upset. The problem:

The CIA wants me to commit crimes because they have concluded that there are not 
enough crimes in American society. American society is too safe, and that’s why people 
have very little tolerance for injustice. This low tolerance is manifested when Angelica 
created a whole international terrorism scandal simply because a bottle with a piece of 
paper in it had been thrown into her front yard. Thus, I have been working like a slave to do
this country good, and yet I don’t get paid, only tortured. Like a slave in the old south. 
That’s why I hate the CIA: You tried to do them so much good after they have harmed you, 
and then they still harm you and exploit you like a slave. Then thought: the fact is that one 
would have gladly worked for them to do whomever good, or to accomplish their goal, and 
yet they choose to beat you and enslave you just to do the same good or accomplish the 
same goal. Like: they could have paid you to reap cotton, and yet they have chosen to beat 
you up and force you to reap cotton. Sadistic. They want you to hate them, basically, and 
you can’t escape hating them. 

(Again, I kept falsely blaming the CIA for my torture, not knowing that they couldn’t really do anything 
about it when Homeland Security CO chief decided to torture me.) Then thought: 

Upset because one is being victimized to do them good. If I was recruited to do something 
and then suffer harm, then I wouldn’t be so upset, all because the meaning of pain is 
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different. Like: you suffer harm to protect the loved woman, she praises you, and you feel 
good. But if she deceives you into an accident in order to collect insurance benefits from 
you, it might be the same amount of harm, but you’ll hate her. Her attitude toward you is 
different, the latter is one of disposing of and exploiting. That has changed the meaning of 
pain. 

(Now I make some sense.) Wrote this down, 5 AM. MST, “SWG”. Required to think about K in order to
produce evidence confirming Kxxxxxxx’s claims about me. (This was of course just Homeland 
Security CO chief’s sadistic wish. In any case, he wanted me to write down the above so that, when 
someone should ever read it – as the police would do next year – I could make a complete fool of 
myself. In the original version, I have also added the following conclusion:)

What I didn’t understand was that I suffered because the Macrospherian program was about
requiring me to produce mental states that were identical to my stalking victims’. My 
stalking victims were currently feeling that they had suffered tremendous injustice because 
the authority had refused to grant them what they had wanted, i.e. to annihilate me and then
get validated as the victims of my sexual aggression. But they didn’t have the capacity to 
ask themselves whether they deserved to be granted what they had wanted, i.e. whether I 
had really victimized them at all. They had been accustomed to assuming that, because they
were women, they were automatically “victims”, even when it was they who had stalked 
me and victimized me. I, on the other hand, because I still retained the capacity to ask 
myself this question, because I was still able to distinguish whether I deserved something 
when I wanted something, in order to cause me to feel that injustice had been inflicted upon
me, the Macrospherians must allow injustice to be really inflicted upon me. Thus, I 
suffered injustice because I was too good a person; the Macrospherians are required to 
punish good people and reward bad people in the time being if they wanted to achieve 
justice in the end, i.e. if they wanted to correct the corrupt system which had forced them to
punish good people and reward bad people. 

(Again, while this was completely wrong at the time – except that the Secret Society women had indeed 
felt that law enforcement had wronged them by refusing to recognize them as the victims of my 
terrorism – something like this might happen in the future.)

Now the Secret Society women’s operations on me today. 4:14 AM, Everbank Financial Corp, 
Jacksonville, Florida,*

162.218.212.1 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:14:28 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 70014 
"http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=primate+evolution&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET 
CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; InfoPath.3; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E)"

Within 1 second, he looked up Bing’s cache of my chapter:

65.55.217.243 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:14:29 -0600] "GET /1/oppressionofwomen1.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
25265 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) 
BingPreview/1.0b"
65.55.217.243 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:14:29 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12063 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/oppressionofwomen1.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) BingPreview/1.0b"
65.55.217.243 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:14:29 -0600] "GET /1/primateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 70014 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/oppressionofwomen1.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) BingPreview/1.0b"
65.55.217.243 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:14:29 -0600] "GET /1/higherprimateevolution.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
68710 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/oppressionofwomen1.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) BingPreview/1.0b"
65.55.217.243 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:14:29 -0600] "GET /1/hominoidsociality.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 226963
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/oppressionofwomen1.htm" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/534+ (KHTML, like Gecko) BingPreview/1.0b"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
brainstorm how to falsely report me for plagiarism.

4:32 AM, 194-166-125-225.adsl.highway.telekom.at, Maria Enzersdorf, Austria,*

194.166.125.225 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:32:28 -0600] "GET /HTcontribution1-philosophy.htm HTTP/1.1" 
200 13966 "https://www.google.at/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
194.166.125.225 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:32:29 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism? At the same time: Vodafone Australia, Sydney, Australia,*

101.119.29.165 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:32:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; en-au; SM-N9005 Build/JSS15J) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

4:42 AM, cpe-74-141-38-214.neo.res.rr.com, Hermitage, Pennsylvania,*

74.141.38.214 - - [03/Jun/2014:05:42:10 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9743 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:03 AM, my wrong scenario at a glance:
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Would my “delusion” come true later on? Was I again being the spokesman for both BOL and the 
Invisible Hand without knowing?

5:38 AM,

123.203.60.95 - - [03/Jun/2014:06:38:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5:49 AM, n2-108-26.dhcp.drexel.edu, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

144.118.108.26 - - [03/Jun/2014:06:49:16 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45320 
"http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCIQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fthermh2.html&ei=RcSNU_i-
I7OlsATWpYHoBw&usg=AFQjCNGLeJk_Bc1-Hnw7qwxZRHaKoIMWJA&sig2=4YDMEp2x-
QBTOKCrWQHgRg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"
144.118.108.26 - - [03/Jun/2014:06:49:16 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermh2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

5:53 AM, 102-82-1-187.telbrax.net.br, Belo Horizonte, Brazil,
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187.1.82.102 - - [03/Jun/2014:06:53:33 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 86029
"https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

6:17 AM, dip0.t-ipconnect.de, Paderborn, Germany,

80.133.108.95 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:17:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dot_clear.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 "http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=de&prev=/
search%3Fq%3Daristocratic%2Bnomad%2Bf.%2Bnietzsche%26biw%3D1920%26bih
%3D985&rurl=translate.google.de&sl=en&u=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/
scientificenlightenment1/
genealogy_of_morals.htm&usg=ALkJrhgJ4e297GrbYkg1yfJPqvUzCEdQOg" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism? The search terms are so particular that we almost can’t be sure whether this was part of
the Secret Society women’s operation.

6:27 AM, Orion, Toronto, Ontario,*

66.97.29.2 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:27:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance4.jpg HTTP/
1.0" 200 68459 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:13.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/13.0.1"

My plagiarism.

6:29 AM, cable.rogers.com, North York, Ontario, 

99.226.17.119 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:29:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:35 AM, mx-ll-171.5.8-139.dynamic.3bb.co.th, Phuket, Thailand, 

171.5.8.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:35:45 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/29.0"

4 seconds later, he followed the instruction and did a search for the chapter:

171.5.8.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:35:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/appendix.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10848 "http://www.google.co.th/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&docid=BkAnyujVFmLePM&tbnid=m4_NB0OqU9NH
8M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fappendix.html&ei=L8-
NU6KQCojf8AWtiILgAg&bvm=bv.68191837,d.dGc&psig=AFQjCNE0RmGIR1iWEKP9s20dK3vO
UjJSXw&ust=1401888941697402" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
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Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

6:39 AM, Corporation for Financing and Promoting Technology, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam,

58.186.133.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:39:44 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814
"https://www.google.com.vn/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The first.)

6:43 AM, bsn-142-55-136.dynamic.siol.net, Ljubljana, Slovenia,*

89.142.55.136 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:43:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "http://www.google.si/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

6:44 AM, Unionville-Chadds Ford School District, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania,*

204.108.193.170 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:44:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=Higgs+field&FORM=HDRSC2&adlt=strict" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; 
MDDRJS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Did the Secret Society women ask another school teacher to brainstorm how to falsely report me for 
plagiarism here?

6:46 AM, Telstra, Wollongong, Australia,*

101.166.16.35 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:46:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37756 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac 
OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

6:49 AM, he came for another image:

101.166.16.35 - - [03/Jun/2014:07:49:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 40484 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac 
OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.

7:06 AM, Wayne State University Medical Center, Detroit, Michigan,

146.9.150.29 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:06:28 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=glycosis&id=5618AAE57662F09C6B06431AA10BA98F2F0CF2B2&FORM=IQFRBA 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SearchToolbar 1.2; SLCC2; .NET 
CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; InfoPath.2; MS-
RTC LM 8; .NET4.0C; .NET4.0E; WSUSOM-IE)"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
brainstorm how to falsely report me for plagiarism here.

7:07 AM, Renater, Toulon, France,

194.199.224.108 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:07:28 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch6d222.html HTTP/1.0" 200 
29197 "http://www.google.fr/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=complexification+structure+of+metabolism+human&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDEQ
FjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2F1%2Fthermhch6d222.html&ei=j9aNU_GCNuO60QXsioCACw&usg=AFQjCNEvT6MAN0W0ug
Bm4Nuw1m2-tNJfvg&sig2=dqE3583Vk7WfG2kiVUknEQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

My plagiarism. 

7:25 AM, Abovenet Communications; listed as a proxy. 

50.7.159.74 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:25:41 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601
"http://www.google.es/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/24.0"

28 seconds later, he clicked on the link to the blog post that was sent to him:

50.7.159.74 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:26:09 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-angeles-
hired-a-hacker-inhong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10469 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

7 seconds later, he clicked on the next blog post:

50.7.159.74 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:26:16 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/20/three-women-in-los-angeles-
hired-a-hacker-to-take-down-my-website-part-ii-google-seems-to-be-more-reliable-than-microsoft/ 
HTTP/1.1" 200 5454 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0"

Presumably he was asked how to more effectively report me for computer-hacking.

7:36 AM, the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, Houston, Texas,

139.52.28.80 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:36:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
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Firefox/29.0"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a medical doctor to more effectively report me for 
plagiarism. At the same time: t-ipconnect.de, Rosenheim, Germany,

87.148.73.153 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:36:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33105 http://www.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fsaxonwarrior.jpg&imgrefurl=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fgermaninvasion.html&h=512&w=638&tbnid=pFTtBXZ0snuMXM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=GnTFiZdAHeVUWM&ei=Y92NU9bjIOrm4QTfoIGoAw&tbm=isch&iact=rc
&uact=3&dur=8320&page=2&start=49&ndsp=47&ved=0CKICEK0DMFA "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. 

7:44 AM, 54-43-190-90.sta.estpak.ee, Tallinn, Estonia,*

90.190.43.54 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:44:12 -0600] "GET /HTcontribution1-philosophy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200
13966 "https://www.google.ee/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
90.190.43.54 - - [03/Jun/2014:08:44:13 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. (The second visit today! Presumably Ekaterina’s friend in Estonia.)

8:14 AM,

95.19.81.248 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:14:49 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 47615 
"https://www.google.es/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:21 AM, rev.sfr.net, La Penne, France, 

79.93.7.128 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:21:05 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-21.png HTTP/1.1" 200 74401
"https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"
79.93.7.128 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:21:38 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-19.png HTTP/1.1" 200 73778
"https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

My computer-hacking. 

8:28 AM, dyn.iinet.net.au, Perth, Australia,

58.7.149.225 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:28:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/sacred-christ.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 20842 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
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AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:36 AM, BSNL, Sangli, India, 

117.200.210.231 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:36:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/khwarizmi.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 2805 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

8:42 AM, FTP Telecom Company, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam,

1.54.65.41 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:42:49 -0600] "GET /yijing/yixuai222.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 3055568
"http://www.google.com.vn/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=64&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEEQFjADODw&url
=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fyijing
%2Fyixuai222.pdf&ei=4eyNU_qnCtGYlAWMx4HACA&usg=AFQjCNEAX5rlXG67Hd59x5grtGvm
QoPYg&sig2=NgV9M6J37msMtbnXEspKBQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 
6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; .NET4.0E; .NET4.0C; InfoPath.3; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.30729)"

My plagiarism. 

8:43 AM, 66-87-100-207.pools.spcsdns.net, US,

66.87.100.207 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:43:22 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 77326
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=23&ved=0CCIQFjACOBQ&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-stalking%2F&rct=j&q=stupid%20things
%20gang%20stalkers
%20do&ei=De2NU9unLqWgsQS64oHADA&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rAow&s
ig2=rbO0Yh5xKidtfaA8NgNBPQ&bvm=bv.68191837,d.cWc "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.0.4; 
en-us; C5155 Build/IML77) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile 
Safari/534.30"

Presumably the first person whom SDW had called upon today to come examine my victimization of 
her.

8:53 AM, 075-137-001-174.res.spectrum.com, Suwanee, Georgia,*

75.137.1.174 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:53:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/537.73.11 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.1 Safari/537.73.11"

My plagiarism.

8:58 AM, 174-23-238-165.slkc.qwest.net, Salt Lake City, Utah,*
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174.23.238.165 - - [03/Jun/2014:09:58:43 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347503 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

9:02 AM, 103-133-127-86.vaslui.cablelink.ro, Bucharest, Romania,

86.127.133.103 - - [03/Jun/2014:10:02:36 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/descartes202.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11660 "https://www.google.ro/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

9:22 AM, dyn.user.ono.com, Murcia, Spain,

84.121.153.167 - - [03/Jun/2014:10:22:13 -0600] "GET 
/karins_meetup_2bg2/karin's_meetup_2bg2d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 959742 "https://www.google.es/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114
Safari/537.36"
84.121.153.167 - - [03/Jun/2014:10:22:18 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

My obsession with Karin which had prompted me to develop the delusion that she was a secret agent?

9:59 AM, BOCES Southern Westchester Lower Hudson Regional, Nanuet, New York,

166.109.0.235 - - [03/Jun/2014:10:59:32 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 0 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

This is the Board of Cooperative Educational Services. Another school teacher! How I had stolen 
Oliver’s painting and claimed it as my own?

10:12 AM,

171.7.115.128 - - [03/Jun/2014:11:12:35 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.co.th/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Did Shizuka just rejoin the discussion?

10:28 AM, 93-103-61-142.dynamic.t-2.net, Ljubljana, Slovenia,*

93.103.61.142 - - [03/Jun/2014:11:28:34 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/merging_forces.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6761 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"
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My plagiarism.

11 AM, dsl-189-131-175-133-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Puebla, Mexico (near Mexico City),

189.131.175.133 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:00:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "http://www.google.com.mx/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

This was somebody important. 11:04 AM, or four minutes later,

189.131.175.133 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:04:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 12505 http://www.google.com.mx/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztecaxismundi.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztec.html&h=603&w=525&tbnid=OgG0rblD267tQM
%3A&zoom=1&docid=ezzkxWjMuqFMlM&ei=OQ2OU6_BIIKXqAbl8oLgDg&tbm=isch&ved=0CA
oQMygCMAI4ZA&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=208&page=4&start=87&ndsp=30 "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

49 seconds, he did something to the chapter:

66.249.84.102 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:04:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html HTTP/1.1" 
200 12505 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:6.0) Gecko/20110814 Firefox/6.0 Google 
(+https://developers.google.com/+/web/snippet/)"
66.249.84.102 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:04:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:6.0) Gecko/20110814 Firefox/6.0 Google 
(+https://developers.google.com/+/web/snippet/)"
66.249.84.102 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:04:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:6.0) Gecko/20110814 Firefox/6.0 
Google (+https://developers.google.com/+/web/snippet/)"

Later (February/ March 2015) I would discover that a certain “Edgar Ivan Hernandez Camacho” from 
Mexico had linked up this chapter of mine from his Google Plus page on 3 June 2014. This Puebla 
volunteer was therefore just this “Hernandez Camacho”. This would make it seem almost as if he were 
not a volunteer for the Secret Society women but were really interested in my chapter about Aztec 
religion. (See especially his interests in Mircea Eliade.) 
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3 seconds later – was he still doing something to my chapter?

66.249.84.102 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:04:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9.0.7) Gecko/2009021910 
Firefox/3.0.7 (via ggpht.com GoogleImageProxy)"

And more:

66.249.91.216 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:05:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html HTTP/1.1" 
200 12505 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/28.0.1500.71 Safari/537.36"

And this:

66.249.91.184 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:05:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/28.0.1500.71 Safari/537.36"
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This “Hernandez Camacho” has an interest in Mircea Eliade

However, given that he linked up my chapter within a minute after seeing it (and since he would appear
tomorrow again), we must assume that he was indeed told to do this by Homeland Security CO chief – 
the purpose being to enable faulty surveillance to intercept some temporary evidence into the ICJ as a 
way for Homeland Security CO chief to lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being.

11:07 AM, Google proxy:

64.233.172.112 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:07:05 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 12120 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CDwQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fathd2.jpg&ei=bA6OU9X8O92C8wbnsAE&usg=AFQjCNH5Gx6lwf
5JxekaB1hrUL8GcoQEuA" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0)"
64.233.172.112 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:07:06 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0)"

My plagiarism?

11:08 AM, 87.sub-70-197-91.myvzw.com, New York, New York,*

70.197.91.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:08:17 -0600] "GET /hierarchyofstupidity.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 147603 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; en-us; SCH-I535 Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/534.30 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

Again, what’s this about? (Evidently a volunteer.)
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11:37 AM, doesnotexist.utpa.edu, the University of Texas, Edinburg, Texas,

129.113.152.72 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:37:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra7777.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 21637 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0CD4QFjAE&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fcapra7777.html&ei=qxWOU8mIDseJqgbZjIGwCg&usg=AFQjCNG
xRH3rOYHWFbq7taVc_0pfSVgS8Q" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) 
like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

11:45 AM, MCNC, Fayetteville, North Carolina,*

152.26.230.42 - - [03/Jun/2014:12:45:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeno.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 2416 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

My plagiarism.

12:32 PM, 0587392362.wireless.umich.net, the University of Michigan, Ann Harbor, Michigan,

35.2.229.106 - - [03/Jun/2014:13:32:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/sustainable-civilization/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 102845 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=27&ved=0CFMQFjAGOBQ&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fsustainable-civilization
%2F&ei=tyKOU_udM8KxOtChgKgE&usg=AFQjCNHtkZjMC3Ipoe1QplceFWMPonl9XQ&sig2=ZT
zJvph4GNnMOD2hb7wTiA" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.74.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.2 Safari/537.74.9"   

My delusional mind? My particular brand of misogynist ideology?

12:49 PM, T-2 Access Network, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 

84.255.240.108 - - [03/Jun/2014:13:49:25 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.si/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

1:04 PM,

85.74.205.45 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:04:43 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.gr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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1:11 PM, Shaw Communications, Fort McMurray, Alberta,*

96.53.222.118 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:11:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/lyman.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 160985 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

1:15 PM, the University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California,

128.54.214.133 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:15:03 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/lyman.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 160985 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism – again. At the time I suspected this person to have something to do with Dina 
Bergman, either herself or her friend. She was going to UC San Diego, and later she would be 
instructed by the Secret Society women to try to befriend me on Facebook. 

1:40 PM, 88.235.39.109, dynamic.ttnet.com.tr, Istanbul, Turkey,

88.235.39.109 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:40:25 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaototalview.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
213853 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
88.235.39.109 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:40:27 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaohousing.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 126544
"https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

1:45 PM, spark-ryazan.ru, Ryazan, Russian Federation,

95.83.163.68 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:45:29 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24055 
"https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
95.83.163.68 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:45:29 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

1:54 PM, dhcp-dynamic.fibreop.nb.bellaliant.net, Moncton, New Brunswick,

142.166.219.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:54:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ HTTP/1.1" 
200 4530 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.0.4; SGH-I757M Build/IMM76D) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Almost a minute later, he did listen to the recording embedded in the blog post:
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142.166.219.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:55:46 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav 
HTTP/1.1" 200 182453 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.0.4; SGH-I757M Build/IMM76D) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
142.166.219.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:55:47 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav 
HTTP/1.1" 200 154285 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.0.4; SGH-I757M Build/IMM76D) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
142.166.219.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:55:47 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav 
HTTP/1.1" 200 218648 "-" "-"
142.166.219.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:55:50 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav 
HTTP/1.1" 200 222992 "-" "-"
142.166.219.139 - - [03/Jun/2014:14:55:51 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav 
HTTP/1.1" 200 189688 "-" "-"

Here to brainstorm how to convince law enforcement that I was indeed full of delusions about mind-
control technology.

2:07 PM,

172.56.14.225 - - [03/Jun/2014:15:07:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.2; ALCATEL 
ONE TOUCH Fierce Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

2:46 PM, virtua.com.br, Sao Carlos, Brazil, 

177.34.167.2 - - [03/Jun/2014:15:46:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/daodejin.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 23037 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
177.34.167.2 - - [03/Jun/2014:15:46:20 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/daodejin.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
177.34.167.2 - - [03/Jun/2014:15:46:21 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

3:10 PM, c-69-245-129-81.hsd1.il.comcast.net, Naperville, Illinois,*

69.245.129.81 - - [03/Jun/2014:16:10:02 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/catalysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 33200 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"
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My plagiarism.

3:21 PM, dsl.comwave.net, Toronto, Ontario,

147.194.45.7 - - [03/Jun/2014:16:21:59 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/metaphysics.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18092 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. Was Dr G asked by Homeland Security CO chief to advise the gang-stalking group? (It 
seems that, in view of the current impasse (the TMU’s dismissal of the Homeland Security warning), 
Dr G had agreed to make a claim to the TMU about how I did violate his intellectual property rights.)59

3:51 PM, Telekom Malaysia Berhad, Shah Alam, Malaysia,*

60.53.134.68 - - [03/Jun/2014:16:51:33 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
347503 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; Touch; 
ASU2JS)"

My harassment of my family members.

3:53 PM, c-71-236-91-92.hsd1.pa.comcast.net, Altoona, Pennsylvania,*

71.236.91.92 - - [03/Jun/2014:16:53:03 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The second.)

3:54 PM, a glance at my wrong scenario at this time:

59 This of course makes it all the more likely that Dr G had indeed already been warned by Homeland Security that I 
suffered from schizophrenia – but it means also that, contrary to my assumption, he had never been recruited by the TMU as
an informant against the Secret Society women.
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3:57 PM, speedy.com.ar, Mar Del Plata, Argentina, 

201.254.73.36 - - [03/Jun/2014:16:57:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/daodejin222.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17844 "https://www.google.com.ar/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
201.254.73.36 - - [03/Jun/2014:16:57:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 12120 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/daodejin222.html" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"
201.254.73.36 - - [03/Jun/2014:16:57:43 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

By 4:06 PM, I had revised my wrong scenario of this time:
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4:10 PM, TXTV d.o.o. Tuzla, Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina.

31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-angeles-
hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10469 "http://
www.google.ba/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=54&ved=0CDEQFjADODI&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2013%2F09%2F15%2Fthree-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this
%2F&ei=2lWOU8b3NqzA7AbN_IH4Bg&usg=AFQjCNGIoij2yw0aGO-
3IxSG2j0k3SSWgg&sig2=qqmcgDTHXWFBU5UZ4p114A&bvm=bv.68235269,d.ZGU" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/themes/twentyeleven/style.css 
HTTP/1.1" 200 14910 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-includes/js/comment-reply.min.js?
ver=3.7.3 HTTP/1.1" 200 709 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-
los-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-61-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 37079 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-
women-in-los-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-54-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 42524 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-
women-in-los-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
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31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-55-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 41639 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-
women-in-los-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/9813-1-
300x168.png HTTP/1.1" 200 48310 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-
women-in-los-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
…..

My computer-hacking. 9 seconds later, he came to the next blog post:

31.47.22.87 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:10:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/20/three-women-in-los-angeles-
hired-a-hacker-to-take-down-my-website-part-ii-google-seems-to-be-more-reliable-than-microsoft/ 
HTTP/1.1" 200 5454 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-
angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

4:41 PM, cusmoter.cdi.no, Oslo, Norway,

31.45.56.192 - - [03/Jun/2014:17:41:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/10/29/the-truth-behind-the-edward-
snowden-nsa-leakscandal/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10631 https://www.google.no/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden?

5:18 PM, 65-129-232-45.bois.qwest.net, Boise, Idaho,*

65.129.232.45 - - [03/Jun/2014:18:18:15 -0600] "GET /gallery/healer2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 352977 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Did Robin just rejoin the discussion?

7:08 PM, c-98-225-91-199.hsd1.az.comcast.net, Tucson, Arizona,*

98.225.91.199 - - [03/Jun/2014:20:08:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism.

8:19 PM, c-50-156-33-188.hsd1.ca.comcast.net, El Sobrante, California,

50.156.33.188 - - [03/Jun/2014:21:19:10 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

8:24 PM, dsl-187-199-112-121-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Mexico City, Mexico,*

187.199.112.121 - - [03/Jun/2014:21:24:27 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.117 Safari/537.36"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The third.) At the same time: dynamic.hinet.net, Taipei, Taiwan, 

220.129.194.201 - - [03/Jun/2014:21:24:35 -0600] "GET /cheneyplan17/cheneyplan17e.pdf HTTP/1.1"
404 1361 "https://www.google.com.tw/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
220.129.194.201 - - [03/Jun/2014:21:24:40 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

What’s going on here? (150-70-97-124.trendmicro.com, Tokyo, Japan)*

150.70.97.124 - - [03/Jun/2014:21:25:45 -0600] "GET /cheneyplan17/cheneyplan17e.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
404 2645 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0)"
150.70.75.34 - - [03/Jun/2014:21:27:13 -0600] "GET /cheneyplan17/cheneyplan17e.pdf HTTP/1.0" 
404 2613 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)"

Did he take care to scan my chapter with anti-virus software? Did the Boss’ family intervene as well? 
(To save the Homeland Security warning with the TMU.)

8:34 PM, 76-251-33-72.lightspeed.dllstx.sbcglobal.net, Dallas, Texas,*

76.251.33.72 - - [03/Jun/2014:21:34:31 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWebKit/534.57.7 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.7 Safari/534.57.7"

My plagiarism.

9:09 PM, c-71-231-145-205.hsd1.wa.comcast.net, Seattle, Washington,*

71.231.145.205 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:09:30 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto6.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 347503 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=196o+military&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=196o+military&sc=0-8&sp=-1&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; ASU2JS; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

9:28 PM, my own visit from Starbucks, Westwood:

64.134.224.240 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:28:20 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.134.224.240 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:28:22 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
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"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.134.224.240 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:28:26 -0600] "GET /blogs HTTP/1.1" 301 580 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.134.224.240 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:28:26 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
64.134.224.240 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:28:28 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 35091 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

9:32 PM,

108.33.83.213 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:32:34 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-
69.png HTTP/1.1" 200 177950 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

9:35 PM, Charter Communications, Carmel, Indiana,*

107.147.18.35 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:35:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; 
Touch; ASU2JS)"

My plagiarism.

9:38 PM, I was editing my blog from Starbucks. I attempted to post on my blog the notes from this 
afternoon:
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If I had kept this blog post, it would certainly be Homeland Security CO chief’s temporary evidence in 
the ICJ.

9:42 PM, 103.sub-70-197-78.myvzw.com, Costa Mesa, California,

70.197.78.103 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:42:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/07/14/the-struggle-to-avoid-mind-
control-suicidalthoughts/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10458 https://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 4.4.2; DROID RAZR HD Build/KDA20.62-10) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

Within 4 seconds, she came to the front page of my blog:

70.197.78.103 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:42:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 35091 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/07/14/the-struggle-to-avoid-mind-control-suicidal-
thoughts/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; DROID RAZR HD Build/KDA20.62-10) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"

By this time, Homeland Security CO chief should have already informed the Secret Society women 
that I would “stalk” Carolyn in two hours. The women were jubilant. As the news spread among the 
large gang-stalking group, one of the volunteers nearby came to check on my crazy blog: “This stalker 
is dangerous because he’s totally delusional, believing there are chips inside his brain...”

9:51 PM,

78.164.4.161 - - [03/Jun/2014:22:51:05 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
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(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

9:54 PM, I posted my latest blog post from Starbucks. (As noted, whatever I had posted, I would soon 
delete it. Did Homeland Security CO chief obtain his evidence anyway?)

10:03 PM,

70.162.58.184 - - [03/Jun/2014:23:03:03 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:40 PM,

68.8.23.95 - - [03/Jun/2014:23:40:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztecaxismundi.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 102595 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

11:16 PM, CHINA UNICOM Shanghai City Network, Shanghai,

140.207.196.7 - - [04/Jun/2014:00:16:34 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/classificationindia.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2885 
http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A9mSs2uwuY5TCg0ACYEzCQx.;_ylu=X3oDMTE1azVlMzl0BHNlY
wNzcgRwb3MDMjIEY29sbwNpcjIEdnRpZANVSURFQzAxXzE-/RV=2/RE=1401891376/RO=10/
RU=http%3a%2f%2fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2fscientificenlightenment1%2fclassificationindia.html/RK=0/
RS=tIvo1duG2uWLEKH_4QiGi4Scvmc- "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8; de-de) 
AppleWebKit/533.21.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.5 Safari/533.21.1"

My plagiarism. Was this another volunteer whom the MSS had lent to the Secret Society women?

11:40 PM, I showed up in front of Carolyn’s office. Let’s review what we have said. Since Homeland 
Security CO chief had of course already informed the Secret Society women since yesterday that I was 
going to show up tonight around this time,60 Veronica’s investigators would have already set up all the 
necessary surveillance devices waiting for me to show up. Thus, at this moment, Kiersten, Angelica, 
Veronica, Carolyn, Karin, Dr P, and SDW must all be sitting in front of their computers watching me 
doing my “stalking” in real time. All of them would go back to the TMU tomorrow with the video from
tonight to request that the Homeland Security warning about me be reinstated and the stalking case on 
me be reopened. (A waste of time: as you can expect, the TMU would of course eventually decide to 
not reopen another stalking case on me.) 

12:21 AM, eth219-8.vic.adsl.internode.on.net, Darwin, Australia,*

150.101.219.8 - - [04/Jun/2014:01:21:31 -0600] "GET /1/chinesepatriarchy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 35452 
"http://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/
60 Perhaps this is why Carolyn had removed her name tag from the intercom to the building.
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chinesepatriarchy.htm&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=9MiOU9KICY7rkgXUrYE4&ved=0CC
AQFjAB&usg=AFQjCNHxG0y70ts2Eag_CAnoVoUcS1d2mA" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; InfoPath.1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.30; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729)"
150.101.219.8 - - [04/Jun/2014:01:21:32 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 13146 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/chinesepatriarchy.htm" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; InfoPath.1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506.30; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 
3.5.30729)"
150.101.219.8 - - [04/Jun/2014:01:21:32 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 1103 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; Trident/4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; 
InfoPath.1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.30; .NET CLR 3.0.04506.648; .NET CLR 
3.5.21022; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152; .NET CLR 3.5.30729)"

 My particular brand of misogynist ideology? To explain why I hated Carolyn and wanted to stalk her? 
(Ha!)

1:23 AM, UCLA, El Segundo, California,*

164.67.154.25 - - [04/Jun/2014:02:23:49 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"
164.67.154.25 - - [04/Jun/2014:02:23:49 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism. (Again, even though I had crafted the diagrams myself.)

1:34 AM,

203.215.122.28 - - [04/Jun/2014:02:34:24 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com.ph/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. 

1:38 AM, nat2.rudnik.bartanet.cz, Prague, Czech Republic,*

192.162.96.35 - - [04/Jun/2014:02:38:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism.

2:22 AM, the UCLA volunteer from an hour ago came again:
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164.67.154.25 - - [04/Jun/2014:03:22:46 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

Evidently, to prepare for tomorrow’s meeting with the TMU, the Secret Society women were already 
compiling evidences of my plagiarism.

2:29 AM, jnbmail3.angloamerican.co.uk, Johannesburg, South Africa, 

196.38.152.4 - - [04/Jun/2014:03:29:13 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.co.za/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36"

My computer hacking. 

2:35 AM, cable.virginm.net, Raynes Park, UK, 

82.44.226.199 - - [04/Jun/2014:03:35:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:46 AM, 93-103-26-62.dynamic.t-2.net, Jesenice, Slovenia,*

93.103.26.62 - - [04/Jun/2014:03:46:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "http://www.google.si/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:54 AM, d4b263c2.static.ziggozakelijk.nl, Den Bosch, Netherlands,

212.178.99.194 - - [04/Jun/2014:03:54:22 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/genealogy_of_morals.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 26220 "https://duckduckgo.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Iron/33.0.1800.0 Chrome/33.0.1800.0 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. (More evidences for tomorrow.)

3:50 AM, YHGIL Foundation, Pontefract, UK,

89.207.208.1 - - [04/Jun/2014:04:50:38 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/rjwien.jpg HTTP/1.0" 
200 39249 "http://www.google.co.uk/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 
6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/5.0)"

My plagiarism. (More evidences for tomorrow.)

3:51 AM, Vodafone DSL, Berlin, Germany,

212.144.249.2 - - [04/Jun/2014:04:51:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/higgsfield.jpg 
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HTTP/1.1" 200 44655 "https://www.google.pl/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Ubuntu Chromium/34.0.1847.116 Chrome/34.0.1847.116 
Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. (More evidences for tomorrow.)

3:52 AM, cpe-98-30-87-211.columbus.res.rr.com, Paulding, Ohio,*

98.30.87.211 - - [04/Jun/2014:04:52:33 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
61345 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; U; CPU OS 4_3_5 like Mac OS X; en-us) AppleWebKit/533.17.9 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0.2 Mobile/8L1 Safari/6533.18.5"

My harassment of my family members. (More evidences for tomorrow.)

3:57 AM, revip4.asianet.co.th, Bangkok, Thailand,

115.87.221.172 - - [04/Jun/2014:04:57:20 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 344816 "https://www.google.co.th/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.117 Safari/537.36"

How I had stolen Oliver’s painting and claimed it as my own?

4:10 AM, Opera Mini, Norway, Maine; is this correct?*

185.26.182.34 - - [04/Jun/2014:05:10:33 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491757 
"https://www.google.no/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36 OPR/22.0.1471.50"

Angelica’s naked picture. (Also evidence for tomorrow.)

Let’s summarize.61 Today was the second day that the Secret Society women, after the TMU’s latest 

61 In the original version, such was our conclusion at this point: “We of course must note that, from today onward until 11 
June, all activities on SDW’s Facebook group would cease. Evidently, because of the dismissal of her stalking claim against 
me, she had warned all her Facebook group members to not post anything on the group’s page anymore – because a 
‘cyberstalker’ was on the loose and could be tracking everyone’s messages there. Was this bizarre? I could ‘track’ SDW’s 
messages on this group because I was a member; and I was a member of this group because SDW herself put me there late 
last year – before she got all paranoid about me. When her stalking claim against me was dismissed, she must have 
complained to the TMU: ‘But he can track my blog posts and my postings on my Facebook group!” Upon hearing that I was
in her group because she herself had put me there, the TMU officers of course would have simply replied: ‘Then you can 
remove him from your group, by which fact he wouldn’t be able to see your postings there anymore.’ But SDW would have 
shouted: ‘No! Then he would know that something is up! And he will retaliate!’ The TMU would then certainly refer to their
‘updated’ profile of me, on which it’s stated that they had concluded that I was not dangerous and would not retaliate. The 
TMU was retracting their statement on Chaya’s warning because, as everyone could see, I had known about Chaya’s 
warning about me for more than ten years, since the very beginning (September 2003), and had even mentioned it in my 
story (‘Government’s Investigation of a Schizophrenic’, II and III), and yet Chaya was still alive and well, living in the same
apartment building in Beverly Hills. I had never bothered to retaliate – given that I was satisfied with having already ruined 
her therapeutic career. The TMU would further instruct SDW: ‘If you post things on your blog, this means that you have 
given consent for anyone to look at it. If you don’t want him to look at your blog, you can block his IP address.’ Doing 
everything like everyone else did was of course too complicated for a woman, who required law enforcement to do for her 
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dismissal of the Homeland Security warning about me, would mobilize volunteers to brainstorm how to
convince any law enforcement authority that Homeland Security was all right about me.

(1) 6:39 AM, a Ho Chi Minh City volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (a).
(2) 8:43 AM, SDW called upon a Sprint PCS volunteer (1).
(3) 9:22 AM, a Murcia, Spain, volunteer examined my delusions about Karin and her meetup friends.
(4) 10:12 AM, Shizuka rejoined the discussion. 
(5) 11 AM, Homeland Security CO chief instructed this “Hernandez Camacho” to link up my chapter 
on his Google Plus page in order to produce temporary evidence.
(6) 12:32 PM, a University of Michigan volunteer examined my delusional mind and/ or my misogynist
ideology. 
(7) 1:54 PM, a Moncton, New Brunswick, volunteer examined my delusions about synthetic telepathy.
(8) 3:21 PM, Dr G agreed to make a complaint to the TMU about my violation of his intellectual 
property rights (the Toronto volunteer).
(9) 3:53 PM, a Pennsylvania volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (b).
(10) 4:41 PM, an Oslo volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden. 
(11) 5:18 PM, Robin just rejoined the discussion.
(12) 8:24 PM, a Mexico City volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (c).
(13) At the same time, the Boss’ family also intervened (the Taipei volunteer).
(14) 9:42 PM, a Costa Mesa volunteer checked on my crazy blog – knowing that the “stalking” of 
Carolyn was about to happen. 
(15) 9:54 PM, I posted on my blog. Homeland Security CO chief’s temporary evidence?
(16) 11:40 PM, all the Secret Society women were glued to their computer screens watching me 
“stalking” Carolyn in real time. 
(17) 12:21 AM, a Darwin, Australia, volunteer examined my misogynist ideology as the reason why I 
kept stalking white women. 
(18) 1:23 AM, the Secret Society women asked a UCLA volunteer to start compiling evidences of my 
plagiarism for tomorrow’s meeting.
(17) 3:52 AM, a Paulding, Ohio, volunteer prepared evidence of my harassment of my family 
members. 
(18) 4:10 AM, an Opera Mini volunteer prepared evidence that I did paint Angelica nude (d).

We have of course not taken care to mention here the myriad of brainstorming during the day about 
how to prove to any law enforcement authority that I had indeed plagiarized.

4 June (Wednesday; extremely severe targeting; massive collection and arrest)

First, a note about myself. Slept. Woke up 12 PM. Watched more crying scenes in “Girl” and “Europa 
Europa”. 1 PM, Tom N Toms. Found a 5 dollar bill on the sidewalk, a signal that I would be required 
to waste more money today. (Really? Or was it just a coincidence?) Sort of expecting Rod. He didn’t 

what all guys had to do for themselves. SDW, along with the rest of the Secret Society, would steadfastly refuse to accept 
such ‘anti-climax’ – such undramatic conclusion to her stalking fears – and would continue to hold onto Chaya’s warning as
if it were valid forever, and use it to scare all her Facebook group members, so that everyone, frightened to her or his core, 
would post nothing on the Facebook group – until they couldn’t hold off any longer. Meanwhile, SDW would cease posting 
on her blog also. Her only blog post for the month of June was the one for 18 June, an insignificant post, ‘Organizations 
practicing trauma-based mind-control’.” Again, we mark in red those portions which happen to possibly describe reality. 
With one qualification: SDW had most likely sent out the Homeland Security warning about me, not Chaya’s warning, to all
her Facebook group members (and then of course instructed everyone to keep it a secret from me).
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show up, maybe in order to provoke me, while making it look like it’s my own fault. Anger attack over 
the requirement for evil people to have good fortune. Required to xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx. Looked up Dr 
G’s address information on 2:57 PM. Then extremely severe physical pain from 3 PM onward. Kier-
sten required me to xxxxxx Dr G. (Actually, it was just Homeland Security CO chief, who wanted me to
commit crimes while the Secret Society women were arguing with the TMU on Carolyn’s behalf. Or, 
perhaps, after Dr G had joined the complaint effort yesterday, he wanted Dr G to be further involved in
order to reinforce Carolyn’s case.) Required to xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx. 3:30 PM, at Metro station, re-
motely controlled to suffer severe seizure attack, almost dragged away by strangers. A/ K and Panistas 
wanted me to be caught in surveillance cameras. (No, it’s just Homeland Security CO chief who wanted
some temporary evidence in the ICJ.)62 Home Depot. Remotely controlled to be unable to break a bottle
in school. Evidence that I couldn’t do harm because of my mental retardation. Then remotely con-
trolled to throw a bottle at a car. (The Monkey was trying hard to get me to act out in order to produce 
some temporary evidence for the ICJ.) Bought spray can. On Metro. Remotely controlled to get off the 
Metro at the wrong stop: evidence of my mental retardation. On Blue Line. Wes called, 5 PM: IMPcall-
wesmetroWesmssacreamr_6_4_14_132-549PM.MP3. (Starting from 3:07:30 onward.) A/ K and 
Panistas – actually, just Homeland Security CO chief – have programmed me to describe violent, sadis-
tic imaginaries about maiming xxxxxxxxx, hoping that I may get myself further into trouble (insofar as 
I wasn't bad enough to enable the Secret Society women to use law enforcement to dispose of me). 
(You can easily imagine what had happened: the TMU had already rejected the Secret Society 
women’s request on Carolyn’s behalf, which itself had become unfavorable evidence in the ICJ. For 
this reason, Homeland Security CO chief wanted me to attack Dr G, commit more crimes, suffer 
seizure, act out on the street, and finally say crazy and violent things to Wes so that he can have at 
least temporary evidences in the ICJ to lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being.)

Highlights of my conversation with Wes today: (1) I suffered particularly severe torture today from the 
control center. (2) My realization that it’s not SDW who was targeting me, but Angelica and Kiersten. 
(Wes must know that I was still wrong.) (3) Upset upon discovering that the CIA’s goal was for me to 
commit crimes for the rest of my life (3:11:00). (Wrong.) (4) The Syrian case had been restored, and 
the government was letting A/ K target me to transform me into their conception of me, all in order 
that, when they should fail, this would be evidence that I didn’t fit their conception of me... (Wrong – 
but will the Invisible Hand really employ such tactic later on?) (5) The CIA people were really bizarre, 
paying back my kindness with cruelty... I had to spend more time than ever before committing crimes 
each day. A/ K wanted me to develop the desire to kill xxxxxxxxx and talk about it over the phone, so 
that I could get myself further into troubles... But my interest was not in killing people, only in maim-
ing people.… (Again, it’s not the CIA or A/ K who were doing this, but Homeland Security CO chief.) 
(3:18:00). But I can’t form any anti-xxxxxxxx hate groups unless there are nation-states sponsoring it. 
My problem: I was an ineffective evil... This was thus Kiersten’s problem: she had lost a lot of face 
when I couldn’t become as violent as she had claimed I was. I was thus working full time trying to 
make Kiersten look good by becoming more violent, for all her friends were presumably watching me 
through police surveillance. (Again, it’s not Kiersten, but Homeland Security CO chief who had lost 
face.)63 I was also working full-time for the CIA, because they wanted more crimes in society in order 

62 In the original version, I of course wrongly assumed it was the Hardliners who wanted me to be caught in surveillance 
cameras.
63 In the original version, my wrong conclusion at this point: “This was actually not what was going on at the present, but, 
per Macrospherian programming, will become what is happening later on, exactly when I shall be revising this paragraph, 
around mid-March next year.”
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to improve the quality of citizens (3:23:00).64 (Again, it’s Homeland Security CO chief who wanted me 
to say something crazy.) “I don’t mind working hard to make Kiersten look good because the idea of 
making thousands of Americans suffer for her glory is very satisfying.” (Evidence that I was again 
delusional about my women victims – even though this was sort of true.) “I don’t like the CIA because 
they should pay me for committing crimes, and I shouldn’t spend more than two hours doing it each 
day, in order to leave time for studying, etc.” (Again, it’s Homeland Security CO chief who should pay 
me.) (6) Then note Wes’ example about fruit flies (3:26:00): “The CIA let subhumans become terrorists
so that terrorism may become weakened...” Wes was presumably giving me a hint about what the CIA 
was doing from behind the scene: they were instructing law enforcement to not intervene when I was 
committing crimes, in order to let them see for themselves just how dangerous I could really be. Once 
law enforcement officers (like the detectives in the TMU) had seen that, after I had succeeded in caus-
ing approximately 1000 dollar property damages per day, I had pretty much reached my maximum ca-
pacity for criminal conducts, and that I couldn’t much transcend this threshold no matter how hard I 
tried (such as causing harm to human bodies), then they would realize that there was no reality in Kier-
sten’s and Angelica’s demonization of me late last year. (Could I be right here?) Women’s fear-mon-
gering in the community about dangers and crimes and violence would then be completely discredited. 
The CIA was here to discredit the entire “culture of fear” which had engulfed America in the past two 
decades – the “culture of fear” which, at the grass-root level, was generated through women activists’ 
fear-mongering about violent male criminals (as a way to increase women’s control over society’s re-
sources and the male population), and which, on the level of political processes, was generated through 
the neocons’ fear-mongering about “Muslim terrorists” (as a way to increase federal government’s 
power at the local level). (Excellent analysis, even though it’s a little over-speculation here.)65 Then, 
the CIA knew me: I had no interest in wasting my time trying to do something unless I was certain that 
I could achieve some effect. I wouldn’t bother to try to kill people unless I was certain that I had a 
fairly good chance of succeeding. Then: Kiersten had control over my targets, so that I often didn’t get 
the satisfaction from hitting them.66 (7) Then, about how Los Angeles was a bad place for committing 
crimes, for, here, Anglos constituted only a tiny minority of the population. (Again, Homeland Security 
CO chief wanted me to say something terroristic.) (8) Then, about how all this was gross violation of 
human rights, authorized only because of the previous International Court trial. (Sort of correct! Home-
land Security CO chief had only obtained the right to torture me because of the previous ICJ trial.) 
Then, about BOL: “I really thought she would like me... I must really be a subhuman, since very per-
son I had ever helped also wanted to harm me” (3:36:00). (Right! Even though BOL didn’t harbor any 
hatred for me at all.)67 

64 In the original version, my conclusion at this point – was I correct? “A major theme in the Macrospherian program: 
Americans’ brain has considerably deteriorated in the past two decades due to the dramatic falling of crime rates. This is, 
presumably, not a universal rule applying to all cultures in the world: i.e. it’s not the case that, in every culture, increasing 
physical safety would cause the decline of intelligence and morals. It’s presumably not so in some Asian countries, e.g. 
Japan. But, because of the way American society is organized, people will lose their mind and any notions about right and 
wrong when they no longer suffer misfortune. It says something about the degenerate nature of the American mentality.”
65 We have to wonder whether Wes was here really speaking about the Invisible Hand’s future plan: e.g. to let wastes like the
Secret Society women represent the liberal left so that the liberal left can be weakened. 
66 In the original version, my interpretation at this point: “This, again, was not true, but will become true in March next year.
Currently, it was Mr Homeland Security CO chief who had a certain amount of control over my choice of targets” – right –  
“and only so within the boundary of the Hardliners’ agendas” – wrong. My confession “If they want me to be a xxxxxxxxx, 
they need to sponsor me” might also be Homeland Security CO chief’s evidence that Dr P was right about me: when I 
suffered from the delusion that I had been labeled a “terrorist”, I might really go do terrorist things.
67 In the original version, my wrong interpretation at this point: “She had authorized my torture because this was the only 
possible way to accomplish her program to save the world. My suffering was simply too small a matter in comparison to the
goal of saving human civilization.” Wrong! Although this might become true later on. “Meanwhile, I made my complaint 
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(9) Wes pretended to get confused: “You said you want to harm my mother?” Then: “The universe is 
constructed in such a way that I must be harmed.” Then I was upset over the fact that, even when I tried
to harm people, I would still do them good... except Wes. There is no need for Americans to improve 
themselves through suffering... They might not have developed their potentials, but they are fine with 
that. Then, letting a genius develop his potential vs letting a dumb person develop his potential. (10) 
About maiming xxxxxxxxx with my buddies and filming it, and then telling them this is to develop 
their tolerance for injustice, i.e. it’s for their own good (3:45:00). And all this to prove that Kiersten 
was correct about me. (Again, Homeland Security CO chief wanted me to say something terroristic.) 
(11) Kiersten’s belief about the CIA’s winning or losing (3:48:00). (More bullshit.) (12) Wes: How do 
you call a guy with no arms and legs in a swimming pool? We call him “Bob” (3:49:30). A woman 
with no arms and legs on a beach? “Candy”. (What was Wes trying to tell me here?) (13) About Em-
press Dowager’s cruelty. We should practice Nanjing Massacre on xxxxxxxxx (3:54:00). Dafour, not 
enjoyable. It had to be xxxxxxxxx. It had to be xxxxxxxxx in order to kill pain, otherwise it’d increase 
pain. (14) Wes: Holmes, a castle, a hotel, where xxxxxxxxx were slaughtered (3:59:00). (Again, why 
was Wes saying this? Will something like this happen in the future?) (15) All this to prove Kiersten cor-
rect and to make her look good, thus is the point of the game. “The damages I cause right now are too 
minor...” (4:03:00). About persuading people to harm others. It has to be a “group effort” in making 
myself look bad (4:06:30). (Again, will this happen in the future?) “The only point in hurting people is 
to convince them that Kiersten is correct about me.” (More like: convincing them that Homeland Secu-
rity CO chief and the Secret Society women were right about me.) xxxxxxxxx also had to suffer harm 
in order to save Russia. (16) The example of the woman collecting insurance benefits from your in-
juries (4:12:00). (17) A Hispanic guy drove here (4:13:00). (I had produced such good evidences for 
Homeland Security CO chief that he just had to send in an agent to verify that it was indeed me who 
was talking on the phone (that the intercept was genuine).)

(Once again, Homeland Security CO chief had got me to say crazy things and make violent death 
wishes against xxxxxxxxx so that he could not only have evidence in the ICJ to temporarily lock up the 
previous ICJ trial for the time being but also testimonies to make his colleagues in the law enforcement
business hate me and believe he had always been right about me – so that more people in the national 
security Establishment and law enforcement circles can protest against the recent dismissal of his mas-
terful warning about me and the CIA’s removal of me from a certain watchlist. However, you must no-
tice that there was in fact some truth in some of the offensive and crazy things I had said here: Home-
land Security CO chief remotely controlled me to break people’s things indeed so that his star wit-
nesses, the Secret Society women, can look credible, and the victims of my crimes were suffering indeed

about the CIA’s bizarre demeanor – that I had tried to save their lives before and yet that they had set me up with all these 
criminal women and Mxxxxxxx just to allow them to harm me – because I was ignorant, as yet, of the fact that their goal 
was to obtain from me brain scan images that were identical to my stalking victims’.” Wrong! I hadn’t yet realized that I 
hadn’t saved the CIA’s lives at all – but this “brain scan images” thing might become true later on. And so my wrong 
interpretation continues: “Again, the founding members of Kiersten’s Secret Society – Kiersten, Angelica, Dr P, and SDW –
felt ‘betrayed’ by their society when law enforcement refused to annihilate me on ground of talking about them on the 
Internet just as I felt ‘betrayed’ by the CIA when they purposely abandoned me in the lions’ den to let me get harmed. That 
is, the CIA needed to obtain from me those images which showed the brain’s activity patterns corresponding to the emotion 
‘anger and amazement over betrayal’. Once again, I had to be really victimized – really betrayed – in order to produce such 
brain scan images because I was reasonable enough to recognize that law enforcement didn’t owe me the extermination of 
my fellow citizens just because they had talked about me, whereas the Agency can obtain from American women brain scan 
images showing the emotion of ‘betrayal’ by simply not allowing them to act as Kim Jong-Il did in North Korea. This 
International Court trial was truly designed to victimize the just and the good – even in a trial designed to correct its very 
criminal nature.” Again, something like this might very well happen later on.
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in order to prevent Russia from being convicted. Finally, we must suspect whether the Invisible Hand 
was trying to obtain a certain ICJ judgment from Wes’ story about Holmes, e.g. a judgment permitting 
him to hire people to build something and yet prevent the people building it from knowing what it was 
that they were building. For example, to enlarge the special ICJ court with more secret chambers and 
build more control centers and so on.)

Afterward, on the train again. Discovered that I was remotely controlled to forget to bring my USB ca-
ble, so that I can’t protect the recording of my conversation by immediately uploading it. Pain, anger 
attack. Required to commit more crimes tonight. This is the Hardliners’ programming, as you shall see:
the evidentiary record required that I not record what would happen to me tonight. (Actually, it’s just 
Homeland Security CO chief again.) At RDND. Catalina CF. Sat with a pretty AWF. 8:39 PM, pressed 
the wrong keys on my laptop, and my entire Word document disappeared: severe physical pain. 9 PM, 
store closed. Out. 12 N, 3 W, 3 SPC. 2 H. Tried 3 times breaking CTLNCF-W. At the bus stop by 
10:30 PM, and the bus was supposed to come on 10:51 PM. After 30 minutes, it never came. 11:20 
PM, RDND Police, and severe physical pain. Called a taxi, and took Norco. Then the bus came. Kier-
sten’s intention: I was programmed to come to RDND just when the bus would break down or be late. 
(Wrong: it’s just Homeland Security CO chief.)68

Paid 60 dollars to a taxi driver to drive me to WSTHLLYWD. Here I would continue collection to 
compensate the earlier targeting. 3 N. 1 W (Antonia’s). Drank at a bar to wait until 2 AM. More pain 
attack when I discovered that my recorder had run out of space (couldn’t upload). 1 W (The Gym: Pri-
vate Fitness). 2 SPC. Then to Harmony. Stuck around for 20 minutes, and couldn’t break it there. 2 W 
at La Bohème. Couldn’t break the clothing store’s (across the street from City Hall). While I was look-
ing for more targets, the security car showed up. Avoided it. Hid in a street corner. Then a police car 
found me. Two extremely vulgar policemen came out, claiming that I might be breaking into cars. Ac-
tually, they came most likely because the security officers inside City Hall saw, from their surveillance 
cameras on the building, that I was trying to attack the clothing store, and called up both the security 
patrol and the West Hollywood police. The police officers tackled me down, handcuffed me, threw me 
into the police car, and searched all my things. They knocked off my glasses and wouldn’t let me wear 
them to see what they were doing. I asked them what crimes I had committed. “Your birth”, they 
claimed. Note that Homeland Security CO chief had made sure that I wouldn't get to record such 
golden confession from these two police officers. It would seem that these two officers had been al-
lowed to listen to the intercepts of my conversation with Wes on both 23 May and this afternoon, and 
so were quite aware of my understanding of myself as a “subhuman”, i.e. someone whom the police 
wouldn’t even bother to arrest. They were so offended by my anti-American rambling this afternoon 
that they decided to act in accordance with my status as a “subhuman”. Thus, while they claimed they 
were going to take me to jail for my warrant – taking care to not mention to me that they actually 
wanted to arrest me for attempting to break windows (they had at one time said something about break-
ing windows) – and while they also claimed I had stolen my laptop – by now I had truly believed that it
was I who was going to get arrested, instead of SDW – they suddenly let me go, throwing all my things
out of their car and scattering them all over on the street corner, and hurrying me to leave. They told me
I was not welcome here and must not come back to this neighborhood. I had to pick up all my things in 
a hurry, and they laughed at me. I got to the bus stop, and witnessed them randomly stopping another 

68 In the original version, our wrong conclusion: “Actually, it was the Hardliners who had allowed [Mr] Homeland Security 
CO chief to cause me the maximum [...] physical pain and frustration tonight, all in order to provoke me to commit more 
crimes tonight than usual. You’ll soon see why.” Actually, other than producing some temporary evidences, Homeland 
Security CO chief was just punishing me for his disaster today and in the past week. 
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car in front of them – simply for the sport of it. These two police officers were just the most vulgar offi-
cers I had ever seen. It seemed almost like they were acting, and so I was not severely angry. I was 
aware that it’s all probably because I was seen in the cameras on the ceiling of City Hall. But one was 
determined to collect more damages. (It’s really not clear how much I was correct here. But, in any 
case, the fact that the police had detained me tonight (even though they had then released me) was 
enough evidence for Homeland Security CO chief to lock up the previous ICJ trial for the time being.)

Rode bus 4 to Sunset. Got off near Stories. Walked one hour to find more TRGTs. 2 W (TRRMIA). 
The alarm had also sounded (VNTG). Then rode bus 4 to downtown, and rode past my stop again. 
Rode the bus back to Koreatown, and rode past my bus stop again. Remotely controlled to produce evi-
dence showing me to be mentally retarded. Used the opportunity to eat at a different restaurant. Sun-
light. Didn’t get home until 7 AM. (Again, it was just Homeland Security CO chief punishing me for 
his disasters.)69

Additional notes for today: Again, throughout the day, continually listened to Irina Ortman’s song. 
More wrong scenarios in the original version: I highly suspect that my misfortune tonight was entirely 
decided by the Hardliners after some bargaining. When they (or he) looked at the evidentiary record 
and saw that, in order to stall the ICJ trial, I, and not the women, needed to be arrested this time, they 
(or he) actually felt guilty (for my having to go through so much undeserved suffering just in order that 
he might monopolize my scientific discovery). Thus, he decided to make use of my self-understanding 
as a “subhuman” (enter it into the ICJ evidence) in order to spare me some jail time. He must have or-
chestrated some happening where the two worst (most easily provoked) officers of the West Holly-
wood Police Department got to, per chance, listen to the intercepts of my phone conversation, got en-
raged, and were then called to the scene in response to City Hall’s security call. You can thus tell that 
the Hardliners’ attitude toward me was mostly utilitarian and was not particularly characterized by 
grudges such as has characterized Mr Chertoff’s stance toward me. (Will something like this bullshit 
happen later on?)70

69 Again, we really have to admire this man for his utter lack of concern for third parties’ wellbeing: to punish me, he had 
remotely controlled me to cause several thousands of dollars damages tonight, much more than normal. Just so that I can 
look bad and waste myself. The disappointment which business owners would soon wake up to is no concern of his – even 
if we assume that people would not object to the project of making me look bad. 
70 In the original version, more of my vaguely correct interpretations at this point: “Now, let’s consider the Secret Society’s 
operation today. At the outset, we should comment this. The Secret Society continued to send their false reports to the 
TMU’s special email account. Meanwhile, the TMU was deliberating about my last night’s visit to Carolyn’s office. The 
reason why the TMU – with the Hardliners’ permission, of course – had wanted to update my profile was certainly that, 
because their former, cartoonish profile of me had portrayed me as a most dangerous monster, it had, once fallen into the 
hands of the many women of the Secret Society – who had no friends and no goals in life, were not educated, and spent 
their entire life on the Internet, such as SDW and her online TI friends, and even Kiersten too – given them a once-in-the-
life-time chance to make something meaningful and exciting out of their pointless, boring life, i.e. to become the ‘victims’ 
of my sexual aggression. Because their former profile had portrayed me as extremely dangerous, the TMU was obliged to 
open a case on me when any worthless woman was able to file a complaint against me for the slightest reason, as long as 
she did so on the basis of this scary profile. This was just too much trouble. Most of these women saw the stalking and sex 
crime units of the police department as some sort of Disneyland where they could have their fun complaining about being 
victimized by a monster and indulge themselves in government’s sympathy and compensation while demonizing a male 
monster as a way to feel themselves superior. Thus a whole circus soon developed on Angelica’s back, and a hundred 
women, most of whom I had never met, claimed to be ‘stalked by me’ – all because the TMU was careless enough to allow 
Chaya to demonize me. Their new, updated profile of me, which invalidated Chaya’s warning, was extremely toned down in
comparison to that previous one, so that, when I merely did something which everybody – especially a woman – would do 
from time to time, such as checking to see if a former acquaintance was still in the same place, this could no longer 
constitute enough cause for opening a ‘stalking case’ on me. The TMU must have already decided this morning that, unless 
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Now the Secret Society women’s operation on my website for today. 4:37 AM, host-80-194-109-
163.static.cable.virginmedia.com, Edinburgh, UK,*

80.194.109.163 - - [04/Jun/2014:05:37:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; 
Trident/6.0)"

My plagiarism.

5:18 AM, I made additions to my 2 June blog post:

I continually checked on Carolyn in order to physically locate her, they would not give in to the Secret Society’s demands. 
The TMU’s objective was to deny these women the legal ground for entertaining themselves, when their life was too boring,
with the extermination of suspects in law enforcement’s database. Some time this morning the TMU officers must have 
explained this to SDW and the rest of the gang-members.” Then the interpretation goes entirely wrong: “This would have, 
however, so enraged SDW and her female partners that they would immediately ask for references as to where they could 
appeal the TMU’s decision. Of course, they still had the ‘rights’ to complain about law enforcement decisions, so that the 
TMU would have supplied them with such references. Perhaps somebody in the District Attorney’s office (at the county 
level or at the state level). Thus, from now on, evidently, the Secret Society was sending its false reports to this ‘higher 
authority’ above the county police department. They would of course have also demanded ‘victim confidentiality’ – in order 
to file false complaints with impunity. Meanwhile, since the TMU’s ability to make such decision was based on their new 
updated profile of me and the invalidation of Chaya’s warning, the Secret Society, while filing false complaints, would also 
appeal to the ‘new authority’ in regard to this, i.e. that the TMU had, due to their ‘sexism’, watered down the warning 
concerning an extremely dangerous stalker to the status of a mere public nuisance whom they should not be concerned 
about. The TMU’s correction of their former errors was inexcusable for the Secret Society – for it had taken away from 
many of these women their very meaning of life. If there were no dangerous stalkers walking around and if they were not 
the victims of these male monsters, what were they to do in their life?” The concluding sentence, marked in red, is however 
quite correct.
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5:20 AM, I discovered that the movie “226” had disappeared from Youtube. Did this have anything to 
do with the Secret Society women’s operation?

6:27 AM, c83-253-247-200.bredband.tele2.se, Gavle, Sweden,*

83.253.247.200 - - [04/Jun/2014:07:27:24 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.se/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:52 AM,

181.189.224.18 - - [04/Jun/2014:07:52:50 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/orthorhombic.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 18520 "https://www.google.hn/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:58 AM, Rhode Island Network for Educational Technology, North Kingstown, Rhode Island,*

131.109.141.90 - - [04/Jun/2014:07:58:32 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeno.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 2416 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:01 AM,

177.135.248.166 - - [04/Jun/2014:08:01:09 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
45683 "https://www.google.com.br/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. 

7:07 AM,

159.14.241.230 - - [04/Jun/2014:08:07:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=Glycolysis+TCA+cycle+Pathway+Diagram&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=glycolysis+tca+cycle+pathwa
y+diagram&sc=0-26&sp=-1&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; 
Trident/5.0)"

7:19 AM,

166.205.55.38 - - [04/Jun/2014:08:19:24 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/bohrelementtable.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 83515 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_6 like 
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B651 Safari/9537.53"

7:26 AM, Toronto District School Board, Toronto, Ontario,*

38.116.192.92 - - [04/Jun/2014:08:26:12 -0600] "GET /1/yangshaolayout.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 171839 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"
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My plagiarism. This volunteer was presumably a school teacher.

7:42 AM, Adelphi Net1 Ltd, Carlow, Ireland,*

80.249.248.182 - - [04/Jun/2014:08:42:05 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

8:10 AM, skybroadband.com, Mountain Ash, UK,

5.68.108.94 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:10:58 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking 

8:25 AM, UK Government Department for Work and Pensions, London, UK,71

151.188.105.193 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:25:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/creationmyth-
notes.html HTTP/1.1" 200 13099 "http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=pan%20gu%20creation
%20myth&source=web&cd=37&ved=0CEgQFjAGOB4&url=http%3A% 2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fcreationmythnotes.html&ei=VzqPU8S2GLXMsQSmnICABw&usg=
AFQjCNEFf2 OmRlWK6IzewPwVgf-0WKdGAA" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows 
NT 6.1; Trident/5.0)"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
make a false report about my plagiarism. 

8:27 AM, it was the same “Hernandez Camacho” who was here on 11 AM yesterday:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:27:54 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 12505 "http://plus.url.google.com/url?sa=z&n=1401895673481&url=http%3A% 2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Faztec.html&usg=zzRw-xjty-
H515xh4_5vkOWwK5xo." "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

It looks like he was accessing the chapter again from his Google Plus page. 21 seconds later, he came 
to the previous chapter:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:28:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/germaninva-
sion.html HTTP/1.1" 200 33105 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/

71 Today this IP address is assigned to Fairfax County Public Schools, Arlington, Virginia.*
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aztec.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/
35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Then, almost one minute later, he looked at the Table of Contents:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:29:11 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/germaninvasion.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Almost another minute later, he looked at Page 2:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:30:05 -0600] "GET /thermh2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 45320 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6 seconds later, the Scientific Enlightenment Table of Contents,

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:30:11 -0600] "GET /scientlitfr.html HTTP/1.1" 200 9122 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermh2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

5 seconds later, he looked at the introductory chapter of my Scientific Enlightenment:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:30:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/synopsis.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 28181 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Did he get asked to prepare a special statement certifying that I did plagiarize as the Secret Society 
women prepared themselves for their meeting with the TMU detectives?

8:33 AM, Orange County Department of Education, Los Alamitos, California,

209.232.155.40 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:33:00 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective10.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 0 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_5) AppleWe-
bKit/534.57.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.7 Safari/534.57.7"

Just another certification from a school teacher that I did plagiarize my theory on linear perspective. 
Meanwhile, Hernandez Camacho continued his examination of my chapters:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:33:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/
fundamentalism1.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 55868 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlighten-
ment1/synopsis.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

12 seconds later, the next chapter:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:33:30 -0600] "GET 
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/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 45238 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:33:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dot_clear.gif HTTP/
1.1" 404 1361 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/fundamentalism2.htm" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 
Safari/537.36"

9 seconds later:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:33:39 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/geneaology.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 51202 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8 seconds later:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:33:47 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmological.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 39130 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:34 AM, another volunteer: 77.49.199.224.dsl.dyn.forthnet.gr, Larisa, Greece,*

77.49.199.224 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:34:14 -0600] "GET /owl.JPG HTTP/1.1" 200 11579 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My violation of intellectual property rights. Meanwhile, Hernandez Camacho continued:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:34:58 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmological.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 162 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

More than 3 minutes later:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:38:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/greekreligion.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 44324 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

17 seconds later:

189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:38:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/hesiod.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 11418 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientlitfr.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36" 

More than a minute later:
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189.131.175.133 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:39:56 -0600] "GET /HTcontribution1-philosophy.htm HTTP/1.1"
200 13966 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:47 AM, retail.telecomitalia.it, Novara, Italy,

95.245.75.201 - - [04/Jun/2014:09:47:12 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

9:07 AM,

59.93.17.215 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:07:15 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "https://www.google.co.in/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36" 

9:13 AM, netvigator.com, Hong Kong, 

219.77.174.24 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:13:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-angeles-
hired-a-hacker-in- hong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10469 "http://
www.google.com.hk/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=10&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CFMQFjAJ&url=http
%3A%2F% 2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2013%2F09%2F15%2Fthree- women-in-
los-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-my- website-can-you-believe-this%2F&ei=okW-
PU4jbJcr68QW9mIKICg&usg=AFQjCNGIoij2yw0aGO-
3IxSG2j0k3SSWgg&bvm=bv.68235269,d.dGc" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 
6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

Another special report certifying that I did develop delusions about my women victims’ going after 
me?

9:17 AM, 194-131.wireless.uni.edu, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa,*

134.161.194.131 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:17:04 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 
"http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_7_2) AppleWebKit/
534.51.22 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.1 Safari/534.51.22"

How I had stolen this drawing from my family members?

9:31 AM,

86.9.2.28 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:31:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 35072 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
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9:34 AM, CenturyLink Communications LLC, Phoenix, Arizona,*

65.122.130.226 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:34:09 -0600] "GET /suppl_pld_4_224b/suppl_pld_4_224b-c.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1936667 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0CDIQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fsuppl_pld_4_224b%2Fsuppl_pld_4_224b-c.pdf&ei=b0qPU-
LICsmqyATkmYLgDw&usg=AFQjCNHljZmXvNZMSQVszneq6CMO9xNCIw&bvm=bv.68235269,
d.aWw" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
65.122.130.226 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:34:11 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

This must be the first visit ever since this chapter (“The birth of a mission”, DOC-C) was put up. This 
visit was of course utterly strange for it seems to indicate that the Russians were trying to discredit the 
evidence which the CIA would use once the previous ICJ trial should be reactivated. But that would 
mean that, within the past 30 minutes, the TMU had already rejected the Secret Society women’s 
request on behalf of Carolyn stating that there was no “stalking” because the Homeland Security 
warning about me wasn’t valid.  

9:56 AM, p12.fortbend.k12.tx.us, Missouri City, Texas,

166.102.136.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:56:24 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659 
"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=3d%20cube%20linear
%20perspective&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCAQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fgallery%2Fperspective.html&ei=sk-PU5LzOd-
WxsQSpi4CgCQ&usg=AFQjCNERypIh-
a1LQ4sQum_ZVarAPGgqUA&bvm=bv.68235269,d.cWc&cad=rja" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. If the TMU had already rejected Carolyn’s re-
quest to reopen my case, then, from now on, the Secret Society women would merely be mobilizing 
volunteers to brainstorm how to prove to any law enforcement authority that Homeland Security was 
all right about me. At the same time: ldn.uk.sharedband.net, London, UK,

159.253.164.141 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:56:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "http://www.google.co.uk/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10_7_5) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

9:59 AM, BT, London, UK,

81.134.27.23 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:59:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dalembert2.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 19846 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36" 
81.134.27.23 - - [04/Jun/2014:10:59:00 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/injuredleg.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 28336 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 
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10:21 AM,

5.150.92.251 - - [04/Jun/2014:11:21:01 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:35 AM, Off Campus Telecommunications, Lindon, Utah,*

67.214.236.26 - - [04/Jun/2014:11:35:28 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

10:36 AM, cable.virginm.net, Stoke-on-Trent, UK,

82.28.157.74 - - [04/Jun/2014:11:36:56 -0600] "GET /gallery/bensongoddesscloseup.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 344816 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=Athena+Goddess+sketch&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=athena+goddess+sketch&s c=0-0&sp=-1&sk=" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)"

Did the Secret Society women appeal to Oliver for help?

10:42 AM, Scarborough Public Library, Toronto, Ontario,

205.189.94.11 - - [04/Jun/2014:11:42:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
4492 "http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1 
&source=web&cd=3&sqi=2&ved=0CDoQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F% 2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fsynthetic-telepathy% 2F&ei=h1qPU7aTIo-iyATyooCwDQ&usg=AFQjCNGY-
iBnnP206B6gmAgCN2KDqy94BhQ&sig2=4j2S62PRt7pYl1dgWVOd0Q&bvm=bv.68235269,d.aWw
" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0)"

My delusions about mind-control technology. 

10:48 AM, Grameenphone Ltd., Tangail, Bangladesh,*

119.30.39.196 - - [04/Jun/2014:11:48:30 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yeaveringtemple.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 32539 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

My plagiarism.

10:57 AM,

190.21.64.82 - - [04/Jun/2014:11:57:03 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective1.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 40618 
"https://www.google.cl/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
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like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:58 AM, 180-218-15-81.dynamic.twmbroadband.net, Banqiao, Taiwan,*

180.218.15.81 - - [04/Jun/2014:11:58:02 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/totem1.jpeg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 17463 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. (Again, since this volunteer was from Taiwan, he was most likely an informant.)

11:17 AM, Hadara, Ramallah, Palestinian Territory,

37.8.34.159 - - [04/Jun/2014:12:17:46 -0600] "GET /correlate_revised_no_summary_126/correlate_re-
vised_no_summary% 20126.doc HTTP/1.1" 200 211116 "http://www.google.ps/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=17&cad=rja&uact=8&ved= 0CFAQFjAGOAo&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com% 2Fcorrelate_revised_no_summary_126%2Fcorrelate_re-
vised_no_summary%2520126.doc&ei=cmKPU5aZL-ry7AaMl4HwCQ&usg=AFQjCNFn8vdDMpS-
F8houET1Lvxp9oBUprA&bvm=bv.682352 69,d.bGQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Again, a visit from the strangest place in the world: war zone! How I did harbor delusions about being 
involved with the CIA and then gone after by Homeland Security.

11:28 AM, Navigata Communications Limited, Toronto, Ontario,*

204.244.106.250 - - [04/Jun/2014:12:28:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/afroasiaticmap.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 48023 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

11:41 AM, mobile-166-137-210-022.mycingular.net, Doylestown, Pennsylvania,*

166.137.210.22 - - [04/Jun/2014:12:41:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 75642 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; en-us; SAMSUNG-SGH-I747 Build/JSS15J) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

11:48 AM, Slovak Technical University, Bratislava, Slovakia,

147.175.216.112 - - [04/Jun/2014:12:48:30 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

He clicked on the link sent to him. 18 seconds later, he followed the instruction and did a search for the 
chapter:
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147.175.216.112 - - [04/Jun/2014:12:48:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html HTTP/
1.1" 200 11888 "http://www.google.sk/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&docid=7FmrBabauZJZFM&tbnid=LWZ6VMx7dM-
LuiM:&ved=&url=http%3A%2F% 2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com
%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fcapra.html&ei=iGmPU4TICOSAyQOi24HQAg&psig=AFQjCNH-
daHp-LyFvs- u73OFEEGZqvnvnQ&ust=1401993992624574" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; 
rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. 

12:01 PM, d-108-179-181-138.dhcp4.washington.edu, the University of Washington, Seattle, Washing-
ton.

108.179.181.138 - - [04/Jun/2014:13:01:42 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/
fundamentalism1.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 55868 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1 &ved=0CCUQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com% 
2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Ffundamentalism1.htm&ei=Em2PU4mKOMj6oATw_ICwCw&usg=AF
QjCNHsG7qKE 5xaHiJU_xhL595HPS4kFQ&bvm=bv.68235269,bs.1,d.cGU" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:11.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/11.0"
108.179.181.138 - - [04/Jun/2014:13:01:42 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.7; rv:11.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/11.0"

My plagiarism.

12:22 PM, desktop-ffd6n5a.eas.ualberta.ca, the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta,*

129.128.66.129 - - [04/Jun/2014:13:22:08 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism. (Again, even though I had crafted diagram myself.)

12:31 PM, dhcp.embarqhsd.net, Sunbury, Ohio,

71.50.54.221 - - [04/Jun/2014:13:31:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 190436 "http://www.bing.com/images/search? 
q=images+for+glycolysis&qpvt=images+for+glycolysis&FORM=IGRE" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
6.3; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

12:51 PM, PT. XL Axiata Tbk, Tangerang, Indonesia,*

112.215.65.58 - - [04/Jun/2014:13:51:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/asmatpoles.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 37756 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.
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1:11 PM, dhcp-206-87-193-253.ubcsecure.wireless.ubc.ca, the University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, British Columbia,*

206.87.193.253 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:11:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/haidapoles.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40484 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. At the same time, the University of Alberta volunteer again:

129.128.66.129 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:11:20 -0600] "GET /1/sexdispositive.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 31827 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"
129.128.66.129 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:11:49 -0600] "GET /1/biopower2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 8906 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

1:18 PM, Comcast, Coatesville, Pennsylvania,

68.84.208.212 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:18:29 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer hacking.

1:30 PM, El Paso Community College, static-transtelco.net, El Paso, Texas,

199.19.100.15 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:30:29 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 35072 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

1:44 PM, retail.telecomitalia.it, Casale Monferrato, Italy,

82.48.1.251 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:44:49 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599 
"https://www.google.it/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:56 PM, kabel-badenwuerttemberg.de, Karlsruhe, Germany,

149.172.196.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:56:16 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai440.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6261 "http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3 
&ved=0CDwQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlighten-
ment1%2Fyixuai440.html&ei=24ePU_PlPIme7Ab3wIDgCQ&usg=AFQjCNHBZUDk8Fcfl8B5SX9p-
SoOEpqp8Ag&bvm =bv.68235269,d.ZGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/29.0"
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More than a minute later, he clicked on the next chapter:

149.172.196.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:57:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment/yixuai455/
yixuai455.html HTTP/1.1" 200 5817 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment1/
yixuai440.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

18 seconds later, he came to my web gallery,

149.172.196.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:58:09 -0600] "GET /gallery/gallery.html HTTP/1.1" 200 4316 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment/yixuai45 5/yixuai455.html" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

9 seconds later, he looked at the Table of Contents:

149.172.196.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:58:18 -0600] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 568 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/scientificenlightenment/yixuai45 5/yixuai455.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Win-
dows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
149.172.196.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:58:18 -0600] "GET /thermfr2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 907 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
149.172.196.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:58:18 -0600] "GET /thermh1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 24055 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermex2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
149.172.196.12 - - [04/Jun/2014:14:58:19 -0600] "GET /athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/thermfr2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

2:05 PM, dsl-189-135-75-37-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Tanhuato de Guerrero, Mexico,*

189.135.75.37 - - [04/Jun/2014:15:05:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/coatlicue.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 75699 "https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:11 PM, cable.virginm.net, London, UK,

82.40.64.70 - - [04/Jun/2014:15:11:07 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 26579 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

2:15 PM, hsd1.fl.comcast.net, West Palm Beach, Florida,
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66.229.190.73 - - [04/Jun/2014:15:15:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/nsa/ HTTP/1.1" 200 7807 "http://
www.google.com/url? sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved= 0CCsQF-
jAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs% 2Ftag%2Fnsa%2F&ei=OoyPU- 
DKK67isASngYLQBQ&usg=AFQjCNHJWFYDeC1MhxbISYyJ2IbTlQWc7Q&sig2=Tv7LY1fjAK-
gyJClv4-QUhA&bvm=bv.68235269,d.cWc" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:21.0) Gecko/
20100101 Firefox/21.0"

How I kept on developing delusions about famous people, in this case Snowden. 

2:35 PM, mobile.3.dk, Denmark,

109.56.162.25 - - [04/Jun/2014:15:35:23 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective.html HTTP/1.1" 200 2659 
"http://www.google.dk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=perspective%20formula
%20image&source=web&cd=20&ved=0CDQQFjAJOAo&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fgallery%2Fperspective.html&ei=9JCPU__PDoefyQP-
B3oCwBg&usg=AFQjCNERypIh-a1LQ4sQum_ZVarAPGgqUA&sig2 =f7FvO39cDnZlnnnMc-
QPdXg&bvm=bv.68235269,d.bGQ" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 5_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWe-
bKit/534.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1 Mobile/9B206 Safari/7534.48.3"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective.

2:41 PM, dc.dc.cox.net, Chantilly, Virginia,

98.172.29.218 - - [04/Jun/2014:15:41:49 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/representation.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 24645 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

2:43 PM, cable.virginm.net, Manchester, UK,

82.8.23.156 - - [04/Jun/2014:15:43:04 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 83644 
"http://www.google.co.uk/search?client=ms-android-h3g-gb&hl=en- GB&source=android-browser-
type&v=133247963&biw=533&bih=103&ei=tpKPU9GIL4PX7AaL9oHgCw&q=gangstalking+seek-
ing+asylum&oq=gangs talking+seeking+asylum&gs_l=mobile-gws-
serp.12...21320.25809.0.27213.10.10.0.0.0.0.1093.2046.6j3j7-1.10. 0....0...1c.1.45.mobile-gws-
serp..9.1.96.SeXqDLdHzxM" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; en-gb; GT-I9000 Build/GIN-
GERBREAD) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

The first person whom SDW had called upon today. Again, SDW was making her point: “Whenever 
you search for ‘gang-stalking’, all this garbage he has written about me would show up. And yet the 
TMU has just rejected our stalking claim again! Can you believe it?” (It would seem that SDW was at 
home again today.)

2:56 PM, dsl.cavtel.net, Centreville, Virginia,
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98.141.194.144 - - [04/Jun/2014:15:56:28 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/representation.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 24645 "http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CC0QFjAB&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com% 2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Frepresentation.html&ei=tpW-
PU5nlN6rlsAT52IHQBg&usg=AFQjCNFUbzTJc 
Itf4gYC3Qr8PdRykCtyKg&bvm=bv.68235269,d.cWc" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism. 

2:57 PM, I was looking up Dr G’s addresses – per the wishes of Mr Homeland Security CO chief. 

3:17 PM, lightspeed.frokca.sbcglobal.net, Davis, California,

99.20.65.231 - - [04/Jun/2014:16:17:55 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/electrontrans-
portchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=%ee%80% 
80electron+transport+chain%e%80%81&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X
10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.75.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0.3 Safari/537.75.14"

My plagiarism. This volunteer was probably a student at UC Davis. 

3:40 PM, a massive indexing in progress (Mystik Media, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania):*

…..
199.187.122.91 - - [04/Jun/2014:16:40:29 -0600] "GET 
/suppl_plead/5_22_09/email_unhcr_wa_malfunct_5_22_09_p2.wmv HTTP/1.1" 200 10028848 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)"
199.187.122.91 - - [04/Jun/2014:16:40:36 -0600] "GET 
/petition/attachment20/K/prof_serv_1_23_09.wmv HTTP/1.1" 200 10054912 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)"
199.187.122.91 - - [04/Jun/2014:16:40:34 -0600] "GET 
/suppl_plead/5_20_09/mail_unchr_5_20_09.3gp HTTP/1.1" 200 10018712 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)"
199.187.122.91 - - [04/Jun/2014:16:41:01 -0600] "GET 
/suppl_plead/5_8_09/txt_mssg_5_8_09_530PM.3gp HTTP/1.1" 200 10060704 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)"
199.187.122.91 - - [04/Jun/2014:16:41:19 -0600] "GET 
/suppl_plead/5_21_09/dancing_guy_gryhnd_5_21_09.3gp HTTP/1.1" 200 10038984 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)"
199.187.122.91 - - [04/Jun/2014:16:41:07 -0600] "GET /suppl_plead/5_7_09/internet_5_7_09.wmv 
HTTP/1.1" 200 10059256 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727)"
….

Presumably this was not related to the Secret Society women’s operation.

4:10 PM, lightspeed.hstntx.sbcglobal.net, Houston, Texas,
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172.6.122.168 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:10:51 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 81599
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/31.0.1650.63 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking. 

4:27 PM, Bayan Telecommunications Incorporated, Makati, Philippines,*

125.212.124.67 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:27:02 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:30.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/30.0"

My computer-hacking.

4:28 PM, Liberty Cablevision, Humacao, Puerto Rico, 

24.171.239.101 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:28:18 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/glycolysis.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 190436 "https://www.google.com.pr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. 

4:37 PM, bras-vprn-mtalon8603w-lp130-02-69-158-86-140.dsl.bell.ca, Belleville, Ontario,*

69.158.86.140 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:37:48 -0600] "GET /1/culturalfeminism.html HTTP/1.1" 200 64653 
"https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
69.158.86.140 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:37:48 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/culturalfeminism.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 
WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
69.158.86.140 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:37:48 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My particular brand of misogynist ideology which had prompted me to stalk white women.

4:39 PM, 184-99-220-183.frgo.qwest.net, Fargo, North Dakota,*

184.99.220.183 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:39:30 -0600] "GET 
/scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrell.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPod; CPU 
iPhone OS 7_0_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/4.0.1.31280 
Mobile/11B511 Safari/9537.53"

My plagiarism.

4:40 PM, 5e01f2c9.bb.sky.com, Kilsyth, UK,*
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94.1.242.201 - - [04/Jun/2014:17:40:12 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
29.0"

My plagiarism.

5:06 PM, hsd1.md.comcast.net, Silver Spring, Maryland,

73.180.188.32 - - [04/Jun/2014:18:06:27 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D167 Safari/9537.53"

Angelica’s naked picture. (The first.)

5:11 PM, dsl-189-177-197-168-dyn.prod-infinitum.com.mx, Tepic, Mexico,*

189.177.197.168 - - [04/Jun/2014:18:11:45 -0600] "GET /1/biopower.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 104149 
"https://www.google.com.mx/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. (Again, even though I had crafted this diagram myself.)

5:12 PM, rrcs-97-79-211-99.sw.biz.rr.com, Plano, Texas,*

97.79.211.99 - - [04/Jun/2014:18:12:17 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; LG-P769 Build/JZO54K) 
AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30 
GSA/3.4.16.1149292.arm"

My plagiarism.

5:32 PM, cpc99242-seac26-2-0-cust397.7-2.cable.virginm.net, Seacroft, UK,*

86.6.99.142 - - [04/Jun/2014:18:32:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/dividedline.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35072 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_4) AppleWebKit/536.30.1 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0.5 Safari/536.30.1"

My plagiarism.

5:38 PM, finc-16-b2-v4wan-164430-cust602.vm7.cable.virginm.net, Brent, UK,*

86.20.166.91 - - [04/Jun/2014:18:38:27 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/zeeman.gif HTTP/1.1" 
200 8107 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism.

5:59 PM, static.ip.windstream.net, Winston Salem, North Carolina:
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98.17.63.41 - - [04/Jun/2014:18:59:22 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-61.png 
HTTP/1.1" 200 139930 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My computer-hacking.

6:02 PM, nycmny.fios.verizon.net, Bronx, New York, 

74.108.13.73 - - [04/Jun/2014:19:02:14 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cellularrespiration.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 101985 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

At the same time, the Winston Salem volunteer continued:

98.17.63.41 - - [04/Jun/2014:19:02:12 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-21.png HTTP/1.1" 200 74401 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36" 
98.17.63.41 - - [04/Jun/2014:19:03:10 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
98.17.63.41 - - [04/Jun/2014:19:03:27 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp- content/uploads/2013/10/92713-48.png
HTTP/1.1" 200 109968 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

6:15 PM, customer-201-141-187-65.cablevision.net.mx, Ciudad Nezahualcoyotl, Mexico,*

201.141.187.65 - - [04/Jun/2014:19:15:44 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 61345 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

Angelica was evidently asking this volunteer how to convince law enforcement that my violation of my
family members’ privacy here should prove that Homeland Security was all right about me.

6:27 PM, lightspeed.stlsmo.sbcglobal.net, Saint Charles, Missouri,

107.129.41.31 - - [04/Jun/2014:19:27:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:16 PM, ip72-209-232-141.dc.dc.cox.net, Naperville, Illinois,*

72.209.232.141 - - [04/Jun/2014:20:16:06 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yoyodiagram.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11419 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; 
Trident/6.0; .NET4.0E; .NET4.0C; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.30729;
Tablet PC 2.0; ASU2JS; ms-office; MSOffice 15)"
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He did copy my diagram onto Word – and yet we don’t see him anywhere before this. Was he forging 
evidence of my plagiarism?

7:23 PM, Telstra, Bendigo, Australia,*

101.172.42.170 - - [04/Jun/2014:20:23:11 -0600] "GET /wine.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 33874 "https://
www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/
537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/33.0.1750.15 Mobile/11A501 Safari/9537.53"

How I had stolen this drawing from my family members?

7:41 PM,

92.234.141.129 - - [04/Jun/2014:20:41:00 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91413-
91.png HTTP/1.1" 200 115247 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

7:51 PM, Talk Talk, UK,

88.144.87.69 - - [04/Jun/2014:20:51:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
4530 "http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en-GB&redir_esc=&client=ms- android-
samsung&source=android-launcher-
widget&v=133247963&qsubts=1401936683266&action=devloc&q=synthetic+telepathy+2014&v=133
247963" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.4; en-gb; GT-I9100 Build/GINGERBREAD) AppleWe-
bKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

7:52 PM, he listened to the recording embedded in the blog post:

88.144.87.69 - - [04/Jun/2014:20:52:39 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav 
HTTP/1.1" 200 38880 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/" "Mozilla/5.0
(Linux; U; Android 2.3.4; en-gb; GT-I9100 Build/GINGERBREAD) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1"

My delusional belief about mind-control technology. 

8:03 PM, 46.sub-70-193-70.myvzw.com, Thomasville, Georgia,*

70.193.70.46 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:03:25 -0600] "GET 
/correlate_revised_no_summary_126/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 931564 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"
70.193.70.46 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:03:26 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/34.0.1847.137 Safari/537.36"

My delusions about being involved with the CIA and gone after by Homeland Security. The second 
time today!
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8:07 PM, static.88.198.56.239.clients.your-server.de, Falkenstein, Germany,*

88.198.56.239 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:07:26 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yih107.jpg HTTP/1.1"
200 36491 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.31 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/26.0.1410.64 Safari/537.31"

My plagiarism.

8:21 PM, Immanuel Medical Center, Grand Island, Nebraska,*

160.76.8.21 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:21:16 -0600] "GET /HTcontribution1-philosophy.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
13966 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) CriOS/35.0.1916.38 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"
160.76.8.21 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:21:18 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
CriOS/35.0.1916.38 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a volunteer from the strangest place in the world to 
brainstorm how to falsely report me for plagiarism here.

8:25 PM, lightspeed.toldoh.sbcglobal.net, Toledo, Ohio,

76.236.94.253 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:25:57 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/electrontrans-
portchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 "http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=%ee
%80%80what+is+the+role+of+oxygen+in+the+electron+transport+chain%ee
%80%81&FORM=HDRSC2" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

8:50 PM, Virgin Media, Birmingham, UK,

82.39.71.106 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:50:52 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 26579 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

My plagiarism. Again, the Secret Society women were revisiting this chapter after a long period of ab-
sence.

8:51 PM, my own visit from Catalina Coffee (rrcs-24-43-131-38.west.biz.rr.com, Los Angeles)*:

24.43.131.38 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:51:02 -0600] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1361 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

At the same time, the Naperville, Illinois, volunteer again:

72.209.232.141 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:51:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/diagram3.jpg HTTP/
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1.1" 200 107288 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; 
Trident/6.0; .NET4.0E; .NET4.0C; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.0.30729;
Tablet PC 2.0; ASU2JS; ms-office; MSOffice 15)"

Another image! It looks ever more like he was forging evidence of my plagiarism. At the same time: 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia,*

199.111.191.246 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:51:31 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto3.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 61345 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"
199.111.191.246 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:51:46 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 98910 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"
199.111.191.246 - - [04/Jun/2014:21:51:53 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto7.jpg HTTP/1.1" 
200 60245 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.76.4 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Version/7.0.4 Safari/537.76.4"

My violation of my family members’ privacy.

9:20 PM, 75-24-46-240.lightspeed.frsnca.sbcglobal.net, Fresno, California,*

75.24.46.240 - - [04/Jun/2014:22:20:07 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Shizuka had just rejoined the discussion.

9:44 PM, Opera Mini,

37.228.106.39 - - [04/Jun/2014:22:44:09 -0600] "GET /1/elementarystructures.htm HTTP/1.1" 200 
18877 "-" "Opera/9.80 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/4.2.20464/34.2336; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/
11.10" 
37.228.106.39 - - [04/Jun/2014:22:44:09 -0600] "GET /1/athd2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 12120 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera 
Mini/4.2.20464/34.2336; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
37.228.106.39 - - [04/Jun/2014:22:44:09 -0600] "GET /1/knightmoietyexchange.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
255080 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (J2ME/MIDP; 
Opera Mini/4.2.20464/34.2336; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"
37.228.106.39 - - [04/Jun/2014:22:44:09 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 446 "http://www.-
lawrencechin2011.com/1/elementarystructures.htm" "Opera/9.80 (J2ME/MIDP; Opera Mini/
4.2.20464/34.2336; U; en) Presto/2.8.119 Version/11.10"

10:06 PM, Rogers Cable, Toronto, Canada,

99.231.143.38 - - [04/Jun/2014:23:06:48 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWe-
bKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"
99.231.143.38 - - [04/Jun/2014:23:06:51 -0600] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" 
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"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

10:30 PM, adsl-68-121-18-90.dsl.irvnca.pacbell.net, Los Angeles, California,*

68.121.18.90 - - [04/Jun/2014:23:30:04 -0600] "GET /kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 218090 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
GSA/4.0.1.31280 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53"

Shizuka continued.

10:37 PM, modemcable070.103-202-24.mc.videotron.ca, Quebec City, Quebec,*

24.202.103.70 - - [04/Jun/2014:23:37:37 -0600] "GET 
/imp_documents_5/fr_jennifer_day_nov_2006.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 436767 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Jennifer Day had also rejoined the discussion. At the same time:

70.36.59.24 - - [04/Jun/2014:23:37:46 -0600] "GET /1/iroquoissociety.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 139726 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; Trident/7.0; Touch; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

Plagiarism.

11:02 PM, Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Kolkata, India,*

14.139.193.154 - - [05/Jun/2014:00:02:53 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/merging_forces.gif 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6761 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:27.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/
27.0"

The Secret Society women had again recruited a physicist from a renowned research institution to 
brainstorm how to falsely report me for plagiarism.

11:12 PM, unknown.m1.com.sg, Singapore,

119.56.126.2 - - [05/Jun/2014:00:12:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/cosmicdance2.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 40022 "https://www.google.com.sg/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like
Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25"

My plagiarism. 

11:29 PM, Pakistan Telecommunication Company, Lahore, Pakistan,

182.185.247.30 - - [05/Jun/2014:00:29:45 -0600] "GET /badvisits/51612-12.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
109742 "https://www.google.com.pk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36" 
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9 seconds later, he came onto my posting on the Bluehost forum itself:

182.185.247.30 - - [05/Jun/2014:00:29:54 -0600] "GET /badvisits/5712-43.png HTTP/1.1" 200 108985
"http://www.bluehostforum.com/showthread.php?32041-strange-visits-are-they-stealing-content-of-
my-site" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

How I kept mistaking the visits to my website due to my schizophrenia?

11:49 PM, National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan,

140.122.53.24 - - [05/Jun/2014:00:49:08 -0600] "GET /gallery/perspective2.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 45683 
"https://www.google.com.tw/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.2.2; ME173X Build/JDQ39) AppleWe-
bKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Safari/537.36"

How I had plagiarized my theory on linear perspective. (Again, this was most likely an informant.)

12:08 AM, Coompanion Roslagen, Stockholm, Sweden,*

84.246.132.18 - - [05/Jun/2014:01:08:04 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko"

My plagiarism.

12:29 AM, mail.vogt-medical.com, Deutsche Telecom AG, Germany,

80.152.178.94 - - [05/Jun/2014:01:29:37 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yixuai440.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 6261 "http://www.google.de/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDsQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F
% 2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1% 
2Fyixuai440.html&ei=ShyQU6yYJI- 
u7AbWag&usg=AFQjCNHBZUDk8Fcfl8B5SX9pSoOEpqp8Ag&bvm=bv.68235269,d. ZGU" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

My plagiarism. This volunteer was most likely related to the 1:56 PM Karlsruhe volunteer: Vogt Medi-
cal was a producer of disposal medical devices headquartered in Karlsruhe, Germany. Upon retrieving 
the instruction in his email account, this volunteer followed it and searched for my website.72 

12:35 AM, Mobile Interim Company 1 S.A.L., Jdaidet el Matn, Lebanon,*

91.232.100.26 - - [05/Jun/2014:01:35:08 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/injuredleg.jpg HTTP/
1.1" 200 28336 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26
(KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/10B146 Safari/8536.25"

My plagiarism.

72 Since the user-agent is the same, we wonder if this was just the same Karlsruhe volunteer from earlier.
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12:58 AM, 

120.61.46.208 - - [05/Jun/2014:01:58:43 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/planckexperiment.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 90830 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/
537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

1:12 AM, dyn.optonline.net, Stamford, Connecticut,

67.87.95.12 - - [05/Jun/2014:02:12:22 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/electrontrans-
portchain.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 51329 "http://www.google.com/blank.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; In-
tel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/
534.59.10"

1:40 AM,

66.249.81.220 - - [05/Jun/2014:02:40:50 -0600] "GET /readings/84011-PUL-Struye-Chine-INT-
WEB.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 2534605 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (en-us) AppleWebKit/534.14 (KHTML, like 
Gecko; Google Wireless Transcoder) Chrome/9.0.597 Safari/534.14"

Was this a real visit?

1:47 AM, dynamic.ttnet.com.tr, Balikesir, Turkey,

88.241.165.195 - - [05/Jun/2014:02:47:21 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.com.tr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

2:01 AM, it’s the Tuzla volunteer from yesterday:

31.47.22.87 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:01:42 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 82601 "-"
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:02:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/91313-55.png 
HTTP/1.1" 200 169183 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:02:43 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-20.png HTTP/1.1" 200 75904 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:02:57 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-19.png HTTP/1.1" 200 73778 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"
31.47.22.87 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:03:12 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-21.png HTTP/1.1" 200 74401 
"-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0"

Both were here to brainstorm how to falsely report me for hacking people’s computers.

2:05 AM, T-Mobile USA, Georgia,

172.56.1.118 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:05:39 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.html HTTP/1.1" 200 1585 "http://
www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/himiko.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.1; en-us; 
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HTC_One_S Build/JRO03C) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile 
Safari/534.30"
172.56.1.118 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:05:40 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/gallery/himiko.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.1; en-
us; HTC_One_S Build/JRO03C) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile 
Safari/534.30"

Angelica’s naked picture again. (The second.)

2:48 AM, shizuoka.ocn.ne.jp, Open Computer Network, Numazu, Japan,

180.9.184.215 - - [05/Jun/2014:03:48:53 -0600] "GET /gallery/himiko.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 491814 
"https://www.google.co.jp/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_0_4 like Mac OS X) AppleWe-
bKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a Safari/9537.53"

Again, the third.

3:04 AM, Globe Telecom, Quezon City, Philippines,

112.198.90.44 - - [05/Jun/2014:04:04:23 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/maxwelldistribu-
tion.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 99060 "https://www.google.com.ph/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

3:05 AM, ias.bredband.telia.com, Malmo, Sweden,

81.234.112.100 - - [05/Jun/2014:04:05:39 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/standardmodeldrel-
l.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 9790 "https://www.google.co.uk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_3) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/36.0.1985.49 Safari/537.36"

3:15 AM, 203-213-70-142.static.tpgi.com.au, Sydney, Australia,*

203.213.70.142 - - [05/Jun/2014:04:15:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/sacred-taboo01.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 35405 "https://www.google.com.au/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 
10_9_2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36"

3:20 AM, Vodafone Ireland, Dublin, Ireland. 

93.107.120.181 - - [05/Jun/2014:04:20:01 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-10.png HTTP/1.1" 200 
81599 "https://www.google.ie/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

3:38 AM, PT Telekomunikasi Selular Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia,*

114.124.37.115 - - [05/Jun/2014:04:38:07 -0600] "GET /shizukadetail.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 380104 
"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.3; C6602 Build/10.4.1.B.0.101) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.138 Mobile Safari/537.36"
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Shizuka again?

3:45 AM, Aircel Ltd., Chennai, India,*

101.222.224.187 - - [05/Jun/2014:04:45:25 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yih109.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 113752 "-" "Dalvik/1.6.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; SM-G7102 Build/JLS36C)"
101.222.224.187 - - [05/Jun/2014:04:45:33 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/yih109.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 113752 "-" "Dalvik/1.6.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.3; SM-G7102 Build/JLS36C)"

My plagiarism.

4:24 AM, mail.tdquartz.com, Signal Service LLC, Zheleznogorsk, Russian Federation,

94.102.31.41 - - [05/Jun/2014:05:24:32 -0600] "GET /suppl_pld_4_113b/suppl_pld_4_113b.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1487397 "https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) Ap-
pleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

This is the second time today that a volunteer came to one of the chapters in “The birth of a mission” 
(here, DOC-B). What’s going on? Were the Russians again trying to discredit the CIA’s evidence?

4:27 AM, Emirates Telecommunications Corporation, Dubai, United Arab Emirates,

92.98.97.170 - - [05/Jun/2014:05:27:51 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/saxonwarrior.jpg 
HTTP/1.1" 200 93280 "https://www.google.ae/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWe-
bKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.114 Safari/537.36"

Let’s summarize. Since early morning, the Secret Society women were preparing for their meeting with
the TMU detectives on Carolyn’s behalf. Again, the goal was to force the TMU to validate the Home-
land Security warning about me and reopen the stalking case on me.

(1) 8:27 – 8:39 AM, Hernandez Camacho again: to certify for the TMU that I did plagiarize. 
(2) 9:13 AM, a Hong Kong volunteer made a special report to the TMU testifying about my delusions 
about my women victims’ going after me.
(3) 9:17 AM, a University of Northern Iowa volunteer reported on my theft of my drawings from my 
family members.
(4) 9:34 AM – did the Russians and Homeland Security send in a Phoenix volunteer to discredit the 
CIA’s evidence (DOC-C)? Did the TMU already reject Carolyn’s request to reopen the stalking case?

From now on, the Secret Society women would resume mobilizing volunteers to brainstorm how to 
prove to any law enforcement authority that Homeland Security was all right about me.

(5) 10:42 AM, a volunteer from Scarborough Public Library, Toronto, brainstormed about how I did 
harbor delusions about mind-control technology. 
(6) 11:17 AM, a Palestinian volunteer examined my delusions about being involved with the CIA and 
gone after by Homeland Security (A).
(7) 1:56 PM, a Karlsruhe, Germany, volunteer brainstormed about my plagiarism with my Yijing chap-
ters.
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(8) 2:15 PM, a West Palm Beach, Florida, volunteer examined my delusions about Snowden. 
(9) 2:43 PM, SDW called upon a Manchester, UK, volunteer (1).

2:57 PM, Homeland Security CO chief got me to search for Dr G’s address – he was now thinking 
about getting Dr G to save Carolyn’s case.

(10) 4:37 PM, a Belleville, Ontario, volunteer examined my particular brand of misogynist ideology.
(11) 5:06 PM, a Silver Spring, Maryland, volunteer examined my naked picture of Angelica (a).
(12) 6:15 PM, Angelica was asking a Ciudad Nezahualcoyotl volunteer about how to use my family 
pictures to convince any law enforcement authority that Homeland Security was all right about me (b).
(13) 7:51 PM, a UK volunteer examined my delusions about synthetic telepathy.
(14) 8:03 PM, a Thomasville, Georgia, volunteer examined my delusions about being involved with the
CIA and gone after by Homeland Security (B). 
(15) 8:51 PM, a University of Virginia volunteer examined my violation of my family members’ pri-
vacy.
(16) 9:20 PM, Shizuka rejoined the discussion.
(17) 10:30 – 10:40 PM, both Shizuka and Jennifer Day discussed me with the volunteers (Los Angeles 
and Quebec City).
(18) 11:02 PM, the Secret Society women got a physicist from Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics to 
brainstorm how to falsely report me for plagiarism.
(19) 2:05 AM, a Georgia volunteer examined Angelica’s naked picture (c).
(20) 2:48 AM, a Japanese volunteer did the same (d). 
(21) 3:38 AM, Shizuka again (Jakarta).
(22) 4:24 AM, the Russian intelligence sent in a volunteer to discredit the CIA’s evidence for the sec-
ond time (DOC-B).

We can thus see that, when the brainstorming resumed, the Secret Society women were covering every 
characteristic which they had attributed to me: (a) my delusions about being chipped in the brain; (b) 
my delusions about my involvement with the intelligence agencies; (c) my delusions about famous peo-
ple; (d) my misogynist ideology; (e) my violation of my family members’ privacy; and (f) my plagia-
rism. (We of course didn’t list most of the brainstorming about my plagiarism.) This makes us wonder 
whether our scenario in the original version – that the Secret Society women were planning to bring 
their case to an oversight authority (such as the Los Angeles Police Commission – Office of the Inspec-
tor General) – might actually be correct.
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